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Abstract: We derive a Hamiltonian and present a simula-

tion protocol for mixed-resolution systems that allows for

a change in resolution of selected groups of atoms during

a molecular dynamics simulation. The Hamiltonian uses

a low-resolution force field for the part of the system distant

from an active site (for efficiency) and an atomistic force

field for the active site and its direct environment (for

accuracy). A microcanonical simulation protocol conserves

energy and angular and linear momentum. The method is

also applicable to simulations in other ensembles.

Understanding complex materials such as polymeric
systems and biological functional units often requires
investigating multiple and tightly coupled time and length
scales. Neither atomistic nor coarse-grained simulations are
able to adequately capture all the relevant scales, from the
quantum mechanical to the meso- and macroscales. Atomistic
models can capture the former but are too inefficient to model
the latter. Coarse-grained models lump a group of atoms into
a pseudoatom whose motion is governed by a simplified
potential. Thus they require the evaluation of fewer interac-
tions1 that are often shorter ranged and “softer” than atomic
interactions;2,3 this permits the use of longer and more
efficient time steps in a molecular dynamics simulation.4,5

However, the loss of chemical detail and the difficulty in
obtaining accurate coarse-grained potential energy parameters
for strongly interacting systems, where atoms become
polarized or react, limit the applicability of these models.6

To combine the efficiency of coarse-grained models with
the accuracy of atomistic models for systems that require
atomistic resolution only locally, for example at a reactive

group or defect (called the active zone), mixed-resolution
models have been developed; these models use a low-
resolution description for the part of the system distant from
an active site and an atomistic description for the active site
and its direct environment.7-18 The low-resolution description
can be a coarse-grained model or a mixture of coarse-grained
and atomistic models. Since the active zone may diffuse
during a molecular simulation or ligands may exchange in
and out of the inner coordination shell of the active site, the
algorithm needs to permit an on-the-fly reclassification (from
atomistic to low-resolution or vice versa) of atoms or groups
as they transition between the high- and low-resolution
regimes.

Previously, only the AdResS algorithm from Praprotnik
et al.11,15-17 and the hybrid scheme from Ensing et al.18

permitted such a reclassification during a molecular dynamics
simulation. The AdResS scheme defines an atomistic zone,
a coarse-grained zone, and a mixed-resolution zone (in which
the degrees of freedom are slowly switched on or off) in the
simulation box and considers the reclassification of atoms
or groups as a “geometry-induced first-order phase transi-
tion”. Using different force fields in each zone is equivalent
to using a nonconservative force field for the whole system.19

As a result, there exists no potential energy function for the
entire system, and simulations do not conserve either energy
or angular momentum. The hybrid scheme from Ensing et
al. integrates in essence the same force field as the AdResS
scheme (a different smoothing function is used) and, to
approximately conserve energy, adds or subtracts energy
terms to or from the system energy whenever a group crosses
a zone boundary. Considering that adding or subtracting
energy terms does not alter the trajectory, the hybrid scheme
from Ensing et al. does in principle not remove any of the
limitations of the AdResS algorithm.

Recently, we introduced an adaptive partitioning (AP)
method20 for treating the potential energy function for
systems with an active zone modeled at a high-level of theory
(e.g., quantum mechanics) and a surrounding environmental
zone modeled at a low-level of theory (e.g., molecular
mechanics). This algorithm permits an on-the-fly change in
level of theory of the potential energy function of an atomistic
simulation as atoms or groups of atoms move between the
active and environmental zones. In this letter, we present a
new method called adaptive partitioning of the Lagrangian
(APL) that extends our previous AP method from potential
energy functions to Lagrangian functions and that can be
used to derive a conservative Hamiltonian for a mixed-
resolution system that allows for a change in resolution of
selected groups during a simulation. Many-body force fields
can be used (the AdResS method is limited to pair potentials),
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multiple active zones can be present in the simulation system,
a microcanonical-ensemble (NVE) simulation protocol con-
serves energy, angular, and linear momentum (conservation
proofs including proofs of fulfillment of Newton’s third law
and their group-definition requirements are presented in the
Supporting Information), and the method is also well defined
for any other thermodynamic ensemble. We note that both
the AdResS and hybrid scheme integrate Newton’s equation
of motion. Considering that the degrees of freedom of a
group of atoms change depending on the coordinates of the
group of atoms, the kinetic energy functional of the system
is both velocity and coordinate dependent. It is well-known
that for coordinate-dependent kinetic energies the equations
of motion are not given by Newton’s equations but by the
Euler-Lagrange equations (or Hamilton’s equations),21 and
it is the Lagrangian or Hamiltonian that can describe a mixed-
resolution system that we derive in this letter.

The APL method starts with an atomistic description of a
system and classifies all atoms into groups with group
coordinates that become the interaction sites for those groups
that are coarse grained in the low-resolution description of
the system. We define a particular atom or a group of atoms,
called the active site, as the center of an active zone that
needs to be modeled atomistically. Although the scheme can
involve multiple active zones and each active zone can be
defined very generally, including the possibility of the active
zone boundary passing through a covalent bond, the discus-
sion here is for a single spherical active zone surrounded by
a spherical-shell buffer zone (defined with inner and outer
radii, rmin and rmax) and an environmental zone (which
comprises the rest of the system, which need not be
spherical), and without loss of generality we illustrate the
potential energy for the case where there are no covalent
bonds between groups (e.g., when the low-resolution zone
is a molecular liquid solvent). At any time, all of the atoms
of a given group are always considered to be in the same
zone. Groups of atoms located in the environmental zone
are described only by their low-resolution interaction sites.
The atomistic structure of these groups is not specified, and
only the group coordinates are stored. In contrast, groups in
the active zone and the buffer zone possess an explicit
atomistic structure. The purpose of the buffer zone is to
smooth the potential and kinetic energy of the system when
groups are entering or leaving the active zone. The thickness
of the buffer depends on the low-resolution and atomistic
description but might be, for example, a few angstroms.
Figure 1 illustrates the partitioning of the system into three
zones.

To keep the notation simple, we will write the equations
for the case where every group has the same numberA of
atoms, but the generalization toAR atoms in groupR is
straightforward. In addition, all equations are written here
for a system following classical particle dynamics, but an
extension to mixed atomistic-continuum systems12-14,22,23

is possible. We define a Lagrangian forυ coarse-grained
andµ atomistic groups

whereMR ) ∑k)1
A mk

(R) is the mass of groupR, UR is the
velocity of its group coordinate (which may be, but need
not be, at the center of mass of the group),mk

(R) is the mass
of atomk in groupR, uk is its velocity vector (ukx, uky, ukz)T,
andV(µ,υ) is the potential energy describing all interactions
between the low-resolution and atomistic sites. For the case
considered here (no covalent bonds between groups), there
is considerable freedom in the choice of the mixed-resolution
potential energy functional, but one reasonable possibility
is

where Vµ+υ is the potential energy of the entire system
described by a low-resolution force field,VAA

µ is the poten-
tial energy of the active groups described by an atomistic
force field, andVµ is the potential energy of the active groups
as described by the low-resolution force field. All energies
are calculated in the APL scheme with reference to a point
in configuration space of the all-atomistic system with all
momenta equal to zero. Since most low-resolution force
fields do not include energy contributions of the implicit
degrees of freedom at a finite temperature, eq 2 includes
kBT0 for each implicit degree of freedom in the low-resolution
description of the potential energyV(µ,υ) where T0 is the
average temperature of the system we plan to study in our
simulation. Note that the choice ofkBT0 per degree of
freedom is motivated by considering all implicit degrees of
freedom to be harmonic,24 but this does not limit the
treatment to harmonic potentials for either the atomistic or
coarse-grained potential functions. Because of the depen-
dence onT0, the APL force field is thermodynamic-state
dependent. In general, the energy contributions of the implicit
degrees of freedom are system dependent and not necessarily
kBT0 per degree of freedom, but the following APL procedure
is independent of the specific mixed-resolution potential
energy functional.

If, at one instant in time during a molecular simulation,
there areM groups of atoms in the active zone,K groups of
atoms in the buffer zone, andN groups of atoms in the
environmental zone, then we define the mixed-resolution
Lagrangian,LAP, as a linear combination of all possible
combinations of Lagrangian functions that are obtained by
treating the active zone and a subset of theK groups in the
buffer zone at a high level of resolution (and the rest at a
low level of resolution)

where{L[J]} denotes allK!/[J!(K - J)!] possible Lagrangian

Figure 1. Partitioning of a multiscale system into an active zone,
an environmental zone, and a buffer zone separating the active from
the environmental zone. Groups of atoms in the active zone have
a high (atomistic) resolution, groups in the environmental zone have
a low (coarse-grained) resolution, and groups in the buffer zone
have a mixed resolution.

L(µ,υ) ) ∑
R)1

υ 1

2
MRUR

2 + ∑
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Aµ 1

2
mkuk

2 - V(µ,υ) (1)

V(µ,υ) ) Vµ+υ + (VAA
µ - Vµ) + 3(A - 1)υkBT0 (2)

LAP ) LAP(L[0], {L[1]}, ‚‚‚, L[K] ) (3)
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functions that can be obtained by considering various choices
of J buffer-zone groups to be atomistic. To simplify the
notation, we will denote the Lagrangian as LRâ‚‚‚θ when
groupsR, â, ‚‚‚, θ in the buffer zone are considered as
atomistic and groupsγ, δ, ‚‚‚, K - θ are considered as having
a low resolution. In the APL method all high-resolution
Lagrangian contributions from groupsR in the buffer zone
are smoothed according to their radial coordinaterR (distance
between groupR and the center of the active site)

whereL corresponds toθ ) 0, SR is a fifth-order spline

andΩR is given by

The Supporting Information shows that eq 4 can be written
as

whereTAP is the kinetic energy,VAP is the potential energy
calculated with the permuted AP method20 applied to the
mixed atomistic and low-resolution potential energy func-
tions,V(µ,υ), uk

(â) is the velocity of atomk of groupâ in the
buffer zone, andΛ(â) is a coordinate-dependent mass matrix
of groupâ. The mass matrixΛ(â) is nonsingular forSâ > 0,
and the Supporting Information shows that

with

and

Having defined a mixed-resolution Lagrangian function, we

can calculate21 the generalized momentapi ) ∂L/∂ui and the
mixed-resolution Hamiltonian functionHAP. We obtain

wherePR is the total momentum of groupR.
We note that forK groups in the buffer zone,2K potential

energy functions have to be evaluated to determine the AP
potential energy,VAP. (For classical mixed-resolution force
fields that consist of additive many-body interaction terms
the computational overhead of the APL procedure is usually
negligible, which is why we based our APL scheme on the
permuted AP method (that scales asO(2K)) and not on the
sorted AP method (that scales asO(K)).20 For example, for
pairwise potentials the computational effort scales as [1/2-
(AM + N + K)(AM + N + K - 1) + 1/2AK(AM + N) +
1/2AK(AK - 1)] where the computational overhead of the
APL procedure, [1/2AK(AM + N) + 1/2AK(AK - 1)], is
negligible if the number of atoms in the buffer zone,AK, is
small in comparison to the number of interaction sites in
the active and environmental zone,AM + N.)

Equation 11 shows that the mixed-resolution Hamiltonian
for the system allows for a change in resolution of selected
groups of atoms during a simulation by making the kinetic
energy part of the adaptively partitioned Hamiltonian a
functional of the splines. There are no explicit symplectic
integrators for coordinate-dependent kinetic energies, but the
Supporting Information presents an implicit symplectic
generalization of the leapfrog algorithm25 that solves Hamil-
ton’s equation of motion with a single force evaluation per
time step.

APL simulations can be performed with an all-atomistic
resolution in all zones (the force field has still different
resolutions). In this case, the Hamiltonian propagates the
atomistic structure of groups in the environmental zone in
parallel to the group coordinates, and the APL scheme is
time-reversible. The main disadvantage of this approach is
that the all-atomistic system (including the atomistic structure
of groups in the environmental zone) needs to be equilibrated
using an all-atomistic force field, a step that is often
computationally unfeasible. To eliminate this extra require-
ment, we propose to use the algorithm with reduced-
dimensionality in the environmental zone, integrate only the
group coordinates of groups in the environmental zone, and
only insert the atomistic structure of a group as it enters the
buffer zone from the environmental zone. Thus, we need an
algorithm for determining atomistic structure of a group
during the simulation. There are two requirements: (i) The
procedure should generate appropriate atomic coordinates
for the simulation conditions without changing the group
coordinate. (ii) The configuration space should be sampled
with a probability corresponding to that of an all-atomistic
simulation. One possible procedure is to place the group
coordinate on one of the atoms of the group, to generate an

LAP ) L + ∑
R)1,‚‚‚,K

SR (LR - L) + ∑
R)1,‚‚‚,K-1
â)R+1,‚‚‚K

SRSâ{LRâ -

[L + ∑
µ)R,â

(Lµ - L)]} + ∑
R)1,‚‚‚,K-2

â)R+1,‚‚‚,K-1
γ)â+1,‚‚‚,K

SRSâSγ [LRâγ - (L +

∑
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l
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(â) + SâMM
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l
mA
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uipi - LAP
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atomistic configuration for the group entering the buffer zone
that satisfies requirement (i), and then to perform a con-
strained molecular dynamics simulation to relax the newly
placed atoms in the force field of all the other atoms and
groups. During this process only the newly placed atoms
move, and all atoms in the buffer and core zone are
considered explicit. Furthermore, all group coordinates are
fixed during this process. We note that in the mixed-
resolution potential energy functional of eq 2, there is no
change in the interaction of the environmental zone with the
active and buffer zones when the group coordinates are fixed,
and this interaction does not have to be evaluated. Other
procedures for inserting atomistic structure based on Monte
Carlo methods26,27 are also possible.

A notable advantage of the APL scheme is that only atomic
coordinates (and not velocities) have to be generated when
a group enters the buffer zone from the environmental zone.
For groups on the boundary between the buffer and
environmental zone the atomic velocities are the same as
the velocity of the group coordinate. The Hamiltonian
automatically reintroduces intragroup (vibrational) velocities
as a group in the buffer zone moves toward the active zone
(and it removes intragroup kinetic energy as a group in the
buffer zone moves toward the environmental zone). Fur-
thermore, the AP potential energy is independent of the
atomistic structure of a group on the boundary between buffer
and environmental zone so that the insertion of atomic
structure yields both a continuous kinetic energy and a
continuous potential energy.

Finally, we illustrate how to extend the APL algorithm to
perform simulations in the NVT ensemble. The average
temperature,〈T〉, during a simulation is calculated as

where 〈‚‚‚〉 denotes a phase space average, andD is the
effective number of degrees of freedom of the system for a
specific configuration (time) that is calculated as

We note that the temperature is configuration-space
dependent since the kinetic energy is explicitly dependent
on coordinates. The AP Hamiltonian, eq 11, is quadratic in
the conjugate momenta, so that we can, for example, use
the Berendsen thermostat28 to perform simulations in the
NVT ensemble and scale all momenta,pi, according to

where∆t is the time step,τ is a coupling parameter, and
Tdesired and Tinstantaneousare the desired and instantaneous
temperature of the simulation, respectively.

The main difference between the new APL method and
previous mixed resolution algorithms7-18 is that we define a
single Lagrangian for a mixed-resolution system that allows
for a change in resolution of selected groups of atoms instead
of defining multiple Hamiltonians or force fields (that possess
different resolutions) for different areas in space that are
connected by boundary conditions. In addition, the phase

space dimensionality of a system is constant during an APL
simulation and equal to the all-atomistic phase space
dimensionality. Only the number of interaction sites and
degrees of freedom are reduced and vary during an APL
simulation. Unlike previous mixed-resolution methods, the
APL scheme is therefore currently the only algorithm that
solves the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion for a mixed-
resolution system and that can be easily extended to any
thermodynamic ensemble. The main disadvantage of the APL
scheme is the need to define a mixed-resolution potential
energy functional that uses the same reference state for the
zero of energy for both the coarse-grained and atomistic part
of the potential energy functional. In contrast, in the AdResS
method the zero of energy can be defined independently for
the coarse-grained and atomistic force fields.

In conclusion, we have derived a Hamiltonian and
presented a simulation protocol for mixed-resolution systems
that allows for a change in resolution of selected groups of
atoms during a simulation. An NVE simulation protocol with
this Hamiltonian conserves kinetic and potential energy and
angular and linear momentum. For systems that require
atomistic resolution only for a small part or parts of the
simulation system, the APL algorithm permits a simulation
with accuracy comparable to an atomistic one at the
computational cost of a coarse-grained one.

As an application of this novel algorithm we are currently
studying the structure and diffusion of hexane molecules
surrounding a water molecule.
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Abstract: Modern videogames place increasing demands on the computational and graphical

hardware, leading to novel architectures that have great potential in the context of high

performance computing and molecular simulation. We demonstrate that Graphical Processing

Units (GPUs) can be used very efficiently to calculate two-electron repulsion integrals over

Gaussian basis functionssthe first step in most quantum chemistry calculations. A benchmark

test performed for the evaluation of approximately 106 (ss|ss) integrals over contracted s-orbitals

showed that a naı̈ve algorithm implemented on the GPU achieves up to 130-fold speedup over

a traditional CPU implementation on an AMD Opteron. Subsequent calculations of the Coulomb

operator for a 256-atom DNA strand show that the GPU advantage is maintained for basis sets

including higher angular momentum functions.

1. Introduction
The past decade has seen a tremendous increase in the
computing requirements of consumer videogames, and this
demand is being met through novel hardware architectures
in the form of proprietary consoles and graphics cards.
Offerings such as the Sony PlayStation 3 (designed around
IBM’s Cell processor1) and the nVidia GeForce 8800 GTX
graphics card are excellent examples, both of which may be
characterized as stream processors.2 Stream processing is a
generalization of the single instruction multiple data (SIMD)
vector processing model which formed the core of the Cray-1
supercomputer.3 Applications are organized into streams and
kernels, representing blocks of data and code transformations,
respectively. The kernel is typically comprised of a tight loop
of relatively few instructions. Streams of data are then
processed in pipelined and parallel fashion by many proces-
sors executing a small number (possibly only one) of kernels.
In the case of the nVidia 8800 GTX, there are 128 total
processors organized as 16 multiprocessor units comprised
of 8 processing units each. These run at a clock speed of
1.35 GHz, which is comparable to the conventional CPUs
commonly used as the basis for scientific computing clusters.

Since a graphics card typically costs less than a single
CPU used in conventional scientific clusters, it is tempting
to consider the use of graphics cards for computational
chemistry. The earliest attempts to use graphics processing
units (GPUs) for nongraphical computing in fields outside
of chemistry4-6 were largely stymied by limited precision
and difficulty of programming. The former problem has been
partially remedied, and the latest GPUs support 32-bit
floating point arithmetic. The next generation of GPUs and
stream processors from nVidia and AMD have already been
announced and will extend this support to 64-bit. The latter
problem of programming difficulty has been largely removed
by nVidia’s recent introduction of the Compute Unified
Device Architecture (CUDA), which provides a relatively
simple programming interface that can be called from the
standard C language. A few groups have recognized the po-
tential of GPUs in the context of computational chemistry,7-9

with some recent implementations within the CUDA
framework.8-10 Much of the focus has been on questions of
accuracy associated with 32-bit single precision arithmetic,
but we discuss this only very briefly here since the precision
problem will be much less important with the advent of 64-
bit GPUs and stream processors. Instead, our paper focuses* Corresponding author e-mail: tjm@spawn.scs.uiuc.edu.
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on the implementation of quantum chemistry algorithms in
the context of stream processors.

In this paper, we propose and test three different algorithms
to solve one of the bottleneck problems of most ab initio
calculations, the two-electron integral evaluation part, entirely
on the GPU. Yasuda has recently demonstrated that that GPU
evaluation of two-electron integrals is feasible with up to
10× speedups compared to conventional CPUs.9 He intro-
duced a novel scheme that calculates the largest integrals
on the CPU in double precision and others on the GPU in
single precision. In contrast, we explore several computa-
tional organizations for the problem, determining which are
most appropriate for the GPU architecture. We formulate
three different approaches, each with its own strong and weak
points. By taking the architectural details of the GPU into
account, we are able to achieve speedups of more than 100×
compared to mature algorithms on conventional CPUs. One
of the algorithms is particularly suitable for direct SCF
methods,11 where the integrals are recomputed every SCF
iteration, while the others are better for conventional SCF
methods, where primitive integrals have to be contracted and
stored (usually on disk) before the SCF procedure starts.

To assess the relative performance of these three algo-
rithms, we have chosen a relatively simple test system
consisting of 64 H atoms organized on a 4× 4 × 4 cubic
lattice with nearest-neighbor spacing of 0.74 Å using the
STO-6G and 6-311G basis sets. In this test system, only
(ss|ss) type integrals need to be evaluated. Having identified
the algorithm which is most suitable for direct SCF calcula-
tions, we then use it to construct (entirely on the GPU) the
Coulomb contribution to the Fock matrix (theJ-matrix) for
a much larger system including boths- and p-type basis
functionssa 256-atom DNA strand using the 3-21G basis
set (1699 basis functions). Comparison of the corresponding
CPU and GPU timings confirms that the GPU architecture
is well-suited for use in quantum chemistry calculations. The
algorithms presented here, and to a large extent also the code,
will be directly applicable to double-precision GPUs and
stream processors with little or no modification.

This paper is organized in the following way. Section 1
is the Introduction; section 2 outlines the problem back-
ground; section 3 provides a brief overview of the GPU
architecture and some programming basics required for
understanding the further material; the integral computation
algorithms on GPU are described in section 4; and section 5
includes the benchmark timing results as well as a brief
discussion concerning the impact of 32-bit precision in the
GPU calculations.

2. Two-Electron Repulsion Integrals
The first step in any ab initio Molecular Orbital (MO) or
Density Functional Theory (DFT) treatment of electronic
structure is the evaluation of a large number of two-electron
repulsion integrals overN atom-centered one-electron basis
functionsæ

whererb refers to the electronic coordinates. In practice, these
basis functions are typically linear combinations of primitive
atom-centered Gaussian basis functions:

The primitive basis functionsø are centered at the coordinates
RBA ) (XA,YA,ZA) of the Ath nucleus:

The two-electron integrals in the contracted basis are thus
evaluated as

where we use brackets to denote two-electron integrals over
primitive basis functions and parentheses to denote such
integrals over contracted basis functions. The angular
momentum of the basis functions is given by the sum of the
three integer parameters,λ ) nx + ny + nz, in the usual way.
The primitive integrals can be evaluated analytically as
originally shown by Boys.12 Since Boys’ seminal work,
numerous computational approaches have been developed
to minimize the effort in thisN4 bottleneck.13-17 However,
even if the most efficient algorithm is being used, the two-
electron integral evaluation phase still takes much of the
computation time.

3. Overview of GPU Hardware and CUDA API
All calculations throughout this project were performed on
one nVidia GeForce 8800 GTX graphical processor running
under the Windows XP operating system. The Compute
Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) Application Program-
ming Interface (API) provided by nVidia18 was used to
develop the GPU-side code. Perhaps the most detailed
descriptions of the nVidia GeForce GPU architecture and
the CUDA API are provided in the CUDA Programming
Guide available for download free of charge.19 We briefly
outline some features of the hardware and programming
models that are needed to understand our implementation
of two-electron integral evaluation.

In the beta version of the CUDA implementation which
we used for this work, all GPU functions (those functions
which are executed on the GPU, not on the CPU) are called
synchronously. In other words, when the CPU reaches the
point where a GPU function (“kernel”) is called, the CPU
waits until this function returns and only then can proceed
further.20 From this point of view, the GPU can be considered
as a coprocessor to the CPUsa fast processor that is
responsible for executing the most computationally intensive
parts of a program which can be efficiently processed in
parallel. The processors of the GPU are not able to access
CPU memory directly. Therefore, before a GPU kernel is
executed, the CPU (using functions provided by the CUDA
host runtime component) must copy required data from CPU
memory to GPU memory. Likewise, if desired, the results

(pq|rs) ) ∫∫æp( rb1)æq( rb1)
1

| rb1 - rb2|
ær( rb2)æs( rb2)drb1drb2

(1)
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k)1
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in GPU memory may be copied to CPU memory after GPU
processing is completed.

The GeForce 8800 is able to process a large number of
parallel threads. Within the CUDA framework, the whole
batch of threads is arranged as a one- or two-dimensional
grid of blocks with up to 65 535 blocks in each dimension.
Each block of threads can be one-, two-, or three-dimensional
depending on the problem being solved. The number of
threads in a block must be specified explicitly in the code
and should not be more than 512 in the current CUDA
implementation. The best performance is obtained if the
number of threads in a block is a multiple of 32, for
scheduling reasons discussed below. The CUDA framework
assigns a unique serial number (threadIdx) to each thread in
a block. Likewise, each block of threads is assigned a unique
identification number (blockIdx). For a two-dimensional grid
of blocks,blockIdxconsists of two numbers,blockIdxx and
blockIdxy. Using both threadIdx and blockIdx, one can
completely identify a given thread. This makes it possible
for each thread to identify its share of the work in a Single
Program Multiple Data (SPMD) application.

The GeForce 8800 GTX consists of 16 independent stream
multiprocessors (SM). Each SM has a Single Instruction
Multiple Data (SIMD) implementation with eight scalar
processors and one instruction unit. At each clock cycle, the
instruction unit of an SM broadcasts the same instruction to
all eight of its scalar processor units, which then operate on
different data. Each SM can process several blocks concur-
rently, but all the threads in a given block are guaranteed to
be executed on a single SM. Threads within the same block
are thereby able to communicate with each other very
efficiently using fast on-chip shared memory and are
furthermore able to synchronize their execution. In contrast,
threads belonging to different blocks are not able to com-
municate efficiently nor to synchronize their execution. Thus,
interblock communication must be avoided in an efficient
GPU algorithm.

Since the number of threads in a typical GPU application
is much larger than the total number of scalar processing
units, all the threads are executed using time slicing. All
blocks are split into 32-thread groups (which is why the
number of threads in a block should be a multiple of 32)
called warps. Each warp is then processed in SIMD fashion
(all 32 threads are executed by 8 processor units in 2 clock
cycles). The thread scheduler periodically switches the active
warps to maintain load balancing, maximizing the overall
performance.

4. GPU Algorithms for Two-Electron Integrals
Most parallel programs use one of two general organizational
schemes: the master-slave model or the peer model. In the
master-slave model, there is one master node which
executes a common serial program but distributes the most
computationally intensive parts among the slave nodes. After
the slave nodes are done, the master node gathers the results
and uses them in further computations. In the case of the
two-electron integral evaluation problem, a common imple-
mentation21-23 of the master-slave model is as follows: the
master node loops over all atomic orbitals, generating lists

of (pq|rs) integrals (i.e., index ranges) and the required input
data (exponents, contraction coefficients, and atomic coor-
dinates). These lists are sent to the slave nodes, which then
evaluate the corresponding integrals. In the peer model, there
is no master node, and all computational nodes execute the
same program.

There are two levels of parallelism in a typical GPU code.
The first is between the CPU and the GPUs, which is handled
in the master-slave model. The CPU is the master node
which calls one or more GPUs as slave nodes. The second
level of parallelism is within the GPU itself, which is
implemented in the peer model, where each thread executes
the same program and must use itsthreadIdxandblockIdx
to determine precisely what work it is to perform.

Because of the relatively slow 2Gb/s transfer speeds
between the CPU and GPU, it is important to avoid CPU-
GPU data transfer as much as possible. Below, we present
several algorithms for two-electron integral evaluation. We
test them on a simple system consisting of 64 H atoms.
Finally, we show that these algorithms preserve their
efficiency for much more complex systems, specifically a
256-atom DNA strand, containing 685 contracteds-and 1014
p-type basis functions.

4a. Mapping Integrals to the GPU Threads. The
mapping procedure starts by enumerating all theN atomic
orbitals æp in the system (p)1...N) and then constructing
correspondingbra- andket-arraysæpæq of lengthM ) N(N
+ 1)/2. The two-electron integrals can then be generated as
(pq|rs) bra- and ket-vector element combinations. This is
schematically represented in Figure 1. Each light green
square represents one (bra|ket) integral out of M2 total
integrals. The (bra|ket))(ket|bra) symmetry reduces these
M2 integrals to the final set ofM(M + 1)/2 unique two-
electron integrals represented by the upper-right triangle
submatrix in Figure 1. Several different integralTGPU thread
mappings can be envisioned. The two-dimensional square
grid of contracted integrals in Figure 1 can be naturally
mapped to a two-dimensional grid of GPU thread blocks. In
this case, there are two possibilitiesseither each block of
GPU threads calculates a contracted integral as depicted in
Figure 1, or each GPU thread calculates a contracted integral
as depicted in Figure 2. In the first case, the primitive
integrals contributing to the same contracted integral are
cyclically mapped to the threads of a block (the predefined
number of threads in a block is the same for all blocks).
Following the calculation of the primitive integrals, a block
sum reduction performs the final summation leading to the
contracted integral. In the second case, each individual GPU
thread calculates its own contracted integral by looping over
all contributing primitive integrals and accumulating the
result in a local variable. A third possible mapping is shown
in Figure 3, where each thread calculates just one primitive
integral, no matter to which contracted integral it contributes.
In this case, additional overhead is needed to perform a series
of local sum reductions converting the grid of primitive
integrals to the grid of contracted integrals.

These three approaches cover a wide range of possible
mapping schemes. The third mapping (one threadT one
primitive integral) is very fine-grained with perfect computa-
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tion load balancing but relatively large data reduction
overhead. In contrast, the second mapping (one threadT
one contracted integral) is very coarse-grained with imperfect
load balancing. This is because different threads can have
different loop lengths, depending on the degree of contraction
of each of the four basis functions in the integral. On the
other hand, this mapping has no data reduction overhead
(summation of data held in different threads). The first
mapping, (one thread blockT one contracted integral) is
intermediate in terms of the grain of parallelism. Load
imbalancing can decrease the performance significantly, for
example in basis sets with low average degree of contraction.
However, the load is balanced more effectively than in the
second mapping. Additionally, the data reduction overhead
is small because the threads that need to communicate are
all located in the same thread block (and hence reside on
the same SM).

We have tested all these three approaches on a system of
64 hydrogen atoms using the STO-6G24,25and 6-311G26 basis
sets, representing highly contracted and relatively uncon-
tracted basis set cases, respectively.

4b. One Thread Block T One Contracted Integral
Mapping. The “One BlockT One Contracted Integral”
mapping (1B1CI) is schematically represented in Figure 1.

The green squares represent the contracted integrals as well
as the blocks of computational GPU threads mapped to them.
Because of (bra|ket))(ket|bra) symmetry, those integrals
lying below the main diagonal should be disregarded. This
is easily done with a logic statement at the beginning of
thread execution. If the thread is assigned to an integral in
the lower triangle, it simply exits without computing
anythingsthis is indicated in Figure 1 by the designation
“idle blocks”. This “outscheduling” has little effect on
performance since the scheduler switches between GPU
warps very quickly (once all threads in a warp have
completed processing, they are removed from the scheduling
list and do not impose any load balancing penalty). After
each contracted integral is mapped to the corresponding block
of GPU threads, the primitive integrals contributing to the
particular contracted integral are assigned to the threads
constituting this block. Different schemes can be used heres
in our program we use a cyclic mapping to a one-dimensional
block of 64 threads (orange rectangles in Figure 1). Each
successive term in the sum of eq 4 is then mapped to a
successive GPU thread, i.e., [11|11] to thread 0, [11|12] to
thread 1, and so on. If the number of primitive integrals is
larger than the number of GPU threads in the block, the
procedure repeats: the 65th primitive integral is mapped to
thread 0, the 66th to thread 1, and so on until all primitive
integrals have been assigned to a GPU thread. Depending
on the number of terms in eq 4 for the contracted integral
under consideration, two situations are possible as shown
on the right in Figure 1. Block (4,1) represents the case when
some threads have no integrals mapped to them. This can
happen, for example, when there is only one term in the sum
of eq 4, i.e. the contraction length for all basis functions
involved in the integral is unity. Since the number of threads
in a block is fixed and is the same for all the blocks, the
number of threads in Block (4,1) will be 64, of which only
one will do useful worksthe others will just waste the
computational resources executing unnecessary instructions.
Thus, the 1B1CI mapping is more efficient for highly
contracted basis sets. Direct computational tests confirm this
conclusion and show that for low-contracted basis sets the
performance drops by a factor of 2-3. Note that the

Figure 1. “One Block T One Contracted Integral” (1B1CI) mapping. The green squares represent the contracted integrals as
well as one-dimensional 64-thread blocks mapped to them. To the right, the GPU thread to primitive integral mapping is illustrated
for two contracted integrals containing 1 and 34 ) 81 primitive integrals. After all the primitive integrals are calculated, a block
sum reduction leads to the final result.

Figure 2. “One Thread T One Contracted Integral” (1T1CI)
mapping. Green squares represent the contracted integrals
as well as individual GPU threads mapped to them. A two-
dimensional 4 × 4 thread block is outlined in red. Each thread
calculates its integral by looping over all primitive integrals
and accumulating the result in a local variable.
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performance penalty is less than might have been expected.
This is partly because of the efficient scheduling and
organization of threads into warps as discussed above. When
all of the threads in a warp are idle, the entire warp wastes
only one clock cycle, after which the GPU “outschedules”
the warp, i.e., it is removed from consideration for further
scheduling. Block (3, 2) represents the case when the number
of primitive integrals is not a multiple of the number of the
number of threads in a block. In this case, there is also
performance degradation since threads 17-31 are only
calculating one primitive integral, while threads 0-16
calculate two primitive integrals. However, in general the
effect is much smaller than in the previous case. Again, the
efficient scheduling of the GPU and organization of threads
into warps is the reason for relatively minor effects of load
imbalance. Given the current lack of performance monitoring
tools for the GPU, the only way to assess the impact of load
imbalancing is by direct experimentation for realistic test
cases.

4c. One ThreadT One Contracted Integral Mapping.
The “One ThreadT One Contracted Integral” (1T1CI)
mapping is shown schematically in Figure 2. Again, the green
squares represent the contracted integrals, while the blocks
of threads are sketched in red. In contrast to the previous
model, the blocks of threads are now two-dimensional. Figure
2 shows a block of 16 threads arranged as a 4× 4 grid for
illustrative purposes, while in our test calculations we found
the 16× 16 configuration to be optimal. Each thread now
has its own contracted integral to calculate. It does this by
looping over all primitive integrals and accumulating the
result. Figure 4 presents a detailed flowchart of the procedure.
As mentioned above, the 1T1CI mapping scheme can suffer
from load balancing problems since there may be a different
number of terms in each of the sums of primitive integrals.
This results in a different number of loop cycles needed to
calculate each contracted integral and a corresponding
imbalance in the computational work per thread. The effect
of this load imbalance can be minimized by organizing the
contracted integrals into subgrids, so that each subgrid
contains contracted integrals involving the same number of

primitive integrals. The computation threads are then as-
signed over all the subgrids serially through a series of
synchronous function calls from the CPU. This provides
all GPU threads in each subgrid exactly the same amount
of work, which is nonetheless different for different sub-
grids. The sorting step to divide the work into subgrids
is done on the CPU prior to integral evaluation by the GPU.

4d. One Thread T One Primitive Integral Mapping .
The “One ThreadT One Primitive Integral” (1T1PI)
mapping exhibits the finest grained parallelism of all the
mappings we consider here. The mapping scheme is shown
schematically in Figure 3, where it can be seen that each
individual GPU thread calculates only one primitive integral,
no matter which contracted integral it contributes to. In
Figure 3, two-dimensional blocks of threads are represented
by green squares, while the red squares represent contracted
integrals. Individual primitive integrals are not displayed. The
situation shown in Figure 3 corresponds to the STO-6G basis
set (with 1296 primitive integrals in each contracted integral)
and a block size of 16× 16 threads. Since 16 is not a
multiple of 36, some blocks like block (4, 1) calculate
primitive integrals which belong to different contracted
integrals like (11|12) and (11|13). From the computational
point of view, this is the fastest version because of
ideal load balancing. However, the following sum reduction
stage, which converts the calculated primitive integral grid
to the final contracted integral grid, is the most expensive
part in this model and can decrease the ultimate perfor-
mance. As depicted in Figure 3, the reduction to contracted
integrals will sometimes require summation over values
from threads in different blocks, and these therefore may
reside on different SMs, necessitating expensive communica-
tion.

4e. The (ss|ss) Integral Computation Algorithm . The
general formula for primitive [ss|ss] integral evaluation is12

Figure 3. “One Thread T One Primitive Integral” (1T1PI) mapping. The two-dimensional 16 × 16 thread blocks are represented
by green squares, while the red squares represent contracted integrals. To the right, we show an example where the primitives
calculated by one thread block contribute to more than one contracted integral.

[s1s2|s3s4] )

π3

ABxA + B
K12(RB12)K34(RB34)F0( AB

A + B
[RBP - RBQ]2) (5)
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where

In eqs 5-10, Rk and RBk denote the exponent and atomic
center of thekth primitive basis function in the integral.
Instead of having each GPU thread calculate a primitive
integral directly through eqs 5-10, we precalculate all pair
quantities on the host CPU. Alternatively, this could be done
on the GPU, if desired. The following terms are precalculated
and stored in the GPU memory:R1 + R2, π3/2 c1c2/(R1 +
R2)exp(-R1R2/(R1 + R2)RB12

2), and (R1RB1 + R2RB2)/(R1 + R2).
Having loaded these pair quantities for bothbra andketparts,
each GPU thread is then able to calculate the required
primitive integrals.

4f. Extension to Basis Sets with Higher Angular
Momentum Functions.The algorithm presented for (ss|ss)
integral calculations is easily generalized to allow for higher
angular momentum functions. We discuss some of the
relevant considerations here. Consider an example of a
system consisting of five uncontracted basis shells: four
s-shells and onep-shell. The total number of basis functions
is thus seven. First, the shells can be sorted from the lowest
angular momentum to the highest angular momentum. In our

example, this would lead to{1,2,3,4,5} T {s,s,s,s,p}. The
integral grid can now be generated in exactly the same way
as previously discussed. This is shown for the given example
in Figure 5, where now each individual square represents
an integral batch rather than a single integral. For example,
every (ss|pp) batch (pink squares in Figure 5) contains nine
integrals. The resulting grid for this example contains 120
unique two-electron integral batches as shown in Figure 5.
Different colors represent different types of batches: orange
- (ss|ss), blue- (ss|sp), yellow - (sp|sp), pink - (ss|pp),
green- (sp|pp), and dark red- (pp|pp). Typical integral
evaluation programs have separate routines for each class
of integrals represented as different colors in Figure 5. A
straightforward method to calculate all the integrals would
be the following: a) each of 6 functions spawns a 15× 15
grid of blocks to cover the whole integral batch grid (Figure
5a); b) depending on its type [(ss|ss), (ss|sp), etc.], each
routine (“kernel”) has its own set of rules to extract only
those batches (small squares of the same color in Figure 5a)
which it is responsible to calculate and schedules out the
others; c) the result is then stored in the GPU memory and
another function, responsible for another type of batch is
called on the same 15× 15 grid. However, such an approach
has one serious drawbacksthe batches of the same type are
scattered over the whole grid (Figure 5a). As a result, the
rules each integral evaluation kernel needs to apply to
outschedule the unsuitable batches will be rather complicated.
In addition, the number of such integral batches rapidly
increases with the system size, which will ultimately decrease
computational performance.

The integral batch grid shown in Figure 5a was generated
by a conventional loop structure as shown in Figure 6a. If
one instead adopts a less conventional loop structure as
shown in Figure 6b, one obtains the integral batch grid shown

Figure 4. Flowchart for the 1T1CI mapping algorithm. The small orange boxes represent individual threads, each calculating
a contracted integral. The whole block of threads (large yellow box) thus calculates a number of contracted integrals (nine in the
example shown). The “bra-” and “ket-” rectangles on the top left of the thread block represent the pairwise quantities precalculated
on the CPU.

A ) R1 + R2; B ) R3 + R4 (6)
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in Figure 5b. This new integral grid, orsupergrid, has very
well definedsubgridsof integral batches of the same type.
Calculation on the GPU is now straightforwardsall the
different integral type calculation functions are called on their
own subgrids. In this case, the off-diagonal integral types,
i.e., (ss|sp), (ss|pp), and so on, do not require any block
outscheduling, since the corresponding subgrids have rect-
angular shape. The diagonal integral types still need the very
inexpensive “main-diagonal” outscheduling, as discussed
previously in the context of the (ket|bra))(bra|ket) symmetry
(section 4b). Any of the three different thread-integral
mapping schemes discussed above can now be directly
applied.

4g. Considerations for Direct Self-Consistent Field
Calculations. The next step after generation of the two-
electron integrals is the assembly of the Fock operator for
direct SCF calculations. In this context, there is no need to
generate the contracted integrals explicitlysinstead, one can
use the primitive integrals directly to generate the desired
Coulomb and exchange operators. Thus, the best of the three
integral mappings considered above for direct SCF will be
the 1T1PI scheme, since it exhibits ideal load balancing and
the problematic inter-SM communication requirements are
completely alleviated if the contracted integrals are never
explicitly formed.

Given the considerations listed above when angular
momenta higher thans functions are involved, we have
extended the 1T1PI scheme such that each individual GPU
thread evaluates an entire batch of integrals (the small squares

in Figure 5) instead of a single primitive integral (which was
the case when onlys functions were being considered above).
Thus, when angular momenta higher thans are involved,
this scheme might be better denoted as “One ThreadT One
Batch” (1T1B). Once every integral batch is assigned to a
corresponding computation thread, the thread first evaluates
the integral Schwartz upper bound.27 If this upper bound is
larger than some predefined threshold (we used the value of
10-9 au), the thread calculates all the integrals in the batch
and accumulates them in the corresponding elements of the
Coulomb matrix.

We have used the Rys-quadrature approach28 for evaluat-
ing integrals involving basis functions of higher angular
momenta thans functions because it requires little memory
for intermediate quantities. This is an important consideration
because the amount of memory available to each thread
during the computation is limited on the GPUsfor optimal
performance, one should stay within the register space of
each SM as much as possible. On the 8800 GTX, there are
8192 32-bit registers per SM, and this register space must
be evenly distributed among all threads executing on the SM.
Thus, decreasing memory usage per thread is important to
ensure that a large number of threads can execute in parallel
on each SM (streaming processors exploit this parallelism
to hide latency associated with memory-access). Six different
GPU kernels were hand-coded, each capable of handling one
of the six unique batch typess(ss|ss), (ss|sp), (ss|pp), (sp|sp),
(sp|pp), and (pp|pp). We are developing a program that will
generate the source code for basis sets including angular
momenta higher thanp functions.

5. Results and Discussion
First, we have benchmarked these three different mapping
schemes on a relatively simple system consisting of 64
hydrogen atoms organized on a 4× 4 × 4 atom cubic lattice
with 0.74 Å nearest-neighbor interatomic distance. The STO-
6G and 6-311G basis sets were used, representing highly
contracted and relatively uncontracted basis sets, respectively.
All GPU computations were performed on one nVidia
Geforce 8800 GTX card. For comparison, all reference

Figure 5. a) The integral grid generated by a conventional loop over shells ordered according to their angular momentum (s,
then p, etc.). b) Rearranged loop sequence that leads to a well-ordered integral grid, suitable for calculations on the GPU.
Different colors represent different integral types such as (ss|ss), (ss|sp), etc. as discussed in section 4f.

Figure 6. Pseudocode for the loop arrangement correspond-
ing to Figure 5.
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timing data was generated by GAMESS29,30 running on a
single AMD Opteron 175 processor. The GAMESS source
code was modified to prevent it from storing the computed
integrals on the hard drive, avoiding all I/O and ensuring
fair timing comparisons. The results are presented in Table
1. Note that the time required to transfer the integrals from
the GPU to CPU memory can be significant, especially for
weakly contracted basis sets. In fact, this transfer time can
be comparable to the integral evaluation time. The GPU-
CPU transfer time is determined by the speed of the host
bus, and straightforward calculation from the data in Table
1 (only unique integrals are transferred) gives a speed of
0.7 Gbytes per second, consistent with the expected speeds31

on the PCI Express x8 bus used (unidirectional peak speed
of 2 Gb/s). For the 6-311G basis set, the GPU-CPU transfer
time exceeds the integral evaluation itself. Thus, it is clearly
desirable to implement a direct SCF approach11 entirely on
the GPU.

As mentioned in section 4, we have chosen the 1T1PI (or
1T1B) mapping for future work in generating a direct SCF
algorithm. For a realistic benchmark, we have chosen a 256-
atom DNA strand shown in Figure 7. The 3-21G basis set is
used, with a total of 1699 basis functions, including boths
and p angular momenta. Although our direct SCF imple-
mentation is still under development, we are able to provide
significant timing comparisons based on the formation of
the Coulomb contribution to the Fock matrix. We compare
the GPU time for Coulomb matrix construction to the time
GAMESS requires to evaluate all two-electron integrals. For
both our GPU implementation and GAMESS, the integral
upper bound used for Schwartz inequality prescreening was
10-9 Hartree. The GPU implementation does not utilize
prescreening based on the density matrix elements, i.e., all
two-electron integrals which are not prescreened are calcu-
lated and contracted with density matrix elements. The
current version of the GPU code for Coulomb matrix
construction evaluatesO(N4/4) integrals, while the total
number of unique two-electron integrals isO(N4/8). In other
words, each integral is calculated twice. In spite of this fact,
the GPU algorithm demonstrates impressive performances
the time required to calculate the Coulomb matrix for the
DNA molecule described above (Figure 7) is 19.8 s. Further
elimination of the redundant integrals calculated in the GPU
algorithm is expected to improve its performance. For
comparison, GAMESS requires 1600 s (on an AMD Opteron
175) just to evaluate all the two-electron integrals (which

need to be further contracted with the density matrix elements
to generate the Coulomb matrix).

An additional issue that merits some discussion is the fact
that the 8800 GTX hardware supports only single precision
floating point operations. As a result, all the integrals
calculated on the GPU have single precision (7-digit)
accuracy. Figure 8 presents the number of two-electron
integrals calculated for the 64 H atom test system using the
6-311G basis set with given absolute and relative errors as
determined by comparison with double precision CPU
results. The relative error distribution demonstrates typical
behavior for single precision calculations (relative error of
10-7-10-8). However, electronic structure calculations are
often held to an absolute accuracy standard, since it is energy
differences that are important. The absolute error distribution
has a maximum at 10-8-10-10 Hartree. In order to save CPU

Table 1. Timings for the 64 H Atom System Two-Electron
Integral Evaluation on the GPU Using the Algorithms
(1B1CI, 1T1CI, 1T1PI) Described in the Texta

GPU
1B1CI

(s)

GPU
1T1CI

(s)

GPU
1T1PI

(s)

CPU pre-
calculation

(s)

GPU-CPU
transfer

(s) GAMESS

6-311G 7.086 0.675 0.428 0.009 0.883 170.8

STO-6G 1.608 1.099 2.863 0.012 0.012 90.6
a The “CPU precalculation” column lists the amount of time required

to generate pair quantities on the CPU, and the “GPU-CPU transfer”
column lists the amount of time required to copy the contracted
integrals from the GPU to CPU memory. Timings for the same test
case using the GAMESS program package on a single Opteron 175
CPU are provided for comparison.

Figure 7. The 256-atom DNA strand used for the Coulomb
matrix formation benchmark. The chemical formula of the
molecule is C77P8N31H91O49. Our GPU algorithm calculates
the Coulomb matrix for this molecule in 19.8 s compared to
1600 s required by GAMESS (on a single AMD Opteron 175
CPU) for evaluation of the two-electron integrals (which need
to be further contracted to form the Coulomb matrix).

Figure 8. Absolute and relative error distribution of two-
electron integrals generated on the GPU for the test system
of 64 H atoms on a 4 × 4 × 4 cubic lattice using the 6-311G
basis set.
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time, electronic structure codes often neglect two-electron
integrals less than 10-9 or 10-10 Hartree. Thus, the accuracy
achieved by the GPU is somewhat worse than what is usually
required in quantum chemistry calculations. Yasuda has
discussed this in detail and outlined a solution which
calculates large integrals (where higher precision is needed)
on the CPU and others on the GPU.9 This is definitely a
fruitful approach when confronted with hardware limited to
single precision. However, the introduction of double preci-
sion support in upcoming GPUs from nVidia and AMD’s
FireStream processor makes it unclear whether such mixed
CPU-GPU schemes will be worth the extra effort in the
future. Certainly, it will not be necessary to adopt such a
strategy. Only minor revisions of our current single-precision
accuracy code will be needed for these 64-bit stream
processors, and the relative effectiveness of the algorithms
presented here will not be affected at all.

6. Conclusions
We have demonstrated that graphical processors can sig-
nificantly outpace the usual CPUs in one of the most
important quantum chemistry problems bottleneckssthe
evaluation of two-electron repulsion integrals. We have
achieved speedups of more than 130× for two-electron
integral evaluation in comparison to the GAMESS program
package running on a single Opteron 175 CPU. One can
easily anticipate the possibility of using GPUs in parallel,
and hardware support for 4 GPUs per CPU has already been
announced by nVidia. Parallelization of electronic structure
calculations over GPUs is an obvious next step that is
expected in the near future. We have demonstrated the
calculation of the Coulomb matrix for a chemically signifi-
cant test molecule corresponding to a 256-atom DNA strand,
showing that the speedups we have obtained are representa-
tive of what can be expected on realistic systems.

The integrals generated on the GPU in single precision
have a relatively large absolute error of≈10-8 Hartree.
Possible accuracy problems can be addressed by using
effective core potentials for medium sized molecules to
reduce the dynamic range of the one- and two-electron
integrals used to construct the Fock matrix. Alternatively, a
hybrid strategy evaluating some of the integrals on the GPU
and others on the CPU could be used, as previously
demonstrated.9 However, both nVidia and AMD have already
announced GPUs with hardware support for double precision,
so this will likely be a moot point within the next few
months. Consequently, we are focusing on the development
of a complete electronic structure code running almost
entirely on the GPU, in anticipation of the coming hardware
improvements.
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Abstract: In recent years it has been recognized that, because of their unique properties,
halogen bonds have tremendous potential in the development of new pharmaceutical compounds
and materials. In this study we investigate the phenomenon of halogen bonding by carrying out
ab initio calculations on the halomethane-formaldehyde complexes as well as the fluorine
substituted FnH3-nCX‚‚‚OCH2 dimers, where the halogen bonding halogens (X) are chlorine,
bromine, and iodine. Coupled cluster (CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ) calculations indicate that the
binding energies for these type of interactions lie in the range between -1.05 kcal/mol (H3CCl‚
‚‚OCH2) and -3.72 kcal/mol (F3CI‚‚‚OCH2). One of the most important findings in this study is
that, according to symmetry adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) analyses, halogen bonds are
largely dependent on both electrostatic and dispersion type interactions. As the halogen atom
involved in halogen bonding becomes larger the interaction strength for this type of interaction
also gets larger and, interestingly, more electrostatic (and less dispersive) in character. Halogen
bonding interactions also become stronger and more electrostatic upon substitution of (the very
electronegative) fluorines onto the halomethane molecule.

Introduction
In recent years halogen bonding has been implicated as an
important type of interaction in many different types of
physical systems and are especially interesting within the
fields of biochemistry1-11 and material science.12-23 These
interactions play roles in a wide variety of biochemical
phenomena such as protein-ligand complexation1,2,4-6,9,19

and are responsible for many novel properties of mater-
ials;14,17,19-21 these types of interactions, many believe,
promise to be of great importance in the design of novel
drugs and materials.

A halogen bond is defined as a short-rangeC - X‚‚‚Y - Z
interaction (whereX is typically chlorine, bromine, or iodine,
Y is an electron donor such as oxygen, nitrogen, or sulfur,
and Y - Z represents a side group such as a hydroxyl or
carbonyl group), where theX‚‚‚Y distance is less than sum
of the van der Waals radii ofX andY.1 Halogen bonds share

numerous physical properties with the more commonly
encountered hydrogen bonds and are often treated analo-
gously to their ubiquitous counterparts.1,19 There is a broad
range of reported halogen bond interaction energies with
values varying from about 1.2 kcal/mol (Cl‚‚‚Cl) to about
43.0 kcal/mol (I3

-‚‚‚I2).19

Considering the fact that halogen atoms as well as halogen
bond electron donors (Y) are negatively charged, the
existence of halogen bonds is surprising and counterintuitive.
However, studies of the electrostatic potentials of halogen
bonding systems by Auffinger et al.,1 Clark et al.,24 and
Politzer et al.25 show that a large halogen bound to carbon
tends to form an electropositive crown, which is distal to
the carbon, an electroneutral ring, which surrounds the crown,
and an electronegative belt, which goes around the circum-
ference of the halogen atom in the plane that is perpendicular
to theC - X bond (see Figure 3). In the works by Clark and
Politzer, the electropositive crown is referred to as the* Corresponding author e-mail: pavel.hobza@uochb.cas.cz.
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σ-hole to denote the region of positive charge on the halogen
surface. Halogen bonding can be, at least partially, attributed
to the favorable interaction that exists between a halogen’s
electropositiveσ-hole and an electronegative atom, such as
oxygen.1,19,24-27 A halogen’sσ-hole becomes larger and gains
a higher degree of elctropositivity as the size of the halogen
increases, with a corresponding tendency for the halogen
bond to become stronger. Fluorine, the smallest (and most
electronegative) halogen, does not form an electropositive
crown and thus does not participate in halogen bonding.1,24,25

It has also been observed that the size and charge of the
σ-hole tends to increase as electronegative substituents are
added to a halogen containing molecule.1,24,25

There have been several theoretical1,23-40 and experi-
mental16,17,28,41-54 studies seeking to characterize the geo-
metric and energetic properties of halogen bonds. For
example, Valerio et al. performedab initio calculations on
the CHn-3FnX‚‚‚NH3 (X ) I,Br,Cl) halogen bonded com-
plexes, and it was found in this study that substitution of
successive fluorines substituents results inX‚‚‚N halogen
bonds that are shorter and stronger.40 The strongest halogen
bond found in this study occurs for theCF3I‚‚‚NH3 complex
with a binding energy of 5.8 kcal/mol. Riley and Merz
characterized halogen bonds involving chlorine, bromine, and
iodine, and carbonyl oxygens as a function of the halogen
bonding distance and theX‚‚‚O - C halogen bonding angle.
In this work it was found that the optimum halogen bond
angle is generally within the range from 95° to 115°,
corresponding to an interaction between the halogenσ-hole
and the lone pair of electrons on oxygen.27 Lommerse et al.
carried out intermolecular perturbation theory calculations
on several halogen bonding systems containing chlorine as
the halogen bond donor and both nitrogen and oxygen as
the halogen bond acceptors.26 In this study it is concluded
that the attractive nature of halogen bonds is mostly
attributable to electrostatic effects although dispersion,
polarization, and charge-transfer effects seem to also play a
role in these interactions. It should be pointed out that these
studies were carried out with the 6-31G basis set, which is
not large enough to describe dispersion effects, and it would
be expected that the use of this small basis set would result
in an underestimation of the dispersion energy by about an
order of magnitude. On the experimental side, Corradi et al.
determined the binding energy for a halogen bonded complex
of 1-iodoperflourohexane and 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine
to be 7.4 kcal/mol.17

Halogen bonds involving oxygen as the halogen bond
acceptor are especially interesting in biochemistry because
they are, by a large margin, the most common types of
halogen bonds involved in protein-ligand interactions.
Recently Auffinger and co-workers carried out a database
survey of short halogen-oxygen interactions, and in this study
it was found that 81 out of 113X‚‚‚O interactions involved
carbonyl oxygens (the data set contained 66 protein structures
and 6 nucleic acid structures from the protein data bank).1

These interactions generally involved a protein’s backbone
carbonyl group (78 out of 81 interactions). Interactions
involving hydroxyl groups were also fairly common, with
18 X‚‚‚O interactions involving hydroxyl oxygens. As has

been shown in several studies, a nitrogen atom can act as an
efficient halogen bond acceptor, and one might expect that
nitrogen atoms found in proteins (both in the backbone and
in sidechains) might tend to be involved in halogen bonding
with roughly the same frequency as oxygen atoms. Auffin-
ger’s work shows that there are only a handful of halogen
bonds involving nitrogen, and seemingly these atoms are
somehow inaccessible to halogen atoms. Our main interest
is in halogen bonds as they pertain to biological systems,
and for this reason we have chosen to focus onX‚‚‚O halogen
bonds in this study, as they seem to be the most biologically
relevant examples of these types of interactions.

In this work we carry out systematic studies ofC - X‚‚‚O
- Z halogen bonds, where theO - Z group represents a
carbonyl group. The model systems used here are the
halomethane-formaldehyde dimers. Because the binding
energies of halogen bonds are comparable to those of
hydrogen bonding, very accurate quantum mechanical pro-
cedures should be adopted to describe them. It has recently
been shown that the CCSD(T) method, extrapolated to the
complete basis set limit (CBS), provides a very accurate
description of intermolecular interactions.55 In order to more
fully understand the nature of halogen bonding we need, in
addition to accurate binding energies, physically meaningful,
well-defined interaction energy components, which can be
obtained using symmetry adapted perturbation theory
(SAPT).56 We have also obtained accurate interaction ener-
gies and performed SAPT analyses of the fluorine substituted
halogen bonding dimers (FnH3-nCX‚‚‚O - Z) in order to gain
insight into the effects of electron withdrawing substituents
on the strength and character of halogen bonds. In order to
compare these, relatively poorly characterized, interactions
with their more ubiquitous counterparts, hydrogen bonds, we
have performed SAPT calculations on the methane-formal-
dehyde and ethyne-water dimers, which exemplifyC - H‚‚
‚O type hydrogen bonds.

The recently developed density functional theory combined
with the symmetry adapted perturbation theory (DFT-SAPT)
method uses electronic densities determined using DFT
methods (instead of Hartree-Fock).57-61 This method prom-
ises to yield results that are similar to those of the Hartree-
Fock based scheme with a much smaller computational cost.
In this work we have performed calculations using both
SAPT and DFT-SAPT in order to compare the results
obtained with each method.

Methods
In order to gain insight into the origin and nature of halogen
bonds we have employed several computational methods in
this study. Very accurate interaction energies are obtained
with the coupled cluster method (CCSD(T)) using several
different basis sets, the largest of which is the aug-cc-pVQZ
quadruple-ú basis of Dunning. Møller-Plesset (MP2) and
Hartree-Fock (HF) interaction energies are also computed
with several basis sets. Symmetry adapted perturbation theory
calculations are carried out in order to discern the relative
contributions of the interaction energy components. Natural
bond order (NBO) analyses are done for some halogen
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bonded dimers so that the role of electron sharing effects,
such as hyperconjugation, can be studied.62

The geometries of the halomethane-formaldehyde com-
plexes were optimized on the counterpoise corrected geo-
metric hypersurface at the MP2 level. For systems containing
chlorine and bromine the cc-pVTZ basis63 was used for
optimization, while for complexes containing iodine a mixed
basis set approach was used; here the large halogens are
described using the pseudopotential based cc-pVTZ-PP
basis,64-67 and the other atoms are described using the cc-
pVTZ basis set. The MP2/cc-pVTZ method is used for these
optimizations because it has been shown that the cc-pVTZ
basis set yields the most well balanced description of
intermolecular interactions, in terms of describing electro-
static and dispersion type interactions, when paired with
MP2.68 In the case of fluorine substituted systems, the
positions of the carbon, oxygen, and halogen bonding
halogen atom were kept fixed (at the positions obtained for
the unsubstituted complexes), while the positions of the
hydrogen and fluorine atoms were optimized at the B3LYP/
3-21G* level of theory.

Interaction energies for all halogen bonding systems have
been computed using the HF, MP2, and CCSD(T) methods.
The CCSD(T) method describes correlation effects very well
and is the most accurate modern technique for the determi-
nation of interaction energies of noncovalently bound
complexes; when combined with large basis sets this method
provides accurate values for molecular properties such as
stabilization energies, geometries, and vibrational frequen-
cies. The MP2 method describes some correlation effects
and is much less computationally intensive than higher order
techniques such as the configuration interaction and coupled
cluster methods. HF describes interactions derived from
electrostatic forces fairly well but greatly underestimates the
binding energies of dispersion bound systems. Thus, HF
interaction energies can be used to qualitatively determine
whether an interaction is attributable chiefly to electrostatic
or dispersive forces.

For complexes containing chlorine, the aug-cc-pVxZ (x
) D,T,Q) basis sets of Dunning have been employed.63 For
systems containing iodine we have used a somewhat different
strategy, whereby the iodine atom is treated using the
pseudopotential based aug-cc-pVxZ-PP64-67 (x ) D,T,Q)
bases, while all other atoms in these systems are described
using the standard aug-cc-pVxZ basis sets. There are two
main reasons that this strategy has been adopted, first, there
are very few high quality all-electron basis sets available
for iodine, and, second, the aug-cc-pVxZ-PP basis implicitly
takes relativistic effects into account. Given the large size
of an iodine atom, it seems that relativistic effects might play
a role in its halogen bonding behavior. For systems contain-
ing bromine calculations have been carried out using both
the aug-cc-pVxZ (on all atoms) and mixed aug-cc-pVxZ-
PP/aug-cc-pVxZ (for bromine/all other atoms) basis sets. This
is done in order to estimate the role that relativistic effects
play in these halogen bonding complexes. For all of these
systems the MP2 and CCSD(T) interaction energies have
also been determined at the extrapolated complete basis set
limit (CBS). The electronic energies of all monomers and

dimers were extrapolated to the complete basis set limit from
aug-cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-pVQZ values using the technique
of Helgaker and co-workers.69

The SAPT method allows for the separation of interaction
energies into physically meaningful components such as
those arising from dispersion, electrostatics, induction, and
exchange. The SAPT interaction energy is given as

Some of these terms can be combined in order to define
values that correspond to commonly understood physical
quantities. In this work we define the following equalities

and

These four quantities refer to the electrostatic, induction,
dispersion, and exchange contributions (respectively) to the
overall interaction energy.

In this work we have carried out SAPT analyses for all of
the halogen bonding systems. Calculations were carried out
using the aug-cc-pVxZ and aug-cc-pVxZ/aug-cc-pVxZ-PP
basis sets (x) D,T,Q). Estimated complete basis set results
were also obtained by extrapolating each of the interaction
energy terms (as well as the SAPT interaction energy) from
values obtained with aug-cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-pVQZ using
the extrapolation technique of Helgaker and co-workers.69

We have performed NBO analyses for all of the halogen
bonding systems considered in this work at the DFT/B3LYP/
aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory. The interaction between filled
orbitals in one subsystem and unfilled orbitals of another
represents a deviation of the complex from its Lewis structure
and can be used as a measure of the intermolecular
delocalization, also called hyperconjugation. The hypercon-
jugative interaction energy can be deduced from the second-
order perturbation approach

whereFij is the Fock matrix element between thei and j
NBO orbitals,εσ andεσ* are the energies ofσ andσ*, andnσ

is the population of the donorσ orbital.
The DFT-SAPT method provides the same type of

interaction energy decomposition as SAPT but at a much
lower computational cost, which makes it a useful tool for
computations on very large systems. The DFT-SAPT inter-
action energy is given as
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2 + Edisp
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where all but the last term are identical to the SAPT
interaction energy components. TheδHF term is a Hartree-
Fock correction for higher order contributions to the interac-
tion energy that are not included within the other DFT-SAPT
terms.

In order to compare DFT-SAPT to SAPT we have
performed DFT-SAPT calculations on the bromomethane-
formaldehyde complex. These computations were carried out
using the aug-cc-pVxZ/aug-cc0pVxZ-PP (x) D,T,Q) basis
sets.

All single point CCSD(T), MP2, HF, SAPT, and DFT-
SAPT calculations were performed using the MOLPRO
version 2006.1 suite of molecular electronic structure pro-
grams,70 while the NBO analysis and geometry optimizations
were carried out using the Gaussian electronic structure
package.71 Here we will note that binding energies are given
as the negative value of interactions (i.e.∆E(binding) ) -
∆E(interaction)), so that a positive binding energy refers to
a bound complex.

Results and Discussion
In this article we describe computations carried out for the
set of halomethane-formaldehyde dimers. We will note here
that some calculations were also done for the halomethane-
methanol dimers and that the results for these complexes
were very similar to those obtained for the halomethane-
formaldehyde dimers. Tables and figures describing the
halomethane-methanol data are given as Supporting Informa-
tion. Most of the data presented for the bromomethane-
formaldehyde dimer described in this text refer to calculations
carried out using the aug-cc-pVDZ/aug-cc-pVDZ-PP mixed
basis set approach, and results computed using the aug-cc-
pVDZ basis set (on all atoms) are also available as Sup-
porting Information.

Geometries.Figure 1 shows the optimized structure of
the iodomethane-formaldehyde dimer, and in this figure it
can be seen that the iodine atom is positioned in such a way
that its σ-hole can interact with the lone pair electrons on
the methanol oxygen atom. The geometrical structures of
the bromomethane-methanol and chloromethane-methanol
complexes are similar to that of the iodomethane-methanol
system, with the halogen atomσ-holes pointing in the
direction of the oxygen lone pair electrons. Table 1 gives
the important geometric quantities for the halomethane-
formaldehyde complexes. One interesting aspect of the data
presented in this table is the fact that the bonding distance
of the systems tends to increase as the size of the halogen
increases, with the bromine and iodine substituted systems
having roughly the same bond distance. TheC - X‚‚‚O angle

for bromine and iodine containing complexes is about the
same (≈172°), while it is smaller for the chlorine system
(≈167°). This trend may be attributable to the fact that the
interaction between chlorine and oxygen is the weakest
among those seen in halogen bonding and is largely based
on dispersion forces (see below). Thus, the alignment of the
σ-hole with the oxygen lone pair is not as critical as in the
case of bromine and iodine based halogen bonds. Increasing
the size of the halogen bonding halogen results in an increase
in the X‚‚‚O - C angle from 91.3° (for chlorine) to 107.6°
(for iodine).

Interaction Energies. The halogen bonding interaction
energies for all of theH3CX‚‚‚OCH2 complexes are shown
in Table 2. As expected, the magnitudes of the binding
energies increase with increasing halogen size. Focusing on
the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ (aug-cc-pVTZ/aug-cc-pVTZ-PP
for the bromine and iodine substituted complexes) results,
which are available for each type of system considered, it
can be seen that theH3CI‚‚‚OCH2 complex is bound about
27% more strongly thanH3CBr‚‚‚OCH2, which binds about
32% more strongly thanH3CCl‚‚‚OCH2.

Considering the halogen-bonded complexes discussed
above, the HF method greatly underestimates all of the
binding energies and, in the cases of chlorine and bromine
substituted systems, predicts the dimers to be unbound. This
indicates that dispersion must play a large role in the
stabilization of halogen bonded complexes. The fact that HF
interaction energies for iodine containing halogen bonding

Figure 1. Geometrical configuration of the iodomethane-
formaldehyde dimer.

Table 1. Geometric Parameters (Å and deg) for
Optimized Structures of Halogen Bonding Complexes
Considered in This Work

H3CCl‚‚‚OCH2 H3CBr‚‚‚OCH2 H3CI‚‚‚OCH2

d(X‚‚‚O) 3.26 3.29 3.30
θ(C-X‚‚‚O) 166.8 171.2 172.9
θ(X‚‚‚O-C) 91.3 97.1 107.6

Table 2. Interaction Energies (kcal/mol) for H3CX‚‚‚OCH2

Complexes (kcal/mol)a

a-pVDZ a-pVTZ a-pVQZ CBS

H3CCl‚‚‚OCH2 (a-pVxZ)
HF 0.63 0.66 0.65
MP2 -0.86 -1.11 -1.19 -1.25
CCSD(T) -0.78 -1.05 -1.12 -1.18

H3CBr‚‚‚OCH2 (a-pVxZ)
HF 0.29 0.36 0.37
MP2 -1.37 -1.61 -1.69 -1.75
CCSD(T) -1.24 -1.49 -1.58 -1.64

H3CBr‚‚‚OCH2 (a-pVxZ-PP)
HF 0.20 0.27 0.28
MP2 -1.44 -1.68 -1.76 -1.82
CCSD(T) -1.32 -1.57 -1.65 -1.71

H3CI‚‚‚OCH2 (a-pVxZ-PP)
HF -0.33 -0.21 -0.21
MP2 -2.08 -2.34 -2.43 -2.50
CCSD(T) -1.87 -2.15 -2.25 -2.32
a Note that a-pVxZ denotes a aug-cc-pVxZ basis set, parenthetical

notation refers to the basis set used to describe the halogen atom,
and CBS refers to the extrapolated complete basis set limit.
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complexes are negative suggests that these interactions may
depend more on electrostatic effects than those occurring
between the smaller halogen atoms and oxygen. It should
also be noted that the MP2 binding energies are all slightly
higher than those of CCSD(T) as computed using any given
basis set and that the difference between MP2 and CCSD-
(T) binding energies increases as the size of the halogen
substituent increases.

In terms of basis sets, it can be seen that for all of the
H3CX‚‚‚OCH2 complexes that the MP2 and CCSD(T)
binding energies display convergent behavior. One interesting
aspect of the data presented here is that, for all of the chlorine
and bromine containing halogen bonding systems, the
difference between the MP2 and CCSD(T) interaction
energies remains roughly constant (within 0.02 kcal/mol) for
each of the basis sets employed here.

The binding energies obtained for the bromomethane-
formaldehyde complex with the mixed aug-cc-pVxZ/aug-
cc-pVxZ-PP basis sets are consistently higher (by about 0.1
kcal/mol) than those computed using the aug-cc-pVxZ bases.
This indicates that relativistic effects do play a non-negligible
role in halogen bonding complexes involving bromine. The
binding energy for this complex as computed using the aug-
cc-pVQZ/aug-cc-pVQZ-PP mixed bases is 0.07 kcal/mol
higher than that obtained with the aug-cc-pVQZ basis on
all atoms.

SAPT Interaction Energy Decomposition.Table 3 gives
the symmetry adapted perturbation theory interaction energy
decomposition results for the halomethane-formaldehyde
complexes. One of the most striking features of these data
is the fact that the stabilities of theCl‚‚‚O andBr‚‚‚O halogen
bonds are predicted to be attributable chiefly to dispersion,
while electrostatic forces, which have been widely believed
to be responsible for these types of interactions, play a

smaller role in stabilizing these complexes. In contrast to
the Cl‚‚‚O and Br‚‚‚O type halogen bonds, for theI‚‚‚O
halogen bond, the most stabilizing interaction energy com-
ponent is the electrostatic one.

Considering the results obtained with the large aug-cc-
pVQZ (aug-cc-pVQZ/aug-cc-pVQZ-PP) basis set, dispersion
forces account for about 61% and 52% of the overall
attraction in the chlorine and bromine substituted dimers
respectively. By comparison, the electrostatic components
of these interactions represent about 31% and 39% of the
total attractive forces, while induction contributes 7% and
10% to the stability of these complexes (forX ) Cl, Br
respectively). Thus it can be said that the halogen bonding
interactions that occur for the chloromethane-formaldehyde
and bromomethane-formaldehyde complexes are dependent
on both electrostatic and dispersive forces, with dispersion
playing the largest role in their stability. For the iodomethane-
formaldehyde dimer the electrostatic term accounts for 54%
of the attractive interaction, while dispersion represents about
33% of the attractive forces within this dimer. Induction plays
a larger role in theI‚‚‚O halogen bonding interaction than
in the cases of theCl‚‚‚O andBr‚‚‚O type halogen bonds,
accounting for about 13% of the overall attractive interaction.
It is interesting to note that, although these types of
interactions are largely dependent on dispersive forces, the
electrostatic interaction between the halogenσ-hole and the
oxygen lone pair electrons seems to play a large role in
determining the geometric structures of these complexes.

As the size of the halogen substituent increases the
dispersion interaction would be expected to increase, whereas
the larger halogen substituents should also allow for a larger
sigma-hole, which would tend to increase the magnitude of
the electrostatic interaction. Comparing the data for the
chlorine, bromine, and iodine substituted halogen bonding
systems, it can be seen that both the dispersion and
electrostatic components of the interaction energy increase
with increasing halogen size. Interestingly, there is a larger
increase in the electrostatic interaction, going from chlorine
to bromine to iodine, than in the dispersion interaction.

The quality of results obtained with the SAPT method,
like those of other molecular structure methods, is highly
dependent on the size of basis set employed. In terms of
halogen bonding, Table 3 shows that the overall SAPT
interaction energies as well as the interaction energy
components tend to converge as larger basis sets are used.
While the induction and exchange parts of the interaction
energies vary very little with basis set size, the dispersion
and, to a lesser extent, electrostatic components display more
basis set dependence. For each of the systems considered
here the electrostatic portion of the interaction energy
decreases by about 5% going from aug-cc-pVDZ to aug-cc-
pVTZ but does not decrease any more when the aug-cc-
pVQZ basis is used. The dispersion component of the
interaction energies, for each of these halogen-bonded
complexes, decreases significantly (by between 10% and
15%) going from aug-cc-pVDZ to aug-cc-pVTZ and then
decreases by about 5% going from aug-cc-pVTZ to aug-cc-
pVQZ. Looking at the extrapolated complete basis set limit
results it can be seen that each of the SAPT interaction energy

Table 3. SAPT Decomposition of the Interaction Energies
(kcal/mol) for the H3CCl‚‚‚OCH2, H3CBr‚‚‚OCH2, and
H3Cl‚‚‚OCH2 Complexesa

aug-cc-pVDZ aug-cc-pVTZ aug-cc-pVQZ CBS

H3CCl‚‚‚OCH2

E(elec.) -1.01 -0.96 -0.96 -0.96
E(ind.) -0.22 -0.23 -0.23 -0.23
E(disp.) -1.55 -1.81 -1.89 -1.96
E(exch.) 2.03 2.02 2.02 2.02

∆Eint
SAPT -0.75 -0.98 -1.07 -1.13

H3CBr‚‚‚OCH2

E(elec.) -1.56 -1.47 -1.46 -1.45
E(ind.) -0.36 -0.37 -0.37 -0.37
E(disp.) -1.69 -1.98 -2.08 -2.15
E(exch.) 2.12 2.12 2.11 2.11

∆Eint
SAPT -1.49 -1.70 -1.80 -1.86

H3CI‚‚‚OCH2

E(elec.) -2.77 -2.61 -2.61 -2.60
E(ind.) -0.77 -0.78 -0.78 -0.79
E(disp.) -1.91 -2.31 -2.44 -2.54
E(exch.) 3.01 3.01 2.98 2.96

∆Eint
SAPT -2.45 -2.67 -2.85 -2.96

a Chlorine is described using the aug-cc-pVxZ basis sets, while
bromine and iodine are described using the augcc-pVxZ-PP basis
sets; CBS refers to the extrapolated complete basis set limit.
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components, with the exception of the dispersion term,
converges (to within 0.01 kcal/mol) at the aug-cc-pVQZ basis
set. The CBS dispersion terms are about 0.06-0.08 kcal/
mol lower than the aug-cc-pVQZ dispersion values; this is
not a surprising result, as it is well-known that it is necessary
to use very large basis sets to treat dispersion properly.

The SAPT interaction energies for the chloromethane-
formaldehyde complex (for which no pseudopotential based
basis sets are used) are generally in good agreement with
those obtained using the CCSD(T) method. The SAPT
interaction energies for complexes containing larger halogens
generally do not agree with CCSD(T) results as well. The
SAPT results for the iodomethane-formaldehyde complex
compare particularly poorly to CCSD(T), with the SAPT/
aug-cc-pVQZ(aug-cc-pVQZ-PP) binding energy being 0.60
kcal/mol higher than that calculated using the CCSD(T) with
the same basis set. It is interesting to note that, in the case
of theCl‚‚‚O type halogen bond, all SAPT binding energies
are underestimated in relation to CCSD(T), while binding
energies for theBr‚‚‚O andI‚‚‚O halogen bonds are always
overestimated. It should also be noted that when standard
(nonpseudopotential based) basis sets are used for the
bromomethane-formaldehyde complex the SAPT and CCSD-
(T) interactions energies are generally in much better
agreement, with SAPT binding energies always being lower
than those of CCSD(T) (see the Supporting Information).

Distance Dependence of Halogen Bonds.Figure 2 shows
the CCSD(T) interaction energies and SAPT interaction
energy components, as calculated with the aug-cc-pVTZ/
aug-cc-pVTZ-PP basis set, for several points near the
potential energy minimum of theH3CBr‚‚‚OCH2 complex.
Here it can be seen that the potential energy curve for this
interaction is fairly shallow with a minimum CCSD(T)
binding energy of-1.58 at ad(Br‚‚‚O) distance of 3.20 Å.
The SAPT interaction energies are in relatively good
agreement with those determined using CCSD(T), although
they tend to deviate at small values ofd(Br‚‚‚O).

One of the most interesting aspects of the data depicted
in Figure 2 is the increasing contribution of the electrostatic
interaction to the overall stability of the complex with
decreasing halogen bond distances. At a separation distance

of 3.50 Å the electrostatic contribution to the interaction
energy (-0.81 kcal/mol) is about half that of the dispersion
contribution (-1.39 kcal/mol), while at a separation of 3.00
kcal/mol the contributions of these two binding components
are roughly the same (electrostatic) -3.34 kcal/mol,
dispersion) -3.22 kcal/mol). The contribution from induc-
tion effects also increases with decreasing values ofd(Br‚‚
‚O), with a minimum value of-0.22 at a separation of 3.50
Å and a maximum value of-0.80 kcal/mol at a separation
of 3.00 Å. The different behavior of the electrostatic and
dispersion interaction terms can likely be explained on the
basis of the difference in their dependence on reciprocal
distances (i.e.r-3 for electrostatic andr-6 for dispersion).

Effects of Fluorine Substitution. Fluorine is a very
electronegative atom and, when substituted onto halogen
bonding systems, such as the set ofFnH3-nCX‚‚‚OCH2

complexes, has the effect of drawing electron density away
from the halogen bonding halogen. The HF, MP2, and
CCSD(T) interactions for the fluorine substituted halom-
ethane-formaldehyde complexes, as calculated with the aug-
cc-pVTZ basis set, are given in Table 4. Here it can be seen
that successive fluorine substitution results in a continuous

Figure 2. CCSD(T) and SAPT interaction energies as well as SAPT interaction energy components, for the bromomethane-
formaldehyde dimer as a function of the bromine-oxygen separation distance d(Br‚‚‚O).

Table 4. Interaction Energies (kcal/mol) of the
FnH3-nCX‚‚‚OCH2 Complexes as a Function of the Number
of Fluorine Substituentsa

n)0 n)1 n)2 n)3

FnH3-nCCl‚‚‚OCH2 (aug-cc-pVTZ)
HF 0.66 0.32 -0.03 -0.45
MP2 -1.11 -1.34 -1.58 -1.87
CCSD(T) -1.05 -1.29 -1.54 -1.84

FnH3-nCBr‚‚‚OCH2 (aug-cc-pVTZ-PP)
HF 0.27 -0.18 -0.69 -1.24
MP2 -1.68 -1.98 -2.28 -2.61
CCSD(T) -1.57 -1.89 -2.23 -2.58

FnH3-nCl‚‚‚OCH2 (aug-cc-pVTZ-PP)
HF -0.21 -0.89 -1.60 -2.50
MP2 -2.34 -2.72 -3.22 -3.77
CCSD(T) -2.15 -2.58 -3.16 -3.72
a aug-cc-pVTZ for Cl complexes, aug-cc-pVTZ/aug-cc-pVTZ-PP for

Br and I complexes.
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decrease in the interaction energies of these systems. It is
expected that this decrease in the binding energy is caused
by an increase in the electrostatic interaction between the
halogen’sσ-hole and the oxygen’s lone pair electrons. The
fact that the HF binding energies go from being positive,
for the unsubstituted chlorine and bromine containing
complexes, to being negative as fluorine substituents are
added indicates that this assertion is correct. Figure 3 shows
electrostatic potential isosurfaces forH3CBr andF3CBr; here
it can be seen that theσ-hole for the fluorine substituted
system is significantly larger than that of the unsubstituted
molecule.

Inspection of Table 4 shows the MP2 and CCSD(T)
interaction energies for theFnH3-nCX‚‚‚OCH2 complexes as
a function of the number of substituted fluorines. Two
features of these data that are clearly depicted in this figure
are that the steepness of the curves increases with increasing
halogen size and that the MP2 interaction energies approach
those of CCSD(T) as more fluorine substituents are added.
The most likely explanation for the stronger effect of fluorine
substitution on the interactions of systems containing larger
halogens is that, because the electronegativity of halogens
decreases with size, the larger ones tend to lose electron
density more easily and are able to form largerσ-holes. The
MP2 method, when paired with a large basis set, is known
to yield accurate results for electrostatically bound com-
plexes, such as in the case of hydrogen bonding. The fact
that the MP2 interaction energies become increasingly
accurate (compared to those of CCSD(T)) with successive
fluorine substitution is another indicator that fluorine sub-
stitution into these types of halogen bonding systems
produces interactions that are more electrostatic in nature.

Table 5 gives the SAPT interaction energy decompositions
for the sets ofFnH3-nCX‚‚‚OCH2 complexes. One key aspect
of these results is the fact that, as expected, the electrostatic
interactions are strongly modulated by the addition of fluorine
substituents in these types of systems. Somewhat surpris-
ingly, there are also non-negligible changes in the exchange
and dispersion terms upon successive fluorine substitution.
The exchange terms decrease with an increasing number of
fluorine substituents, a trend that is probably caused by the
decrease in electron density on the halogen bonding halogen,
and tends to stabilize structures containing more fluorines.
The addition of fluorine substituents tends to cause a decrease
in the dispersion interaction terms, which tends to destabilize
the fluorinated halogen bonding complexes. This increase
in the dispersion term may be related to a change in the
polarizability of the halomethane upon fluorine substitution.

It is interesting to note that the magnitudes of the electrostatic
interaction energy components for theF3CCl‚‚‚OCH2,
F2H1CBr‚‚‚OCH2, andF3CBr‚‚‚OCH2 complexes as well as
for all of the halogen bonding systems containing iodine
exceed those of the dispersion components.

NBO Analysis.We would like to note that extensive NBO
analyses of halogen bonding systems have been carried out
by Clark and co-workers, who show that the electronic
configuration of the unshared electron pairs on a halogen
bonding halogen approximatess2px

2py
2 (where theC - X

bond lies along thez-axis).24 This electronic configuration
leads to an electron density deficiency in the region of the
halogen that is distal to the carbon in theC - X bond and
leads to the formation of the halogen’sσ-hole. The goal of
the NBO analysis carried out here is to determine the role
of hyperconjugation in halogen bonding. We will note here
that the concept of hyperconjugation has successfully been
used to interpret the electronic structure and properties of
hydrogen bonds.72 In hydrogen bonding the main contribution
to hyperconjugation is derived from charge transfer between
the proton acceptor’s lone pair orbital and theX - H
antibonding orbital.

Natural bond order analysis of theFnH3-nCX‚‚‚OCH2

halogen bonding complexes reveals non-negligible values
of the Fock matrix elements,Fij, between theC - X
antibonding and oxygen lone pair natural orbitals, indicating
a delocalization, or hyperconjugation, of the electron density
between these orbitals. It is interesting to note that the
hyperconjugation observed for these halogen bonds is of the
same type as that seen in the case of hydrogen bonding. Table
6 shows theFij matrix element values for these complexes,
where i represents theC - X antibonding orbital andj
represents the oxygen lone pair orbital. Here it can be seen
that the degree of hyperconjugation increases with increasing

Figure 3. Molecular electrostatic potential for H3CBr (left) and
F3CBr (right) at the 0.001 electrons Bohr-3 isodensity surface.

Table 5. SAPT Interaction Decomposition Terms (kcal/
mol) for the FnH3-nCCl‚‚‚OCH2 and FnH3-nCCBr‚‚‚OCH2

Complexes as a Function of the Number of Fluorine
Substituentsa

n)0 n)1 n)2 n)3

FnH3-nCCl‚‚‚OCH2

E(elec.) -0.96 -1.22 -1.47 -1.73
E(ind.) -0.22 -0.21 -0.22 -0.24
E(disp.) -1.81 -1.77 -1.73 -1.68
E(exch.) 2.02 1.93 1.81 1.70

∆Eint
SAPT -0.98 -1.27 -1.60 -1.96

FnH3-nCBr‚‚‚OCH2

E(elec.) -1.47 -1.84 -2.17 -2.50
E(ind.) -0.37 -0.38 -0.4 -0.45
E(disp.) -1.98 -1.94 -1.89 -1.83
E(exch.) 2.12 2.04 1.90 1.74

∆Eint
SAPT -1.70 -2.12 -2.56 -3.04

FnH3-nCl‚‚‚OCH2

E(elec.) -2.61 -3.11 -3.62 -4.04
E(ind.) -0.78 -0.82 -0.88 -0.95
E(disp.) -2.30 -2.26 -2.21 -2.14
E(exch.) 3.01 2.90 2.73 2.48

∆Eint
SAPT -2.68 -3.29 -3.98 -4.65

a aug-cc-pVTZ for Cl Complexes aug-cc-pVTZ/aug-cc-pVTZ-PP for
Br and I Complexes.
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halogen size and with higher degree of fluorination. The
hyperconjugation increase leads to a decrease in the interac-
tion energy. In the SAPT decomposition this increase is
reflected primarily in the decrease of the induction term,
which includes charge transfer.

C - H‚‚‚X hydrogen bonds exhibit both red and blue shifts
of the C - H stretching frequency upon formation of the
hydrogen bond. Vibrational shifts for the present (unfluori-
nated) halogen bonded complexes have been computed, and
we have found that these shifts are negligible (maximum(
3 cm-1). All of the halomethane monomers exhibit a positive
derivative of the dipole moment as a function of theC - X
distance (i.e., the dipole moment increases when theC - X
bond is elongated), which indicates a red shift of theC - X
stretching frequencies. The electron density of theσ*

antibonding orbital of theC - X bond systematically increases
upon complexation, which also indicates a red shift of the
C - X stretching frequencies. On the other hand the
s-character of the carbon atom in theC - X bond increases
upon dimerization, which indicates a blue shift of theC - X
stretching frequencies. Evidently, the cumulative effect of
all the factors considered above is to leave theC - X
stretching frequencies largely unchanged upon complexation
of these halogen bonding dimers.

Comparison of Halogen Bonds to Hydrogen Bonds.
Halogen bonds are often compared to, the much more
ubiquitous, hydrogen bonds, with which they share some
properties. Here we will compare the SAPT (aug-cc-pVTZ)
interaction energy decomposition results for the, halogen
bonding,H3CCl‚‚‚OCH2, H3CBr‚‚‚OCH2, F1H2CI‚‚‚OCH2,
and F3CI‚‚‚OCH2 complexes to those obtained for
H3CH‚‚‚OCH2 andHCCH‚‚‚OH2, which exemplify typical
C - H‚‚‚O type hydrogen bonds.

Table 7 gives the SAPT interaction energy decomposition
values forH3CCl‚‚‚OCH2, H3CBr‚‚‚OCH2, F1H2CI‚‚‚OCH2,
and F3CI‚‚‚OCH2, H3CH‚‚‚OCH2, and HCCH‚‚‚OH2. The
binding energy of the ethyne-water dimer (-3.25 kcal/mol)
is roughly comparable to that ofF1H2CI‚‚‚OCH2 (-3.29 kcal/
mol) and is higher than that ofH3CBr‚‚‚OCH2 (-1.70 kcal/
mol). Overall, theC - H‚‚‚O interaction is more electrostatic
(and less dispersive) in nature than theC - X‚‚‚O interactions,
with the electrostatic term accounting for 68.5% of the overall
attractive interaction in theHCCH‚‚‚OH2 complex. For the

F1H2CI‚‚‚OCH2 complex, to which the hydrogen-bonding
systems can be most closely compared, the electrostatic
component is responsible for 50.2% of the attractive interac-
tion, while for the (unfluorinated) bromomethane-formalde-
hyde dimer, this term yields only 38.5% of the attractive
interaction. When the SAPT decomposition results for the
HCCH‚‚‚OH2 (68.5% electrostatic) dimer are compared to
those of theF3CI‚‚‚OCH2 (56.8% electrostatic) complex,
which exemplifies the strongest halogen bonding complex
considered in this work (SAPT binding energy of-4.65 kcal/
mol), it can be seen that the hydrogen-bonding complex
displays much more of an electrostatic character.

The hydrogen bondingH3CH‚‚‚OCH2 complex, with a
binding energy of-0.70 kcal/mol, can most closely be
compared to theH3CCl‚‚‚OCH2 complex, which has a
binding energy of-0.98 kcal/mol. The interaction between
methanol and formaldehyde is not dominated by the elec-
trostatic interaction as in the case of the ethyne-water
complex; nonetheless, electrostatics play a larger role in the
H3CH‚‚‚OCH2 complex (38.5% of the attractive interaction)
than in theH3CCl‚‚‚OCH2 complex (32.2% of the attractive
interaction). In terms of SAPT interaction energy contribu-
tions the methane-formaldehyde complex is most similar to
the bromomethane-formaldehyde system, whose electrostatic
term corresponds to 38.5% of the total attractive interaction.

Overall it can be said that, in terms of SAPT interaction
energy components, halogen bonds are similar in character
to the weakC - H‚‚‚O type hydrogen bond found in the
H3CH‚‚‚OCH2 complex. Both halogen bonds and this weak
hydrogen bond depend largely on both electrostatic and
dispersive forces. The strongC - H‚‚‚O hydrogen bond found
in theHCCH‚‚‚OH2 complex is very electrostatic in nature
and, in terms of the SAPT interaction decomposition, does
not resemble a halogen bonding interaction.

Comparison of DFT-SAPT and SAPT. Table 8 gives
the DFT-SAPT and SAPT interaction energy decomposition
results with the aug-cc-pVxZ/aug-cc-pVxZ-PP basis set for
theH3CBr‚‚‚OCH2 complex. The binding energies obtained
by SAPT and DFT-SAPT agree remarkably well, with the
largest deviation of 0.05 kcal/mol occurring for the aug-cc-
pVDZ/aug-cc-pVDZ-PP basis set. Here it can be seen that,
for a given basis set, the DFT-SAPT method slightly
overestimates the electrostatic and dispersion values, while
it slightly underestimates the exchange values compared to
standard SAPT. The DFT-SAPT values for the induction
components of the binding energies agree with those of
SAPT perfectly (out to two decimal places). In terms of basis
sets, the same trends are seen for the DFT-SAPT method as
for SAPT, as the basis set becomes larger the interaction
between the two molecules within a complex gets stronger,
the dispersion component increases and the electrostatic term
decreases.

At present it is only possible to use the DFT-SAPT/aug-
cc-pVDZ method to treat large systems, such as biological
complexes. While this method can be used to obtain a
qualitative description of these types of interactions, it should
be kept in mind that dispersion contributions are generally
underestimated by 15%-20% and that electrostatic contribu-
tions are usually overestimated by 5%-10%.

Table 6. NBO Fock Matrix Elements (kcal/mol) between
the C-X Antibonding Orbital and the Oxygen Lone Pair
Orbital for the FnH3-nCX‚‚‚OCH2 and FnH3-nCX‚‚‚OHCH3

Complexes and the Changes of Electron Density in the
C-X σ* Antibonding Orbital upon Complexation of Halogen
Bonding Pairsa

FnH3-nCX‚‚‚OCH2

n ) 0 n ) 1 n ) 2 n ) 3

X ) Cl 0.31 0.33 0.35 0.40
(0.0020) (0.0014) (0.0010) (0.0007)

X ) Br 0.65 0.69 0.76 0.87
(0.0044) (0.0029) (0.0019) (0.0020)

X ) I 1.23 1.36 1.51 1.76
(0.0095) (0.0070) (0.0054) (0.0071)

a Given in parentheses (B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ).
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Conclusions
In this work we have performed HF, MP2, CCSD(T), NBO,
SAPT, and DFT-SAPT calculations, using several large basis
sets, on the (fluorinated and unfluorinated) halomethane-
formaldehyde complexes. It is found that, as the halogen
bonding halogen’s size increases, the halogen bond becomes
stronger and longer. SAPT analyses of halogen bonds in
systems containing chlorine and bromine indicate that
halogen bonding interactions involving these halogen atoms
are principally dispersive in nature, although electrostatic
contributions to halogen bonds are not negligible. The
electrostatic contribution to the interaction energy in halogen
bonding increases as the size of the halogen bonding halogen
increases. The most dominant physical component of interac-
tions for systems containing iodine is the electrostatic one,
which accounts for slightly more than half of the total binding
energy. Upon substitution of fluorine atoms, which are very
electronegative, onto the halomethanes, halogen bonds
become more stable and more electrostatic (and less disper-
sive) in nature. The weakest halogen bond observed in this
study is for theH3CCl‚‚‚OCH2 complex, whose CCSD(T)/
aug-cc-pVTZ binding energy is-1.05 kcal/mol. The stron-
gest halogen bond occurs for theF3CI‚‚‚OCH2 complex, with
a CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ interaction energy of-3.72 kcal/
mol.

The most significant result obtained in this study is the
fact that, according to SAPT analysis, halogen bonds are
largely dependent on both electrostatic and dispersion forces.
The electrostatic nature of halogen bonds increases with the
increasing size of the halogen involved, while the dispersive
contribution to the halogen bonding interaction decreases

with increasing halogen size. The largest SAPT interaction
energy component for (unfluorinated) systems containing
chlorine and bromine is dispersion, while the electrostatic
term accounts for slightly more than half of the attractive
interaction for the iodomethane-formaldehyde complex. It
should be noted that, even in cases where the electrostatic
contribution to the interaction energy is smaller than that of
dispersion, electrostatic effects probably play a large role in
determining the geometries of halogen bonding systems, as
the halogen’s positiveσ-hole tends to line up with the
negative lone electron pair on oxygen. The contribution of
induction effects to halogen bonding interactions is relatively
small and generally accounts for about 5%-15% of the
attractive interaction.

The addition of fluorine substituents to the halomethane
molecules in our model complexes tends to draw electron
density away from the halogen bonding halogen atoms,
which results in halogen atoms that have significantly larger
(and more positive)σ-holes. The overall effect of successive
fluorine substitution onto the halomethane systems is to
produce halogen bonds that are both stronger and more
electrostatic in character.

Halogen bonds are often compared to, the much more
commonly encountered, hydrogen bonds. Here we have
shown that, in terms of SAPT interaction energy terms,
halogen bonds share many common features with weakC -
H‚‚‚O type hydrogen bonds. Halogen bonds are not very
similar to strongC - H‚‚‚O hydrogen bonds, which exhibit
interactions that are much more electrostatic in nature. One
common feature of halogen bonds and hydrogen bonds is
the hyperconjugation that occurs between theC - X (where
X represents either a halogen or hydrogen) antibonding orbital
and the oxygen lone pair orbital. The magnitude of this
hyperconjugation increases with larger halogen atoms and
with the addition of fluorine substituents onto the halom-
ethane systems.

Among the many scientific fields in which halogen bonds
have been implicated as important types of interactions is
the study of protein-ligand interactions. It has been shown
in this work, and in several other studies, that halogen
bonding interactions are sufficiently strong to be considered
as relevant in biological complexes and that, because of their
unique properties, halogen bonds might be used in the
development of, for example, new pharmaceutical com-
pounds.
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H3CCl‚‚‚OCH2 H3CBr‚‚‚OCH2 F1H2CI‚‚‚OCH2 F3CI‚‚‚OCH2 H3CH‚‚‚OCH2 HCCH‚‚‚OH2

E(elec.) -0.96 (32.2) -1.47 (38.5) -3.11 (50.2) -4.04 (56.7) -0.55 (38.5) -3.78 (68.5)
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a kcal/mol (numbers in parentheses indicate the relative contribution (in %) to the total attractive interaction).

Table 8. Comparison of SAPT and DFT-SAPT Results for
the H3CBr‚‚‚OCH2 Complexa

H3CBr‚‚‚OCH2

DFT-SAPT a-pVDZ a-pVTZ a-pVQZ CBS

E(elec.) -1.63 -1.56 -1.56 -1.56
E(ind.) -0.36 -0.37 -0.37 -0.37
E(disp.) -1.74 -2.06 -2.13 -2.18
E(exch.) 2.29 2.29 2.26 2.23
δHF 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01

∆Eint
SAPT -1.44 -1.71 -1.81 -1.89

SAPT a-pVDZ a-pVTZ a-pVQZ CBS
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E(disp.) -1.69 -1.98 -2.08 -2.15
E(exch.) 2.12 2.12 2.11 2.11

∆Eint
SAPT -1.49 -1.70 -1.80 -1.86

a kcal/mol (note that a-pVxZ ) aug-cc-pVxZ/aug-cc-pVxZ-PP).
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Abstract: A systematic theoretical study on several models of Zn(II) complexes has been carried

out employing both ab initio correlated wave function and density functional methods. The

performance of five different functionals namely PW91, PBE, B3LYP, MPWLYP1M, and TPSS

in the prediction of metal-ligand bond distances, binding energies, and proton affinities has

been assessed comparing the results to those obtained with the MP2 and CCSD(T) wave function

methodologies. Several basis sets ranging from double-ú up to quintuple-ú quality have been

used, including the recently developed all-electron correlation consistent basis sets for zinc. It

is shown that all the tested functionals overestimate both the metal-ligand bond distances and

the binding energies, being that the B3LYP and TPSS functionals are the ones that perform the

best. An analysis of the metal-ligand interaction energy shows that induction and charge-transfer

effects play a prominent role in the bonding of these systems, even for those complexes with

the less polarizable ligands. This finding highlights the importance of a correct description of

the polarization of the monomers’ charge densities by any theoretical method which aims to be

applied to the study of Zn(II) complexes.

Introduction
Zinc, following iron, is the second-most abundant transition
metal in biology and plays a prominent role in many
structural and reactive biochemical processes.1 It is present
in more than 120 enzymes involved in the metabolism of
nucleic acids, proteins, and carbohydrates. A combination
of different factors, flexible coordination geometry, lack of
redox activity, intermediate polarizability, and borderline
hard-soft character, makes divalent zinc, Zn(II), capable of

satisfactorily coordinating with the broad spectrum of “hard”
and “soft” ligands present in metalloenzymes. Thus, an
accurate and well-balanced theoretical description of the
ligand binding ability and hydration of Zn(II) ions is required
in order to increase our understanding of zinc enzymology
using the tools of computational quantum chemistry.

In principle, ab initio quantum mechanical (QM) meth-
odologies provide the most accurate results, specially if
coupled-cluster (CC) methods2 are combined with correla-
tion-consistent basis sets, which allow the systematic exten-
sion of one-particle basis set calculations of molecular
properties toward the complete basis set (CBS) limit.3,4 Until
recently, accurate ab initio calculations with correlation
consistent basis sets were feasible only for main group
elements. Fortunately, a similar strategy is now possible for

* Corresponding author fax: 34-983-423013; e-mail: vmrr@
qf.uva.es (V.M.); fax: 34-985-103125; e-mail: dimas@
uniovi.es (D.S.).
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systems containing first-row transition metals thanks to
Peterson and co-workers,5 who developed a family of
nonrelativistic and relativistic correlation basis sets for Sc-
Zn that are expected to facilitate accurate and reliable
calculations for metal complexes. However, the large com-
putational cost of the highly correlated QM methods
determines that their applicability is limited to small systems.
This is not the case, however, of the density functional theory
(DFT),6 which offers quite accurate results for about the price
of a Hartree-Fock (HF) calculation. For this reason, DFT
has become the most popular correlated methodology for
the study of biomolecules including zinc-enzymes.7,8 Ad-
ditionally, the development of linear scaling techniques9-11

and tight-binding models12,13 have pushed further the ap-
plicability of DFT. Since the design of the most commonly
used density functionals is ultimately based on parametriza-
tion procedures, the question of the applicability of a given
functional outside the scope for which it was developed is
always a matter of concern. This is particularly true when
dealing with systems containing transition metal atoms
because most functionals have not been parametrized to fit
data for inorganic or organometallic molecules.14

Several computational studies on zinc-containing biomol-
ecules have been published15-18 in which the application of
DFT or semiempirical methodologies was assessed by
performing ab initio calculations on small zinc complexes.
In general the model systems considered in these studies were
limited to what was required for the particular problem being
analyzed as in a recent comparative study of semiempirical,
ab initio, and DFT methods in Zn-biomimetic complexes,19

which is focused on models of histidine side chains. In
addition, most of the previous ab initio calculations were
carried out using the HF and the second-order Møller-Plesset
(MP2) methods with medium-sized basis sets. Nevertheless,
either DFT or MP2 methods have been employed to provide
reference data in order to derive optimum parameters for
Zn(II) ions within the context of approximate methodologies
like the semiempirical PM3 method,20 the approximate tight
binding DFT method,21 and the molecular mechanics “Sum
of Interactions Between Fragments Ab initio Computed”
(SIBFA) method.22-24

The first goal of this study is to provide reliable high-
level benchmark ab initio results for a set of 1:1 complexes
in order to improve the energetic, structural, and electronic
description of the ligand binding ability of Zn(II), which we
think is a convenient first step for the assessment of DFT or
parametrized methods. Thus, a set of 18 complexes modeling
the typical Zn(II)-ligand interactions existing in living
systems was characterized by means of high level ab initio
calculations. The following ligands were chosen: water,
formaldehyde, methanol, acetic acid, formamide, ammonia,
methanimine, methylamine, 1H-imidazole, hydrogen sulfide,
methanethiol, benzene, hydroxide, methanolate, acetate,
imidazolate, hydrosulfide, and methanethiolate. Taking into
account the prevalence of Zn(II) ions in biomolecular systems
and the efficacy with which DFT methods can be applied to
large systems, we also carried out a systematic analysis of
the performance of DFT on Zn(II)-ligand interactions by
comparing the results obtained from several density func-

tionals with those provided by the correlated wave function
methods. A third goal of this study is the analysis of the
nature of the metal-ligand bond in the Zn(II) complexes
by means of an energy decomposition method. This provides
information on the relative importance of the electrostatic,
induction, and dispersive contributions to the interaction
energy. Altogether our results could be particularly useful
for the refinement of molecular mechanics force fields as
well as comparison with other partitioning schemes used for
the calibration of some molecular mechanics potentials.

Computational Methods
Ab Initio Calculations. Ab initio benchmark calculations
of the monoligand Zn(II) complexes examined in this work
were carried out assuming the frozen core approximation in
all the correlated calculations and using correlation consistent
basis sets for valence electron correlation. The basis sets were
constructed by employing the Dunning’s correlation consis-
tent basis25,26on the main group atoms and the nonrelativistic
all-electron basis from Balabanov and Peterson on zinc.5

Molecular geometries were optimized at the MP2/aug-cc-
pVTZ level. Harmonic frequency calculations were per-
formed to check whether the optimized geometries are local
minima on the Potential Energy Surfaces (PES) and to obtain
the Zero-Point Vibrational Energies (ZPVE). Electronic
energies were refined by performing single-point calculations
at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory (coupled cluster
single and double excitation augmented with a noniterative
treatment of triple excitations)27 on the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ
optimized geometries. To estimate the effect of larger basis
sets on the ab initio energies, single-point MP2/aug-cc-pVnZ
(n)4, 5) calculations were also performed on the MP2/aug-
cc-pVTZ geometries.

As above-mentioned, the fundamental advantage in using
a sequence of correlation consistent basis sets is the pos-
sibility of extrapolating the results toward the CBS limit and,
thereby, removing basis set truncation errors. As proposed
by Perterson and Puzzarini,28 we used two extrapolation
formulas

wheren is the cardinal number of the basis set andECBS, A,
andB are fitting parameters, withECBS being the resulting
estimate of the CBS limit. The averageECBS value obtained
from these two expressions has been reported as a conserva-
tive estimate of the actual CBS limit.5,28 Herein, extrapola-
tions using eqs 1 and 2 with the aug-cc-pVnZ (n)4, 5) basis
sets were used systematically on the MP2 correlation
energies. The HF energies were not extrapolated, and the
5Z HF values were simply taken as the most accurate
estimates of the HF limits.

In general, the calculation of the CCSD(T) CBS limit for
all the complexes considered in this work is impractical. Then
we decided to approximate the corresponding CCSD(T) CBS
values by means of the following “composite” formula

En ) ECBS + An-3 (1)

En ) ECBS + An-(n-1) + Be-(n-1)2 (2)
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which basically summarizes the computational scheme
adopted in this work for computing the high-level benchmark
energies of the Zn(II) monoligand complexes.

The sensitivity of the computed binding energies and
molecular properties with respect to basis set effects and/or
the method employed for geometry optimization were
assessed by carrying out further ab initio calculations for
some of the Zn(II)-L complexes (L)OH-, H2O, HS-, and
H2S). For these small complexes, molecular geometries were
reoptimized at the CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ level and binding
energies were recomputed on the new geometries using the
“composite” approximation in eq 3. Moreover, the CBS limit
of the CCSD(T) energies was also estimated by means of
single-point CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVnZ (n)4, 5) calculations
and using eqs 1 and 2. We also tested that the same CBS-
limit is consistently attained from both electronic energies
that included the Counterpoise (CP) correction for Basis Set
Superposition Error (BSSE)29 and uncorrected energies.
Finally, the quality of the frozen core approximation was
assessed by performing full electron correlation calculations
with basis sets optimal for correlating the outer-core3sand
3pelectrons, which are generally needed to compute accurate
dissociation energies involving3delements and second-row
main group elements. In these calculations, we employed
the aug-cc-pwVnZ basis set for Zn,5 aug-cc-pV(n+d)Z for
S,30 and the standard aug-cc-pVnZ for H and O.

Density Functional Calculations.Five density functionals
were selected for this study: two generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) functionals, PW9131 and PBE;32 two
hybrid functionals, B3LYP33-36 and MPWLYP1M;37 and one
meta-GGA functional, TPSS.38 The MPWLYP1M functional
has been developed recently, and it consists of the modified
Perdew-Wang exchange functional and the Lee-Yang-
Parr (LYP) correlation functional. It has one parameter (the
percentage of HF exchange) optimized for metals (though
not specifically for Zn). Note that both PBE and TPSS are
nonempirical functionals, whereas PW91, B3LYP, and
MPWLYP1M contain explicitly empirical parameters. These
functionals were used to fully optimize the geometries of
the Zn(II) complexes and the isolated ligands followed by
analytical frequency calculations. The default integration grid
(75 radial shells and 302 angular points) was used for all
the DFT calculations. For test purposes we also carried out
optimizations and frequency calculations on the whole set
of complexes using a larger (“UltraFine”) integration grid
with 99 radial shells and 590 angular points. These test
calculations have been performed using the PBE functional
and the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.

We employed different basis sets for the DFT calculations
ranging from double-ú up to triple-ú valence quality: 6-31G-
(d), 6-31+G(d), 6-31+G(2d,p), 6-311+G(d), and aug-cc-
pVTZ. The double-ú sets consists of the Pople basis for main
group atoms and first-row transition metals.39 The first two
selected sets include one set ofd-type polarization functions
on the main group atoms and one set off-type polarization
functions on Zn. The 6-31+G(2d,p) basis include two sets
of d-type andf-type functions along with one set ofp-type

functions on the hydrogen atoms. All the basis, except the
smallest 6-31G(d), additionally include one set ofs- and
p-type diffuse functions on the main group atoms and one
set ofs- andd-type and two sets ofp-type functions on Zn.
Cartesian functions were used for the 6-31G Pople basis set.
On the other hand, the 6-311+G(d) basis is constructed by
employing the triple-ú valence 6-311G40 basis set for the
main group atoms and the Wachters41 and Hay42 basis set
for Zn with the scaling factors of Raghavachari and Trucks.43

This basis includes 5d-type and 7f-type pure functions. For
the sake of completeness, geometrical and energetic param-
eters were also obtained by means of the MP2 method
combined with the 6-31G(d), 6-31+G(d), 6-31+G(2d,p), and
6-311+G(d) basis sets. Besides, the aug-cc-pVQZ basis set
was used to check the basis set truncation error in the DFT
calculations. This has been done on the whole set of
complexes using the B3LYP and the TPSS functionals.
Finally, we would like to remind the reader that the
applicability of DFT to the study of molecular anions has
been debated in the literature specially in the past decade.
For a recent review we refer to the work of Rienstra-Kiracofe
et al.44 It is shown in this review that DFT, in the form of
inexact functionals, in conjunction with basis sets of at least
double-ú quality including diffuse functions is applicable to
anionic species. We therefore believe that the functionals
and basis sets tested in this work are adequate for the study
of Zn2+ complexes with anionic ligands.

All of the calculations in this paper were performed with
the Gaussian03 program package.45 Finally, we would like
to point out that we did not include solvent effects in our
calculations since we are not aiming at reproducing the Zn-
(II) environment in biomolecular systems but rather to
compare the performance of our tested functionals and basis
sets.

SAPT Analyses.In order to analyze the nature of the
bonding interactions in the Zn(II) complexes we used the
Symmetry Adapted Perturbation Theory (SAPT) approach.46,47

SAPT computes the interaction energy as a sum of physically
meaningful contributions, namely, electrostatic, induction,
dispersion, and exchange. If we group these contributions
in terms arising at the noncorrelated and correlated levels
we can write

whereEint
HF represents the supermolecular (SP) HF interac-

tion energy, andEint
corr contains all the correlated contribu-

tions (up to second order, i.e., the so-called SAPT2 ap-
proach). The termδEint

HF in eq 4 contains third and higher
order (noncorrelated) induction and exchange-induction terms
and is defined as the difference between the SAPT noncor-
related first- and second-order energy and the supermolecular
HF interaction energy. We further point out thatEint

corr as
defined in eq 5 is approximately equivalent to the supermo-
lecular MP2 correlation energy.48 All the contributions in
eqs 4 and 5 have a clear physical interpretation:Eelst

(10) +

ECCSD(T) CBS≈ E
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ

+ (E
MP2/CBS

- E
MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ

) (3)

Eint
HF ) Eelst

(10) + Eexch
(10) + Eind,r

(20) + Eexch-ind,r
(20) + δEint

HF (4)

Eint
corr ) Eelst,r

(12) + Eexch
(11) + Eexch

(12) + tEind
(22) + tEexch-ind

(22) + Edisp
(20) +

Eexch-disp
(20) (5)
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Eelst,r
(12) ) Eelst

(1) represents the electrostatic interaction of the
charge densities of the unperturbed monomers,Eexch

(10) +
Eexch

(11) + Eexch
(12) ) Eexch

(1) takes into account the repulsion of the
(unperturbed) charge densities of the monomers due to the
Pauli exclusion principle,Eind,r

(20) + tEind
(22) ) Eind

(2) collects the
interactions of the permanent multipole moments of one
monomer with the induced moments of the other,Edisp

(20) )
Edisp

(2) represents the interaction of the instantaneous multi-
pole moments of the monomers, and, finally,Eexch-ind,r

(20) + t

Eexch-ind
(22) ) Eexch-ind

(2) and Eexch-disp
(20) ) Eexch-disp

(2) take into
account the exchange effects associated with the induction
and dispersion interactions, respectively. In this work we will
group the SAPT components in two terms as follows:

The first term,E(1), collects all contributions at first order
with respect to the intermolecular interaction operator,
whereas the second term collects all contributions at second
order. We are interested in this partitioning because in this
way we can separate those components arising from the
interaction of the unperturbed fragments from those associ-
ated with the relaxation of the charge densities of the
monomers (caused by the interaction with the partner). Thus,
E(1) represents the classical electrostatic interaction energy,
whereasE(2) collects all polarization and charge-transfer
effects.

Finally, the SAPT interaction energy can be represented
as

which should be roughly equivalent to the supermolecular
MP2 (SP-MP2) interaction energy as commented before. For
more details about this methodology see ref 49 and references
therein. All SAPT calculations were performed with the
SAPT2002 program.46 We would finally like to remind the
reader that the interaction energies are related to the bond
dissociation energies (De) by means of the deformation
energies of the fragments, that is, the energy required to bring
the fragments from their isolated geometry to the geometry
they have in the complex, namely

Results and Discussion
Ab Initio Calculations. Figures 1 and 2 show the optimized
structures for the monoligand complexes formed between
Zn(II) and the neutral ligands (L ) water, ammonia,
hydrogen sulfide, formaldehyde, methylimine, methanol,
methylamine, methanethiol, acetic acid, formamide, imida-
zole, and benzene) and anionic ligands (L ) hydroxide,
hydrosufide, methanolate, methanothiolate, acetate, and imi-
dazolate), respectively. All the structures were characterized
as energy minima on the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ potential energy
surface, excepting the [Zn(imidazolate)]+ complex withCS

symmetry that corresponded to a transition structure. For each
complex shown in Figures 1 and 2, the equilibrium Zn-L
distance involving the Zn atom and the donor atom(s) of
the ligand, the Natural Population Analysis (NPA) charge50

of the Zn atom, and the harmonic frequency of the stretching
normal mode associated with the Zn-L bond are also reported.
As mentioned in the Methods section, the consistency of the
computational scheme employed for computing the binding
energies was tested in the case of the complexes of Zn(II)
with water, hydrosulfide, hydroxide, and sulfide by using
more elaborated computational schemes as well (see Table
1). We will analyze first these validation calculations, and
then we will present the benchmark data for all the Zn(II)
complexes.

Validation Calculations. To ensure that the benchmark
calculations performed for the 18 Zn(II)-complexes are
accurate and could replace missing experimental data, we
report in Table 1 some test calculations that assess the
adequacy of the various choices made in the computational
scheme defined in eqs 1-3 (i.e., “composite” approximation,
MP2 geometries, valence correlation, CBS extrapolation, ...).
For example, by carrying out single-point CCSD(T)/aug-cc-
pVnZ (n)4, 5) calculations on the four test complexes, we
found that theDe values computed with the “composite”
method are nearly identical (∼ (0.10 kcal/mol) to those
obtained with the CCSD(T)/CBS method. We also found that
the binding energies are rather insensitive to small changes
on the equilibrium geometries: although the structures
optimized at the CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ level have slightly
larger Zn-ligand distances by 0.01-0.03 Å than the MP2
structures, practically the sameDe values were obtained using
the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ and the CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ opti-
mized geometries (see Table 1). In addition, we see in Figure
1 that the NPA charges of the Zn atom computed from the
MP2 and CCSD electronic densities match closely to each
other ((0.01 e-) and that the MP2 and CCSD harmonic
stretching frequencies for the Zn-ligand bond are very similar.

Of particular interest can be to determine the relevance
of core-valence correlation effects. The small Zn(II)-L
complexes and their ligands were reoptimized by carrying
out full electron MP2 calculations with enlarged basis sets
for explicitly including core-valence correlation effects. The
resulting molecular geometries and the NPA charge of the
Zn atom hardly differ from the frozen-core MP2 results. On
the other hand, the changes in the “composite” binding
energies,De, computed correlating all the electrons, with
respect to the frozen core values are-1.11,-0.96,-1.25,
and -1.81 kcal/mol forL ) H2O, H2S, OH-, and HS-,
respectively. Thus, we estimate that core-valence correlation
effects should range between 1 and 2 kcal/mol for the
monoligand Zn2+ complexes. This relatively small influence
of core-valence correlation could be related to the fact that
binding between the Zn(II) cation and a ligand donor atom
results in a small accumulation of charge in the interatomic
region, that is, zinc-ligand bonds are essentially closed-shell
interactions with only a partial covalent character.17

In order to assess now the reliability of the CBS extrapola-
tion, we computed the change in the binding energies when
going from MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ to MP2/aug-cc-pV5Z and

E(1) ) Eelst
(10) + Eexch

(10) + Eelst,r
(12) + Eexch

(11) + Eexch
(12) (6)

E(2) ) Eind,r
(20) + Eexch-ind,r

(20) + tEind
(22) + tEexch-ind

(22) + Edisp
(20) +

Eexch-disp
(20) (7)

Eint (SAPT)) E(1) + E(2) + δEint
HF (8)

-De ) Eint + Edef (9)
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from MP2/aug-cc-pV5Z to MP2/CBS for the set of four
selected complexes. The differences are smaller than 0.50
kcal/mol (the average is 0.27.kcal/mol for the set of both
neutral and anionic ligands) and 0.21 kcal/mol (average: 0.16
kcal/mol), respectively. When the core-valence correlation
is taken into account, these differences are smaller than 0.73
kcal/mol and 0.13 kcal/mol, respectively. We also estimated
for these four systems the CBS limit extrapolating the CP-
corrected binding energies. The final “composite”De values
are within 0.17 kcal/mol of the uncorrected ones.

Overall, we conclude that the larger factor that could affect
the benchmark “composite” energies are the core-valence
correlation effects which, as commented before, should be
within 1-2 kcal/mol for these systems. Therefore, we believe
that limiting to valence correlation effects in the benchmark
calculations represents a reasonable compromise between
cost and accuracy, which should be close to chemical
accuracy (∼1 kcal/mol).

Ab Initio Benchmark Data . Table 2 contains the ab initio
binding energies for the full set of Zn(II) complexes that

Figure 1. Geometrical arrangement of the studied Zn(II) complexes with neutral ligands along with the most important geometrical
parameters as computed at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. For water and hydrogen sulfide, CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ and full
electron MP2 data are given in italics and in squared brackets, respectively. All distances are given in angstroms.
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are examined in this work. The “composite”De values in
Table 2 provide the benchmark data. Nevertheless, the MP2/
aug-cc-pVTZ level shows a good performance as compared
with the “composite” energy calculations. In fact the
computed binding energies using the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ
geometries are quite similar regardless of the correlated
method (CCSD(T) vs MP2) or the basis set (see Table 2)

employed to perform the corresponding single-point calcula-
tions. With respect to the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ energy values,
inclusion of energy corrections due to higher correlated
methods and larger basis sets cancel each other partially, so
that the average difference between the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ
calculations and the more accurate “composite” energy values
is only 0.7 kcal/mol for neutral ligands or 2.1 kcal/mol for

Figure 2. Geometrical arrangement of the studied Zn(II) complexes with anionic ligands along with the most important geometrical
parameters as computed at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. For hydroxide and sulfide, CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ and full electron
MP2 data are given in italics and in squared brackets, respectively. All distances are given in angstroms.

Table 1. Binding Energies (in kcal/mol) for the Small Zn(II) Complexes Obtained with Different Ab Initio Computational
Protocols

ligand MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ MP2/CBSa composite methodb CCSD(T)/CBSa

Frozen Core, MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ Geometries
water -98.02 -97.43 -98.78 -98.19 -98.27
hydrogen sulfide -113.05 -112.36 -114.29 -113.59 -113.55
hydroxide -424.21 -425.16 -425.37 -426.32 -426.36
hydrosulfide -408.48 -407.92 -410.44 -409.87 -409.68

Frozen Core, MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ Geometries, CP-Corrected Energies
water -97.41 -96.84 -98.67 -98.10
hydrogen sulfide -112.41 -111.78 -114.15 -113.52
hydroxide -423.08 -424.05 -425.19 -426.15
hydrosulfide -407.37 -406.89 -410.20 -409.73

Frozen Core, CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ Geometries
water -98.00 -97.45 -98.73 -98.18 -98.26
hydrogen sulfide -112.95 -112.44 -114.11 -113.60 -113.55
hydroxide -424.15 -425.19 -425.30 -426.34 -426.38
hydrosulfide -408.37 -408.03 -410.23 -409.89 -409.69

Full Electron, MP2 Geometries, aug-cc-pwVnZ for Zn, aug-cc-pV(n+d)Z for S
water -98.98 -98.08 -100.21 -99.30 -
hydrogen sulfide -115.26 -113.79 -116.01 -114.55 -
hydroxide -426.32 -426.46 -427.43 -427.57 -
hydrosulfide -412.16 -410.27 -413.57 -411.68 -
a Obtained from CBS extrapolation of the correlation energy based on eqs 1 and 2 and using the HF/aug-cc-pV5Z energies. b Using an

additive combination of electronic energies.
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anionic ligands whose complexes have much larger binding
energies. The largest differences arise in benzene and
imidazolate (CS) that are within 3 kcal/mol, still in very good
agreement. All these results suggest that predictions obtained
at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level for Zn(II) complexes should
already be quite reliable. This is gratifying because both
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ and MP2/aug-cc-pVnZ (n)4, 5)
calculations are much more computationally demanding. We
also note in passing that the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level has
also been found to produce an accurate and balanced
description of hydrogen-bonded and dispersion-bound com-
plexes.51

For the neutral ligands, the optimized structures correspond
to monodentate Zn(II) complexes that can be characterized
by a single interatomic Zn-X distance of∼1.82, 1.90, and
2.27 Å for X ) O, N, and S, respectively. For a given type
of donor atom, it turns out that the binding energy (De)
correlates well with the Zn-X distance (e.g., the linear
correlation coefficient,r, between the Zn-X distances and
the compositeDe values amounts to 0.987 and 0.909 for X
) O and N, respectively). In the case of benzene, a typical
cation-π complex is formed in which the Zn(II) ion is
equidistant with respect to the six C atoms. The metal-ligand
bond in the complexes with neutral ligands implies a
significant charge transfer within the 0.07-0.48 e- range
according to the NPA charges. The amount of charge
transfer, which depends on the electronegativity and hybrid-
ization of the donor X atom, is quite well correlated with
the De energies (r ∼ 0.90-0.94), suggesting thus that the
charge-transfer interaction plays an important role in the total

binding. It may be interesting to note that the frequency of
the stretching motion of the Zn-X bond is uncorrelated with
the strength of the metal-ligand bond expressed in terms
of binding energies.

The strong interaction between the Zn(II) cation and the
anionic ligands is reflected in the magnitude of the computed
binding energies (from-420 to-380 kcal/mol), which is
accompanied by a typical shortening of the Zn-X distances
of ∼0.10 Å with respect to the neutral ligands and an
important charge transfer from ligand to Zn(II) (0.36-0.68
e-). The two complexes formed between Zn(II) and imida-
zolate deserve some specific comments. One of these
complexes corresponds to a planar monodentate structure (CS

complex), which is characterized as a transition structure with
an imaginary frequency of 120 cm-1 for an out-of-plane
movement of the Zn-N bond. This transition structure leads
to a true energy minimum (C1 symmetry), which corresponds
to a bidentate Zn(II) complex that can be better described
as an asymmetricπ-complex between Zn(II) and one of the
CdN double bonds. In spite of their quite dissimilar
coordination geometry and electronic features, theCS com-
plex is only 2.05 kcal/mol above theC1 one.

Since the catalytic mode of action of many zinc-enzymes
involves proton-transfer events to and from zinc-ligands
(water molecules and amino acid side chains), we also
derived the protonation energies (PE) of some of the ligands
studied in this work at the different correlated levels of
theory. According to the PE values reported in Table 3, the
nature of the correlated method (CCSD(T) vs MP2) has a
more pronounced effect (∼2 kcal/mol) on the computed PEs
than in the case of the Zn-L binding energies, whereas the

Table 2. Binding Energies (in kcal/mol) for the Zn(II)
Complexes Optimized at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ Level
Obtained with the MP2 and CCSD(T) Methods

ligand

MP2/
aug-cc-
pVTZ

De

CCSD(T)/
aug-cc-
pVTZ

De

MP2/
CBSa

De

composite
methodb

De

composite
methodc

D0

water -98.02 -97.43 -98.78 -98.19 -96.56

ammonia -129.08 -128.08 -129.81 -128.82 -126.11

hydrogen sulfide -113.05 -112.36 -114.29 -113.59 -111.72

formaldehyde -108.32 -108.62 -108.98 -109.28 -107.49

methanimine -139.63 -138.56 -140.48 -139.42 -137.32

methanol -116.35 -115.55 -116.83 -116.03 -115.26

methylamine -143.50 -142.54 -144.01 -143.05 -141.10

methanethiol -134.45 -133.95 -135.73 -135.22 -134.15

acetic acid -132.94 -133.43 -133.61 -134.09 -133.28

formamide -148.30 -148.76 -149.01 -149.48 -147.29

1H-imidazole -172.87 -172.04 -173.55 -172.72 -171.34

benzene -160.20 -157.20 -161.19 -158.19 -156.64

hydroxide -424.21 -425.16 -425.37 -426.32 -424.14

hydrosulfide -408.48 -407.92 -410.44 -409.87 -408.28

methanolate -423.07 -423.46 -424.12 -424.52 -421.10

methanethiolate -420.22 -419.73 -422.14 -421.66 -419.92

acetate -413.31 -414.45 -414.81 -415.95 -413.97

imidazolate (CS) -379.09 -381.80 -380.19 -382.89 -381.93

imidazolate (C1) -386.96 -387.19 -384.82 -385.05 -383.98
a Obtained from CBS extrapolation of the MP2 correlation energy

based on eqs 1 and 2 and using the HF/aug-cc-pV5Z energies.
b Using an additive combination of electronic energies (CCSD(T)/aug-
cc-pVTZ+ MP2/CBS - MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ). c Using an additive com-
bination of electronic energies and including MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ ZPVE
energies

Table 3. Protonation Energies (PEs in kcal/mol) for
Various Acid-Base Pairs Both in Their Isolated Form and
in the Corresponding Zn(II) Complexesc

acid-base pair

MP2/
aug-cc-
pVTZ

CCSD(T)/
aug-cc-
pVTZ

MP2/
CBSa composite methodb

A/B

H2O/OH- -393.26 -397.15 -393.13 -397.02 (-389.01)

H2S/HS- -353.60 -355.99 -353.38 -355.77 (-349.97)

CH3OH/CH3O- -388.27 -391.13 -388.11 -390.98 (-381.09)

CH3SH/CH3S- -360.25 -362.65 -360.18 -362.58 (-356.17)

CH3COOH/
CH3COO-

-352.13 -354.85 -351.90 -354.63 (-346.06)

1H-imidazol/
1H-imida
zolate

-352.91 -356.78 -352.89 -356.76 (-348.01)

Zn-A/Zn-B

H2O/OH- -67.08 -69.42 -66.55 -68.89 (-61.43)

H2S/HS- -58.17 -60.43 -57.23 -59.49 (-53.41)

CH3OH/CH3O- -81.55 -83.23 -80.81 -82.49 (-75.25)

CH3SH/CH3S- -74.48 -76.86 -73.76 -76.15 (-70.40)

CH3COOH/
CH3COO-

-71.76 -73.83 -70.70 -72.77 (-65.36)

1H-imidazol/
1H-imida
zolate

-146.69 -147.03 -146.25 -146.59 (-137.42)

a Obtained from CBS extrapolation of the MP2 correlation energy
based on eqs 1 and 2 and using the HF/aug-cc-pV5Z energies.
b Using an additive combination of electronic energies (CCSD(T)/aug-
cc-pVTZ+ MP2/CBS - MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ). Values in parentheses
include the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ ZPVE energies. c Molecular geometries
were obtained at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level.
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CBS limit of the MP2 PEs is very similar to the MP2/aug-
cc-pVTZ values. When comparing the PEs of the isolated
A/B pairs with those of their Zn-bound counterparts, we see
that the Zn(II) cation decreases the PEs by 327.58, 296.56,
305.84, 285.77, 280.69, and 210.59 kcal/mol for the H2O/
OH-, H2S/HS-, CH3OH/CH3O-, CH3SH/CH3S-, CH3COOH/
CH3COO-, and imidazole/imidazolate acid-base pairs,
respectively (composite energy values including ZPVE).
Thus, the actual impact on the acid-base strength of the
Zn-ligands is quite variable, the water/hydroxide pair being
the most affected one, which is in consonance with the
important role that zinc-bound water molecules usually have
in zinc-enzymes.

DFT Calculations. In principle, the performance of the
tested DFT functionals will be assessed by mean signed
errors (MSE), i.e., the averages of the deviations with respect
to the reference results including the sign of the error. We
will not discuss in general mean unsigned errors (MUE)
because all the functionals have shown systematic deviations
either overestimating or underestimating the reference values
for a given basis set. Thus, MUE do not provide any
additional information. We also report standard deviations
in order to describe the spread of the error distribution with
respect to the mean value. Notice that for the sake of
simplicity, part of the results obtained in this study are
included in tables presented in the Supporting Information.
These tables will be labeled with “S” when referred
throughout the text.

DFT Molecular Geometries of the Zn-L Complexes.
Table 4 collects the mean signed standard errors (MSE) and
standard deviations in the Zn-ligand bond distance for the
different complexes. As commented above, we will take the
MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ values as the reference. The mean values
were computed for the whole set of complexes since similar
errors were obtained for both neutral and anionic ligands.
Before discussing the data collected in Table 4, we would
like to point out that, in general, we found that MP2 and
DFT agree in fact in the geometry of the lowest energy
structure for most of the analyzed complexes. However, in
few cases, we found qualitative differences which deserve
to be commented. For example, the Zn(II)-H2O complex has
C2V symmetry at the MP2 level of theory. At the DFT level,
the nature of theC2V stationary point depends on both the
functional and the basis set. With the PBE functional and

the 6-31+G(d), 6-31+G(2d,p), and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets
it is a transition structure (the imaginary frequencies are 66i
cm-1, 227i cm-1, and 159i cm-1, respectively). The same
happens at the PW91/6-31+G(2d,p), PW91/aug-cc-pVTZ,
TPSS/6-31+G(2d,p), and TPSS/aug-cc-pVTZ levels (195i
cm-1, 133i cm-1, 180i cm-1, and 76i cm-1 respectively). A
similar situation occurs in [Zn(CH3OH)]2+. At the MP2 level
with all basis sets this complex hasCS symmetry with the
zinc cation lying in the methanol symmetry plane (see Figure
1). However, at the DFT level and with all basis sets, this
structure has one imaginary frequency indicating that the
symmetry of the lowest energy conformation isC1. The
imaginary frequency lies between 90 and 270 cm-1 depend-
ing on the functional and the basis set, except for B3LYP
that predicts values between 66 and 99 cm-1. We have
nevertheless assumed aCS symmetry for this complex as
suggested by the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ calculation. Different
MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ and DFT minimum energy structures are
also predicted for [Zn(CH3COOH)]2+ and [Zn(CH3COO)]+.
In these two cases, however, the differences are related to
the rotation of the methyl group. We considered a OCCH
dihedral angle of 180 for the former and 0 for the later (see
Figures 1 and 2). These are the values of the dihedral angles
in the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ equilibrium geometries. Finally,
the [Zn(imidazolate)]+ complex hasC1 symmetry and a Zn2+‚
‚‚π(CdN) interaction at all levels except MPWLYP1M and
TPSS, which predict a more favorable interaction between
the Zn(II) ion and the nitrogen lone pair in theCS complex.
For comparative purposes, we considered aCS symmetry for
this complex. We would like to point out that these imaginary
frequencies are associated with a particular functional and
basis set and do not depend on the integration grid. We
checked this point in the water complex with the 6-31+G-
(2d,p) basis set. The lowest frequency is reproduced within
6 cm-1 for the five functionals. As commented above in the
Methods section, we also carried out optimizations and
frequency calculations at the PBE/aug-cc-pVTZ level of
theory using a larger integration grid. We obtained frequen-
cies which were similar to those calculated with the default
“medium” grid. Our conclusion is therefore that the Zn2+-L
interaction can be in general accurately described by a
‘medium’ integration grid.

Table 4 shows that all the tested functionals give, for a
given basis set, metal-ligand distances that are larger than
the MP2 ones by about 0.03-0.04 Å. The five functionals
behave similarly, being B3LYP and TPSS the ones that
predict shorter bond lengths. The data collected in Table 4
also reveal that the smallest 6-31G(d) basis set gives the
lowest MSEs due to an error cancellation between the
overestimation of the metal-ligand bond distances by the
tested functionals and the underestimation associated with
the size of the basis set. At the MP2 level with the 6-31+G-
(d) basis, the MSE is already as small as 0.004 Å. With the
tested functionals, this basis set performs also quite well
predicting distances within 0.006-0.010 Å from the aug-
cc-pVTZ ones. Let us also point out that metal-ligand bond
distances obtained with a larger integration grid at the PBE/
aug-cc-pVTZ level differ by less than 0.003 Å of the
“medium” grid results (see Table S4). Finally, in order to

Table 4. Mean Signed Errors (MSE) and Standard
Deviations (Å) in the Metal-Ligand Bond Distances of the
Monoligand Zn(II) Complexes Studied in This Work with
Respect to the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ Reference Values

basis set PW91 PBE B3LYP MPWLYP1M TPSS MP2

6-31G(d) MSE -0.017 -0.016 -0.010 -0.013 -0.018 -0.024

SD 0.016 0.017 0.012 0.014 0.015 0.009

6-31+G(d) MSE 0.032 0.034 0.029 0.032 0.027 -0.004

SD 0.019 0.020 0.015 0.018 0.016 0.005

6-31+G(2d,p) MSE 0.036 0.038 0.034 0.037 0.030 0.005

SD 0.020 0.020 0.015 0.019 0.016 0.004

6-311+G(d) MSE 0.052 0.055 0.046 0.050 0.047 0.010

SD 0.023 0.023 0.016 0.021 0.018 0.003

aug-cc-pVTZ MSE 0.041 0.044 0.035 0.041 0.036

SD 0.018 0.019 0.017 0.018 0.015
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check the basis set truncation error we have also carried out
optimizations using the B3LYP and TPSS functionals with
the aug-cc-pVQZ basis set on the whole set of complexes
(see Table S5). For the TPSS functional the maximum
deviation from the aug-cc-pVTZ values is 0.003 Å. For
B3LYP the maximum deviation is 0.002 Å except for two
complexes, namely, Zn2+‚‚‚NH3 and Zn2+‚‚‚ImH, for which
the difference between the TZ and QZ values is 0.03 and
0.02 Å, respectively. These results show that the geometries
of the Zn(II) complexes are already well converged with the
aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.

Regarding the rest of the geometrical parameters let us
just point out that, with the exceptions already commented
above, they are in general very similar with both MP2
and DFT methodologies. Furthermore, these values do not
change much with the size of the basis set (except for the
smallest one) and are very close to the reference aug-cc-
pVTZ results.

DFT Binding Energies of Zn-L Complexes.Tables 5
and 6 show the mean signed errors (MSE) and standard
deviations for the tested functionals and the MP2 method
with the selected basis sets. Table 5 collects the results
obtained for the neutral ligands, whereas Table 6 lists the
results obtained for the anionic ones. We split this data
because the magnitude of the binding energies for both type
of ligands is quite different (see Table 3). Nevertheless, we

also list in Table S1 the mean errors calculated for the whole
set of complexes.

From the data collected in Table 5, we see that all the
tested functionals overestimate the binding energies. Notice
that the MSEs diminish when increasing the basis set.
Interestingly, we do not observe a quantitative improvement
when going from 6-31+G(d) to 6-31+G(2d,p), but a clear
reduction of the error is achieved with the 6-311+G(d) basis,
which give results close to the aug-cc-pVTZ ones. With the
aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, the deviation of the DFT values is
still 10-16 kcal/mol, about 5-10% of the reference data,
which correspond to the high level “composite” binding
energies (De values in Table 2). The second conclusion that
can be drawn from the data listed in Table 5 is that B3LYP
and TPSS functionals perform the best, yielding MSEs that
are about 33% smaller than those obtained with the other
functionals.

Table 6 shows the MSEs obtained for the complexes with
anionic ligands. Now, the magnitude of the deviations is
larger, in agreement with the larger magnitude of the binding
energies, but the conclusions are the same: all the functionals
show a very similar systematic behavior, and the functionals
B3LYP and TPSS perform the best. With the aug-cc-pVTZ
basis, the tested functionals overestimate the binding energies
by about 23 kcal/mol (14 kcal/mol and 16 kcal/mol at the
B3LYP and TPSS levels, respectively) which represents
about 5% of the reference “composite” value. We would like
to add here that the binding energies of both neutral and
anionic ligands obtained with a larger integration grid are
within 0.1 kcal/mol from the ‘medium’ grid values. This
shows that larger grids are in principle not required for the
computation of binding energies. Besides, TPSS/aug-cc-
pVQZ calculations (see Table S6) show that the TPSS/aug-
cc-pVTZ binding energies are already converged within 0.4
kcal/mol. Interestingly, B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ energies appear
to be underestimated still by 1.5-2.5 kcal/mol (see also Table
S6). Notice then, that, with respect to to the reference ab
initio values, B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ binding energies are
slightly more overestimated than B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ ones.

The MSE in the binding energies corrected for BSSE by
means of the counterpoise (CP) method29 are listed in Tables
7 and 8. Comparing the MSE collected in Tables 5 and 7, it
is clear that all the functionals give very similar BSSE. With
the smallest basis set, namely 6-31G(d), it is about 12 kcal/
mol, 50% of the ‘uncorrected’ MSE. With the 6-31+G(d),
6-31+G(2d,p), and 6-311+G(d) basis sets, the BSSE is
reduced to 1-2 kcal/mol, while with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis
it is negligible. Since all the functionals overestimate the
binding energies with MSE values larger than the BSSE,
the CP-corrected energies are necessary closer to the
composite results. At the MP2 level (last column in Table
7), the CP-corrected energies do not necessary get closer to
the “composite” values. This is not an unexpected result
because the MP2 energies are not far from the reference data.
We remind the reader that the CP method does not correct
for basis set incompleteness errors apart from the BSSE.
Thus, it is possible that it yields too small binding energies
compared to the CBS values, which do not suffer from any
kind of basis set incompleteness. Table 8 shows the corre-

Table 5. Mean Signed Errors (MSE) and Standard
Deviations (kcal/mol) in the Binding Energies of the
[Zn-L]2+ Complexes (Neutral Ligands L ) H2O, NH3, H2S,
H2CO, H2CNH, CH3OH, CH3NH2, CH3SH, CH3COOH,
HCONH2, 1H-Imidazole, and Benzene) with Respect to the
Reference “Composite” Values

basis set PW91 PBE B3LYP MPWLYP1M TPSS MP2

6-31G(d) MSE -24.20 -21.84 -16.79 -25.00 -17.11 -3.69

SD 4.36 4.38 3.66 3.27 4.82 5.65

6-31+G(d) MSE -19.38 -18.07 -12.06 -18.08 -14.11 -3.32

SD 3.14 3.15 2.37 3.37 1.80 2.17

6-31+G(2d,p) MSE -19.72 -18.41 -12.20 -18.39 -14.47 -1.58

SD 3.99 4.00 2.82 3.99 2.65 1.89

6-311+G(d) MSE -16.03 -14.87 -8.94 -14.64 -10.02 0.73

SD 3.45 3.51 3.02 3.81 2.06 3.17

aug-cc-pVTZ MSE -16.16 -15.56 -9.57 -15.14 -10.60 0.11

SD 3.60 3.64 2.79 4.00 2.20 0.86

Table 6. Mean Signed Errors (MSE) and Standard
Deviations (kcal/mol) in the Binding Energies of the [Zn-L]+

Complexes (Anionic Ligands, L ) OH-, HS-, CH3O-,
CH3S-, CH3COO-, and Imidazolate) with Respect to the
Reference “Composite” Values

basis set PW91 PBE B3LYP MPWLYP1M TPSS MP2

6-31G(d) MSE -45.83 -42.91 -34.24 -48.69 -34.76 -14.16

SD 14.08 14.20 12.86 12.55 14.75 13.07

6-31+G(d) MSE -27.62 -26.17 -16.69 -27.77 -20.56 -3.05

SD 4.49 4.49 3.06 4.69 3.81 3.58

6-31+G(2d,p) MSE -28.72 -27.23 -17.56 -28.74 -21.80 -1.29

SD 4.63 4.61 3.16 4.97 3.70 2.11

6-311+G(d) MSE -23.06 -21.58 -12.24 -23.17 -15.02 2.70

SD 5.27 5.19 4.00 5.59 4.07 4.32

aug-cc-pVTZ MSE -23.68 -22.79 -13.77 -24.33 -16.13 2.14

SD 5.08 5.04 3.27 5.18 3.91 0.87
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sponding MSE in the CP-corrected binding energies of the
complexes with an anionic ligand. The conclusions that can
be drawn are the same already commented. The BSSE is
about 24 kcal/mol with the smallest basis set, again ap-
proximately 50% of the ‘uncorrected’ MSE. With the larger
basis, it reduces to less than 2 kcal/mol.

DFT Protonation Energies.In Table 9 we report the MSE
and standard deviations for the protonation energies of the

isolated acid-base pairs as computed with the tested
functionals and the MP2 method with the selected basis sets.
The results obtained for the corresponding Zn-L complexes
are shown in Table 10.

In consonance with expectations, the PEs computed with
the small basis set (6-31G(d)) in the absence of the Zn(II)
cation contain relatively large errors (>12 kcal/mol in
absolute value). These results are much improved by
including diffuse and/or further polarization functions in the
basis set at all the methods. Particularly, the B3LYP
calculations with the 6-31+G(2d,p) and aug-cc-pVTZ basis
sets give PE values that are very close to the best ab initio
values, with MSEs of only 0.88 and 1.06 kcal/mol, respec-
tively. Although the performance of the rest of DFT methods
and the MP2 method in the PE calculations for the free
ligands is clearly worse, the magnitude of their MSEs is still
lower than those associated with the Zn-ligand binding
energies in Tables 4-8.

As above-mentioned, to find out whether a ligand is
protonated or deprotonated when coordinated to the Zn(II)
cation is an important question. Unfortunately, the quality
of the PEs predicted by the DFT methods decreases
significantly for the Zn-L complexes with respect to the
isolated ligands as the MSEs collected in Table 10 are 3-4-
fold larger than those in Table 9 for the more complete basis
sets. The opposite trend arises in the MP2 calculations, whose
MSE values in Tables 9 and 10 are more comparable to each
other. These observations illustrate clearly the extra difficulty
associated with the theoretical description of the zinc
complexes. However, it is also clear that the average error
in the DFT protonation energies is lower than in the metal-
ligand binding energy calculations. Again we conclude that
all the functionals show basically the same trends and that
B3LYP and TPSS perform the best.

Correlation between DFT and Ab Initio Data. The MSE
values collected in Tables 4-10 assess the overall accuracy
of selected functionals in calculating metal-ligand distances,
binding energies, and protonation energies of monoligand
Zn(II) complexes with reference to the benchmark ab initio
results. However, many applications of theoretical methods
that are relevant to zinc enzymology involve the computation
of only relative energies for ligand exchange processes and/
or proton-transfer reactions. Of course, this type of calcula-

Table 7. Mean Signed Errors (MSE) and Standard
Deviations (kcal/mol) in the Counterpoise (CP) Corrected
Binding Energies of the [Zn-L]2+ Complexes (Neutral
Ligands, L ) H2O, NH3, H2S, H2CO, H2CNH, CH3OH,
CH3NH2, CH3SH, CH3COOH, HCONH2, Imidazole, and
Benzene) with Respect to the Reference “Composite”
Values

basis set PW91 PBE B3LYP MPWLYP1M TPSS MP2

6-31G(d) MSE -11.32 -9.18 -4.97 -12.72 -5.06 8.58

SD 2.16 2.15 2.51 3.63 2.37 4.55

6-31+G(d) MSE -17.35 -16.17 -10.27 -16.25 -12.30 1.90

SD 3.30 3.28 2.53 3.65 1.94 1.66

6-31+G(2d,p) MSE -18.24 -16.97 -10.82 -16.87 -13.14 1.70

SD 4.05 4.04 3.01 4.22 2.69 1.28

6-311+G(d) MSE -14.62 -13.50 -7.65 -13.37 -8.71 4.94

SD 3.56 3.59 2.94 3.90 2.12 2.24

aug-cc-pVTZ MSE -15.92 -15.32 -9.36 -14.91 -10.42

SD 3.62 3.65 2.84 4.04 2.20

Table 8. Mean Signed Errors (MSE) and Standard
Deviations (kcal/mol) in the Counterpoise (CP) Corrected
Binding Energies of the [Zn-L]+ Complexes (Anionic
Ligands, L ) OH-, HS-, CH3O-, CH3S-, CH3COO-, and
Im-) with Respect to the Reference “Composite” Values

basis set PW91 PBE B3LYP MPWLYP1M TPSS MP2

6-31G(d) MSE -21.16 -18.53 -11.96 -24.50 -12.00 8.77

SD 5.71 5.82 4.61 4.97 6.32 5.67

6-31+G(d) MSE -25.44 -24.01 -14.87 -25.76 -18.57 4.10

SD 4.92 4.91 3.34 5.09 3.96 2.22

6-31+G(2d,p) MSE -26.62 -25.18 -15.81 -26.76 -19.91 3.35

SD 4.99 4.98 3.39 5.23 3.87 1.76

6-311+G(d) MSE -21.77 -20.32 -11.18 -22.03 -13.81 8.97

SD 5.62 5.54 4.19 5.88 4.30 2.99

aug-cc-pVTZ MSE -23.06 -22.20 -13.42 -23.75 -15.59

SD 5.31 5.26 3.34 5.31 4.07

Table 9. Mean Signed Errors (MSE) and Standard
Deviations (kcal/mol) in the Protonation Energies of the
Anionic Ligands (L ) OH-, HS-, CH3O-, CH3S-,
CH3COO-, and Imidazolate) with Respect to the Reference
“Composite” Values

basis set PW91 PBE B3LYP MPWLYP1M TPSS MP2

6-31G(d) MSE -13.27 -12.75 -14.02 -17.32 -14.21 -12.13

SD 10.22 10.37 9.51 9.26 9.58 9.23

6-31+G(d) MSE 6.05 6.30 4.34 2.09 3.09 6.11

SD 1.64 1.63 1.13 1.74 1.56 1.51

6-31+G(2d,p) MSE 2.63 2.88 0.88 -1.41 -0.21 2.01

SD 1.21 1.22 0.76 1.21 1.06 0.93

6-311+G(d) MSE 6.42 6.69 4.64 2.27 3.36 5.86

SD 2.19 2.16 1.56 2.11 1.94 1.38

aug-cc-pVTZ MSE 3.07 3.32 1.06 -1.13 0.08 2.89

SD 2.17 2.17 1.42 2.13 1.96 0.73

Table 10. Mean Signed Errors (MSE) and Standard
Deviations (kcal/mol) in the Protonation Energies of the
[Zn-L]+ Complexes (Anionic Ligands, L ) OH-, HS-,
CH3O-, CH3S-, CH3COO-, and Imidazolate) with Respect
to the Reference “Composite” Values

basis set PW91 PBE B3LYP MPWLYP1M TPSS MP2

6-31G(d) MSE 10.31 10.28 5.02 7.70 5.60 0.60

SD 3.67 3.70 1.39 3.11 3.16 3.34

6-31+G(d) MSE 14.27 14.41 8.73 11.24 9.84 6.37

SD 5.17 5.28 2.66 4.55 4.24 1.89

6-31+G(2d,p) MSE 11.36 11.48 5.73 8.16 7.17 2.52

SD 5.82 5.91 3.26 5.11 4.93 0.40

6-311+G(d) MSE 12.87 12.83 7.06 9.64 8.05 3.60

SD 4.92 5.09 2.42 4.18 4.01 2.11

aug-cc-pVTZ MSE 9.94 9.96 4.43 6.74 5.29 1.11

SD 5.75 5.89 3.29 4.99 4.93 0.69
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tions can benefit from cancellation of “systematic” errors in
the computed binding energies (De) and protonation energies
(PEs) and, in general, the lower MSE of theDe and PEs, the
larger odds of cancellation of errors in the relative energies.
Nevertheless, it may be interesting to examine some linear
correlation plots of DFT results vs the ab initio reference
results (discriminating between the neutral and the anionic
ligands; see Figure 3) in order to ascertain more clearly the
differences and similarities in the systematic deviations of
the computed properties. For this purpose, we chose B3LYP/
6-31+G(2d,p) as the DFT level of theory because this level
shows a good balance between global accuracy and com-
putational cost.

We see in Figure 3 that the best linear correlation between
DFT and ab initio data corresponds to the protonation
energies of the Zn-L complexes (r ) 0.994), which is in
consonance with the relatively low MSE of the B3LYP/6-
31+G(2d,p) PEs. A reasonably good correlation coefficient
is also obtained for the binding energies of neutral ligands
(r ) 0.990) although the corresponding MSE is larger than
that of the PEs. However, the linear regression fit of the
binding energies is less satisfactory in the case of the anionic
ligands (r ) 0.980). Similarly, the DFT zinc-ligand distances
are better correlated with the ab initio data for the neutral
ligands (see Figure 3a).

In terms of linear regression theory, the value ofr2 from
plots (a-d) in Figure 3 can be interpreted as the fraction of
the total variance of the DFT data that is “explained” by the
variation in the corresponding ab initio data.52 For example,
the uncertainty (as reflected in the variance) about a DFT
PE energy value is reduced about 99.4% once we know its
corresponding ab initio score and the correlation ratio (r2 )
0.994) between the DFT and ab initio data. Reciprocally,
the variance of the DFT data that remains “unexplained” by
the linear regression fits is given by 1-r2. Assuming that
this latter variability is mainly due to the nonsystematic (i.e.,
erratic) errors, we propose to estimate the magnitude of the
nonsystematic errors in the DFT calculations by multiplying
the fraction of “unexplained” variation (1-r2) by 100.0 kcal/
mol (an upper limit of the energy range covered by the
regression analyses). In this way, we obtain that the ap-
proximate values of the nonsystematic errors for PEs,De

for neutral ligands, andDe for anionic ligands would be∼1.1,
∼2.0, and∼4.0 kcal/mol, respectively, at the B3LYP/6-
31+G(2d,p) level. In this scenario, both relative energies for
processes involving the rupture of bonds between Zn(II) and
neutral ligands and relative protonation energies of zinc-
complexes, should be determined quite accurately using a
hybrid DFT method combined with a flexible basis set like
6-31+G(2d,p) because the addition of the nonsystematic

Figure 3. Linear regression plots of B3LYP/6-31+G(2d,p) data vs ab initio reference data: (a) zinc-ligand distances; (b) binding
energies for anionic ligands; (c) binding energies for neutral ligands; and (d) protonation energies for zinc(II) complexes. Filled
circles, squares, triangles, and diamond in plots (b-d) stand for oxygen-donor, nitrogen-donor, sulfur-donor, and benzene ligands,
respectively.
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errors would amount to∼2-4 kcal/mol. However, the DFT
relative energies for ligand rearrangement processes involv-
ing anions could have a larger error of∼8 kcal/mol. We
note that these estimations are basically in agreement with
the fact that, from previous computational experience in
metal-containing systems,53 the error on the relative energies
computed by standard DFT methodologies is unlikely to
exceed a range of 3-5 kcal/mol.

SAPT Analyses.In this section we will analyze the nature
of the Zn(II)-ligand interaction by means of the Symmetry-
Adapted Perturbation Theory. Table 11 collects the interac-
tion energy components as well as the total intermolecular
interaction energies for the Zn(II) complexes formed with
the neutral ligands (see also Table S3 in the Supporting
Information for a fully complete presentation of the SAPT
data). For this analysis, we select again the 6-31+G(2d,p)
basis set. We would also like to point out the fact that the
interaction energies of these complexes range between 100
and 180 kcal/mol and, therefore, that the applicability of the
SAPT2 methodology (that is, whether it can fully recover
the SP-MP2 interaction energy) is here a matter of concern.
As commented above in the Computational Methods section,
terms of order higher than the second, which may well be
important in these strongly bonded systems, can be obtained
from a SP-HF calculation via theδEint

HF term. This is an
easy and computationally cheap way of including these
contributions, but this approximation does not come without
a price since the physically meaningful components that
compriseδEint

HF are of course not known. In the present
case,δEint

HF represents in the worst case 10% of the total
interaction energy, and, therefore, we think that we can
provide a fairly correct qualitative picture of the nature of
the interaction in these complexes by using SAPT2. How-
ever, we have not studied the anionic ligands because the
interaction energy is in these cases far too large to be fully
recovered by an intermolecular perturbation method without
losing the physically meaningful picture of the interaction.

The results collected in Table 11 show that the electrostatic
interactionEelst

(1) is not the largest attractive term in these
complexes since it only represents 14-26% of the total
attractive energy termsEelst

(1) + Eind
(2) + Edisp

(2) . The largest
contribution to the interaction energy comes fromEind

(2),

whereas the dispersion energy clearly plays a minor role in
the bonding of these systems. Of course, we also have to
take into account that the induction component is partially
quenched by its exchange counterpart (the same happens to
the dispersion component, but the exchange-dispersion term
is actually rather small, see Table S3). However, we do not
think that it is particularly meaningful to sum up the induction
and the exchange-induction components and conclude that
these systems are stabilized mainly byEelst

(1) . After all, if the
Eind

(2) contribution were to be of a similar size ofEelst
(1) , the

interaction energy would be repulsive. We think that a clearer
picture of the interaction can be obtained by collecting all
the components that contribute to a certain order in the
intermolecular perturbation together, as described in the
Computational Methods section. When using SAPT2, the two
resulting terms areE(1) andE(2) which are also shown in Table
11. We see that in all casesE(1) is smaller thatE(2) by more
than 50%. Even in one particular case namely, [Zn-
(benzene)]2+, E(1) is repulsive. We interpret these results as
indicating that the main stabilizing factor of the studied Zn-
(II) complexes is not the electrostatic attraction of the
interacting fragments but the relaxation of the charge
densities of the monomers through induction and charge
transfer. This effect is far more important for the most
polarizable ligands: hydrogen sulfide and methanethiol (see
Table 11). The complex Zn2+‚‚‚benzene is a particular case
because in this system the zinc atom is not pointing directly
toward a negative local charge concentration of the base
resulting in a relatively small electrostatic attraction and a
positive first-order interaction energy. One important conclu-
sion of this analysis is therefore that any methodology which
is aimed to be applied to the study of Zn(II) complexes
should give a correct description of the relaxation of the
charge distribution of the interacting monomers. The sys-
tematic overestimation of the bond dissociation energies by
different density functionals found in this work is actually
related to this fact. Indeed, recent results obtained by
Piquemal et al.54 for the [Zn(imidazole)]2+ complex show
that the larger interaction energy obtained with four different
functionals (PW91, B3PW91, BLYP, and B3LYP) with
respect to the MP2 value (13-26 kcal/mol with a DZVP2
basis set; we obtained in this work 13-22 kcal/mol with

Table 11. Contributions to the SAPT Interaction Energies (in kcal/mol) for the [Zn-L]2+ Complexes (Neutral Ligands) with
the 6-31+G(2d,p) Basis Set

ligand Eelst
(1) Eind

(2) Edisp
(2) Eexch

(1) Eexch
(2) E(1)a E(2)b δEint

HF Eint (SAPT)

H2O -88.0 -243.2 -6.5 55.7 175.3 -32.3 -74.4 10.3 -96.5
H2CO -85.3 -270.8 -7.0 58.5 183.3 -26.8 -94.5 9.4 -111.9
CH3OH -103.2 -313.8 -7.7 66.6 223.3 -36.6 -98.2 13.5 -121.3
CH3COOH -115.6 -362.3 -8.6 75.5 254.8 -40.1 -116.1 14.5 -141.7
HCONH2 -129.9 -375.3 -8.7 78.0 265.0 -51.9 -119.0 15.8 -155.1
NH3 -129.2 -461.1 -9.0 82.4 360.2 -46.8 -109.9 28.4 -128.3
H2CNH -126.7 -444.8 -9.0 79.1 333.1 -47.6 -120.7 23.6 -144.8
CH3NH2 -132.5 -477.1 -8.9 80.3 366.0 -52.2 -120.2 26.0 -146.2
1H-imidazole -155.9 -545.7 -10.7 95.3 407.6 -60.6 -148.8 29.9 -179.5
H2S -63.5 -375.6 -6.9 52.4 269.7 -11.1 -112.8 16.0 -107.9
CH3SH -78.9 -433.6 -7.6 59.4 313.1 -19.5 -128.1 18.0 -129.6
benzene -71.3 -416.9 -15.5 77.8 262.5 6.5 -169.9 3.5 -159.9
a E(1) ) Eelst

(1) + Eexch
(1) . b E(2) ) Eind

(2) + Edisp
(2) + Eexch

(2) .
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the 6-31+G(2d,p) basis depending on the functional) is due
to the overestimation of the charge-transfer effects, which
is caused, in turn, by an overestimation of the imidazole
polarizability.54 This explanation is in complete agreement
with our results, which highlight the importance of a correct
description of the relaxation of the fragments’ wave functions
taking into account the important role played by the induction
forces in the interaction of these complexes.

Implications for Molecular Mechanics Models.Besides
its academic interest, the results of our SAPT calculations
could be useful for the assessment of the so-called “non-
bonded” molecular mechanics potentials that include elec-
trostatic and van der Waals forces instead of covalent ones
to maintain the Zn(II) coordination geometry during molec-
ular dynamics simulations of zinc-enzymes. Thus, the
simplest Zn(II) “nonbonded” models include merely a
Coulombic term plus a Lennard-Jones term whose parameters
are optimized either by fitting to ab initio interaction
energies55 or by reproducing relative experimental hydration
free energies and the coordination number of Zn(II) in
water.56 However, in consonance with the importance of the
induction and charge-transfer effects shown by the physically
meaningful SAPT methodology, it has been found57 that the
“nonbonded” models should also include charge transfer from
the donor atoms and local polarization of the Zn(II) ion and
its ligands in order to properly describe the flexible coordina-
tion structure of the Zn(II) ions in proteins. We believe that
further improvement of this or other extended “nonbonded”
models24 could be expected if these potentials are designed
to reflect the underlying physical forces that govern the
intermolecular interactions in monoligand complexes.

Conclusions
On the basis of the ab initio benchmark calculations for the
18 monoligand Zn(II)-complexes that are examined in this
work, we can draw the following conclusions and/or recom-
mendations: (a) Given that the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ energies
are in very good agreement with the “composite” CCSD(T)
ones, this could be the ab initio level of choice in order to
accurately predict the binding energies and/or PEs for
polyligand Zn(II) complexes. (b) All the tested DFT func-
tionals overestimate systematically the binding energy be-
tween the Zn(II) ion and the different ligands, the B3LYP
and TPSS methods performing the best. (c) The Pople’s
6-31+G(2d,p) basis set combined with the DFT or MP2
methods provides a good compromise between accuracy and
computational cost for the systems studied here. (d) Using a
hybrid DFT or a meta-GGA method, relative energies for
ligand exchange and proton-transfer processes involving
neutral ligands should be determined within a 2-4 kcal/mol
accuracy, but larger errors should be expected for anionic
ligands.

From the SAPT calculations, we find that, in the case of
neutral ligands bound to the Zn(II) ion, 90% of their
interaction energy can be assigned to well-defined and
physically meaningful intermolecular forces. The SAPT
calculations show that induction and charge-transfer interac-
tions have a larger contribution than the classical electrostatic
attraction between the fragments. This stresses the fact that

any theoretical methodology aimed to be applied to the study
of Zn(II) complexes should be able to give a good description
of the relaxation of the charge densities of the monomers
upon complexation.
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Abstract: In this paper we present two new algorithms to study the extended nature of the

crossing seam between electronic potential energy surfaces. The first algorithm is designed to

optimize conical intersection geometries: both minima and saddle points. In addition, this method

will optimize conical intersection geometries using arbitrary geometrical constraints. We

demonstrate its potential on different crossing seams of benzene, z-penta-3,5-dieniminium, and

1,3-butadiene. The second algorithm is designed to explicitly compute the intersection-space

minimum energy coordinate. Our computations show how an intersection seam and the energy

along it can be unambiguously defined. A finite region of the S0/S1 1,3-butadiene crossing seam

has been mapped out, and a new saddle point linked with two lower-lying geometries on the

seam.

1. Introduction
In the past two decades conical intersection geometries have
been shown to play a central role in our understanding of
photochemical reactions (see for instance refs 1-3). Up to
now, numerous conical intersection structures have been
located and shown to be involved in several nonradiative
processes (see for instance refs 1-4).

Conical intersections are not isolated points but rather are
connected along an (n-2)-dimensional hyperline, wheren is
the number of internal degrees of freedom. Recent studies
have shown that decay can also occur at higher energy points
along the crossing hyperline (see for example refs 5 and 6)
away from its minimum. Thus, an accurate investigation of
the intersection space,7 which is the space where the two
electronic states are degenerate, becomes crucial.

In this spirit, we recently developed a new methodology
to compute the curvature of the crossing seam energy, such
that saddle points could be distinguished from minima within
the intersection space.8,9 In addition, from these frequency

calculations we could compute the motions corresponding
to any imaginary frequencies. These intersection-space
vibrational modes9 were then used to suggest connections
among several conical intersection points belonging to the
same intersection space. In this paper, we describe two
complementary tools to study the intersection space. The first
is a new algorithm designed to optimize conical intersection
structures with improved convergence and which can make
use of analytic second derivatives of the seam energy. The
second method is for computing the minimum energy path
connecting three conical intersection structures, e.g., two
minima and a saddle point along the crossing seam. Thus,
with the new algorithms described in this paper we have a
complete set of tools capable of investigating the energy
within the intersection space in the same way that one would
study a single Born-Oppenheimer potential energy surface,
i.e., using geometry optimization, frequency calculation, and
reaction path computations (see for instance ref 10).

Over the years, many different approaches have been
proposed to optimize structures where two electronic states
become degenerate. The algorithms currently available are
based upon either Lagrange-Newton methods (see for
example refs 11-13) or projection methods (see for instance
refs 14 and 15). The algorithms belonging to the first class
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have the common feature of using variations of the classical
Lagrange multipliers method.16-18 Recently, it has been
shown19 that this class of algorithms is generally very
efficient. Together with a higher computational cost, these
methods are, however, difficult to be efficiently implemented
and improved.19-21 One of the main problems is related to
the Lagrange Hessian, which is not positive definite,
i.e., for each constraint a negative eigenvalue arises.
Therefore efficient updating methods such as the Broyden-
Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) scheme cannot be em-
ployed, and the overall algorithm may be affected in terms
of efficiency and convergence rate (see for instance refs 16,
17, 19, 20, 22, and 23). In contrast, the projection methods
are designed to reach the energy degeneracy by means of a
displacement within the branching space,7 while optimizing
simultaneously the energy of the excited state within the
intersection space.7

A typical algorithm, based on projection matrices, uses a
gradient composed of two distinct parts.14 The first part
consists of the normalized gradient difference vector,
which is one of the two first-order degeneracy lifting
directions,1 weighted by twice the energy gap. This term is
responsible for minimizing the energy difference between
the two crossing states. The second part of the gradient
optimizes the excited-state energy within the intersection
space. Thus a critical point on the intersection hyperline can
be located.

The use of a projection matrix ensures the orthogonality
between the two parts of the composite gradient. However,
such orthogonality may be lost in computing a quasi-
Newton-Raphson displacement, as a consequence of an ill-
conditioned approximate Hessian (see for instance ref 24).
In other words, the displacement computed may have
components in both branching and intersection space. This
problem becomes troublesome in the region where the two
electronic states become almost degenerate, where the
displacement components within the branching plane will
lift the degeneracy. The algorithm described in this paper
therefore uses a combination of displacements taken within
the two orthogonal spaces rather than two gradients. Al-
though this idea is related to the theoretical development
originally proposed by Anglada et al.22 and recently reviewed
and extended by De Vico et al.,20 the actual implementation
of the proposed algorithm is substantially different, as we
will discuss in the next section.

In the present algorithm, as the energy difference drops
below a set threshold, a Newton-Raphson displacement,
taken within the intersection space, is combined with a step
along the gradient difference vector. When the energy is
above the given threshold, the standard projection method14

is used. As we will discuss in section 4, the proposed
algorithm shows a faster and smoother overall convergence
to the minimum conical intersection geometry when com-
pared with two previously reported algorithms.14,22 In addi-
tion, our implementation enables one to optimize conical
intersection geometries along a selected constrained redun-
dant internal coordinate.25-27 Finally, this algorithm and the
possibility of computing analytically an intersection-space
Hessian9 can be combined with the transition state search

algorithm (for a recent review see for instance ref 10)
implemented in the Gaussian package.28 To summarize, the
algorithm proposed in this paper is capable of locating both
minima and saddle points within the intersection space, as
well as of optimizing conical intersection points along a given
constrained geometrical variable.

Using two independent displacements, one within the
intersection space and one along the gradient difference
vector, we have also designed a method to compute a
coordinate analogous to the intrinsic reaction coordinate29-31

but confined to the intersection space. Although such a
coordinate may be not physically meaningful (see for
example ref 32 and following comments), it represents a
unique way to define finite portions of the intersection space.
In section 4, we will present the study carried out to link a
new saddle point found on the S0/S1 crossing seam of 1,3-
butadiene with two lower lying critical points on the conical
intersection seam.

2. Theory
Optimization of Stationary Points along a Crossing Seam.
At a conical intersection point, a displacement along two
directions is capable of lifting the degeneracy at first order:
the gradient difference [eq 1a] and the interstate coupling
[eq 1b] (see for example refs 1, 3, 11, 33, and 34).

In eq 1,C1 andC2 are the CI eigenvectors in the MC-SCF
problem. The vectorsx1 andx2 span the branching plane,7

also referred to as theg-h plane.3 In the orthogonal (n-2)
subspace, the intersection space,7 the degeneracy is retained
at the first order.9,33,35,36The adiabatic energies of the two
electronic states are indicated byE1 andE2, whereasH and
q represent the electronic CI Hamiltonian matrix and the
nuclear coordinates, respectively.

In the direct algorithm proposed by Bearpark et al.,14 the
gradient used in the optimization is the following

where

and

In eq 2,δκ is the length of the gradient difference vector,

i.e., δκ ) xx1
Tx1; and P represents the projector matrix

which projects the gradient of the upper state (∂E2/∂q) onto
the subspace perpendicular to the plane (x̂1,x̂2):

x1 )
∂(E2 - E1)

∂q
(1a)

x2 ) 〈C1| ∂H
∂q |C2〉 (1b)

g ) f + gp (2a)

f ) 2(E2 - E1)
x1

δκ
) 2∆E x̂1 (2b)

gp ) P
∂E2

∂q
(2c)

P ) 1 - x̂1x̂1
T - x̂2x̂2

T (2d)
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The “hat” notation indicates a normalized vector. Here, we
assume that the two potential energy surfaces cross each other
along an (n-2)-dimensional intersection space, wheren is
the number of internal coordinates. However, this algorithm
works also when the nonadiabatic interstate coupling vector
[eq 1b] is zero by symmetry, e.g., the intersection space is
of (n-1) dimensionality. For what follows, it is also worth
noting that the projected gradient of the excited-state energy
is the same vector as that obtained by projecting the average
of the two state gradients (for the proof see the Appendix).
This equivalence will be crucial in defining the second-
derivative matrix of the seam energy.

An updated Hessian can become ill-conditioned in certain
regions of the potential energy surface, if the composite
gradient [eq 2] is used throughout the optimization. When
the energy difference is large, for instance, the Hessian is
dominated by contributions arising from the branching
plane.16,23,24 As a result, the degeneracy region is rapidly
reached. However, when the seam is located, contributions
from the branching plane to the approximate Hessian may
not vanish and therefore the degeneracy is lifted.

To improve the convergence of this algorithm we therefore
propose to project both gradient and Hessian when the seam
region is approached, so that the possible branching-space
contamination is avoided. When the energy difference is
below a certain threshold, we will combine an intersection-
space displacement with a step taken along the gradient
difference.

For the combined step part, the potential energy within
the intersection space can be described by a Taylor expansion
truncated at the second-order:

Notice that∆qIS
0 ) qIS - qIS

0 is ann-dimensional vector.
The zero-order term is taken as the reference point and set
to zero. The seam energy gradient within the intersection
space,gIS, is computed as the projected average gradient (see
the Appendix). This gradient allows us to introduce the
intersection-space Hessian, recently proposed elsewhere,8,9

as the second-derivative matrix of the seam energy. Defining
the intersection-space Hessian of the seam energy as the
projected “derivative” of the seam energy gradient, we obtain

In the differentiation we have used the definition of projec-
tion matrix reported in eq 2d. We have also introducedλx1(2)

to indicate the components of the average gradient along the
unit gradient difference (nonadiabatic interstate coupling
vector) andδκ (κ12) for the length of the gradient difference
(nonadiabatic interstate coupling vector).

To compute the Newton-Raphson displacement, the
inverse of this Hessian matrix is required. However due to
the projection,W IS has two zero eigenvalues corresponding

to the branching plane directions and therefore its inverse is
not defined. However, using the idea of Peng et al.,37 one
can use instead the following matrix

whereA is diagonal matrix whose elements are set to a large
constant (e.g., 1000) andP is the usual projection matrix
defined in eq 2d. Consequently, using the Newton-Raphson
method, the intersection-space displacement can be computed
as

Although the displacement is ann-dimensional vector, the
possible contributions from the branching plane have been
projected out.

To guarantee the degeneracy, the following step along the
gradient difference

is added to∆qIS
0, so that the total displacement is given by

Although in principle the Hessian matrix,W, could be
analytically computed,8,9 an approximated Hessian (F) is
initially used in practice. Using the Broyden-Fletcher-
Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) scheme, this matrix is calculated
as

Here∆h0 is computed as the difference between the gradients
evaluated atq (current iteration) and atq0 (previous iteration).
∆q0 represents instead the difference between the current
and previous geometry. Depending on the energy gap, the
gradient used in the update scheme varies as shown in
Table 1.

In Table 1, we have reported the main features of the
algorithm discussed in this paper. The reader may recognize
some similarities between the proposed algorithm and the
one obtained by Anglada et al.,20,22 who have suggested
applying the Han-Powell method16,17,23,38to optimize conical
intersection geometries. In proximity to the crossing seam,
the two methodologies, for instance, use the same gradient
(see the Appendix) to update the Hessian matrix,F [eq 5].
Moreover, the intersection-space HessianW IS, used here, is
similar to the reduced Hessian reported by Anglada et al.

Table 1. Relevant Quantities Used in the Presented
Conical Intersection Optimization Algorithm

∆E ) E2 - E1 >thresholda <threshold

gradientb g ) f + gIS
c g ) gIS

total displacement ∆q ) -(W)-1g ∆q ) -(HIS)-1gIS +
(∆E/δκ)x̂1

d

a The default cutoff has been set to 5 × 10-3 Eh. b This gradient is
used to both update the Hessian matrix and to compute the
displacement. c Defined in eq 2. d Defined in eq 4.

H IS ) W IS + (1 - P)A(1 - P) (3c)

∆qIS
0 ) -(H IS

0)-1gIS
0 (4a)

∆qBS
0 ) (∆E0/δκ0)x̂1

0 (4b)

∆q0 ) ∆qIS
0 + ∆qBS

0 (4c)

W ≈ F ) F0 +
∆h0(∆h)0

T

∆h0
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Despite the various similarities, the proposed algorithm
differs from the one reported by Anglada et al. in several
crucial ways. First, their method uses the Hessian only to
compute the intersection space displacement throughout the
optimization. Consequently, the method is known (see for
example refs 16, 20, and 23) to have a fairly slow
convergence when one starts from a point too far away
from the solution. In our algorithm, a composite gradient
[eq 2] is used to compute both the displacement and to
update the Hessian in regions far away from the
degeneracy. Furthermore, in the seam region, the two
proposed displacements differ in the form of the gradient
used: we use the projected gradient [eq 2c], whereas Anglada
et al. propose using the reduced gradient. However, as
theoretically outlined by Nocedal et al.23 and based on our
own experience, the additional term present in the reduced
gradient does not provide any benefit to the overall conver-
gence, once the crossing region is reached. Finally, the
intersection-space Hessian,W IS, shown in eq 3b, is a
symmetricn by n matrix, whereas the reduced Hessian used
by Anglada et al. has dimension (n-2) by (n-2). Nevertheless,
it should be remarked that both matrices have the same (n-
2) rank, i.e., both matrices have (n-2) nonzero eigenvalues.

Along with minimum energy crossing points, the proposed
algorithm is also able to optimize different conical intersec-
tion structures along a constrained coordinate. We have
recently proposed an implementation to carry out this type
of optimization,25 which prevents the possible occurrence
of cancellation errors.25-27 In that study, we suggested to
apply first the constraints and subsequently to project out
the branching space directions from the gradient. This
procedure allowed us to map out successfully a region of
the S0/S1 fulvene crossing seam. Nevertheless in that study,
we explicitly applied symmetry considerations to carry out
the calculations. Here, we apply the constraints to both
branching plane vectors [eq 1], and then we build the
projection matrixP [eq 2d]. Thus, the procedure has been
generalized and implemented in a development version of
Gaussian.28 We recognize that other methodologies (see for
example ref 18) which allow geometrical constraints in a
conical intersection optimization algorithm have been previ-
ously reported. While these methods do not suffer from
cancellation errors, they are computationally more demanding
than the algorithm discussed in this paper.19

Finally, we have explored the possibility of combining this
new algorithm with the methodology implemented in Gauss-
ian to find transition state structures [see for example ref 10
and references therein]. Routinely, to compute a transition
structure, one must compute the Hessian at a point located
close enough to the quadratic region of the first-order saddle
point. This matrix must have one negative eigenvalue, and
the corresponding eigenvector should be a suitable guess for
the initial optimization direction. In this work, we follow
the same procedure but it has been limited to the intersection
space. Consequently, we begin by analytically computing
the intersection-space Hessian8,9 at an approximately con-
verged conical intersection geometry. During the rest of the
optimization, the intersection-space Hessian,WIS, is updated
using Bofill’s scheme39 implemented in Gaussian and then

used as described above. This methodology has allowed us
to locate a new saddle point in the intersection space of 1,3-
butadiene.

Computation of the Minimum Energy Path within the
Intersection Space.We now move to discuss the second
algorithm proposed in this paper. This method permits the
computation of a coordinate analogous to the intrinsic
reaction coordinate (IRC), confined to the intersection
space (IS-IRC). Although several methods have been pro-
posed to compute a segment of the intersection space [see
for example ref 6, 20, 26, 32, and 40 and references therein],
the algorithm that we have implemented is based upon the
one proposed by Gonzalez et al.31 We will briefly present
the ideas behind the original IRC algorithm, and then we
will describe the modifications required to compute directly
the IS-IRC.

As shown in Figure 1, the original IRC algorithm30,31was
designed such that starting from a pointq0, a 1/2s displace-
ment along the gradientGg0 is taken to locate pointq0

/,
defined as thepiVot point. From this pivot point, a con-
strained optimization is carried out on the surface of a
hypershere of radius1/2s and centered atq0

/. Thus, in Figure
1, q0, q′ andq are three points on the hypersphere andq0

/

the center of it. Along the reaction path, at everyq the
residual gradient is, by construction, parallel to thep vector.
Using this observation and the fact that the radius of the
hypersphere must equal1/2s, one obtains the following set
of equations

where the scalarσ is the Lagrange multiplier,I is the identity
matrix and the remaining quantities are defined in Table 2.

In order to compute the intersection space path, we follow
the same derivation. However, all the quantities previously

Figure 1. A graphical representation of the vectors used in
the original IRC algorithm31 is shown.

Table 2. Terms Appearing in the Single-Surface,
Minimum Energy Path Algorithm of Gonzalez et al.,31 and
Their Equivalents in the Intersection-Space Versiona

single surface27 intersection space

∆qM ) G-1/2∆q IS∆qM ) G-1/2∆qIS

g′M ) G1/2g′ ISg′M ) PG1/2g′
H′M ) G1/2H′G1/2 ISH′M ) PG1/2WIS′G1/2P + (1 - P)A(1 - P)
p′M ) G-1/2p′ ISp′M ) PG-1/2p′

a See eq 6. G is the Wilson matrix;41 g, H, and ∆q indicate the
gradient, the Hessian, and the displacement, respectively.

∆qM ) -(HM - σI )-1(gM - σpM) (6a)

∆qM
T ∆qM ) [pM - (HM - σI )-1(gM - σpM)]T[pM -

(HM - σI )-1(gM - σpM)] ) (1/2s)2 (6b)
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introduced are now projected onto the intersection space
using theP matrix defined in eq 2d. Thus, replacing the
various terms in eq 6 (Table 2), the intersection-space
displacement,∆qIS, can be computed. However, due to the
curved nature of the intersection space (see for instance refs
1, 8, 9, 36, and 42), this displacement will in general make
the two crossing surfaces split apart. To restore the degen-
eracy, an additional displacement within the branching space
is finally added, in the spirit of the algorithm described above
and in the way that has been defined in eq 4c. As we will
discuss in the next section, we have imposed convergence
criteria on both gradient and displacement computed. Con-
sequently, the degeneracy condition is implicitly required
from eq 4c, since a large displacement would correspond to
a large energy gap.

3. Computational Details
The two algorithms described in the previous section have
been implemented in a development version of the Gaussian
package28 and at the state averaged complete active space
self-consistent field level of theory (SA-CASSCF). Never-
theless, they can be easily implemented at any other level
of theory, provided that analytical energy gradients and the
nonadiabatic interstate coupling vector are available. The
overall convergence of the algorithm to optimize conical
intersections has been tested on the S0/S1 crossing seam of
benzene. The calculations have been carried out at the SA-
CASSCF level of theory, with a sixπ electrons and sixπ
orbitals active-space and an STO-3G basis set. An active
space of (6π, 6π) and one of (4π, 4π) were instead used to
investigate the S0/S1 crossing seams ofz-penta-3,5-dien-
iminium and 1,3-butadiene, respectively. Also in these
examples we have used the 2-SA-CASSCF level of theory,
but with a 6-31G* basis set. All energies in the figures are
reported in hartree (Eh).

In all the examples presented, the two crossing electronic
states were equally weighted and the coupled perturbative
MCSCF (CP-MCSCF) equations solved to evaluate the
gradients (see for instance ref 43). However, tests have been
also carried out using approximate gradients, i.e., without
solving the CP-MCSCF equations, to guarantee the ef-
ficiency of the code implementation for molecules with either
a large active space or a large number of atoms, where it
may be too expensive to solve the CP-MCSCF equations.
In these tests, the same structures (within 0.5 kcal mol-1)
were optimized with and without computing the
corrections for the gradients. Nevertheless, we have noticed
that away from the seam region, the two optimizations may
differ significantly. This had some consequences for 1,3-
butadiene, which has a complex intersection space with a
large number of local minima. There the displacement
computed with the approximate gradient can lead to a
different stationary point if the optimization starts far away
from the seam region.

In the examples considered in the next section, a conical
intersection geometry is considered converged when the
largest component of the intersection-space gradient, or
of ISg′M (Table 2) for the second algorithm, is smaller than

4.5× 10-4 au and with rms below 3.0× 10-4 au. In addition
to the gradient, also the maximum component of the total
displacement is checked,∆q0 in eq 4c. A geometry is thus
considered converged when the largest component of such
a displacement is smaller than 1.8× 10-3 au with rms 1.2
× 10-3 au.

In the last example reported below, we map out a finite
portion of the S0/S1 1,3-butadiene crossing seam. Due to the
complex morphology of the area around the conical intersec-
tion SPCI66, in our computations the step length was reduced.
This explains the number of points on the left-hand side of
the profile in Figure 9a.

Finally, we should point out all the conical intersection
points discussed in this work have a peaked topology,7 but
the algorithm reported has also been tested on sloped conical
intersections.

4. Results and Discussions
The purpose of this section is to illustrate the potential of
the two algorithms described in section 2. We begin by
comparing the performance of the proposed conical intersec-
tion search algorithm using the S0/S1 and S0/T1 crossing
seams of benzene. Thez-penta-3,5-dieniminium crossing
seam will be used as an example of constrained optimization.
Finally, the S0/S1 crossing seam of butadiene is examined
by optimizing a saddle point on this hyperline, then comput-
ing the associated intersection-space path.

Conical Intersection Algorithm . To evaluate the overall
efficiency of the conical intersection algorithm, the S0/S1

conical intersection seam of benzene (see for example refs
44 and 45) has been used. We compare here the global
convergence of the benzene S0/S1 conical intersection
optimization computed by using the algorithm of Bearpark
et al.,14 the one proposed by Anglada et al.22 and the one
proposed in this paper. All the conical intersection optimiza-
tions were started from a slightly nonplanar benzene structure
obtained by distorting the minimum geometry (Figure 2a)
on the S1 potential energy surface.44

Figure 2. Starting benzene geometry (a) and optimized S0/
S1 conical intersection geometry (b) at the SA-CASSCF(6,6)/
STO-3G level. All the angles (italic) are reported in degrees,
while C-C bonds are reported in Å.
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The same conical intersection geometry was optimized by
the three different algorithms (Figure 2b), which is that
previously reported by Bearpark et al.14 As noted in that
study, a bigger basis set would, on one hand, provide a more
accurate description of the molecular geometry. On the other
hand, a bigger basis would not invalidate the results obtained
regarding the convergence behavior. The objective of the
test presented here is to discuss the total convergence of the
new algorithm, so we used a relatively small basis set to
speed up the tests.

In Figures 3 and 4 we show the energy changes of the
two S0 and S1 crossing states for benzene computed with
the three algorithms during the optimization. As discussed
in section 2, the algorithm of Bearpark et al. (open circles
in Figure 3) promptly reaches the crossing seam. However,
once in that region, a poorly conditioned Hessian slows the
overall convergence. On the other hand, the algorithm
proposed by Anglada et al. has a slower convergence toward
the crossing seam (open circles in Figure 4) but gives a much
smoother profile in the degeneracy region. In addition to the
low rate of convergence to the degeneracy region, this latter
algorithm tends to take steps in high-energy regions, where

other molecules may, for example, dissociate and therefore
be channeled toward high-energy portions of the intersection
seam.

It is easily appreciated that the new algorithm (filled circles
and solid line in both Figures 3 and 4) has a faster
convergence, when compared with both the other methods.
In addition, it is clear that the new algorithm combines the
strengths of the two methods in different regions of the
optimization: it has the fast convergence rate in the first
part of the optimization, but it is also able to maintain the
degeneracy between the two crossing electronic states once
the crossing seam is reached.

To emphasize this last point, in Figure 5, the difference
of the energies of the S0 and S1 states of benzene during the
intersection optimization is shown. It should be noted that
the starting geometry is very poor, since the initial energy

Figure 3. Global convergence of an S0/S1 conical intersection
optimization of a benzene molecule: comparison between the
energy profiles obtained by the algorithm of Bearpark et al.
(open circles) and the proposed algorithm (filled circles).

Figure 4. Global convergence of an S0/S1 conical intersection
optimization of benzene: comparison between the method
introduced by Anglada et al. (open circles) and the proposed
algorithm (filled circles).

Figure 5. Energy difference between the S0 and S1 electronic
states in benzene during the conical intersection optimization.

Figure 6. Global convergence of the optimization of an S0/
T1 crossing geometry of benzene using the new algorithm
presented here. Geometries for selected points (1, 11, 21,
31) along the optimization path are shown at the bottom of
the figure.

Scheme 1
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gap between the two states is over 100 kcal mol-1. Such a
difficult test demonstrates the robust global convergence of
all three algorithms. The algorithm presented here shows a
faster decrease of the energy gap.

Our new algorithm is also able to optimize crossing points
along (n-1)-dimensional crossing seams. In Figure 6, we
show, as an example, the energy separation and the geo-
metrical changes during the optimization of a crossing point
on the T1/S0 crossing seam of benzene. As initial geometry
(iteration 1 in Figure 6), we have used a boat-like structure,
resembling the transition state connecting benzene to Dewar
benzene.44,46 Also in this type of crossing, the algorithm
presented in this paper shows a robust overall convergence
and promptly approaches the crossing seam. We note that
the crossing point optimized in this test differs from the
geometry obtained in our previous study,14 as a consequence
of choosing a different starting geometry.

To illustrate the generality of our implementation, we now
show a constrained conical intersection optimization within
the S0/S1 intersection space ofz-penta-3,5-dieniminium
cation.26,47 We have carried out a relaxed scan of the
central dihedral angle (Scheme 1), and in Figure 7a we report
the energy profile computed. As previously reported,26,32,47,48

we have found the minimum crossing point to be in the
region of 90°. However, it should be noted that the new
algorithm can achieve a high level of degeneracy (see for
instance refs 26 and 32) at all the optimized structures (Figure
7b).

Algorithm To Compute the Intersection-Space Mini-
mum Energy Path. To further demonstrate the generality
of the proposed conical intersection algorithm, we have
optimized a saddle point along the S0/S1 crossing seam of
1,3-butadiene. Such a saddle point is then linked up with
two structures lower in energy, along an intersection space
minimum energy path computed with the second proposed
algorithm.

Generally, in order to optimize a saddle point structure,
one must start from a geometry that is close enough to the
quadratic region of such a point. In addition, the Hessian
at this initial structure must show a negative eigenvalue,
and the corresponding eigenvector must be a suitable
approximation for the direction connecting the two valleys.
When one tries to optimize a saddle point within the

intersection space, the initial geometry should also be a point
of degeneracy, since the intersection-space Hessian must be
computed.

In our first studies13,49on 1,3-butadiene, we optimized three
stationary points along the S0/S1 crossing seam: thecisoidal,
thetransoidal, and thecentralstructure. In the present study,
starting from thecentralgeometry we first re-optimized the
energy gap between the two states along the gradient
difference vector. At this point on the conical intersection
seam, the intersection-space Hessian was computed and an
imaginary frequency (with corresponding eigenvector) ob-
tained. Finally, using the new algorithm presented in this
paper, we were able to optimize a new saddle point not
reported previously (SPCI82 in Figure 8). This structure shows
an imaginary frequency of 639i cm-1 corresponding to a
combination of a -CH2 twisting mode and a symmetric
rocking mode localized on H5 and H6. It closely resembles
the SPCIcis/cis structure previously reported

Figure 7. Energy profile obtained as a function of the z-penta-3,5-dieniminium cation central bond rotation (a). The degeneracy
is reached for all the examined angles as shown in panel (b), where the energy difference is reported.

Figure 8. Important geometric parameters for the optimized
butadiene CI geometries found along the S0/S1 1,3-butadiene
crossing seam. The bond lengths are expressed in Å, while
the angles (in italic) are presented in degrees.
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elsewhere,9 but where theC2 symmetry has been broken and
consequently a slightly lower (<1 kcal mol-1) energy is
obtained.

In Figure 9, we report the results obtained with the
algorithm designed to compute the minimum energy path
within the intersection space, discussed in section 2.

We started our intersection-space minimum energy path
computation from the structureSPCI82 (Figure 8), and we
have used as initial relaxation direction (see for instance refs
10, 30, 31, and 50) the eigenvector corresponding to the
imaginary frequency. The accuracy of the algorithm proposed
in this paper can be appreciated from Figure 9b, which shows
that the energy difference at each optimized structure along
the path is well below 1 kcal mol-1.

Our results show thatSPCI82 connects one of thes-cisoidal
conical intersection isomers (CICis in Figure 8) with a new
conical intersection saddle point (SPCI66 in Figure 8). The
absence of discontinuity in this profile (Figure 9a) is evidence
of a single crossing seam. The calculated coordinate is
somewhat unconventional as it ends at a saddle point,SPCI66,
but the imaginary frequency atSPCI66 is perpendicular to
the intersection space coordinate that connectsSPCI82 to
SPCI66. A similar case was described in our previous
butadiene study,9 which is an indication of the complexity
of the intersection space, even for an apparently simple
example such as butadiene.

4. Conclusions
In this paper we presented two new algorithms to study the
extended nature of the crossing seam between two electronic
potential energy surfaces. The first algorithm represents an
improvement over the algorithms already available. It
combines fast convergence in reaching the seam region with
flexibility in the degeneracy region itself. To demonstrate
the potential of this algorithm, we have optimized both
minima and saddle points on crossing seams as well as
carried out conical intersection optimization with a frozen
internal coordinate. In all cases, the results obtained show a
fast and smooth convergence to an optimized conical
intersection point.

The second algorithm has instead been designed to
compute the intersection-space minimum energy path. Adapt-
ing one of the available algorithms31 to compute the reaction
path on a single potential energy surface, we have imple-

mented an analogous method limited exclusively to the
intersection space. We have shown its potential by explicitly
mapping out a finite region of the S0/S1 1,3-butadiene
crossing seam.
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Appendix
In this Appendix, we will show the equivalence between the
gradient of one of the two crossing states energy and the
average gradients, once they are both projected onto the first-
order intersection space. Using the definition of projection
matrix given in eq 2c, the projected gradient, for instance,
of the state 2 can be written as

On the other hand, the projected average gradient is defined
as

Proving their difference zero is equivalent to show that they
are the same vector. Thus

In eq A.3, we have used the definition of the projection
matrix P [eq 2] and exploited the fact that the gradient
difference vector and the nonadiabatic interstate coupling
vectors are chosen to be orthonormal to each other.
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Abstract: We present the first systematic investigation of shifts in the nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) shielding constant due to hydrogen bonding using either the series of wave

function based methods, Hartree-Fock (HF), second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory

(MP2), Coupled Cluster Singles and Doubles (CCSD) and CCSD extended with an approximate

description of triples (CCSD(T)), or Density Functional Theory (DFT) employing either the B3LYP,

PBE0, or KT3 exchange correlation (xc) functionals. The molecular systems considered are (i)

the water dimer and (ii) formaldehyde in complex with two water molecules. Specially for the
17O in formaldehyde we observe significant differences between the DFT and CCSD(T)

predictions. However, the extent of these deviations depends crucially on the applied xc
functional. Compared to CCSD(T) we find the KT3 functional to provide accurate results, whereas

both B3LYP and PBE0 are in significant error. Potential consequences of this observation are

discussed in the context of general predictions of NMR shielding constants in condensed phase.

I. Introduction
Among the intermolecular forces acting between molecules
in a condensed medium, the hydrogen bond is by far the
strongest and plays in fact an important role when character-
izing the chemical nature of a given molecular system. For
example, hydrogen bonding is essential in determining the
3D geometries adopted by nucleic bases and proteins. In such
large molecules, the hydrogen bonds between different
regions within the same macromolecule may cause it to fold
and thereby adapt a specific shape which partly determines
its biochemical function.1 In DNA the double helical structure
is largely due to specific hydrogen bonding between base
pairs, and in proteins hydrogen bonds form between the
backbone oxygens and amide hydrogens. Hydrogen bonds
are usually classified according to the strength, i.e., strong

(> 15 kcal/mol), moderate (4-15 kcal/mol), and weak (< 4
kcal/mol).2 The strength of a hydrogen bond is closely related
to the geometry or bond directionality, i.e., the angle (R)
between D-H and H‚‚‚A, where D and A are the donor and
acceptor groups, respectively.3 The preferable geometry of
the hydrogen bond is found4 for R(H‚‚‚A) ∼ 2 Å andR in
the range from 140° to 180°.

In recent years a lot of research has focused on the ability
of DFT to describe the geometry and energetics of hydrogen
bonds.3 DFT is for this application, due to the potential low
scaling of this method, an obvious candidate. However, the
accuracy of DFT in the description of hydrogen bonds
depends strongly on the specific type ofxc functional
employed in the calculation. It has been found that local
density approximation (LDA) functionals largely overesti-
mate the strength of hydrogen bonds, while a much better
description is provided by using either generalized gradient* Corresponding author e-mail: Jacob.Kongsted@teokem.lu.se.
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approximation (GGA) or general hybridxc functionals (see
for example the excellent paper by Ireta et al.3 and references
therein).

In contrast to the large amount of data available on the
performance of DFT versus high level wave function
methods for the geometry and energetics of hydrogen bonds,3

only little is known about the accuracy of DFT in the
calculation of changes in general spectroscopic properties
due to the presence of hydrogen bonds in extended systems.5

Obviously, this is related to the fact that, due to the inherently
large size of such systems, great difficulties are encountered
when trying to base the quantum chemical description on
correlated wave function approaches. However, the question
is fundamental and requires attention. This should particularly
be seen in light of the fact that DFT is now widely used and
has become accepted in calculations of general molecular
properties for isolated molecules.

In this paper we will present a systematic investigation of
shifts in NMR shielding constants due to hydrogen bonding
using either the series of wave function based methods HF,
MP2, CCSD, and CCSD(T) or DFT employing either the
B3LYP,6 PBE0,7,8 or KT39 xc functionals. We consider either
the water dimer or formaldehyde in complex with two water
molecules. For these two small model systems we will
present a systematic study of the effect of varying the
electronic structure method with particular focus on the
performance of the DFT based methods as compared to high
level wave function methods like CCSD(T). It has previously
been established that CCSD(T) is capable of predicting NMR
shielding constants very accurately (see for example ref 10),
and we will in this study use this model as the theoretical
reference. The NMR shielding constants are known to be
very sensitive to the chemical environment and specially
hydrogen bonding may change the magnitude of the reso-
nance frequency. In addition, it is well-known that NMR
spectroscopy is a powerful tool for predicting protein
structure and that ab initio calculations can provide important
help in assigning experimental NMR spectra.11,12 It is
therefore of both fundamental and practical interest to assess
to what extent DFT may be used to predict NMR shielding
constants in hydrogen-bonded molecular systems. Even
though the molecular systems studied here are relatively
small, they are appropriate model systems for more complex
samples, e.g., acetone or other carbonyl compounds solvated
by water, and bear the important chemistry characteristic for
the class of carbonyl compounds. Moreover, these model
systems are small enough for accurate quantum chemical
methods to be applied. We therefore believe that our findings
are of great importance for benchmarking solvent models
for quantitative NMR predictions in particular in light of very
recent progress within linear scaling methods applied to
DFT13 calculations of NMR shielding constants, which opens
the door for quantum chemical calculations of NMR proper-
ties on very large and complex chemical systems.

The rest of this paper is organized in the following way.
In section II we outline the computational protocol. In section
III we first present and discuss the results for the water dimer
and then turn to the system composed of formaldehyde and

two water molecules. Finally, we end this paper by a
discussion presented in section IV.

II. Computational Methods
The theoretical aspects of calculations of NMR shielding
tensors are well-known and will not be repeated here. Instead
we refer to ref 14 for a general and comprehensive review.
Special theoretical aspects of the Coupled Cluster based
calculations may be found in refs 15-18, whereas calcula-
tions of NMR shielding constants based on DFT are
described in refs 19-23.

The molecular geometries of water and the water dimer
were optimized using CCSD(T), whereas the geometries of
formaldehyde and formaldehyde complexed with two water
molecules were optimized using CCSD. In all cases we used
the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.24 In all calculations the frozen
core consisted of the 1s orbitals on the heavy atoms. The
geometry optimizations were performed using the Dalton
Quantum Chemistry Program.25 The calculations of the NMR
shielding constants at the HF, MP2, and CC level of theory
were performed using the Mainz-Austin-Budapest version
of ACES II.26,27 The CC calculations were run either at the
CCSD or the CCSD(T) level of theory. In the property
calculations based on MP2 or CC all electrons were
correlated. The calculations based on DFT were carried out
with the Dalton25 program employing either the B3LYP,6

PBE0,7,8 or the KT39 xc functionals. The B3LYP and PBE0
are general hybrid functionals, whereas KT3 belongs to the
group of GGAxc functionals. KT3 has been designed with
the specific aim of providing high quality NMR shielding
constants for light, main-group nuclei.9 This has been
accomplished by an increase in the HOMO-LUMO gap.
We emphasize however that no environmental effects have
been considered in the parametrization of the KT3xc
functional. Using the PBE0xc functional we have considered
basis set superposition errors using the counterpoise ap-
proach.28 In order to ensure origin-independent results for
the NMR shielding constants, we use Gauge Including
Atomic Orbitals.29-33 In this work we only consider isotropic
NMR shielding constants.

III. Results and Discussion
In this section we will present the results of the calculations
described in the preceding section. We begin by discussing
the results obtained for isolated water and the water dimer
and then continue to discuss the case of formaldehyde and
the complex of formaldehyde with two water molecules.

A. Water. 1. Basis Set Analysis. In Table 1 we present a
basis set analysis for the NMR isotropic shielding constants
σ(1H) and σ(17O) for the isolated water molecule. The
calculations refer to CCSD(T) and various basis sets. As seen
from Table 1 a reasonably fast basis set convergence is
achieved when increasing the cardinal number (X) within
the correlation consistent series of the aug-cc-pVXZ basis
sets. The inclusion of the tight core functions in the aug-
cc-pCVXZ basis sets is seen only to have an effect for the
lowest cardinal number, i.e., X)D(2). In addition to the basis
set analysis for the isolated water molecule, we present in
Table 2 corresponding results for the water dimer (see Figure
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1 for the atom labeling). Due to computational demands the
latter basis set analysis has been restricted to the CCSD level
of theory. From Table 2 we observe the same trends as found
from the calculation on the isolated water molecule, i.e., the
NMR isotropic shielding constants are well converged using
the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. Based on the results presented
in Tables 1 and 2, the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set was chosen
for the rest of the calculations presented here for water and
the water dimer.

2. Shifts in NMR Shielding Constants due to Hydrogen
Bonding.Having found an appropriate basis set for the NMR
shielding constant calculations, we now proceed to consider
selected isotropic NMR shielding constants in the water
dimer. Figure 1 shows the orientation of the individual water
molecules within the dimer. In addition, it defines the atomic
labels used in the following. The atoms 1, 3, and 4 constitute
the proton donor, whereas the atoms 2, 5, and 6 define the
proton acceptor. In the following we will restrict ourselves
to consider atoms directly involved in the formation of the
hydrogen bond, that is, atoms labeled 1, 2, and 4. For these
atoms the absolute values of the isotropic NMR shielding
constants are presented in Table 3. In addition, we have also
included the results obtained for the isolated proton donor
or acceptor using the same internal geometries as in the water
dimer as well as the results for the isolated geometry

optimized water monomer. For theσ(17O) we generally
observe a good agreement between CCSD and CCSD(T),
whereas the DFT based methods and HF tend to under-
estimate the shielding constants. On the other hand, the use
of MP2 leads to overestimated results. At the CCSD(T) level
of theory the difference in the donor-acceptor σ(17O)
amounts to around 4 ppm. Keeping the internal geometries
of the water molecules, but otherwise treating them as
isolated species, changes the same difference to around-1
ppm. We thereby observe that geometrical and polarization
effects are in opposite directions. On average, the PBE0
functional is seen to perform slightly better than B3LYP or
KT3, but the improvement is in any case small.

For σ(1H) the inclusion of approximate triples is seen to
have an almost negligible effect as compared to CCSD. In
contrast toσ(17O) both HF and MP2 now tend to under-
estimate the results, whereas the DFT based methods now
give overestimated results with respect to CCSD(T) although
the changes are much smaller than that found forσ(17O).

Turning now to the core of this paper, we present DFT
and wave function based results for the shifts in NMR
shielding constants in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. In the
following we will denote shifts due to hydrogen bonding by
∆. The shifts termed “Frozen” are calculated using the dimer
geometry of the individual water molecules, whereas the
shifts termed “Relaxed” are computed with respect to the
isolated geometry optimized water molecule. The relaxed
shifts are always more negative, i.e., the absolute values are
larger than the corresponding frozen shifts. As seen from
Table 4 only small deviations are found between the different
xc functionals even though B3LYP seems to provide slightly
larger magnitudes of the shifts. The BSSE corrected results
based on the PBE0xc functional are also listed in Table 4.
Here we observe that the effect of BSSE is very small
amounting to only around 2% of the total frozen shift for
O2 and vanishes for H4 (i.e., the atoms defining the hydrogen
bond). It has previously been stated that the effect of BSSEs
are handled in an effective way using large and flexible basis
sets including diffuse basis functions34 which also is reflected
by our findings. Comparing the shifts obtained with DFT to
the corresponding results from the wave function calcula-
tions, we find a general decrease in the magnitude of the
shifts. This is illustrated in Figure 2 which shows the
“Frozen” and “Relaxed”∆σ(1H4), ∆σ(17O2), and∆σ(17O1)
shifts for atoms in the water dimer with respect to the
CCSD(T) predictions. Note that for O2 and H4 the HF model
is found to provide surprisingly good results, whereas this
model completely fails for O1. For this specific molecular
system KT3 and PBE0 are seen to perform better than
B3LYP, but no general improvement is seen on going from
PBE0 to KT3.

In order to explore potential differences between the
performance of PBE0 and KT3 in more detail, we have
performed a series of calculations with varying lengths and
angles of the hydrogen bond. In Figure 3 we have plotted
the difference between the shifts due to hydrogen bonding
in the NMR shielding constants for O2 obtained using PBE0
or KT3 and CCSD(T) as a function of the distance between
the two oxygen atoms in the water dimer. The intramolecular

Table 1. σ(1H) and σ(17O) NMR Isotropic Shielding
Constants of Water (CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ Optimized
Geometry) Calculated Using CCSD(T) and Various Basis
Setsa

basis σ(1H) σ(17O)

aug-cc-pVDZ 31.41 344.46
aug-cc-pCVDZ 31.39 342.79
aug-cc-pVTZ 30.89 336.67
aug-cc-pCVTZ 30.87 336.55
aug-cc-pVQZ 30.60 336.54
aug-cc-pCVQZ 30.59 336.15

a Results are in units of ppm.

Table 2. σ(1H) and σ(17O) NMR Isotropic Shielding
Constants of Selected Nuclei in the Water Dimer
(CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ Optimized Geometry) Calculated
Using CCSD and Various Basis Setsa

basis σ(1H4) σ(17O1) σ(17O2)

aug-cc-pVDZ 28.45 340.63 337.25
aug-cc-pCVDZ 28.43 338.98 335.47
aug-cc-pVTZ 27.92 332.80 328.63
aug-cc-pCVTZ 27.90 332.54 328.58
aug-cc-pVQZ 27.58 332.36 328.59
a Results are in units of ppm. See Figure 1 for the atom labeling.

Figure 1. Atom labeling in the water dimer. (1,3,4) - proton
donor, (2,5,6) - proton acceptor.
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geometries of the individual water molecules have been kept
frozen. From this figure we observe that results obtained
using these two differentxc functionals begin to diverge at
O1-O2 separations shorter than the equilibrium geometry
(2.914 Å). At O1-O2 distances within the range of the
equilibrium values, the KT3xc functional is seen to perform
better than PBE0, i.e., it has smaller deviations with respect
to the CCSD(T) predictions. A similar conclusion can be
drawn from a set of similar calculations where now the
hydrogen bond angle is changed. This is illustrated in Figure

4 which shows the difference between the shifts due to
hydrogen bonding in the NMR shielding constants for O2
obtained using PBE0 or KT3 and CCSD(T) as a function of
the deviation in the O1-H4-O2 angle with respect to the
equilibrium geometry. The O1-H4-O2 angle in the equi-
librium geometry is 171.6°. For very small changes in this
angle, KT3 and PBE0 perform similarly, but for larger
deviations KT3 tends to provide results in better agreement
with CCSD(T). An important observation from Figure 4 is
that the error, relative to CCSD(T), introduced using the KT3

Table 3. σ(1H) and σ(17O) NMR Isotropic Shielding Constants of Water and the Water Dimer Calculated Using Various
Electronic Structure Methods in Combination with the aug-cc-pVTZ Basis Seta

atom site B3LYP PBE0 KT3 HF MP2 CCSD CCSD(T)

water dimer O 1 322.09 324.64 322.93 326.08 340.04 332.80 333.27
O 2 316.86 319.93 317.44 319.10 336.98 328.63 329.39
H 4 28.08 28.02 28.46 27.52 27.75 27.92 27.95

proton donor O 1 324.58 327.04 324.53 325.14 343.49 334.49 335.37
H 4 30.92 30.82 31.23 30.34 30.38 30.63 30.65

proton acceptor O 2 325.59 328.01 325.55 326.11 344.24 335.36 336.23
water monomer O 326.09 328.50 326.05 326.58 344.64 335.80 336.67

H 31.15 31.05 31.46 30.59 30.63 30.87 30.89
a Results are in units of ppm. See Figure 1 for the atom labeling.

Table 4. ∆σ(1H) and ∆σ(17O) for the Atoms in the Water Dimer Computed Using DFTa

B3LYP PBE0
PBE0

(BSSE) KT3

atom site frozen relaxed frozen relaxed frozen frozen relaxed

O 1 -2.49 -4.00 -2.40 -3.86 -2.55 -1.60 -3.12
O 2 -8.73 -9.23 -8.08 -8.57 -7.87 -8.11 -8.61
H 4 -2.84 -3.07 -2.80 -3.03 -2.80 -2.77 -3.00

a The shifts termed “Frozen” are calculated using the in-dimer geometry of the individual water molecules, whereas the shifts termed “Relaxed”
are computed with respect to the isolated geometry optimized water molecule. The results indicated by PBE0(BSSE) have been corrected for
BSSE. All molecular geometries have been optimized using CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ. Results are in units of ppm. See Figure 1 for the atom
labeling.

Table 5. ∆σ(1H) and ∆σ(17O) for the Atoms in the Water Dimer Computed Using Various Wave Function Methodsa

HF MP2 CCSD CCSD(T)

atom site frozen relaxed frozen relaxed frozen relaxed frozen relaxed

O 1 0.94 -0.50 -3.45 -4.60 -1.69 -3.00 -2.10 -3.40
O 2 -7.01 -7.48 -7.26 -7.66 -6.73 -7.17 -6.84 -7.28
H 4 -2.82 -3.07 -2.63 -2.88 -2.71 -2.95 -2.70 -2.94

a The shifts termed “Frozen” are calculated using the in-dimer geometry of the individual water molecules, whereas the shifts termed “Relaxed”
are computed with respect to the isolated geometry optimized water molecule. All molecular geometries have been optimized using CCSD(T)/
aug-cc-pVTZ. Results are in units of ppm. See Figure 1 for the atom labeling.

Figure 2. (a) Frozen and (b) Relaxed shifts ∆σ(1H4), ∆σ(17O2), and ∆σ(17O1) for the atoms in the water dimer with respect to
the corresponding CCSD(T) predictions. See Figure 1 for the atom labeling.
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xc functional is almost constant in a significant range. This
is important since accurate models used to predict solvent
effects on NMR shielding constants rely on a sampling over
different solute-solvent configurations. For such a method
to be valid it is important that the error in each calculation
reflecting a specific configuration should be as constant as
possible (and ideally equal to zero). Based on this reason
we conclude that the most reliablexc functional to be
considered in use for calculation of NMR shielding constants
for systems like liquid water is likely to be KT3.

B. Formaldehyde.Having discussed the results for water
and the water dimer we now turn to the case of formaldehyde
and formaldehyde complexed with two water molecules.

Apart from a purely academic point of view this system is
interesting since formaldehyde is the smallest carbonyl
compound thereby bearing the important chemistry of this
class of systems. The structure of the complex of formal-
dehyde and 2 water molecules is illustrated in Figure 5. The
complex possesses an overallC2V symmetry.

1. Basis Set Analysis.In Table 6 we present a basis set
analysis for the NMR isotropic shielding constantsσ(13C)
and σ(17O) of the isolated formaldehyde molecule. The
calculations refer to CCSD and various basis sets and the
geometry has been obtained from CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ
geometry optimization. As seen in Table 6, it is extremely
difficult to get the shielding constants of formaldehyde
converged. Thus, a significant change in shielding constant
is observed on increasing the cardinal number from D(2) to
T(3). But even when using the aug-cc-pV5Z basis set the
results are not yet converged. Forσ(13C) this very slow basis
set convergence has already been observed previously.10

However, in the present study our main interest is more in
the effects induced by hydrogen bonds which means that
we have to perform two separate calculations: one with and
another without the hydrogen-bonding water molecules.
Thereby, one could expect that, due to intrinsic error
cancellation in the calculation of the shifts, converged results
could be obtained using basis sets of modest size. In Table
7 we present results for the shifts due to hydrogen bonding
(∆) on the σ(13C) and σ(17O) NMR isotropic shielding
constants of formaldehyde calculated using MP2. In addition
we also list the absolute values of the shielding constants
obtained for the isolated molecule or within the complex. In
case of different basis sets used on formaldehyde or water,
the nomenclature follows formaldehyde/water. From Table
7 we observe that even though the∆σ(13C) is rather constant
through the series of different basis sets,∆σ(17O) changes
significantly on increasing the cardinal number from D(2)
to T(3). However, this is mainly due to the basis functions
attached to formaldehyde as can be seen from the calculation

Figure 3. The intrinsic difference between DFT (PBE0 or
KT3) and CCSD(T) with respect to the effect of hydrogen
bonding on the isotropic NMR shielding constant of O2
(defined according to Figure 1) as a function of the distance
between the two oxygen atoms in the water dimer.
The intramolecular geometries of the individual water mol-
ecules have been kept frozen. The difference is defined as
∆σDFT

O2 (R) - ∆σCC
O2(R). The equilibrium distance in the water

dimer is R ) 2.914 Å. The basis set used is the aug-cc-pVTZ
basis set.

Figure 4. The intrinsic difference between DFT (PBE0 or
KT3) and CCSD(T) with respect to the effect of hydrogen
bonding on the isotropic NMR shielding of O2 (defined
according to Figure 1) in the water dimer as a function of the
deviation in the O1-H4-O2 angle (Θ) with respect to the
equilibrium geometry. The intramolecular geometries of the
individual water molecules have been kept frozen. The
difference is defined as ∆σDFT

O2 (Θ) - ∆σCC
O2(Θ). The O1-H4-

O2 angle in the equilibrium geometry is 171.6°. The basis set
used is the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.

Figure 5. The hydrogen-bonded complex of formaldehyde
and two water molecules as optimized using CCSD/aug-cc-
pVTZ.

Table 6. σ(13C) and σ(17O) NMR Isotropic Shielding
Constants of Formaldehyde Calculated Using CCSDa

basis σ(13C) σ(17O)

aug-cc-pVDZ 29.25 -300.68
aug-cc-pCVDZ 24.78 -311.92
aug-cc-pVTZ 11.77 -354.20
aug-cc-pCVTZ 8.09 -363.60
aug-cc-pVQZ 6.02 -367.46
aug-cc-pCVQZ 3.74 -372.83
aug-cc-pV5Z 3.10 -374.52

a The geometry used has been obtained from CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ
geometry optimization. Results are in units of ppm.
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with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set on water and the aug-cc-
pVTZ basis set on formaldehyde, whose results are only
slightly changed compared to the results with the aug-cc-
pVTZ basis sets on all atoms in the complex. On the other
hand, the results for the shift obtained using the mixed aug-
cc-pVTZ/aug-cc-pVDZ basis set are to be considered fairly
converged as clearly can be seen from the fact that increasing
the cardinal number in the basis set used on formaldehyde
from T(3) to Q(4) only changes∆σ(13C) by around-0.2
ppm and∆σ(17O) by 1.5 ppm. Including tight core functions
in the basis set only gives rise to similar small changes. If
not stated differently in the following we will thereby use
the mixed aug-cc-pVTZ/aug-cc-pVDZ basis set, that is, aug-
cc-pVTZ basis on formaldehyde and aug-cc-pVDZ basis on
the water molecules complexing formaldehyde.

To illustrate the effect of further electron correlation we
present in Table 8 the corresponding results as reported in
Table 7 but employing a higher level of correlation, i.e., using
CCSD or CCSD(T). Two basis sets have been used, i.e., the
aug-cc-pVDZ and the mixed aug-cc-pVTZ/aug-cc-pVDZ
basis sets. Compared to MP2, we observe that the magnitude
of ∆σ(13C) is slightly decreased, whereas correlation affects
∆σ(17O) to a much higher level. Thus, using the mixed basis
set and changing from MP2 to CCSD leads to an increase
in ∆σ(17O) of around 22 ppm, whereas including effects of
triples excitations as described by CCSD(T) reduces this
increase by about 3 ppm. We thereby already at this stage
find that different levels of electronic correlation may affect
the computed shifts of NMR shielding constants significantly.

2. Shifts in NMR Shielding Constants due to Hydrogen
Bonding.In Table 9 we report the absoluteσ(13C) andσ(17O)
NMR isotropic shielding constants of formaldehyde obtained
either in the complex with two water molecules (first entry),
for isolated formaldehyde employing the in-complex geom-
etry (second entry) or for isolated geometry optimized
formaldehyde (third entry). In the property calculations we
have used the mixed aug-cc-pVTZ/aug-cc-pVDZ basis set.
As seen from Table 9, geometry relaxation of formaldehyde
influences the results significantly. For example, at the
CCSD(T) level of theory this effect amounts to around 22
ppm for σ(17O). The main changes in geometry of formal-
dehyde upon complexation with two water molecules is an
increase in theCO bond length. The effect of variations in
the CO bond length in carbonyl compounds on theσ(17O)
NMR isotropic shielding constants have previously been
considered39,40 and found to be significant. In general terms
we observe from Table 9 that the use of the B3LYP and
PBE0xc functionals provide results in reasonable agreement
with each other but far from the CCSD(T) predictions. In
fact, the magnitude of the B3LYP and PBE0 results is too
large which is mainly due to the well-known tendency of
DFT to overestimate the paramagnetic contribution to the
shielding constants (see for example the discussion in ref
35). However, this artifact is removed by employing the KT3
xc functional, which is now seen to provide results in
significantly better agreement with CCSD(T). Even the sign
of the absoluteσ(13C) shielding constant, which is predicted
wrong by B3LYP and PBE0, is now in agreement with

Table 7. σ(13C) and σ(17O) NMR Isotropic Shielding Constants of Formaldehyde Calculated Using MP2a

complex monomer induced

basis σ(13C) σ(17O) σ(13C) σ(17O) ∆σ(13C) ∆σ(17O)

aug-cc-pVDZ 19.47 -217.31 28.22 -267.74 -8.75 50.43
aug-cc-pCVDZ 14.64 -228.33 23.52 -279.42 -8.88 51.09
aug-cc-pVTZ 1.00 -269.29 9.91 -325.28 -8.91 55.99
aug-cc-pCVTZ -3.19 -277.84 5.94 -335.43 -9.13 57.59
aug-cc-pVTZ/aug-cc-pVDZ 1.02 -270.38 9.91 -325.28 -8.89 54.90
aug-cc-pVQZ/aug-cc-pVDZ -5.15 -282.03 3.92 -338.50 -9.07 56.47

a In case of different basis sets used on formaldehyde or water the nomenclature follows formaldehyde/water. Results are in units of ppm.

Table 8. σ(13C) and σ(17O) NMR Isotropic Shielding Constants of Formaldehyde Calculated Using CCSD or CCSD(T)a

complex monomer induced

method basis σ(13C) σ(17O) σ(13C) σ(17O) ∆σ(13C) ∆σ(17O)

CCSD aug-cc-pVDZ 17.17 -248.61 25.73 -321.58 -8.56 72.97
aug-cc-pVTZ/aug-cc-pVDZ -0.88 -299.83 7.80 -376.85 -8.68 77.02

CCSD(T) aug-cc-pVDZ 18.57 -248.31 26.93 -319.44 -8.36 71.13
aug-cc-pVTZ/aug-cc-pVDZ 0.79 -298.68 9.31 -372.85 -8.52 74.17

a Results are in units of ppm.

Table 9. σ(13C) and σ(17O) NMR Isotropic Shielding Constants of Formaldehydea

atom B3LYP PBE0 KT3 HF MP2 CCSD CCSD(T)

H2CO + 2H2O O -362.57 -361.18 -294.36 -336.45 -270.38 -299.83 -298.68
C -28.63 -25.62 -4.14 -13.91 1.02 -0.88 0.79

H2CO frozen O -451.96 -452.77 -366.06 -446.37 -325.28 -376.85 -372.85
C -19.53 -16.51 3.98 -5.78 9.91 7.80 9.31

H2CO relaxed O -426.17 -426.87 -343.87 -419.03 -306.17 -354.20 -350.63
C -14.95 -11.97 7.64 -0.16 13.08 11.77 12.99

a The basis set used is aug-cc-pVTZ/aug-cc-pVDZ. Results are in units of ppm.
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CCSD(T). Concerning the wave function based methods, HF
gives exaggerated results even though the HF predictions
for the absolute shielding constants show a slight improve-
ment as compared to B3LYP and PBE0. For MP2, on the
other hand, we generally observe good agreement forσ(13C),
as compared to CCSD(T), but the MP2 predictions forσ(17O)
tend to be underestimated. Thereby, the HF and MP2 results
are found to be placed opposite relative to the CCSD(T)
predictions. The CCSD results are generally close to the
CCSD(T) predictions. In summary we find that the KT3xc
functional gives results of near CC quality forσ(17O),
whereas it is slightly less successful in predictingσ(13C)
confirming earlier findings for small molecules.23

Turning now to the effect of the hydrogen bonds on the
NMR shielding constants we present in Tables 10 and 11
results based on either DFT (Table 10) or wave function
theory (Table 11). As for the water dimer we have included
shifts with respect to either a relaxed or frozen (using the
in-complex geometry) isolated formaldehyde molecule. For
PBE0 we have also included results taking into account the
BSSE. Here we find, as for the water dimer, that this only
affects the shifts slightly, i.e., around 0.5 ppm for17O and
0.04 ppm for13C. As for the case of the absolute NMR
shielding constants, we observe from Table 10 a marked
difference in the performance of KT3 versus B3LYP or
PBE0. The shifts obtained using B3LYP or PBE0 are always
larger in magnitude as compared to the KT3 results, i.e.,

using KT3 instead of either B3LYP or PBE0 reduces the
magnitude of the frozen∆σ(17O) and∆σ(13C) shifts around
18 and 1 ppm, respectively. However, the KT3 shifts are in
very good agreement with the results based on CC and
specially CCSD(T). Thus we find also for the shift a very
good agreement between DFT/KT3 and CCSD(T). The same
observation is found for the relaxed shifts. From Table 11
we observe that even though the MP2 results for∆σ(13C)
are in good agreement with CCSD(T), the corresponding
MP2 predictions of∆σ(17O) are severely underestimated. We
are thereby left with the conclusion that, for the∆σ(17O),
B3LYP and PBE0 overestimate the shift due to hydrogen
bonding, whereas MP2 severely underestimates this quantity.
The many-body electronic structure methods are found to
provide results for∆σ(17O) according to

For ∆σ(13C), on the other hand, all methods give reasonable
results although B3LYP and PBE0 tend to overestimate
slightly the effect of the water molecules. This is illustrated
in Figure 6 where we have plotted the error in the shift in
the NMR shielding constants relative to CCSD(T).

As for the water dimer, further potential differences
between the performance of B3LYP/PBE0 and KT3 may
be explored by varying the effect of the hydrogen bond
strength. This may be done, for example, by changing the
length or the angle of the hydrogen bond. In Figure 7 we

Table 10. ∆σ(13C) and ∆σ(17O) for the Atoms in the Formaldehyde Computed Using DFTa

B3LYP PBE0 PBE0(BSSE) KT3

atom frozen relaxed frozen relaxed frozen frozen relaxed

O 89.39 63.6 91.59 65.69 92.05 71.70 49.51
C -9.10 -13.68 -9.11 -13.65 -9.15 -8.12 -11.78

a The shifts termed “Frozen” are calculated using the formaldehyde geometry as in its complex with two water molecules, whereas the shifts
termed “Relaxed” are computed with respect to the isolated geometry optimized formaldehyde molecule. The results indicated by PBE0(BSSE)
have been corrected for BSSE. Results are in units of ppm.

Table 11. ∆σ(13C) and ∆σ(17O) for the Atoms in Formaldehyde Computed Using Various Wave Function Methodsa

HF MP2 CCSD CCSD(T)

atom frozen relaxed frozen relaxed frozen relaxed frozen relaxed

O 109.92 82.58 54.90 35.79 77.02 54.37 74.17 51.95
C -8.13 -13.75 -8.89 -12.06 -8.68 -12.65 -8.52 -12.20

a The shifts termed “Frozen” are calculated using the formaldehyde geometry as in its complex with two water molecules, whereas the shifts
termed “Relaxed” are computed with respect to the isolated geometry optimized formaldehyde molecule. Results are in units of ppm.

Figure 6. (a) Frozen and (b) Relaxed ∆σ(13C) and ∆σ(17O) for the atoms in formaldehyde with respect to the corresponding
CCSD(T) predictions.

HF > B3LYP = PBE0> CCSD= CCSD(T)= KT3 > MP2
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have plotted the intrinsic difference between the DFT (PBE0
or KT3) and CCSD(T) isotropic NMR shielding constant of
the oxygen (a) or carbon (b) atoms in formaldehyde as a
function of the distance between the water and formaldehyde
oxygen atoms. The water molecules have been displaced
symmetrically, and the intramolecular geometries of the
individual water molecules have been kept frozen. The
equilibrium distance isR ) 2.878 Å. From this figure we
observe that the use of the KT3xc functional generally leads
to smaller errors as introduced by using the PBE0xc
functional. In addition, for KT3 this error is relatively
constant over a wider range as compared to PBE0. The
potential advantages of this observation are the same as
discussed for the water dimer. A similar conclusion can be
drawn from a set of calculations where the hydrogen bond
angle is changed. This is illustrated in Figure 8 which shows
the intrinsic difference between DFT (PBE0 or KT3) and
CCSD(T) isotropic NMR shielding constant of the oxygen
(a) or carbon (b) atoms in formaldehyde as a function of the
deviation in the O-HO angle with respect to the equilibrium
geometry. This angle is defined as O(formaldehyde)-
HO(water) and is in the equilibrium geometry equal to

144.5°. The intramolecular geometries of the individual water
molecules have been kept frozen. From this figure we again
observe not only that KT3 provides results for the shift due
to hydrogen bonding with a smaller error but also that this
error stays relatively constant over a wide range in the
hydrogen bond angle. Thus we have clearly shown the
advantages of using the KT3xc functional in calculations
of NMR shielding constants. Furthermore, according to our
findings KT3 should provide both absolute and hydrogen
bond induced shifts in the NMR shielding constants at the
same accuracy obtained from use of high level wave function
based methods, e.g., CCSD(T).

We end this section by a discussion concerning the origin
of the observed shifts in NMR shielding constants due to
hydrogen bonding. We will only consider the case of
formaldehyde in complex with two water molecules and
focus on the effect of the hydrogen bond length onσ(17O).
The effect due to the two water molecules on the NMR
shielding constant may generally be divided into electrostatic
and nonelectrostatic intermolecular interactions. The latter
mainly contains dispersion, short-range repulsion, and charge
transfer. In the presented calculations both effects are

Figure 7. The intrinsic difference between DFT (PBE0 or KT3) and CCSD(T) with respect to the effect of hydrogen bonding on
the isotropic NMR shielding constant of the (a) oxygen or (b) carbon atoms in formaldehyde as a function of the distance between
the water and formaldehyde oxygen atoms. The water molecules have been displaced symmetrically, and the intramolecular
geometries of the individual water molecules have been kept frozen. The difference is defined as ∆σDFT

X (R) - ∆σCC
X (R) (X)C,O).

The equilibrium distance is R ) 2.878 Å.

Figure 8. The intrinsic difference between DFT (PBE0 or KT3) and CCSD(T) with respect to the effect of hydrogen bonding on
the isotropic NMR shielding constant of the (a) oxygen or (b) carbon atoms in formaldehyde as a function of the deviation in the
O-HO angle (Θ) with respect to the equilibrium geometry. This angle is defined as O(formaldehyde)-HO(water) and is in the
equilibrium geometry equal to 144.5°. The difference is defined as ∆σDFT

X (Θ) - ∆σCC
X (Θ) (X)C,O). The intramolecular

geometries of the individual water molecules have been kept frozen.
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included in the quantum mechanical calculations on the
cluster (supermolecule). It is, however, possible to treat only
formaldehyde using quantum mechanics and describe the
presence of the water molecules in an effective manner. In
the following we will compare the results of such a hybrid
quantum-classical approach, in which only electrostatic
interactions are accounted for, with the supermolecular
results. Thereby, we are in a position to estimate the relative
importance of either electrostatic or nonelectrostatic inter-
molecular effects. In the hybrid quantum-classical approach,
generally referred to as the DFT/MM model, we describe
each water molecule by assigning partial point charges to
the nuclei, and in addition we include an electric polariz-
ability at the water oxygen site. The latter gives rise to
induction (many-body) effects, i.e., we donot assume a
pairwise interaction model. The theoretical and implemen-
tational aspects of the DFT/MM model have been detailed
in ref 5 as well as the ability to calculate origin independent
magnetic properties.36 Different approaches could be used
for the derivation of the water molecule parameters describ-
ing the electrostatic interactions. For example, partial charges
could be calculated using the supermolecule. In this case no
polarizability should be assigned to the water molecules since
the effect of polarization by formaldehyde is automatically
reflected in the charges. However, in such an approach, due
to charge transfer between water and formaldehyde, the
preceding DFT/MM calculation would generally involved
partially charged water molecules. Therefore, we use in the
DFT/MM calculation a well-defined water potential.37 In
Figure 9(a) we show the effect of mainly nonelectrostatic
contributions toσ(17O) calculated using either PBE0 or KT3.
For eachxc functional we have subtracted from the super-
molecular prediction ofσ(17O) the electrostatic component
obtained from DFT/MM calculations. Figure 9(a) clearly
shows that for short hydrogen bond distances the effect of
nonelectrostatic contributions becomes significant. This has
previously been discussed by Peralta et al.38 In addition we
observe that the twoxc functionals describe in a qualitative
manner the nonelectrostatic component very similar. This
indicates that the difference between the performance of the
PBE0 and KT3xc functionals with respect to CCSD(T)
predictions (Figure 7) is mainly due to a different treatment
of the electrostatic effects by the twoxc functionals. Further

proof for this is found in Figure 9(b) where the differences
are shown between the PBE0 and KT3 results for (absolute)
σ(17O) calculated using either the supermolecular or the
quantum-classical approach. From Figure 9(b) it is evident
that accounting only for the electrostatic intermolecular
interaction effects (DFT/MM) reproduces qualitatively the
differences between the PBE0 and KT3 results as obtained
from the supermolecular (DFT) calculations.

IV. Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper we have presented the first systematic
investigation of the shifts in nuclear magnetic resonance
shielding constant due to hydrogen bonds using either the
series of wave function based methods HF, MP2, CCSD,
and CCSD(T) or DFT employing the B3LYP, PBE0, or KT3
xc functionals. We have considered the water dimer and
formaldehyde in complex with two water molecules. For
these small prototype hydrogen-bonded molecular systems
we have presented a systematic study of the effect of various
electronic structure methods on the NMR isotropic shieldings.
We have especially focused on the performance of the DFT
based methods as compared to the corresponding results
derived using CCSD(T). The absolute NMR shielding
constants are found to be very dependent on both the choice
of the many-body electronic structure method and the basis
set used in the calculations. For example we fail to observe
a basis set convergence forσ(17O) in isolated formaldehyde
even when using a basis set of aug-cc-pV5Z size and quality.
However, the shift in the NMR shielding constants due to
complexation with two water molecules shows a relatively
fast basis set convergence which is attributed to a cancellation
of errors. While the DFT methods perform reasonably in
accounting for the shift in the1H (water) and13C (formal-
dehyde) NMR shielding constants due to complexation, less
satisfactory results are obtained for the17O NMR shielding
constants. Especially in the case of formaldehyde complexed
with two hydrogen-bonding water molecules we find, using
either B3LYP or PBE0, significantly too large results as
compared to CCSD(T). This overestimation is, however, even
more severe when using a HF description of the molecular
system. On the other hand, the error introduced by using
MP2 is of the same magnitude as that of B3LYP/PBE0 but
of opposite sign. In contrast to these failures, the KT3xc

Figure 9. (a) The nonelectrostatic contribution to the σ(17O) in formaldehyde due to hydrogen bonding. ∆F ) σF - σF/MM (F )
PBE0,KT3). (b) The difference between the (absolute) σ(17O) as calculated using either PBE0 and KT3 (∆DFT) or the
corresponding difference calculated using PBE0/MM and KT3/MM (∆DFT/MM).
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functional is found to provide very accurate results for both
the absolute and hydrogen bond shifted17O NMR shielding
constants. Also, when considering intermolecular distortions,
KT3 performs reasonably as compared to CCSD(T) and in
any case completely outperforms B3LYP and PBE0. This
fact is very important when considering calculations of NMR
shielding constants based on combined quantum mechanical
and statistical methods, where it is mandatory that the NMR
shielding constants derived from different solute-solvent
configurations are of similar quality, i.e., that the error in
the property calculations does not fluctuate between indi-
vidual calculations.

Even though the molecular systems under scrutiny in this
study are small, they represent model systems for more
complex or larger samples, for example for acetone or other
carbonyl compounds solvated by water. Therefore, our
conclusions are of significant importance for the benchmark-
ing of solvent models for quantitative NMR predictions.
Recently many popular solvent models, based on either an
implicit or explicit description of the solvent, employ DFT.
But in fact very little is known about the performance of
DFT versus correlated wave function descriptions for solute-
solvent interactions. Within this context, the use of DFT has
been benchmarked by performing MP2 calculations. This is
for example the case in refs 39 and 40, which concern
combined quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics or com-
bined quantum mechanics/polarizable continuum model
calculations of NMR shielding constants of either formal-
dehyde or acetone in liquid water. In these studies, DFT was
found to give good results for the solvent shift in the17O
NMR shielding constant, particularly, when employing a
solvent model which includes electronic polarization explic-
itly. MP2, on the other hand, was found to underestimate
the shifts due to hydrogen bonding. Based on the findings
in the present study, part of the success of the theoretical
predictions presented in refs 39 and 40 may be attributed to
the use ofxc functionals which artificially overestimate the
effect of the solvent on the studied molecular properties. The
use of MP2, on the other hand, leads to a severe under-
estimation of the shifts which, according to the findings
presented in this work, is directly attributed to the intrinsic
performance of the MP2 model. The overall good agreement
between theory and experiment obtained in the DFT based
simulations in refs 39 and 40 may on these grounds partly
be attributed to error cancellations due to (i) the use ofxc
functionals which overestimate the effect of the solvent, (ii)
the use of inaccurate force-fields in the molecular dynamics
and combined quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics
calculations, and (iii) the neglect of differential zero-point
vibrational corrections.41
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Abstract: With the help of a recently suggested computational scheme [J. Chem. Phys. 2007,

127, 084101], Mössbauer isomer shifts are calculated within the context of density functional

theory, for a series of iron containing compounds. The influence of the choice of a density

functional and of the truncation of a basis set on the results of calculations is analyzed. It has

been observed that the hybrid density functionals, especially BH&HLYP, provide better correlation

with experimental results than pure density functionals. The analysis of basis set truncation

reveals that the addition (or removal) of the tightmost primitive functions to a large uncontracted

basis set has only a minor influence on the calculated isomer shift values. It is observed that,

with the use of a small contracted basis set, a reasonable accuracy for the calculated isomer

shifts can be achieved.

I. Introduction
Mössbauer spectroscopy1 is a powerful analytic tool which
enables one to obtain valuable information about the
geometric and electronic structure of chemical compounds.2-7

The method is based on the Mo¨ssbauer effect1 which is the
recoil emission/absorption ofγ radiation from a solid
sample.2-4 The most well-known application of Mo¨ssbauer
spectroscopy is for the determination of57Fe in metal
complexes. However, there exist more than 40 other elements
in the periodic table which possessγ-active isotopes and for
which the Mössbauer spectra can be obtained.2-5 Due to the
high sensitivity of the method and its independence on the
perfect crystalline structure of the samples, Mo¨ssbauer
spectroscopy finds an ever increasing number of applications
which range from biological chemistry6 and nanotechnology7

to materials science.4

One of the most important characteristics of the Mo¨ssbauer
spectrum is the so-called Mo¨ssbauer isomer shift (MIS).8 MIS
is the measure of the energy difference between theγ-transi-
tions in the source (Es) and the absorber (Ea) nuclei.
Commonly MIS, δ in eq 1, is measured in terms of the
Doppler velocity necessary to achieve resonance absorption
of γ-radiation.

Within the standard approach to the Mo¨ssbauer effect,2,3,10-16

the MIS is connected to the electron density at the nucleus
via eq 2

whereEγ is the energy of the nuclearγ-transition,c is the
velocity of light,Z andR are the nuclear charge and radius,
∆R is the variation of the nuclear radius, andFje

a andFje
s are

the average electronic densities inside the absorber and the
source nucleus, respectively.

According to eq 2, it is the variation of nuclear volume
during Mössbauerγ-transition that is responsible for the
occurrence of MIS.2,3,9 This equation is most straightfor-
wardly derived within the nonrelativistic formalism. Within
this formalism, the electron density remains finite in the
vicinity of a point-charge nucleus. With the use of relativistic
formalism, the density is divergent at the nuclear position.
It is therefore necessary to carry out averaging of the electron
density within a sphere of finite radius, which represents
nuclear volume.3,17 The use of the density at the nuclear
position, obtained in relativistic calculations with point-* Corresponding author e-mail: m.filatov@rug.nl.
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charge nucleus, may lead to large errors which manifest in
unrealistic contact densities. However, in finite basis set
calculations, such errors are difficult to detect especially if
the basis set does not contain sufficiently tight basis
functions.18

Most commonly, the contact density obtained in nonrela-
tivistic calculations is corrected for relativistic effects with
the use of a scaling factorS(Z) in eq 2.2,3,9-11 The contact
density can be straightforwardly obtained with the use of a
method based on the variational principle, such as the self-
consistent field method, the variational configuration interac-
tion, or the Kohn-Sham method. However, with the use of
methods based on the perturbation theory, the so-called
relaxed density matrix needs to be calculated,19 which
presently is not routinely available for multireference many-
body perturbation theory methods.

It is a common practice within the standard approach to
the calculation of MIS to treat the factor in front of the
density difference in eq 2 as an empirical parameter, the value
of which is determined from the fit of the theoretically
calculated densities versus the experimentally observed
isomer shifts.12-16 The so-obtained parameters of nuclear
transitions may differ by a factor of 2 from the experimen-
tally obtained values.3

Recently, a new approach20 to the calculation of MIS was
suggested. Within this approach, the energy shift of the
nuclearγ-transition is expressed in terms of the derivative
of the electronic energy with respect to the radius of a finite
nucleus. This approach incorporates inherently the effects
of relativity and electron correlation. According to the new
approach, the MIS is calculated as in eq 3

where Ee
a and Ee

s are the electronic energies of systems
containing the absorber and the source nuclei. In the
calculations with eq 3,20 the experimental values of the
parameters of nuclear transitions,∆RandEγ, were employed
which were taken from the compilation in ref 3, and the
experimental values of the nuclear radiiR were taken from
ref 21.

The new method for the calculation of Mo¨ssbauer isomer
shifts (MIS) has been initially tested in the calculations which
employed large uncontracted basis sets and a series of wave
function methods ranging from the HF method to the CCSD-
(T) method.20 The calculations have been carried out for a
number of atoms and a series of iron clusters. The major
idea underlying these benchmark calculations was to dem-
onstrate the applicability of the new approach to the
calculation of MIS and to demonstrate that the use of
empirically adjusted parameters can be avoided with the use
of the new method.20

However, several questions remained open in the initial
study. In particular, the dependence of the results on the basis
set truncation was not addressed. Furthermore, the use of
the advanced wave function methods may be prohibitively
costly for calculations on large biological systems or on
cluster models of solids. The methods based on density

functional theory are more preferable in this respect.
Therefore, in the present work, we would like to address
two issues: i) sensitivity of the results to the choice of the
basis set and ii) utility of density functional methods for the
calculation of MIS within the new approach.

II. Computational Details
All calculations were carried out using the COLOGNE
200522 suite of programs in which the new computational
scheme is implemented. The relativistic calculations were
carried out within one-electron approximation23 and using
the normalized elimination of the small component (NESC)24

method which was implemented according to ref 25. The
nonrelativistic calculations were carried out within the same
formalism by setting a high value (108 au) for the velocity
of light.

The Density Functional Theory methods used here are
PBE26 (gradient-corrected correlation functional of Perdew,
Burke, and Ernzerhof), BPW91 (Becke 88 exchange27 and
Perdew-Wang 91 correlation functionals28), BLYP (Becke
88 exchange and LYP29 correlation functional), B3LYP30

(Becke Three Parameter Hybrid Functionals with LYP
correlation functional), and BH&HLYP (B stands for Becke
treatment of the exchange functional, H&H means half
Hartree-Fock exchange and half Slater exchange,31 the
correlation part being the LYP functional). The basis sets
employed will be specified in the following section.

Throughout this work the Gaussian nucleus model21,32 is
used in the calculations. The derivatives in eq 3, (δ
Ee

a(RN))/(δRN), are calculated numerically using the incre-
ment of 10-6 au for the rms nuclear radius. The use of
numeric differentiation helps to avoid the difficulties with
obtaining the energy derivatives within the computational
schemes for which the Hellmann-Feynman theorem is not
satisfied.

When calculating the isomer shifts, the effective electron
density inside the nucleus was first calculated using eq 4.20

Then the isomer shifts were calculated from eq 5, where
the proportionality constant (a ) -0.1573a0

3 mm s-1) is
determined from the experimental parameters of the57Fe
nuclear transitions reported in ref 3.

Note that this value differs by a factor of more than 2
from the proportionality constants calibrated by an empirical
fit of the calculated electron densities versus the observed
isomer shifts (see, e.g., refs 12-16).

III. Results and Discussion
In the present work, the MIS calculations are carried out for
the following series of iron clusters: [Fe(H2O)6]2+, [FeCl4]2-,
[Fe(H2O)6]3+, [FeF6]3-, [FeI4]1-, [FeBr4]-1, [FeCl4]-1,
[Fe(CN)6]3-, [Fe(CO)5], [Fe(CO)4]2-, [Fe(CN)5NO]2-, and
[FeO4]2-. The geometries were taken from the compilation
in refs 2 and 12 and from ref 33 (Fe(CO)5). The MIS values
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for these compounds range from a large positive value of
+1.48 mm/s for [Fe(H2O)6]2+ to -0.69 mm/s for [FeO4]2-.
The sources of experimental values for each of these clusters
are reported in Table 1.

First we would like to address the question of the basis
set dependence of the MIS calculated according to eqs 3-5.

A. Influence of Basis Sets on Isomer Shift Values.In
the preliminary study, reported in ref 20, the large uncon-
tracted basis sets for iron complexes were employed. These
basis sets were constructed by augmenting the standard
(20s12p9d) Fe basis set of Partridge34 with four tight
primitive s-type Gaussian functions and with a set of
polarization functions taken from the TZVpp basis set of
Ahlrichs and May.35 The so-obtained (24s15p9d3f) basis set
for iron was combined with the uncontracted aug-cc-pVDZ
basis set of Dunning36 on other atoms with the only exception
of iodine for which the 6-311G* basis set37 was used.

In the present work, we carry out calculations with this
basis set (denoted further on as basis set A+) for a truncated
set of compounds (see Tables 1 and 2) to make a connection
to the previous work with this method.20 In the calculations
carried out at the Hartree-Fock and PBE density functional
levels of theory, we study the effect of truncation of the tight
primitive basis functions on the theoretical MISs. The results
of the calculations are reported in Tables 1 (Hartree-Fock)
and 2 (PBE density functional).

Analysis of the HF results suggests that the MIS calculated
with eqs 3-5 are not very sensitive to the truncation of tight
primitive basis functions. In most cases, there is only a

modest variation (ca. 10%) in the MIS obtained at the
relativistic level of theory. The only marked exception is
the iron bromide cluster (see entry 6 in the tables), for which
the use of truncated basis sets leads to a certain deterioration
of the results obtained with the inclusion of relativity. The
nonrelativistic HF results obtained with eqs 3-5 do not show
any noticeable dependence on the truncation of the basis set.

The same trends, a weak dependence of the relativistic
results and an independence of the nonrelativistic results on
the basis set truncation, is observed in the density functional
calculations (see Table 2). In most cases, the variation in
the calculated MIS is of the order of 10% or less. The use
of a basis set augmented with tight s-type primitives led, in
the case of relativistic density functional calculations for iron
bromide (as well as iodide), to serious convergence problems.
The source of these problems is most likely in the use of
the numeric quadratures inappropriate for relativistic calcula-
tions with tight functions. In the nonrelativistic calculations
with eqs 3-5, no convergence problems were observed with
the use of the very tight functions in the basis sets.

The results reported in Tables 1 and 2 suggest that the
converged theoretical results can be obtained with the use
of the (21s15p9d3f) iron basis set which is augmented with
only one tight primitive function. This basis set (denoted
further on as basis set A) will be used in further study of
the accuracy of different density functional methods. This
basis set is however too big to be used in practical
calculations on large molecular systems. The use of standard
basis sets, such as the (14s11p6d3f)/[8s7p4d1f] basis set of

Table 1. HF Calculations of Mossbauer Isomer Shifts for Different Iron Containing Clusters by Using Relativistic and
Nonrelativistic Methodsc

exptl refa 24s15p9d3f 23s15p9d3f 22s15p9d3f 21s15p9d3f 20s15p9d3f

1 [Fe(H2O)6]2+ 1.41 12 0.89(0.63)b 0.81(0.63) 0.83 (0.63) 0.81(0.63) 0.79(0.63)
2 [FeCl4]2- 0.92 12 0.65(0.35) 0.65(0.35) 0.67(0.37) 0.66(0.37) 0.65(0.37)
3 [Fe(H2O)6]3+ 0.52 12 0.22(0.16) 0.22(0.16) 0.22(0.16) 0.22(0.16) 0.21(0.15)
4 [FeF6]3- 0.50 12 0.26(0.19) 0.26(0.19) 0.26 (0.19) 0.26(0.19) 0.24 (0.19)
6 [FeBr4]1- 0.29 42 0.10(-0.03) 0.08(-0.03) 0.08 (-0.03) 0.04(-0.03) -0.02(-0.03)
7 [FeCl4]1- 0.22 42 -0.02(-0.02) -0.02(-0.02) -0.02(-0.02) -0.02(-0.02) -0.02(-0.02)
8 [Fe(CN)6]3- -0.11 12 -0.20(-0.17) -0.21(-0.17) -0.22(-0.17) -0.20(-0.10) -0.22(-0.17)
9 [Fe(CO)5] -0.12 33 -0.09(-0.07) -0.09(-0.07) -0.09(-0.07) -0.09(-0.07) -0.10(-0.07)
10 [Fe(CO)4]2- -0.12 33 0.07(0.06) 0.05(0.06) 0.05(0.06) 0.03(0.04) 0.03(0.04)
12 [FeO4]2- -0.67 43 -0.99 (-0.77) -0.99(-0.77) -0.99(-0.77) -0.99(-0.77) -0.97 (-0.77)
a Sources of experimental values. b In parentheses, the results of nonrelativistic calculations. c All shifts are given with respect to [Fe(CN)6]4-

(δ ) -0.02). See refs 12, 14, and 20.

Table 2. DFT Calculations (PBE) of Mossbauer Isomer Shifts for Different Iron Containing Clusters by Using Relativistic
and Nonrelativistic Methodsb

exptl 24s15p9d3f 23s15p9d3f 22s15p9d3f 21s15p9d3f 20s15p9d3f

1 [Fe(H2O)6]2+ 1.41 0.70(0.54)a 0.70(0.54) 0.58(0.54) 0.69(0.54) 0.67(0.54)
2 [FeCl4]2- 0.92 0.37(0.29) 0.37(0.29) 0.38(0.30) 0.38(0.30) 0.38(0.30)
3 [Fe(H2O)6]3+ 0.52 0.34 (0.27) 0.34 (0.27) 0.34(0.27) 0.34(0.27) 0.33 (0.27)
4 [FeF6]3- 0.50 0.34(0.26) 0.34(0.26) 0.33 (0.22) 0.32(0.26) 0.33(0.26)
6 [FeBr4]1- 0.29 n.a.(0.20) n.a.(0.20) n.a.(0.20) n.a.(0.20) 0.14(0.20)
7 [FeCl4]1- 0.22 0.21(0.17) 0.19(0.17) 0.21(0.17) 0.20(0.17) 0.20(0.17)
8 [Fe(CN)6]3- -0.11 -0.06(-0.05) -0.06(-0.05) -0.04(-0.04) 0.01(-0.05) -0.06(-0.05)
9 [Fe(CO)5] -0.12 -0.02(-0.03) -0.02(-0.03) -0.02(-0.03) -0.02(-0.03) -0.02(-0.02)
10 [Fe(CO)4]2- -0.12 0.07(0.06) 0.07(0.06) 0.07(0.06) 0.06(0.05) 0.06(0.06)
12 [FeO4]2- -0.67 -0.40(-0.31) -0.41(-0.31) -0.40(-0.31) -0.41(-0.31) -0.39(-0.31)
a In parentheses, the results of nonrelativistic calculations. b All shifts are given with respect to [Fe(CN)6]4-.
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Wachters38 (Fe) and the 6-31+G* Pople’s basis set39 on
nonmetal atoms, is a common practice in the calculations
on large metal complexes.13 This basis set is denoted further
on as basis set B. In the current work we employed the DZVP
basis set40 on iodine.

Table 3 reports the results of MIS calculations carried out
at the Hartree-Fock, MP2, and DFT (PBE) levels of theory
with the use of the basis set B. These results are compared
with the results of the calculations carried out with the use
of the large A+ basis set. The results obtained with the
density functional method are surprisingly stable with respect
to the replacement of the large uncontracted basis set A+
with a standard contracted basis B. The greatest difference
(ca. 20%) is for the iron tetroxide cluster which may require
an extended basis set for the correct description of the ligand
back-donation effects. Note however that the effect of
relativity is less visible with the use of a small basis set B.
This is understandable, because this basis set does not contain
tight basis functions needed to describe the relativistic
contraction of the electron density.

The HF results in Table 3 are even less sensitive than DFT
to the replacement of the uncontracted basis set with the
standard contracted basis set. However, the MP2 results show
much greater sensitivity to the basis set truncation. The
greatest discrepancy is observed for the iron tetroxide cluster
(entry 12), which indicates that the proper description of its
electronic structure cannot be achieved with the use of the
small basis set at the MP2 level.

To summarize this subsection, the calculations of MIS
carried out with the use of different basis sets suggest that
reasonable results can be obtained at the Hartree-Fock or
at the density functional levels of theory with the use of
standard contracted basis sets. However, the use of small
basis sets in connection with the MP2 method leads to a
considerable deterioration of the results for certain com-
pounds. This suggests that extended basis sets, such as the
basis sets A or A+, need to be used in connection with MP2.

B. Isomer Shift Variation with Different Theoretical
Levels. The results reported in Table 3 show that the
inclusion of electron correlation via density functionals has
a noticeable effect on the calculated MIS. In almost all cases,
there is an improvement in the calculated isomer shifts as

compared to the HF values. Noticeable improvement is
obtained for iron halides, cyanides, and oxide clusters. The
magnitude of the improvement is comparable with the
improvement brought about by MP2 for the large basis set
A. For the standard contracted basis set B, the PBE results
are noticeably better than the MP2 results with one exception
of the Fe(II) aqua complex.

In this subsection, we undertake a study of the dependence
of the calculated MIS on the choice of the density functional
employed. For this study, we select several popular density
functionals: PBE, BPW91, BLYP, B3LYP, and BH&HLYP.
In this selection of functionals, there are two series which
characterize i) the dependence of the results on specific
parametrization of a pure exchange-correlation density
functional (series PBE, BPW91, BLYP) and ii) the depen-
dence of the results on the use of varying fraction of the HF
exchange in a hybrid HF/DFT functional (series BLYP,
B3LYP, BH&HLYP). In our opinion, this selection of
functionals enables one to make a reasonable judgment on
the performance of different types of density functionals.

The criteria employed to judge the performance of density
functionals in the MIS calculations with eqs 3-5 are as
follows: a) The mean absolute error which is a characteristic
commonly employed to judge the overall performance of
computational schemes. b) The slope and the intercept of a
least-squares linear fit of the experimental vs calculated
isomer shifts, eq 6.

The latter two parameters characterize the correlation of the
calculated MIS with the experimental values (slope of the
linear fit, R) and the systematic error in the calculated MIS
(the intercept of the linear fit,â).

The results of the density functional and HF calculations
are summarized in Tables 4 (basis set A) and 5 (basis set
B). Notably the choice of the parametrization of a pure
density functional has a negligible effect on the calculated
MIS regardless of whether a large (A) or a small (B) basis
set is employed. The mean absolute error and the parameters
of the linear fit remain nearly the same for different pure
density functionals. This observation suggests that it is
sufficient to study the effect of hybridization with varying

Table 3. Comparison of DFT, HF, and MP2 Results for Basis Sets A+ and Be

Aa Bb

exptl PBE HF MP2 PBE HF MP2

1 [Fe(H2O)6]2+ 1.41 0.70 0.89 0.96 0.62 0.72 0.82
2 [FeCl4]2- 0.92 0.38 0.66 0.56 0.35 0.36 0.49
3 [Fe(H2O)6]3+ 0.52 0.34 0.22 0.37 0.32 0.21 0.32
4 [FeF6]3- 0.50 0.34 0.26 0.41 0.31 0.25 0.35
5 [FeI4]1- 0.31c n.a. 0.04 0.30 0.48 0.02 0.19
6 [FeBr4]1- 0.29 n.a. 0.10 0.32 0.21 0.00 0.19
7 [FeCl4]1- 0.22 0.21 -0.02 0.18 0.20 0.002 0.17
8 [Fe(CN)6]3- -0.11 -0.06 -0.20 0.05 -0.05 -0.18 0.04
9 [Fe(CO)5] -0.12 -0.02 -0.09 0.00 -0.02 -0.07 0.02
10 [Fe(CO)4]2- -0.12 0.06 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.01 -0.26
11 [Fe(CN)5NO]2- -0.12d n.a. -0.23 -0.17 n.a. -0.16 0.02
12 [FeO4]2- -0.67 -0.40 -0.99 -0.31 -0.32 -0.82 0.04

a By using basis set A+. b By using basis set B. c Reference 42. d Reference 5. e See text for details of basis sets.

δexp) R.δcalc + â (6)
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fraction of the HF exchange in one series of hybrid density
functionals only.

Inclusion of the Hartee-Fock exchange in hybrid func-
tionals leads to a certain increase in the systematic error as
given by the intercept of the linear fit for both basis sets, A
and B. At the same time, mixing in more HF exchange leads
to an improved correlation of the calculated values with the
experiment. The slope of the linear fit increases steadily as
the fraction of the HF exchange increases. This effect is
observed for both basis sets; however, the bigger basis set
A provides better overall correlation with the experimental
results. The hybrid functional BH&HLYP gives reasonable
correlation with experiment and less systematic error com-
pared to HF, for both basis sets A and B.

The improvement brought about by the inclusion of HF
exchange in hybrid functionals warrants some discussion.
In our opinion, the most plausible explanation for the inferior
performance of pure density functionals is the incorrect
behavior of the potential generated by such a functional near
the nucleus. It is known that the gradient corrected func-

tionals yield the Kohn-Sham potential which is divergent
at the nuclear position.41 Therefore, mixing in the HF
exchange (the HF potential remains finite at the nucleus)
cures partially this deficiency of pure density functionals and
leads to improved results for the properties which critically
depend on the electron distribution in the vicinity of the
nucleus.

With the use of both basis sets, A and B, the difference
between relativistic and nonrelativistic results is clearly
visible. From all the parameters employed for the data
analysis, it is evident that the inclusion of relativity leads to
improved results as compared to the experiment. The
difference between relativistic and nonrelativistic results is
more pronounced for the large basis set A than for the small
basis set B. This is understandable, because the basis set B
was optimized and contracted in the nonrelativistic HF
calculations and does not possess sufficient flexibility to
accommodate changes in the electron distribution due to the
inclusion of relativity. This underlines the necessity to
develop compact basis sets adapted for the relativistic

Table 4. Calculation of Mossbauer Isomer Shifts (mm/s) for Different Iron Containing Clusters by Using Basis Set Ad

exptl PBE BPW91 BLYP B3LYP BH&HLYP HF

1 [Fe(H2O)6]2+ 1.41 0.69(0.54)a 0.69(0.54) 0.67(0.52) 0.71(0.56) 0.77(0.60) 0.81(0.63)
2 [FeCl4]2- 0.92 0.38(0.30) 0.38(0.30) 0.37(0.29) 0.39(0.31) 0.43(0.34) 0.66(0.37)
3 [Fe(H2O)6]3+ 0.52 0.34(0.27) 0.32(0.26) 0.32(0.25) 0.28(0.22) 0.24(0.18) 0.22(0.16)
4 [FeF6]3- 0.50 0.32(0.26) 0.32(0.26) 0.32(0.25) 0.30(0.23) 0.28(0.21) 0.26(0.19)
5 [FeI4]1- 0.31 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.09(0.07)
6 [FeBr4]1- 0.29 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a n.a. 0.04(-0.03)
7 [FeCl4]1- 0.22 0.20(0.17) 0.20(0.34) 0.39(0.33) 0.32(0.29) 0.24(0.23) -0.02(-0.02)
8 [Fe(CN)6]3- -0.11 0.01(-0.05) -0.06(-0.05) 0.02(-0.05) 0.00(-0.06) -0.04(-0.02) -0.20(-0.10)
9 [Fe(CO)5] -0.12 -0.02(-0.03) -0.02(-0.03) -0.03(-0.03) -0.04(-0.03) -0.05(-0.04) -0.09(-0.07)
10 [Fe(CO)4]2- -0.12 0.06(0.05) 0.06(0.05) 0.06(0.05) 0.05(0.04) 0.01(0.02) 0.03(0.04)
11 [Fe(CN)5NO]2- -0.12 n.a.b n.a. n.a. -0.20(-0.16) -0.28(-0.22) -0.19(-0.10)
12 [FeO4]2- -0.67 -0.41(-0.31) -0.41(-0.32) -0.41(-0.32) -0.51(-0.40) -0.63(-0.49) -0.99(-0.77)
MAEc 0.26(0.30) 0.25(0.31) 0.28(0.31) 0.24(0.28) 0.21(0.26) 0.23(0.26)
slope 0.48(0.38) 0.49(0.38) 0.46(0.37) 0.53(0.43) 0.61(0.47) 0.78(0.56)
intercept 0.04(0.02) 0.03(0.04) 0.06(0.04) 0.00(0.00) -0.05(-0.03) -0.14(-0.11)

R In parentheses, the results of nonrelativistic calculations. b The results are not available due to poor SCF convergence in the broken-
symmetry spin unrestricted method. c Mean absolute error of the method. d See text for details of basis set. All shifts are given with respect to
[Fe(CN)6]4-.

Table 5. Calculation of Mossbauer Isomer Shifts (mm/s) for Different Iron Containing Clusters by Using Basis Set Bd

exptl PBE BPW91 BLYP B3LYP BH&HLYP HF

1 [Fe(H2O)6]2+ 1.41 0.62(0.53)a 0.62(0.57) 0.60(0.55) 0.61(0.55) 0.65(0.59) 0.72(0.65)
2 [FeCl4]2- 0.92 0.35(0.29) 0.35(0.32) 0.34(0.31) 0.33(0.30) 0.34(0.32) 0.36(0.30)
3 [Fe(H2O)6]3+ 0.52 0.32(0.26) 0.31(0.28) 0.30(0.28) 0.24(0.21) 0.23(0.17) 0.21(0.17)
4 [FeF6]3- 0.50 0.31(0.25) 0.31(0.28) 0.30(0.28) 0.26(0.22) 0.23(0.19) 0.25(0.20)
5 [FeI4]1- 0.31 0.48(0.47) 0.48(0.47) 0.47(0.48) 0.16(0.16) 0.11(0.10) 0.02(0.05)
6 [FeBr4]1- 0.29 0.21(0.19) 0.23(0.23) 0.22(0.21) 0.15(0.14) 0.07(0.07) 0.00(0.00)
7 [FeCl4]1- 0.22 0.20(0.16) 0.20(0.18) 0.19(0.18) 0.13(0.11) 0.06(0.05) 0.00(-0.01)
8 [Fe(CN)6]3- -0.11 -0.05(-0.08) -0.05(-0.05) -0.05(-0.05) -0.09(-0.09) -0.13(-0.13) -0.18(-0.18)
9 [Fe(CO)5] -0.12 -0.02(-0.05) -0.02(-0.02) -0.02(-0.02) -0.05(-0.05) -0.07(-0.07) -0.07(-0.06)
10 [Fe(CO)4]2- -0.12 0.07(0.06) 0.07(0.06) 0.07(0.06) 0.03(0.02) -0.01(-0.01) 0.01(0.01)
11 [Fe(CN)5NO]2- -0.12 n.a.b n.a. n.a. -0.16(-0.10) -0.10(-0.10) -0.16(-0.15)
12 [FeO4]2- -0.67 -0.32(-0.34) -0.32(-0.31) -0.33(-0.31) -0.44(-0.42) -0.55(-0.52) -0.82(-0.77)
MAEc 0.25(0.27) 0.25(0.26) 0.25(0.27) 0.24(0.25) 0.23(0.25) 0.25(0.26)
slope 0.43(0.39) 0.43(0.40) 0.42(0.39) 0.47(0.43) 0.52(0.48) 0.63(0.57)
intercept 0.07(0.05) 0.07(0.05) 0.07(0.07) -0.02(-0.02) -0.06(-0.07) -0.13(-0.13)

a In parentheses, the results of nonrelativistic calculations. b See footnote c to Table 4. c Mean absolute error of the method. d See text for
details of basis set. All shifts are given with respect to [Fe(CN)6]4-.
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calculations. Nevertheless, the overall agreement with the
experiment is acceptable for both hybrid functionals, B3LYP
and BH&HLYP. Although the HF method provides the best
correlation with the experimental results (slope of 0.78 and
0.63 with the basis sets A and B, respectively), the systematic
error increases in the HF calculations as compared to pure
or hybrid density functionals. In the overall assessment, the
use of hybrid density functionals with an increased fraction
of the HF exchange, such as the BH&HLYP functional, can
be recommended for the calculation of MIS in iron com-
plexes.

The computational procedure employed in the present
work employs the proportionality constanta in eq 5 which
was obtained from the experimentally measured parameters
of nuclear transitions in57Fe. Therefore, its comparison with
the results of the standard calculations of the MIS, where
this constant is treated as an empirical parameter and is fitted
against the experimental data, may be not straightforward.
However, with the use of the contact densities published in
ref 13, it is possible to calculate the MISs with the use of eq
5 and the nonempirical constanta. The so-obtained isomer
shifts are compared in Table 6 with the shifts calculated with
the use of eqs 3-5 in the present work. From this
comparison, it is obvious that the standard approach does
not have any numerical advantage before the method used
in the present article, if the fitting procedure is excluded. In
this sense, the method employed in this paper helps to make
an unbiased judgment on the performance of the computa-
tional schemes used to calculate the MIS. Because it was
not the purpose of the present work to obtain an empirically
adjusted proportionality constant in eq 5, the use of a set of
12 molecules seems to be acceptable for making a reasonable
judgment on the performance of different computational
schemes. The use of the fitting procedure within the standard
approach to MIS, although it leads to improved numerical
results, does not allow for seeing the true accuracy of a
selected quantum chemical method and may result in an
unrealistic parameter of nuclearγ-transitions as obtained
from the fitted proportionality constanta in eq 5. It is our
goal to avoid the empirical fitting and to find out compu-

tational schemes capable of yielding accurate results from
first principles.

IV. Conclusion
In the present work, a recently developed approach to the
theoretical calculation of Mo¨ssbauer isomer shift20 is applied
within the context of density functional theory. Within the
new approach, the MIS is calculated as a derivative of the
electronic energy with respect to the radius of the finite
nucleus.20 Note that no empirical parameters are employed
in the new approach, and the calibration of the parameters
which connect the theoretical electron density at the nucleus
with the experimental values of MIS is thus avoided.
Therefore, the new approach offers a possibility to carry out
an unbiased comparison of different computational methods
applied to the MIS calculation. Furthermore, the present
method has the advantage that it can be used with any
quantum chemical computational scheme regardless of the
availability of the relaxed density matrix within this scheme.

In the present work, we carried out calculations of MIS
for a series of iron complexes. The computational schemes
employed include both hybrid and pure density functionals
as well as the HF method. Before the performance of density
functional methods was addressed, the dependence of the
quality of the calculated MIS on the size of the basis set
was studied.

The investigation of the effect of the basis set truncation
within the context of the new approach reveals that the MISs
are not very sensitive to the removal/addition of the tightest
primitive functions from/to a large uncontracted basis set.
Therefore, for obtaining converged theoretical values, it is
sufficient to employ only one tight s-type primitive function
added to the standard uncontracted basis set (see the basis
set A). With the use of the small contracted basis set (see
the basis set B), an acceptable accuracy in the calculated
MIS is obtained for the HF and density functional methods.
The use of the small basis set, such as the basis set B, is
therefore a reasonable compromise between accuracy and
complexity of the calculation.

The investigation of the performance of different density
functionals reveals that the pure density functional methods

Table 6. Comparison of Mossbauer Isomer Shifts (mm/s) from This Work (Using Basis Set B) with That of Ref 13,
Recalculated According to the Current Method

exptl HFa BH&HLYPa B3LYPa B3LYPb BPW91a BPW91b

1 [Fe(H2O)6]2+ 1.41 0.72 0.65 0.61 0.55 0.62 0.53
2 [FeCl4]2- 0.92 0.36 0.34 0.33 0.39 0.35 0.38
3 [Fe(H2O)6]3+ 0.52 0.21 0.23 0.24 0.18 0.31 0.21
4 [FeF6]3- 0.50 0.25 0.23 0.26 0.24 0.31 0.27
6 [FeBr4]1- 0.29 0.00 0.07 0.15 0.16 0.23 0.20
7 [FeCl4]1- 0.22 0.02 0.06 0.13 0.15 0.24 0.19
8 [Fe(CN)6] 3- -0.11 -0.18 -0.13 -0.09 -0.07 -0.05 -0.05
9 [Fe(CO)5] -0.12 -0.07 -0.07 -0.05 -0.05 -0.02 -0.05
10 [Fe(CO)4]2- -0.12 0.01 -0.01 0.03 -0.08 0.07 -0.06
11 [Fe(CN)5NO]2- -0.12 -0.16 -0.10 -0.16 -0.09 n.a. -0.06
12 [FeO4]2- -0.67 -0.82 -0.55 -0.44 -0.40 -0.32 -0.31
MAEc 0.25 0.23 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.24
slope 0.63 0.52 0.47 0.45 0.43 0.41
intercept -0.13 -0.06 -0.02 -0.02 0.07 0.01

R This work. b Reference 13. c Mean absolute error of the method.
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provide poorer correlation of the calculated MIS with the
experimental values. Irrespective of the size of the basis set
employed, the hybrid functionals provide a consistently better
description of the MIS. Correlation of the calculated MIS
with the experimental values improves with the increasing
fraction of the HF exchange, however at a price of somewhat
greater systematic error. In the overall assessment, the hybrid
functionals with a greater fraction of the HF exchange such
as the BH&HLYP functional produce a better description
of the MIS in iron complexes.

Generally, the density functional methods demonstrate
somewhat inferior numeric accuracy as compared to the ab
initio wave function methods. A tenable explanation for this
is in the incorrect behavior of modern approximate density
functionals (and respective potentials) near the nucleus.41

Mixing in the HF exchange energy partially corrects this
deficiency. However, quite a substantial fraction of the HF
exchange is needed to achieve a noticeable improvement. It
appears that a more universal solution would be to switch
to the orbital dependent density functionals which are capable
of the exact treatment of a substantial portion of the
exchange-correlation energy.
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Abstract: The total electron density distribution of an isolated atom or an atom in a molecule

does not reveal an atomic shell structure. Many localization functions, such as the radial averaged

electron density, the Laplacian of the electron density, or the electron localization function have

been proposed to visualize and analyze the shell structure of atoms. It was found that for light

main group elements the correct number of shells is revealed by such functions. Later it was

recognized that for heavy main group elements and for transition metals many of these diagnostic

tools fail to reveal the full set of electronic shells as expected from the periodic table. In this

work we focus on the radial structure of isolated atoms as revealed by the Laplacian of the

electron density. We will demonstrate that it is the nodal structure of the orbitals of the inner

shells which is responsible for the diminishing of at least one valence shell of third row transition

metal atoms. Particular attention is paid to the effect of different electronic configurations on

the shell structure of atoms and the question if the changes observed in the Laplacian of the

radial density are sufficiently large for experimental studies on the topology of the electron density.

Our presentation is as general as possible and, hence, employs a fully relativistic, i.e., four-

component picture and a multiconfigurational ansatz for the wave function, which is thus valid

for the whole periodic table of elements.

1. Introduction
The Aufbau principle for atoms, according to which the
electrons in atoms are successively added to form shells and
subshells denoted by the principle quantum numbern and
by the angular quantum numberl, is one of the central
principles in chemistry. Yet, the shell structure of an atom
is not directly observable in the total electron density, which
is a monotonically decaying function. In ref 19 this is shown
to be true for the electron density outside a sphere with a
certain radiusr and for r f ∞. For the region close to the
core the Kato cusp condition states that the density is
monotonic in this region, and although there is still no formal
proof,8 there exists further computational evidence that the
atomic density is indeed a monotonically decaying function
for all values ofr.1-7,9 Therefore, many functions derived
from the total electron density have been proposed as a tool
to recover the shell structure and to visualize the Aufbau
principle. The first studies focused on the radial density

distribution function D(r) which was shown to exhibit
maxima that correspond to the electronic shells of atoms. In
a pioneering study, Bartell and Brockway showed by electron
diffraction experiments that for argon atoms three local
maxima inD(r) corresponding to the three occupied shells
with n ) 1, 2, and 3 can be found.20 Theoretical investiga-
tions later uncovered that the correct number of maxima can
only be observed for elements with nuclear charge smaller
than or equal to 18.21-23

Therefore, other means have been studied for this purpose
like the electron localization function (ELF),24 the electron
localization indicator (ELI),25 the Laplacian of the electron
density,26,27 or the average local electrostatic potentialV(r)/
F(r).28 Of these functions the Laplacian of the electron density
has the advantages of (i) not being dependent on any
reference definition and (ii) being accessible not only by
quantum chemical calculations but also directly from electron
density distributions obtained from experiment29-33 without
the use of further approximations or assumptions. We note* Corresponding author e-mail: markus.reiher@phys.chem.ethz.ch.
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that the first of these points also holds for the one-electron
potential10-12 and the logarithm or the logarithmic derivative
of the electron density.13,14,37These functions might be used
as alternatives for the Laplacian of the electron density in
future studies.

The capability of the Laplacian of the total electron density
to reveal the shell structure of atoms was first reported by
Bader et al. for the second row elements Li to Ne and for
the argon atom.26,27 In two following studies, Sagar et al.34

and Shi and Boyd35 investigated the shell structure as
revealed by the Laplacian in more detail. The study of Sagar
et al. included the elements He to Ba and Lu to Ra, the one
by Shi and Boyd the elements Li to Xe.34,35 In both papers
the numerical nonrelativistic wave functions by Clementi and
Roetti36 were employed. The result of these studies was that
at most five shells can be observed in the Laplacian in terms
of a pair of regions where the Laplacian is positive and
negative. Later, Kohout et al. investigated the Laplacian of
the electron density obtained from numerical four-component
relativistic calculations for the elements of the 2nd, 11th,
12th, 13th, and 14th groups of the periodic table.37

These previous studies included only one electronic
configuration for each atom. The concept of distinguishing
between electronic shells in an atom is, however, conceptu-
ally related to the definition of the valence configuration of
an atom in a molecule. Both are based on a molecular (or
atomic) orbital picture derived from quantum-mechanical
many electron theory. It is common practice to base general
chemical concepts such as the orbital electronegativity
introduced by Hinze and Jaffe on such theoretical grounds.38-40

But also experimental findings are often interpreted employ-
ing these generalized ideas. For instance, Mo¨ssbauer spec-
troscopy can be used to determine the valence configuration
of an atom in a molecule.41 In this case, the conclusions are
drawn rather indirectly as the experiment itself is sensitive
to the electron density at the position of the nucleus.
However, since the total electron density is experimentally
accessible for instance by X-ray diffraction experiments, the
topological analysis of the Laplacian of the electron density
could be a valuable tool to investigate the electronic
configuration of an atom in a molecule. The results of
experimental studies on the topology of the electron density
are in very good agreement with results obtained by quantum
chemical calculations,42-47 and it might be possible to assess
the expected changes in the total electron density due to
different valence configuration of atoms.

In this work we therefore investigate to which extent the
Laplacian of the electron density is sensitive to different
electronic configurations of isolated atoms. This requires a
thorough understanding of the features revealed by the
Laplacian in the valence region of an atom. Therefore, we
introduce the spherically averaged electronic density for
closed- and open-shell systems calculated in a relativistic
framework based on Dirac’s four-component one-electron
Hamiltonian48 in section 2. The material presented in this
section and in section 3 is designed as a self-contained
introduction of the theoretical background necessary for the
understanding of the later discussion and might be skipped
by the expert reader. We then analyze the shell structure of

closed-shell atoms as revealed by the Laplacian in section
4.1. In section 4.2 we will then focus on open-shell atoms
by analyzing multiconfiguration wave functions obtained by
numerical multiconfiguration self-consistent field (MCSCF)
calculations.

2. Theoretical Background
The explicit expression from which the electron density is
calculated depends on the type of approximation for the wave
function from which it is calculated. In the following it is
thus necessary to present these expressions for the general
case of an MCSCF wave function in a Dirac-based relativistic
theory. In addition, the brief presentation of the theoretical
foundations in this section shall also unambiguously intro-
duce the notation required.

2.1. The Spherically Averaged Electron Density.To
derive the spherically averaged electron density, which is a
central quantity as it can also be obtained for an atom in a
molecule, we will start from the general definition of the
electron densityF(x) to be calculated from the total electronic
ground state wave functionΨ0 according to

where xi denotes the spatial coordinates andσi the spin
coordinates.F(x) is only a function of three Cartesian
coordinatesx ) (x1, x2, x3). However, for the derivation of
a spherically averaged electron density for an atom in a
molecule one most conveniently uses a representation in the
polar coordinatesr ) (r, æ, ϑ). Thus, in a first step we seek
to find a radial electron densityD(r) that only depends on
the radial coordinater and for which holds

Comparing this definition with the integration ofF(r) )
F[r(x)] and noting that d3x ) dx1 dx2 dx3 ) r2 dr sin ϑ dϑ

dæ

we find

In order to define a density which may serve our purposes
for an atom in a general molecule as well as for a spherically
symmetric atom, we need to define a spherically averaged
densityFj(r) that is the total (electronic) charge in a spherical
shell with inner radiusr and thickness dr, i.e.,D(r)dr, divided
by the volume of this shell (4πr2dr)

so that integration over all shells,∫ Fj(r)4πr2dr ) N, still
yields the total number of electrons. This spherically aver-
aged electron densityFj(r) is the quantity one should consider
for the investigation of atomic properties when discussing

F(x) ) N∫ dσ1 ∫-∞

∞
d3x2 ∫ dσ2 ...∫-∞

∞
d3xN ∫ dσN

Ψ0
†(x, σ1, x2, σ2, ...,xN, σN)Ψ0(x, σ1, x2, σ2, ...,xN, σN) (1)

∫0

∞
drD(r) ≡ N (2)

∫-∞

∞
d3xF(x) ) ∫0

∞
r2dr ∫0

2π ∫0

π
sinϑ dϑ dæ F[r(x)] ) N (3)

D(r) ) r2 ∫0

2π ∫0

π
sinϑ dϑ dæ F[r(x)] (4)

Fj(r) )
D(r)dr

4πr2dr
)

D(r)

4πr2
(5)
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the electron density along a radial ray in an atom or in an
atom of a molecule.

2.2. Wave Function of Spherically Symmetric Atoms.
In the following we will give a brief introduction into the
notation needed for our discussion of the spherically averaged
electron densityFj(r) for atoms with closed- and open-shell
configurations. We start from the general representation of
the ground state wave functionΨ0 as a linear combination
of configuration state functionsΦI

For m ) ∞ the result is the exact full configuration
interaction (CI) solution. Each configuration state function
ΦI is constructed from antisymmetrized products of one-
electron functions, the orbitalsψi(x). For finite m one aims
for an MCSCF solution, since orbital relaxation needs to be
taken into account. This requires an optimization of the one-
particle basis within the truncated CI expansion. Form ) 1
one would obtain the Hartree-Fock solution. In this case
the many-electron functionΦ1 reduces to a single Slater
determinant. In the case of atoms the orbitals are either the
one-component atomic orbitals49

of nonrelativistic Schro¨dinger quantum mechanics or the
four-component spinors50

of the Dirac theory of the electron (κi is the four-component
analog to the angular momentum quantum numberl andmj(i)

is the eigenvalue of thez -componentĵz of the one-electron
total angular momentum operator). In the former case, the
atomic configuration state functionsΦI are eigenfunctions
of the total spin operatorsL̂2, L̂z, Ŝ2, and Ŝz, while in the
latter case they are eigenfunctions ofĴ and Ĵz. In general,
one obtains the electron density from eq 1 using eq 6 as

for any of the above introduced representations of the one-
electron functions. Here,k is the total number of orbitals,
and{γij} is the first-order density matrix. The density matrix
elements are given by

where the excitation operator in second quantization reads51

and operates on spin orbitals or spinors, respectively. Note
that we have taken advantage in eq 10 of the fact that the
adjoint operator of the creatorai

† is the annihilatorai.
Invoking the formalism of second quantization thus allows

us to conveniently bury the integration of eq 1 overN - 1
coordinates in the matrix element〈Ψ0|Êij|Ψ0〉. It should be
noted that the resulting configuration state functions (aiΦI)
are many-particle basis functions for (N - 1) electrons and
fulfill all properties that are also fulfilled by the parentalΦI

basis functions.
ExpressingΨ0 in eq 10 by the linear combination of

configuration state functionsΦI from eq 6 then yields

where we assumed the CI expansion coefficientsCI to be
real. In the Hartree-Fock case withm ) 1 eq 9 simplifies
to a single summation withCI ) CJ ) 1, and the diagonal
density matrix elements become the occupation numbers

due to the orthogonality of the one-electron functionsψi from
which Φ1 is constructed. This illustrates explicitly that the
integral described by the brackets in eq 12 using the
annihilation operators to annihilate one orbital fromΦ1 is
equivalent to the integration over all but one electronic
coordinate in eq 1. In addition, we should emphasize that in
the nonrelativistic theory the last equation refers to the special
case of a closed-shell electronic structure such that the
excitation operator reads

We now proceed by transformingF(x) as given in eq 9
from Cartesian to polar coordinates. In the case of atoms,
the angular degrees of freedom can be integrated out
analytically, so that we get an explicit expression forD(r)
of eq 4

where

According to eq 5, the spherically averaged density then
reads

and is given in particles per bohr3.
2.3. Closed-Shell Configurations.In the special case of

closed-shell molecules withN electrons represented by a
single Slater determinant the general expression forF(x)
given in eq 9 simplifies in the nonrelativistic theory to

Ψ0 ) ∑
I)1

m

ΦICI (6)

ψi(x, σ) f ψnili,ml,i
(r, σ) )

Pnili(r)

r
Yl iml,i

(ϑ, æ)ø(σ) (7)

ψi(x) f ψniκi,mj,i
(r) ) 1

r (Pniκi(r)
øκimj,i

(ϑ, æ)

iQniκi(r)
øκimj,i

(ϑ, æ) ) (8)

F(x) ) ∑
ij

k

γijψi
†(x)ψj(x) (9)

γij ) 〈Ψ0|Êij|Ψ0〉 ) 〈aiΨ0|ajΨ0〉 (10)

Êij ) ai
†aj (11)

γij ) ∑
IJ

CICJ〈ΦI|Êij|ΦJ〉 ) ∑
IJ

CICJ〈aiΦI|ajΦJ〉 (12)

γij f γii ) 〈Φ1|Êii|Φ1〉 ) {0 or 2 nonrelativistic
0 or 1 four-component

(13)

Eij ) aiR
† ajR + aiâ

† ajâ (14)

D(r) ) ∑
ij

γijDij(r) × {〈Ylimi
|Yljmj

〉
〈øκimj,i

|øκjmj,j
〉 }) ∑

i

γiiDii(r)

(15)

Dij(r) ) {Pi(r)Pj(r) nonrelativistic
Pi(r)Pj(r) + Qi(r)Qj(r) four-component

(16)

Fj(r) ) (4πr2)-1D(r)

) {(4πr2)-1 ∑
ij

γijPi(r)Pj(r) nonrelativistic

(4πr2)-1 ∑
ij

γij[Pi(r)Pj(r) + Qi(r)Qj(r)] four-component

(17)
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and in case of the four-component relativistic theory to

if no additional symmetries (like spherical or point group
symmetry) are exploited. In the case of atoms withnsh
subshells, the equivalence restriction of one and the same
radial function eqs 7 and 8 per subshell (nl) or (nκ),
respectively, allows us to simplify eq 17 even further, and
we obtain for the radial and the spherically averaged densities

with the subshell occupation numbers

2.4. Minimal Model for Open-Shell Structures and
Near-Degenerate Configurations.The CI expansion of eq
6 allows us to identify important electronic configurations,
i.e., those with large CI coefficientsCI. In the case of two
equally important open-shell configurations (m ) 2) the
general expression forF(x) given in eq 9 reduces to

if these two configurations differ by only one orbital. The
summation runs over all spin orbitals or spinors, respectively,
that enter the two CSFs.

2.5. The Laplacian of the Radial Density.The shell
structure of isolated atoms has been previously investigated
by means ofD(r) and by analyzing the Laplacian∇2 of the
electron density. The Laplacian operator in spherical coor-
dinates is given by52

The spherically averaged densityFj(r) does not depend on
the angular coordinates so that all partial derivatives with
respect toϑ and æ vanish, and thus the Laplacian for this
special case simplifies to

3. Computational Methodology
Atomic four-component Dirac-Hartree-Fock and MCSCF
calculations were carried out fully numerically.53 While all
angular degrees of freedom are treated analytically, the two
radial functionsPi(r) ) Pniκi(r) and Qi(r) ) Qniκi(r) of the

4-spinor are represented on an equidistant, logarithmic grid
of points in the new variables, which is calculated from the
original radial variabler (see refs 54 and 55 for details on
this type of radial grid). The Laplacian of the spherically
averaged electron density was calculated numerically em-
ploying a three-point finite difference formula. Concerning
the definition of a shell we will use the notation convention
to define a shell by the principal quantum numbern rather
than by a pair of quantum numbers (n,l), which we denote
a subshell.

3.1. Peculiarities of Numerical Solution Methods.For
atomic structure calculations the use of an equidistant grid
in r for the representation of the radial functionsPi andQi

is not efficient. Therefore one uses a variable transformation
to a new variables(r) which generates an equidistant grid in
s which corresponds to a grid inr with small step sizesh
for small values ofr and larger step sizes for larger values
of r.54 The functions(r) for a logarithmic grid used in this
work is55

In this equation,T-1 is a normalization factor which
ensures thats(rmax) ) 1. The valuermax defines a sphere in
which the atom is confined, and the parameterb is used to
vary the distribution of grid points on the logarithmic grid.

To calculate the Laplacian in this new radial variables(r)
one needs to transform eq 24 to the new coordinates. This
means we need to rewrite the derivative55

where we introducedw2 as the square of the weighting
function w(s).

For the first term of the sum on the right-hand side of eq
24, we obtain the operator identity55

The Laplacian of thespherically aVeragedradial density
[bohr-3] in the new radial variables is then given by

The multiplication with the elementary chargee
which would convert the electron density into the (positive)
charge density distribution ofN elementary charges has not
been made explicit. The negative charge density would then
be obtained by multiplication with (-1). The Laplacian of
the (negative) charge density, which corresponds to the
negative Laplacian of the electron density, is then defined
as

so that local concentration of charge corresponds to positive
values of L(r). For unit conversion to eÅ-5 the results

F(x) ) ∑
i

N/2

2ψi
†(x)ψi(x) (18)

F(x) ) ∑
i

N

ψi
†(x)ψi(x) (19)

Fj(r) ) ∑
i

nsh

di

Dii(r)

4πr2
(20)

di ) {2l i + 1 nonrelativistic
2|κi| four-component

(21)

F(x) ) ∑
ij

N+1

γijψi
†(x)ψi(x) (22)

∇2 ) 1

r2

∂

∂r (r2 ∂

∂r) + 1

r2 sinϑ

∂

∂ϑ (sinϑ
∂

∂ϑ) +

1

r2 sin2
ϑ

∂
2

∂æ2
(23)

∇2Fj(r) ) 1

r2

d
dr (r2 d

dr) Fj(r) ) d2

dr2
Fj(r) + 2

r
d
dr

Fj(r) (24)

s(r) ) 1
T

[ln (r + b) - ln b] (25)

d
dr

) (ds
dr)

d
ds

≡ w2 d
ds

(26)

d2

dr2
) w2 d

ds(w2 d
ds) ) w3[ d2

ds2
w - (d2w

ds2)] (27)

∇2Fj(r) ) {w3[ d2

ds2
w - (d2w

ds2)] + 2
r

w2 d
ds}Fj(r)[bohr-5] (28)

L(r) ) -e∇2Fj(r) ) - ∑
ij

1

4πr2
∇2Dij[e bohr-5] (29)
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obtained in Hartree atomic units were multiplied by a
conversion factor of 24.098731 Å-5. ConcerningF(r) we note
that values given in eÅ-3 denote a fraction of electrons per
cubic angstrøm.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Vanishing Valence Shell Structure with Increasing
Nuclear Charge.We first consider the shell structure of the
closed-shell rare-gas atoms Ne to Rn (the simple case of the
He atom with only a single shell has been left aside). Figure
1 depictsL(r) of the electron density in a range ofr from 0
to 1.5 Å. From Ne to KrL(r) resolves the complete electronic
shell structure with 2, 3, and 4 pairs of positive and negative
regions ofL(r) for Ne, Ar, and Kr, respectively. However,

it is obvious from the height of the maxima found for the
outermost shell that the degree of local charge concentration,
indicated by a positive value ofL(r), is systematically
reduced with increasing atomic numberZ (L(r) ) 369, 29,
0.5, and-1.5 eÅ-5 for Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe, respectively).

The reason for the diminishing of the valence shell can
be studied considering the Ne atom. Figure 2 depicts the
contributions toL(r) due to then ) 1 (a) and then ) 2
shell (b) together with the totalL(r) (c). The maximum of
the valence shell at approximatelyr ) 0.2 Å (L(r) ) 1325
e Å-5) is significantly shifted (r ) 0.26 Å) and reduced in
height (L(r) ) 369 eÅ-5) by the negative contribution of
the 1sshell in this region. Recall that the Laplacian is a linear
operator that allows us to simply add up the individual shell

Figure 1. Negative Laplacian of the spherical averaged radial density L(r) of the rare gases Ne-Rn. Comparing the heights of
the outermost maxima in L(r) demonstrates the systematic diminishing of the valence shell charge concentration. In the case of
Xe the valence shell is only resolved as a local maximum in the negative region of L(r). Units are in eÅ-5 on the ordinate and
Å on the abscissa. Note the different minimal and maximal values used for the plots for Ne-Rn (-200 to 200 eÅ-5 and 0 to 1.5
Å) and the two expanded views for Kr and Xe (-2 to 2 eÅ-5 and 0 to 4.5 Å).
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and subshell contributions. Thus, the maximum found for a
shelln is not a feature solely to be ascribed to one electronic
shell. In fact, the height of the maximum inL(r) and also its
position inr is to a large extent affected by the penultimate
(n - 1) shell.

Accordingly, the reason why only a weak shoulder in the
negatiVe region ofL(r) can be observed for then ) 5 valence
shell of Xe lies in the contributions from then ) 4 shell.
Figure 3 depicts the same scenario for Xe as has been
discussed before for Ne. The still pronounced, yet compared
to the (n ) 2) valence shell in Ne weaker maximum inL(r)
due to then ) 5 valence shell orbitals (dotted line in Figure
3) is severely reduced by the region of charge depletion of
the (n - 1) shell (dashed line in Figure 3). Figure 3 also
depicts the contributions of then ) 1, 2, and 3 shell (light
gray lines). As can be seen,L(r) for these three shells already
reached values very close to zero in the region aroundr )

1 Å so that the (n - 2) and lower lying shells do not
significantly affect the valence shell maximum. At the same
time, the maximum in the negative region of the totalL(r)
is shifted further away from the nucleus, relative to the
maximum of the valence shell contribution only. Comparing
Figures 2 and 3 it is obvious that it is indeed only the right-
hand side tail and thus only a small part of the maximum in
L(r) of the valence shell which is remaining as a signature
of a valence shell maximum. Thus, not only the magnitude
but also the positions of the minima and maxima attributed
to one electronic shell are affected by the underlying shells.

The reduction of local charge concentration with increasing
nuclear charge numberZ due to the contribution from the
(n - 2) shell is also visible for the (n - 1) shell. The
corresponding local maximum inL(r) is becoming weaker
asZ increases from He to Xe: It reduces from 19 377 eÅ-5

in Ar to 8199 eÅ-5 in Kr and to 1807 eÅ-5 in Xe. Moving

Figure 2. Contributions to the negative Laplacian of the spherical averaged radial density L(r) of (a) the (n ) 1) shell (dashed
line), (b) the (n ) 2) shell (dotted line), and (c) the total L(r) ) -(4πr2)-1 ∑i∈{1s,2s,2p}∇2Dii of a Ne atom (solid line). Units are in
eÅ-5 on the ordinate and Å on the abscissa.

Figure 3. Decomposition of the total Laplacian L(r) of a Xe atom in terms of individual shell contributions (compare eq 29); (a)
(n ) 4) shell (dashed line), (b) (n ) 5) shell (dotted line), and (c) total L(r) (solid line). The sums of the contributions of the (n
) 1, 2, and 3) shells are indicated by light gray lines. Units are in eÅ-5 on the y- and Å on the x-axis.
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finally from Xe to Rn, there is a severe drop in the value of
L(r) to -104 eÅ-5. This large decrease is caused by the
additionalf-subshell which is now occupied for the first time.
When subtracting the contribution from the 4f orbitals to the
totalL(r), the maximum for the (n ) 5) shell for Rn increases
to 585 eÅ-5, but still no maximum or shoulder which could
be attributed to the (n ) 6) shell can be detected.

The results presented so far illustrate that when counting
and interpreting stationary points in the Laplacian of the
radial density as electronic shells one must keep in mind
that always the (n - 1) shell significantly affects thenth
shell, leading forn > 3 to the possibility of maxima in the
negative region ofL(r) or even a complete absence of a local
maximum. Now the question arises which feature is indica-
tive of a shell in the Laplacian. Based on similar results,
Sager et al. suggested in their study not to use the minima
or maxima, but the zero crossings following a maximum as
indicators for the atomic shell structure as their positions
correlate well with the radius (n2/Z)[p/(mee2)] from Bohr’s
theory.34 But this interpretation would then rule out to count
the maximum in thenegatiVe region of L(r) as indicative
for the n ) 5 shell in Xe.

Other authors used the occurrence of a local maximum
followed by a local minimum inL(r) as an indicator for a
shell.37 This criterion is based on the interpretation of a
positive sign ofL(r) as a local charge concentration which
can be rationalized by the ratio of the kinetic and the potential
energy density given by the virial theorem for an atom in a
molecule as derived by Bader56

According to this, the charge is locally concentrated at a
given positionr if the potential energy densityV(r), which
is a negative-valued function, dominates the positive kinetic
energy densityG(r) by at least a factor of 2, meaning that
the energy of the electrons is dominated by the potential
energy atr. If on the contrary∇2F(r) is positive (and thus

L(r) negative), then the kinetic energy dominates, and a
region of charge depletion is assumed. With respect to this
interpretation of the sign ofL(r) the diminishing of the
valence shell maximum corresponds to a reduction of the
local charge concentration until the ratio ofG(r) andV(r) is
smaller than two as observed in the case of Xe. However,
this could still mean that the absolute value ofV(r) is larger
than that ofG(r). One must be aware of the fact that eq 30
and the interpretation given above is only valid for a specific
choice of the local kinetic energy density. For a detailed
discussion see, for example refs 15-18.

As we will demonstrate in the following sections, the
maxima found in the negative region ofL(r) indeed contain
information on the electronic configuration of an atom. The
counting of zero crossings alone would rule out an inter-
pretation of these features as indicative for the shell structure.
Therefore, keeping in mind the fact that a maximum inL(r)
for a given shelln is always (also for light elements) affected
by the penultimate shell (n - 1), in the following discussion
we will assume that any kind of local maximum (and, hence,
also in the negative regions ofL(r)) is indicative for a shell
of a atom.

4.2. Open-Shell Atoms.After discussing the general
features of the Laplacian in the valence shell of closed-shell
rare-gas atoms we will now proceed by considering transition
metals with 4sn3d10-n configuration in order to understand
under which circumstances the fourth shell generated by the
4s orbital shows up inL(r). We start the discussion of open-
shell systems by consideringL(r) of a typical transition metal,
namely the nickel atom. For elements of the first transition
row one would expect to find four shells in the Laplacian of
the spherically averaged electron density. However, when
looking at the 4s0 3d10 and at the 4s2 3d8 configuration in
separate open-shell calculations as depicted in Figure 4 one
finds only threepairs of maxima and minima inbothcases.
Of course, in the case of the 4s0 3d10 configuration only the
three shellsn ) 1, 2, and 3 are occupied. But for the 4s2 3d8

Figure 4. Negative Laplacian of the spherically averaged radial density of a Ni atom with 4s0 3d10 configuration (solid line) and
4s2 3d8 configuration (dotted line). Units are in eÅ-5 on the y- and Å on the x-axis. The inlay shows an enlarged view of the
region -5 to 0 eÅ-5 and 0 to 2 Å.

∇2F(r) ) 2G(r) + V(r) (30)
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configuration only three instead of four maxima are found
in L(r). The differences due to the different electronic
configuration are very small. For instance, the outermost
maximum of L(r), denoting the third shell, is more pro-
nounced in the case of the 4s2 3d8 than in the case of the 4s0

3d10 configuration (1284 compared to 1214 eÅ-5, respec-
tively). A difference can also be observed in the region at
about r ) 1 Å where one would expect the valence shell
maximum inL(r). No additional maximum or shoulder can
be found if the 4s shell is occupied, only a steeper increase
to a less negative value ofL(r) is found, which again
demonstrates the significant contribution of the (n - 1) shell
to the valence region of the total Laplacian. An MCSCF
calculation which optimizes both of theseJ ) 0 configura-
tions simultaneously confirms this picture.

Up to now all calculations were done using a single
reference wave function. Especially in the case of open-shell
transition metals the description by a single Slater determi-
nant is inadequate. We thus need to look for an example of
a transition metal in which two configurations contribute
significantly to the total wave function of the atom. The

nickel atom is not a good example in this respect as the
contribution of the ground state configuration of 4s0 3d10

clearly dominates in an MCSCF calculation over the
contribution of a 4s2 3d8 configuration. The first excited-
state configuration of a Ni atom starting from a3F ground
state (with J ) 4) to couple is a1G state with 4s2 3d8

configuration which are energetically separated by ap-
proximately 264 kJ mol-1.57 The contribution of this con-
figuration to the total wave function is too small to have an
effect on the resulting electron density. In the following
section we will therefore investigate a special case for which
the energy gap between the electronic ground state and the
first excited state is much smaller according to atomic
spectroscopy.

4.3. Two Electronic Configurations Contributing Equally
to the Total Density. In order to identify a case where two
electronic configurations become equally important in a CI
expansion, we may consider the data from atomic spectros-
copy provided by the Moore tables.57 It turns out that the
electronic ground state of the lanthanum atom exhibiting a
5d16s2 configuration withJ ) 3/2 and the first excited-state

Figure 5. Negative Laplacian L(r) in eÅ-5 of the spherically averaged radial density Fj(r) of a La atom with 5d16s2 single CSF
configuration (a) and of a La+ cation (b). The distance on the x-axis is measured in Å. The inlays show an enlarged view of the
region -0.03 to 0 eÅ-5 and 0 to 4 Å.
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with the sameJ to couple with the ground state are only
separated by 32 kJ mol-1.57 Lanthanum is therefore very well
suited for the purpose of studying the effect of two equally
important configurations on the electron density. We per-
formed several calculations in order to compare the effect
of the electronic configuration on the electron density and
its Laplacian, starting from a calculation using only one CSF
with a 5d16s2 (J ) 3/2) configuration. In this caseL(r)
features four maxima withL(r) > 0 and one additional fifth
maximum in the negative region ofL(r) (see Figure 5a). This
is in accordance with the results discussed in the previous
sections. Due to the contribution of the very diffuse 5d shell
to the total Laplacian the two 6s electrons do not give rise
to an additional maximum which could be attributed to the
sixth shell (see inlay in Figure 5a). That only a single
d-electron is sufficient for the maximum of the sixth shell
to disappear can be demonstrated by considering the negative
Laplacian of the cation La+ with a 5d06s2 configuration where
an additional shoulder is found at approximately 2.4 Å from

the nucleus (see Figure 5b). Obviously, the contribution of
the remaining electrons in the fifth shell to the total Laplacian
still prevents the formation of a distinct local maximum for
the n ) 6 valence shell. At the same time the maximum in
the negative region ofL(r) at r ) 0.95 Å is less pronounced
compared to the neutral La atom (-4.68 and-3.52 eÅ-5,
respectively). When, in contrast to the cation, which features
no 5d electrons, assuming a 5d36s0 (J ) 5/2) configuration,
L(r) in the region of this latter maximum is less negative
resulting in a maximal value of-2.20 eÅ-5 (see Figure 6).
The negative Laplacian of the neutral La atom with twos
and oned electron in its electronic ground state is found in
between these two limiting cases. Finally considering the
configuration 5d26s1, we obtainL(r) ) -2.68 eÅ-5 which
is an intermediate value between the ones of the 5d16s2 and
the 5d36s0 configuration (see Figure 6). Summarizing the
results presented so far we note that with an increasing
number ofd electrons in then ) 5 shell the maximum in
L(r) attributable to the fifth shell becomes less negative.

Figure 6. Two selected sections of the negative Laplacian L(r) in eÅ-5 of the spherically averaged radial density Fj(r) of a La
atom at r ∈ [0.5,1.5] and at r ∈ [1.5,5.0]. Depicted are the results for the 5d16s2 single CSF configuration (black curve), 5d26s1

configuration (dotted curve), 5d36s0 configuration (light gray curve), and the MCSCF superimposed 5d16s2, 5d26s1 configurations
(dashed curve). In addition, L(r) of a La+ cation with 5d06s2 is shown (dark gray curve). Distances on the x-axis in Å.
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Considering the difference between the maximum and the
minimum the corresponding values follow the same trend,
2.27, 2.15, 1.96, and 1.73 eÅ-5 for the 5d36s0, 5d26s1, 5d16s2,
and the 5d06s2 configurations, respectively.

This suggests that the Laplacian of the electron density,
although not able to fully resolve the shell structure of the
La atom as distinct maxima, still provides some information
on the electronic configuration of an atom. To investigate
this matter further we will in the following compare the
results of the single-CSF open-shell calculation to calcula-
tions including two CSFs within an MCSCF calculation.
Therefore, we performed a calculation employing a 5d16s2

and a 5d26s1 configuration. The resulting CI coefficients are
found to be 0.7230 and 0.6909 for the two CSFs, respec-
tively, indicating that both configurations contribute to a
similar extent to the final electronic state withJ ) 3/2. The
negative Laplacian of the electron density obtained from this
calculation also shows the weak maximum at approximately
r ) 0.95 Å (L(r) ) -3.21eÅ-5) which is positioned between
the curves obtained for the pure 5d16s2 and the pure 5d26s1

configuration. The same is true considering the value of the
difference between the minimum and the maximum (2.00
eÅ-5).

Thus, the Laplacian of the electron density is sensitive to
the electronic configuration of an atom such that an
admixture of approximately 50% of a configuration measured
in terms of the (squared) CI coefficients results in a
noticeable difference in its course. The relative changes
described above follow a clear trend: Starting from a 5d06s2

configuration where the maximum corresponding to the fifth
shell is only weakly pronounced, moving electrons from the
5d to the 6s shell leads to a less negative value of the
according maximum inL(r). At the same time, considering
a 5d06s2 configuration adding one electron to the 6s orbital
makes the weak shoulder in the negative Laplacian, which
can be attributed to the sixth shell, disappear.

The ability to reconstruct the electronic configuration of
an atom from the features shown by the Laplacian would be
most important for the interpretation of electron densities
obtained from experiment. For such an approach to be
feasible, the differences inL(r) for different configurations
must be large enough to be unambiguously detectable in the
experimental data. This means that when using reference data
from quantum chemical calculations the effect due to a
change in the valence configuration must exceed the typical
deviations between theoretical and experimental topological
electron density studies. This appears not to be the case for
the La atom. Although the changes inL(r) are large when
expressed as percentages (about 30% relative to the single-
CSF ground state calculation), the change in the absolute
values is rather small (approximately 1 eÅ-5). In recent
experimental charge density studies44,45,58 on compounds
containing transition metals typical deviations between theory
and experiment lie within a range of 0.77-1.13 eÅ-5 which
would make a clear detection of the differences discussed
above difficult. It should be noted that the deviations between
experimental and theoretical studies are to some extent due
to inadequacies of the multipolar model which is commonly
used for the reconstruction of the electron density from the

measured structure factors. These shortcomings can be
investigated by comparing the electron densities directly
obtained from quantum chemical calculations with those
obtained after applying a multipolar model to theoretical
structure factors. Similar studies could show whether the
precision which can be achieved within the multipolar model
as it is used today is in principle accurate enough to reveal
the differences in the Laplacian of the electron density due
to diffferent electronic configurations.

5. Summary and Conclusion
In this study we have investigated the shell structure of
isolated atoms as revealed by the Laplacian of the spherically
averaged radial electron density. For heavy elements withZ
> 18 the electronic shells are not observable as local maxima
in the positive region ofL(r).21-23,59 Our study has shown,
however, that also local maxima with a negative sign ofL(r)
are indicative for a shell. Special attention has been paid to
the question whether different electronic configurations can
be distinguished inL(r). We could show that when consider-
ing also local maxima in the negative region ofL(r) as a
signature of a electronic shell more than five shells can be
observed. Furthermore, a detailed analysis then demonstrated
that different electronic configurations may result in qualita-
tive and quantitative changes in the Laplacian of the electron
density. This would be of special importance for the
interpretation of experimental studies. However, the results
of our calculations suggest that the magnitude of the effects
due to different electronic configurations is (currently)
smaller than the deviations between the topological param-
eters obtained by quantum chemical calculations and by
experiment.
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Abstract: Testing of the commonly used hybrid density functional B3LYP with the 6-31G(d),

6-31G(d,p), and 6-31+G(d,p) basis sets has been carried out for 622 neutral, closed-shell organic

compounds containing the elements C, H, N, and O. The focus is comparison of computed and

experimental heats of formation and isomerization energies. In addition, the effect of an empirical

dispersion correction term has been evaluated and found to improve agreement with the

experimental data. For the 622 compounds, the mean absolute errors (MAE) in the heats of

formation are 3.1, 2.6, 2.7, and 2.4 kcal/mol for B3LYP/6-31G(d), B3LYP/6-31G(d,p), B3LYP/

6-31+G(d,p), and B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) with the dispersion correction. A diverse set of 34

isomerizations highlights specific issues of general interest, such as performance on differences

in steric effects, conjugation, and bonding. The corresponding MAEs for the isomerizations are

2.7, 2.4, 2.2, and 1.9 kcal/mol. Improvement is obtained for isomerizations of amines and alcohols

when both polarization and diffuse functions are used, but the overstabilization of linear alkanes

compared to branched isomers can be relieved only with the dispersion correction. Besides the

insights on DFT methods, the study also aimed to quantify the gains in accuracy that can be

achieved by replacing energetics from NDO-based semiempirical methods with DFT results.

Since the MAEs obtained with the PDDG/PM3 method for the 622 heats of formation and 34

isomerizations are 2.8 and 2.3 kcal/mol, negligible advantage in accuracy for the B3LYP-based

methods emerged in the absence of the dispersion corrections.

Introduction
Density functional methods have been gaining popularity in
the past decade. They scale similarly to Hartree-Fock (HF)
methods, though they account for some electron correlation
effects.1,2 Among the ever increasing number of DFT
methods, the hybrid functional B3LYP,3 first developed to
study vibrational absorption and circular dichroism, has
emerged as a good compromise between computational cost,
coverage, and accuracy of results. It has become a standard
method used to study organic chemistry in the gas phase. It
is important, particularly for methods with empirical com-
ponents, to assess performance on large sets of compounds
for which reliable reference data are available. Results of
such comparisons should be examined not only for overall

accuracy, usually expressed in statistical terms such as the
mean average error (MAE or MAD) or root-mean-square
(rms) deviation, but since these overall metrics can be
dominated by a few large errors, performance should also
be evaluated for specific cases of interest. The present study
concentrates on comparisons for a diverse database of 622
neutral, closed shell organic compounds containing only C,
H, N, and O, which was gathered in the development of the
PDDG/PM3 semiempirical molecular orbital method.4-6

Particular comparisons extracted from this database include
34 isomerization reactions that highlight difference in bond-
ing, conjugation, and steric effects of general interest to
organic chemists. Besides the insights on the performance
of DFT methods, this study was also aimed to address the
limits of accuracy that can be expected from semiempirical
quantum methods. Specifically, the goal was to quantify the
possible gains in accuracy that can be achieved by replacing

* Corresponding author e-mail: julian.tirado-rives@yale.edu
(J.T.-R.) and william.jorgensen@yale.edu (W.L.J.).
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the semiempirical energetics with DFT results in the
computation of heats of formation for the large data set and
for the isomerization energies.

Recently, Riley et al.7 published an extensive evaluation
of 37 DFT methods with 11 different basis sets in which
they compared their overall performance on structures, heats
of formation, ionization potentials, electron affinities, vibra-
tional frequencies, conformational and hydrogen-bonding
energies, and reaction barriers from the G2/97 test set.8

However, the size of the molecules was limited as the G2/
97 test set contains only compounds with up to 6 non-
hydrogen atoms. It was found that B3LYP ranks consistently
well, although not at the top for any one category. Of
particular interest is the fact that in calculating many of these
properties the B3LYP/6-31G(d) combination gives better
results than 6-31G+(d) or 6-31G++G(d) and results of
comparable quality such as the larger Dunning-type basis
sets, cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTz, aug-cc-pVDZ, or aug-cc-pVTZ.
Similar results were noted in the original B3LYP publica-
tion.3 This characteristic may be interpreted as giving the
right answer for the wrong reason or, more optimistically,
as an economical, balanced description. Nevertheless, there
are still some significant problems that have been receiving
attention, particularly, decreasing accuracy with increasing
system size, understabilization of branched vs linear alkanes,
and underestimation of weak interactions.

The problem with increasing system size undermines one
of the reasons for the popularity of DFT methods, i.e., the
scaling of computational effort with the number of basis
functions (N) is N4 for B3LYP, while common alternatives
such as MP2 scale as N5, and MP4 or G2 as N7. Curtiss et
al. made a general comparison of B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)
single-point calculations using MP2(FULL)/6-31G(d) struc-
tures and 0.89 scaled HF/6-31G(d) frequencies when devel-
oping the G2/97 data set (148 compounds with 1-6 non-
hydrogen atoms) and found that it gives a MAE of 3.11 kcal/
mol (the G2 method gives 1.58).8 Further comparisons using
the compounds added to create the newer G3/99 data set
(75 additional compounds with 5-10 heavy atoms) using
B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p) single-point calculations on B3LYP/
6-31G(d) geometries with 0.96 scaled B3LYP/6-31G(d)
frequencies gave a MAE of 8.21 kcal/mol (G3 gives 1.01).9

The net is a MAE of 4.8 kcal/mol with B3LYP for the full
G3/99 data set of 223 heats of formation.

Similar evaluations and comparisons have been carried out
in the development of other methodologies. For instance, in
the development of the X3LYP extended functional, Xu et
al.10 reported a MAE of 3.1 kcal/mol for B3LYP/6-311+G-
(3df,2p) on the G2/97 set, while the X3LYP functional
yielded 2.8 kcal/mol. Kafafi developed the K2-BVWN
functional, which includes the use of fitted atom equivalents;
for a larger set of 350 atoms and molecules including the
G2 set (nitrobenzene being the largest compound), B3LYP/
6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) yielded a MAE of 3.0
kcal/mol, which was reduced to 1.4 kcal/mol with K2-
BVWN.11 A significantly larger basis set was also used in
the comparison of the spin-component scaled (SCS) variant
of MP2 with B3LYP by Grimme on an extended G2/97′ set
that included 160 molecules with 6 or fewer heavy atoms as

a training set and 70 additional molecules, including some
larger compounds such as naphthalene, azulene, and an-
thracene, as a test set.12 The MAEs obtained using B3LYP/
QZV3P for the training and test sets were 2.1 and 8.5 kcal/
mol, while an extrapolation from TZV2P and QZV3P to
obtain close to the basis-set-limit treatment for MP2 produced
1.7 and 4.6 kcal/mol and 1.2 and 2.8 kcal/mol for SCS-MP2.
It should be noted that optimized atomic energy corrections
were used in these calculations.12 The system-size issue was
also raised in the original report of the PDDG/PM3 method
where it was found that the MAE with B3LYP/6-311+G-
(3df,2p) for heats of formation increases from 2.2 kcal/mol
for 60 neutral molecules in the G2 set to 7.2 kcal/mol for
45 molecules in the G3 set, while the MAEs from PDDG/
PM3 are 3.2 kcal/mol for both sets.4

Concerning linear hydrocarbons, Redfern et al. found that
the errors in the calculated heats of formation for the alkanes
in the G3 set increase steadily with system size from 0.6 to
30.3 kcal/mol for ethane to hexadecane at the B3LYP/6-
311+G(3df,2p)//MP2/6-31G(d) level.13 They further noted
that using isodesmic reactions to calculate the heats of
formation decreases the errors significantly, but the errors
become small only with the use of homoisodesmic reactions.
For the largest case, hexadecane, the error from the direct
calculation of 30.3 kcal/mol is reduced to 16.6 and 2.0 kcal/
mol with the isodesmic and homoisodesmic approaches.
Wodrich et al. compared experimental bond separation
energies with values computed using several functionals,
MP2 and CCSD(T), and they found similar systematic
errors.14 The discrepancies for alkane homologation were
attributed to deficiencies in the DFT description of “proto-
branching” (1,3-interactions),14awhich is consistent with the
improved performance with the homoisodesmic reactions.

Related problems have emerged in computing the energy
differences between branched hydrocarbons and their linear
isomers, with the additional characteristic that by their nature
these are all isodesmic reactions. The energetic benefits of
branching are significantly underestimated with B3LYP.
Grimme provided an interesting analysis by comparing SCS-
MP2, MP2, B3LYP, and B2PLYP results for isomers of
butane, pentane, octane, and undecane that pointed to
deficiencies in pair correlation energies between orbitals of
the same type, e.g., 1,3-interactions.15 The same methodology
was utilized to study C and Si based chains substituted with
H, F, and Cl with similar results.16

The application of B3LYP to intermolecular interactions
also reveals some problems. While hydrogen-bond energies
of organic compounds with water are reproduced well,17 other
weakly bonded complexes can be problematic. Tsuzuki and
Lüthi found differences in the interaction energies of all three
benzene dimers (T-shaped, stacked, or parallel-displaced)
with reference CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations that
range from 3.7 to 5.5 kcal/mol; strikingly, the benzene dimer
is not bound with B3LYP methods.18 This deficiency
prompted the development of several new functionals. For
instance, Zhao and Truhlar developed the PWB6K and
PW6B95 alternatives19 and later M05-2X20 based on a
training set that included 115 atomization energies, 13
ionization potentials (IPs), 13 electron affinities (EAs), 76
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barrier heights, and 51 complexation energies. The MAE per
bond for the atomization energies was 0.92 kcal/mol with
B3LYP and 0.41 kcal/mol with PWB6K. The MAEs for
heats of formation from M05-2X for the G2 and G3 data
sets were later calculated to be 3.2 and 4.2 kcal/mol,
respectively.21 Development of the B2PLYP and mPW2PLYP
functionals by Schwabe and Grimme followed a different
approach by including a second-order Møller-Plesset type
correction.22 Their training set, expanded from the G3/05
set, included 271 heats of formation, 105 IPs, 63 EAs, 10
proton affinities, and 6 hydrogen-bonded complexes. The
MAE for the 271 heats of formation in this set with B3LYP/
TZV2P is 5.3 kcal/mol, while their functionals gave 2.7 kcal/
mol for B2PLYP/CQZV3P and 2.0 kcal/mol for mPW2PLYP/
CQZV3P.

An alternative solution to the deficiencies in the description
of π-π and other weakly bound complexes is to apply
empirical dispersion corrections based on a scaledC6/Rij

6

interaction with a distance-dependent damping function. The
scaling factors, parameters, combinatory rule, and damping
function needed to improve the BLYP, B3LYP, and B97
functionals were determined by Grimme and co-workers
based on the interaction energies and distances of increasing
number of complexes (29,23 40,24 and 16125,26). A comparison
of the 148 heats of formation in the G2/97 set using the
modified B3LYP functional with TZV2P or TZVPP basis
sets gave a MAE of 3.6 kcal/mol. This represents a slight
decrease in accuracy for the isolated molecules, but it
improves significantly the results for complexes. In a recent
publication, addition of this correction to the semiempirical
AM1 and PM3 methods was found to improve their
performance on weakly bound complexes, when coupled
with adjustments for the values of the parametersUss, âs,
andR for hydrogen andUss, Upp, âs, âp, andR for carbon,
nitrogen, and oxygen.27 However, the impact of these
modifications on computed heats of formation of neutral
isolated molecules was not reported. A very similar method
with different combinatory rules was optimized for 22
complexes and verified for 58 additional ones by Jurecˇka et
al.28 Interestingly, adding this correction is more beneficial
when larger basis sets or counterpoise corrections are used.
Both of these methods provide average improvements of ca.
1.0 kcal/mol for complexes.

Computational Methods
Heats of Formation. All B3LYP calculations were per-
formed with Gaussian03 using the 6-31G(d), 6-31G(d,p), and
6-31+G(d,p) basis sets.29 The PDDG/PM3 calculations were
executed with BOSS30 or a local version of MOPAC.31,32

Unless indicated otherwise, all energies were obtained using
geometries optimized with SCC-DFTB33 calculations in a
prior assessment of it and other semiempirical methods.34

As noted, the molecular structures from SCC-DFTB are
generally in excellent agreement with MP2/cc-pVTZ results,
showing average deviations for bond lengths, bond angles,
and dihedral angles of 0.012 Å, 1.0°, and 2.9°.34 Optimiza-
tions were subsequently carried out for the full set of 622
molecules at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level to assess the effects
of the choice of structures on MAE. Comparison with the

SCC-DFTB geometries showed few significant differences
except in several cases mostly involving C-CdC angles in
alkenes. The B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometries were used in these
cases, as noted in the tables. Since the time of the earlier
comparative study,34 further optimization of the PDDG/PM3
parameters for C, H, N, and O was also performed on the
full training set of molecular structures and properties;4 when
the reoptimized parameters are applied to the 622 heats of
formation, the MAE is reduced from 3.2 to 2.8 kcal/mol.
Though the modifications were slight, both the old and the
modified PDDG/PM3 parameters are provided in the Sup-
porting Information. The present results use the modified
parameters.

Heats of formation at 298 K were computed using the
same procedure followed in the development of many
semiempirical quantum methods including PDDG/PM3.4

Specifically, eq 1 is used whereEel
A (also known aseisol)

and∆Hf
A are the electronic energies and heats of formation

of the

atoms composing the molecule. The experimental values are
used for∆Hf

A, and theEel
A values are treated as adjustable

parameters, which were optimized to minimize the unsigned
errors for the 622 heats of formation for the HF and DFT-
based procedures that were examined here. This approach
is used to remove systematic errors in the atomic component
of the energy change, and it is expected to yield lower MAEs
than alternative computation of heats of formation from the
total energy with adjustments for the translational, rotational,
vibrational, andP∆V changes. The same method has been
used in other recent studies to compute heats of formation
with conventional DFT methods,35-37 SCC-DFTB,34 and in
a DFTB approach.38 An additional point is that only the
lowest-energy conformer for a molecule is considered in the
calculation of the heat of formation (eq 1). As discussed
elsewhere,34,35 this approximation normally yields errors
below 1 kcal/mol for flexible molecules with fewer than 30
atoms. The resultant values forEel

A are reported in Table 1
for all methods considered here.

Dispersion Correction. A promising approach to reduce
the errors of DFT proposed by Grimme is the inclusion of
an empirical dispersion correction based on eq 2, wheref(Rij)
is an exponential damping function ands6 is a functional-
and basis set-dependent scaling factor.23,24 In order to test
the possible effects of such a dispersion term, a modified
version of the BOSS program30 was used to calculateEdisp

for all 622 structures, which was then added to the total
energies.

Several different variants of this method were tried. In all
cases, reoptimization of the scaling factor and the atomic
electronic energies,Eel

A, in eq 1 was carried out. The first
attempt, using Grimme’s original C6 parameters and damping

∆Hf
0 ) Etot

mol - ∑
A

Eel
A + ∑

A

∆Hf
A (1)

Edisp ) -s6 ∑
i

∑
j>i

f(Rij)
C6

ij

Rij
6

(2)
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function for all atom pairs, produced less than 0.1 kcal/mol
improvements for the heats of formation. This lack of
improvement may stem from the use of fitted atomic energies
Eel

A in eq 1. Although a full comparison would require
frequency calculations for all 622 molecules, the subset of
97 compounds common to the G3/99 set has a MAE of 4.38
kcal/mol using the published B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p) ener-
gies and frequencies, while our results at the B3LYP/6-31G-
(d) level using eq 1 have a MAE of 2.94 kcal/mol. This
improvement is numerically similar to that found with
previous implementations of the dispersion correction.24-26

Different partitions of the corrections depending on bonding
arrangements (bonded pairs, pairs bonded to a common atom,
pairs separated by two bonds, etc.) and different sets of
parameters were tested. The best results were obtained using
OPLS-AA generic C, H, N, and O Lennard-Jones parameters
(C6

ij ) 4εijσij
6),39 no damping function (f ) 1), a single scale

factors6 of 0.985, and including only the interactions between
atom pairs separated by more than three bonds. E.g., for
butane, there would be no C-C term, 6 C-H terms, and 21
H-H terms. The resultant MAEs did improve with increasing
basis-set size. Thus, the best results were obtained at the
6-31+G(d,p) level, and these are designated as B3LYP/6-
31+G(d,p)+OC6 in the tables. Specifically, the∆Hf MAE
for the 622 compounds of 3.0 kcal/mol at the B3LYP/6-
31G(d)+OC6 level decreases to 2.5 kcal/mol with the added
p-functions in 6-31G(d,p) and to 2.4 kcal/mol with the
addition of the diffuse functions. A full tabulation of results
is presented in the Supporting Information.

The investigation of the present dispersion correction
should be viewed as just a test. It is unsatisfactory from our
perspective since it is not general in that it requires assigning
atom pairs as bonded or not. This creates ambiguities or
discontinuities for application to transition structures or

complexes. However, one could devise a closely related
continuous version using an appropriate damping function
in eq 2.

Results and Discussion
Heats of Formation. The mean absolute errors for the
different methods are recorded in Table 2. The second
column contains the number of structures in the molecule
sets of the first column. The “training” and “test” sets refers
to those used in the original PDDG/PM3 parametrization;4

this is an informative separation, since the 134 compounds
in the “training” set contain 1-10 non-hydrogen atoms (the
average is 5.0), while the 488 in the “test” set are somewhat
larger, from 2 to 15 with an average of 7.4 non-hydrogen
atoms.

There are several points to note. (1) The B3LYP-based
results are uniformly better than those from HF/6-31G(d).
(2) The 5-7 kcal/mol MAEs that are regularly found for
B3LYP-based heats of formation are readily reduced to 3
kcal/mol using eq 1 with optimization of the atomic energies.
The problems with larger systems, as evidenced by the
consistency of the results for the “training” and “test” sets,
are no longer striking. Substantial improvements with the
use of optimized atomic energies have been noted in other
studies.34-38 (3) All methods yield MAEs of 2.1-2.5 kcal/
mol for the 254 hydrocarbons. Wodrich et al. computed bond
separation energies, which can be converted to heats of
formation, for 72 hydrocarbons with 9 different functionals
and the 6-311+G(d,p) basis set.14b Their MAE of ca. 4 kcal/
mol for B3LYP is greater than the present result owing to a
systematic (mean signed error) of ca.-2 kcal/mol that is
relieved by use of eq 1. They obtained the best results with
the M05-2X functional, which yields a MAE of 2.13 kcal/
mol and a negligible mean signed error. Thus, it appears
that current DFT methods and PDDG/PM3 are reaching a

Table 1. Atomic Heats of Formation and Fitted Electronic Energies for Eq 1

H C N O

∆Hf
A (kcal/mol) all 52.102 170.89 113.00 59.559

Eel
A (eV)a HF/6-31G(d) -13.267830 -1023.471108 -1477.085945 -2032.656503

Eel
A (eV)a B3LYP/6-31G(d) -13.841952 -1029.922686 -1485.365964 -2042.501380

Eel
A (eV)b B3LYP/6-31G(d) -13.846915 -1029.922295 -1485.368385 -2042.523239

Eel
A (eV)a B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) -13.879462 -1029.924616 -1485.414750 -2042.512214

Eel
A (eV)a B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) -13.872636 -1029.970795 -1485.524958 -2042.646009

Eel
A (eV) B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p)+OC6 -13.884916 -1029.966281 -1485.509729 -2042.662279

Eel
A (eV)c PDDG/PM3 -13.248092 -112.796924 -157.693757 -294.712153

a Using single-point energy evaluations on SCC-DFTB optimized geometries (ref 34). b Using B3LYP/6-31G(d) optimized geometries.

Table 2. Mean Absolute Errors in Calculated Heats of Formation for Neutral Molecules Containing the Elements C, H, N,
and O (kcal/mol)a

HF B3LYP

N 6-31G(d)b 6-31G(d)b 6-31G(d)c 6-31G (d,p)b 6-31+ G(d,p)b 6-31+G(d,p) +OC6b PDDG/PM3

all molecules 622 3.9 3.1 3.0 2.6 2.7 2.4 2.8
hydrocarbons 254 2.5 2.2 2.1 2.2 2.5 2.1 2.2
“training set”d 134 4.3 3.0 2.9 2.4 2.3 1.9 2.4
“test set”d 488 3.8 3.1 3.0 2.7 2.9 2.5 2.9

a All data are in the Supporting Information. b Using single-point energy evaluations on SCC-DFTB optimized geometries (ref 34). c Using
B3LYP/6-31G(d) optimized geometries. d “Training” and “test” sets refer to those used in the development of the PDDG/PM3 parameters (ref 4).
All 622 data points were used here in optimizing the Eel

A values in Table 1.
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MAE limit near 2.0 kcal/mol for hydrocarbons. (4) In
comparing the results in columns 4 and 5, it is found that
the use of SCC-DFTB or B3LYP/6-31G(d) optimized
geometries has a negligible effect on the results. (5) The
quality of the B3LYP-based results is not very sensitive to
the choice of basis set. Without the dispersion correction,
the best results here are obtained with B3LYP/6-31G(d,p).
(6) However, none of these results is significantly better than
that from the much less computationally demanding PDDG/
PM3 method. This was unexpected and, actually, somewhat
disappointing in that it does not point to an obvious path
forward to a further improved semiempirical method, e.g.,
by increasing the basis set size or adding B3LYP-like
electron repulsion terms. As noted previously, PDDG/PM3
does represent a significant improvement over AM1, PM3,
and SCC-DFTB for the 622 heats of formation; these
alternatives yield MAEs of 6.8, 4.4, and 5.8 kcal/mol,
respectively.34 (7) The lowest MAEs are obtained at the
B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level with addition of the dispersion
terms from eq 2. The overall MAE for the 622 heats of
formation is 2.4 kcal/mol in this case. It appears to be
difficult to go below this limit without resorting to more
complex procedures such as G2 or G3, which better represent
electron correlation, or to nongeneral methods using bond
and group corrections.

Specific Problem Cases.An examination of the complete
results indicates that some of the largest systematic errors
in the B3LYP calculations occur in bridged polycyclic
systems, particularly diamantane, diamantanone, adamantane,
adamantanone, protoadamantane, bullvalene, cubane, cam-
phor, and norbornadiene, which have errors in the 4-13 kcal/
mol range at the different levels and contribute about 0.1
kca/mol to the overall MAEs. Another problem case is
molecules with multiple N-N bonds; nitrogen, tetrameth-
yltetrazene, azidomethylbenzene, methyl azide,trans-diazene,
azoisopropane, cyclopentyl azide, cyclohexyl azide, diazirine,

and azopropane yield errors ranging between 4 and 15 kcal/
mol, and their contribution to the average MAE is up to 0.1
kcal/mol. Some of these problems have been reported in other
studies, e.g., the heat of formation of norbornadiene calcu-
lated with B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p) is 66.5 kcal/mol, which
is 10 kcal/mol greater than the experimental value or the
result of a G2 calculation.40 It was also previously noted that
there is a 10 kcal/mol error in the isomerization energy for
toluene going to norbornadiene using B3LYP/6-31G(d).34

Indeed, Schreiner et al. have found numerous problems with
relative energies from B3LYP calculations for polycyclic
hydrocarbon isomers.41 Curiously, the computed heats of
formation for norbornane with the present B3LYP-based
methods are within 1-2 kcal/mol of experiment. As another
example, although other calculated heats of formation for
dimethyldiazene are not available, the energy change for the
trans to cis isomerization was found to be 9.8 kcal/mol at
the B3LYP/DZP level and 5.0 kcal/mol with G2.42 In
addition, the error reported in the G2/97 data set for nitrogen
(N2) is 1.4 kcal/mol with B3LYP/ 6-311+G(3df,2p), so the
present errors of ca. 5 kcal/mol may reflect basis-set
insufficiency. The largest error for all levels of calculation
is for isophtalamide (20-27 kcal/ mol, accounting for ca.
0.04 of the total MAEs). It has been a consensus outlier;
Stewart’s analysis points to a possible experimental error of
ca. 20 kcal/mol in this case.35

Concerning hydrocarbon homologation, there have been
several attempts to address the scaling problem in B3LYP
calculations. Already in 1996, Mole et al. fitted atom
equivalents to the experimental values of heats of formation
of 23 hydrocarbons and achieved rmsd values of 1.7 and
1.0 kcal/mol with the 6-31G(d) and 6-311G(d,p) basis sets.43

The reasonable trend of increasing accuracy with the bigger
basis set was obtained. However, Saeys et al. carried out a
similar study with a larger set of 58 hydrocarbons with 10
or fewer carbon atoms.44 After fitting the atomic energies,
they were able to reduce the MAE for B3LYP/6-31G(d) from
7.4 to 2.2 kcal/mol, while the error with B3LYP/6-311G-
(d,p) decreased from 12.0 to only 3.1 kcal/mol. CBS-QB3
performed particularly well with the MAE declining from
2.2 to 0.6 kcal/mol. An apparently different approach was
followed by Duan et al.45 They based their corrections on
the number of electrons for each atom at different levels and
in different chemical environments (lone pairs, bonds). After
fitting to experimental values this is equivalent to atom-based
corrections. Recently, the smallest MAE for the full G3 set
(222 molecules) reported so far has been given by Friesner
et al.46 Their method includes utilization of 22 optimized
parameters that depend on atomic hybridization and bond
types. This allows reduction of the MAE for B3LYP/6-
311+G(3df,2p)-based calculations from 4.8 to 0.8 kcal/mol.
However, methods that use such bonding corrections are not
generally applicable, e.g., to nonequilibrium geometries or
to bonding arrangements that have not been tested. Even with
semiempirical MO methods, one can obtain average errors
in heats of formation of 2 kcal/mol with the use of atom
and bond corrections.47

In the present case, the homologation problem was not
specifically addressed since the optimization of the atomic

Figure 1. Errors in computed heats of formation for linear
alkanes as a function of the number of carbon atoms, n. The
present B3LYP/6-31G(d) results are compared with prior
B3LYP-based results from ref 13.
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energies considered all 622 data points. Nevertheless, the
MAE for the G3 linear alkane series (methane to decane)
declines to 4.6 kcal/mol for the present B3LYP/6-31G(d)
procedure from the 7.5 kcal/mol in the original B3LYP/6-
311+G(3df,2p) study by Redfern et al.13 The results still
reflect a cumulative error, although it is greatly decreased.
As shown in Figure 1, the slope for the line fitted to the
error vs the number of carbon atoms decreases from-2.1
kcal‚mol-1 per carbon atom with Redfern’s data to-0.6 in
the present calculations.

For a more general comparison of the effects of system
size, it may be noted that the G2/97 set contains 148 heats
of formation including 59 neutral, closed-shell, C, H, N, and
O-containing molecules, which happen to have 1-6 heavy
atoms.8 The MAE obtained for this subset using the published
data is 2.2 kcal/mol,8 while the corresponding MAE from
the present B3LYP/6-31G(d) calculations is 3.0 kcal/mol.
However, for G3/99 heats of formation were added for an
additional 38 neutral C, H, N, and O-containing molecules
(5-10 heavy atoms).9 The original B3LYP/6-31G(d) calcu-
lations yielded an MAE of 7.8 kcal/mol for this set, while
the present approach with eq 1 reduces the MAE for these
larger molecules to 2.9 kcal/mol.

Isomerization Energies.Results for the same three sets
of isomerization reactions, which were used in ref 34, are
given in Tables 3-5. The changes in structure and bonding

for the 34 isomerizations are notably diverse and potentially
challenging for the quantum methods. The experimental data
and PDDG/PM3 results correspond to enthalpy changes at
25 °C, while the B3LYP results are the change in electronic
energy. In the previous study,34 it was found that including
the zero-point corrections to the B3LYP/6-31G(d) results
using B3LYP/6-31G(d) vibrational frequencies left the MAE
for the 13 isomerizations in Table 3 unchanged at 3.1 kcal/
mol, and inclusion of the thermal corrections to the vibra-
tional energies only reduced the MAE to 2.9 kcal/mol.
Consequently, these adjustments were neglected. Grimme
et al. have also recently examined the 34 isomerizations with
a variety of DFT procedures and their SCS-MP2 method.48

They also performed reference calculations at the CCSD-
(T)-cc-PV(DT)Z//B3LYP/TZV(d,p) level, which called into
question four of the experimental enthalpy changes in ref
34. The corresponding revised differences in enthalpies of
isomerization for the four cases have been adopted here, as
noted in Tables 4 and 5.

For the hydrocarbons in Table 3, there are no striking
problems with small ring compounds. However, the greatest
errors with the B3LYP methods are for the largest molecules,
the last four entries. The conversions of neopentane to
pentane and tetramethylbutane to octane, with errors of 3.5
and 10.5 kcal/mol, reflect the now well-known branching
error. As in most of the entries in this table, the increase in

Table 3. Isomerization Enthalpies for Hydrocarbons (kcal/mol)

a From experimental heats of formation; see ref 4 and the Supporting Information. b Single-point energy evaluations on SCC-DFTB optimized
geometries except B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometries were used for propene, 2-methylpropene, and penta-1,3-diene. c Using geometries optimized
at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level.
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basis set seems to have mixed effects. It does improve
slightly the agreement for the neopentane to pentane isomer-
ization, but it has a negligible effect on the tetramethylbutane
to octane case. However, strikingly, the dispersion correction
reduces these errors by 0.7 and 6.4 kcal/mol, respectively.
The 10 kcal/mol error for the toluene-norbornadiene conver-
sion is dominated by the error in the heat of formation in
the latter, as described above. The problem is not relieved
with the larger basis sets. Owing to the compactness of the
bicyclic molecule, the present dispersion correction also
provides no help in this case, though overall it lowers the
MAE by 0.5 kcal/mol at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level.

The isomerizations of nitrogen containing molecules
reported in Table 4 show a general pattern of having large
errors at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level, e.g., 7 kcal/mol for
ethylenediamine to 1,2-dimethylhydrazine and 6 for aniline
to 2-methylpyridine. In fact, the problem is general to cases
where the number of N-H bonds change; N-H bonds
appear to not be energetically favorable enough. As noted
previously, zero-point corrections are not the issue here; their
addition actually worsens the accord by about 1 kcal/mol.34

However, an increase in the size of the basis set in these
cases has very favorable effects. The improvement is
sufficient to lower the B3LYP MAE of the set from 2.5 at
the 6-31G(d) level to 1.9 at 6-31G(d,p) and 1.1 kcal/mol at
6-31+G(d,p). It is noted that the experimental value for
pyrimidine to pyrazine that was quoted previously, 0.03 kcal/

mol,34 has been separately brought into question by Grimme
et al.,48 who obtained a value of 4.6 kcal/mol from CCSD-
(T)-cc-PV(DT)Z//B3LYP/TZV(d,p), and by Cheng et al.,
who obtained 4.5 kcal/mol using G3 calculations.49 The
present B3LYP and PDDG/PM3 results support their higher
estimates. The results of Grimme et al.48 also indicate that
the correct value for the acetonitrile to methyl isocyanide
conversion should be 24.2 kcal/mol rather than the former
21.4 kcal/mol,34 which is also supported by the B3LYP/6-
31+G(d,p) and PDDG/PM3 estimates.

In Table 5, an analogous pattern is found as in Table 4
with the largest errors occurring for isomerizations that
change the number of O-H bonds. The 12-kcal/mol error
for the 1,2-ethanediol to dimethyl peroxide transformation
is striking at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level. Again, the problem
is largely removed with an increase in the basis set size.
There is also a 6-kcal/mol error for the acetic acid to methyl
formate conversion with B3LYP/6-31G(d). However, the
acid to ester conversion for hexanoic acid to methyl pivalate
seems remarkably on target until one realizes that there is a
cancellation with the alkyl branching error (ca. 4 kcal/mol
for neopentane to pentane). So, as noted before,34 a particu-
larly bad case for B3LYP/6-31G(d) would be to consider
the pivalic acid to ethyl propanoate isomerization, (CH3)3-
CCOOH f CH3CH2COOCH2CH3. The experimental en-
thalpy change is+6.3 kcal/mol, while the B3LYP/6-31G(d)
energy difference is-5.2 kcal/mol. For the entries in Table

Table 4. Isomerization Enthalpies (kcal/mol) for Nitrogen-Containing Molecules

a From experimental heats of formation; see ref 4 and the Supporting Information. b Single-point energy evaluations on SCC-DFTB optimized
geometries. c Using geometries optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level. d Revised value based on ref 48.
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5, the results of Grimme et al.48 provide revision of the value
for theN-methyacetamide to dimethylformamide conversion
to 9.4 kcal/mol from 13.5 kcal/mol,34 again closer to the
B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) and PDDG/PM3 results, and for the
valerolactone to acetylacetone isomerization from 0.3 to 5.0
kcal/mol, in better agreement with the PDDG/PM3 result.

Overall, the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) results in Tables 4 and
5 are impressive, and for these relatively small molecules
the dispersion correction has little impact. The greater impact
for the hydrocarbons in Table 3 is dominated by the
improvement for the tetramethylbutane isomerization. For
the 34 isomerizations the overall MAEs in kcal/mol are 3.2
(HF/6-31G(d)), 2.7 (B3LYP/6-31G(d)), 2.4 (B3LYP/6-31G-
(d,p)), 2.2 (B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p)), 1.9 with the OC6 term,
and 2.3 (PDDG/PM3). If the comparisons are made to the
34 energy changes from Grimme et al.48 instead of the present
enthalpy changes, the overall MAEs for the 34 isomerizations
are 3.0, 2.9, 2.6, 2.4, 2.2, and 2.4 kcal/mol, respectively.

Grimme et al. also studied the 34 isomerization reactions
with their modified SCS-MP2 procedure and with several
functionals and many basis sets.48 For B3LYP, starting from
6-31G(d) the rmsd improves from 4.33 to 3.32 kcal/mol by
using the Dunning typeaug-cc-pVTZ basis set, though it
requires 211 times more CPU time. The corresponding SCS-
MP2 calculations show rmsd values of 2.67 and 1.25 kcal/
mol, respectively. However, the isomerization of tetrame-

thylbutane to octane still favors the linear isomer by 8.0 kcal/
mol. In a very recent paper, Schwabe and Grimme described
the implementation of their empirical dispersion term with
the B3LYP, B2PLYP, and mPWPLYP functionals. When
tested on the full G3/99 set of 223 heats of formation they
obtained reductions in the MAEs from 5.6 to 3.1, 2.4 to 1.7,
and 2.1 to 1.7 kcal/mol, respectively.50

Conclusions
The present evaluation of the performance of B3LYP with
different basis sets on 622 neutral, closed-shell organic
compounds containing C, H, N, and O has provided a clearer
assessment of its capabilities and limitations for organic
molecules. When used with the popular 6-31G(d) basis set,
the average errors are about 3.0 kcal/mol for both isomer-
ization energies and heats of formation, when the latter are
computed via eq 1. Optimization of the atomic energies in
eq 1 helps alleviate the systematic homologation errors with
B3LYP (Figure 1). Nevertheless, improvement with increas-
ing basis-set size is modest for the heats of formation, though
addition of the dispersion correction with 6-31+G(d,p)
lowers the MAE to 2.4 kcal/mol (Table 2). There is greater
improvement for the 34 isomerization reactions with a MAE
of 2.2 kcal/mol for B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) and a MAE of 1.9
kcal/mol with addition of the dispersion terms (Tables 3-5).
The greatest benefit of the dispersion terms is in reducing

Table 5. Isomerization Enthalpies (kcal/mol) for Oxygen-Containing Molecules

a From experimental heats of formation; see ref 4 and the Supporting Information. b Single-point energy evaluations on SCC-DFTB optimized
geometries except B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometries were used for THF and acetylacetone. c Using geometries optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G(d)
level. d Revised value based on ref 48.
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the underestimate of the stability of branched over linear
alkyl groups; however, significant problems remain for
bridged polycyclic molecules. It is clear that the 2.0-kcal/
mol barrier in MAEs cannot be overcome without the use
of a functional other than B3LYP and/or resorting to
compound methods and empirical corrections.

A second key motivation for the present study was to
ascertain the possible improvements in accuracy that could
be obtained from the DFT calculations over the semiem-
pirical PDDG/PM3 method when they are put on an even
footing by use of eq 1 for computation of the 622 heats of
formation. As it turned out, there is no significant difference
in quality between the B3LYP-based results and those from
PDDG/PM3 for the heats of formation and isomerization
energies. Though this confirms that PDDG/PM3 is an
efficient alternative for evaluation of the energetics of organic
reactions, obvious guidance has not emerged on how to create
a further-improved semiempirical method. There are no
striking, general errors with PDDG/PM3, though gains could
be sought in performance for small heterocycles (Tables 4
and 5) as well as for conformational energetics and hydrogen
bonding.4-6,34 The recent scrutiny of the performance of
quantum chemistry methods has demonstrated the importance
of testing on large, diverse data sets. This does appear to be
leading to the generation of improved DFT methodology
such as the M05-2X functional.20 In view of the need for
rapid methods that can be applied to very large systems, as
in the examination of enzymatic reactions or design of new
materials, greater development efforts in the semiempirical
arena also appear warranted.
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Abstract: The ground and lower excited states of Fe2, Fe2
-, and FeO+ were studied using a

number of density functional theory (DFT) methods. Specific attention was paid to the relative

state energies, the internuclear distances (re), and the harmonic vibrational frequencies (ωe). A

number of factors influencing the calculated values of these properties were examined. These

include basis sets, the nature of the density functional chosen, the percentage of Hartree-
Fock exchange in the density functional, and constraints on orbital symmetry. A number of

different types of generalized gradient approximation (GGA) density functionals (straight GGA,

hybrid GGA, meta-GGA, and hybrid meta-GGA) were examined, and it was found that the best

results were obtained with hybrid GGA or hybrid meta-GGA functionals that contain nonzero

fractions of HF exchange; specifically, the best overall results were obtained with B3LYP, M05,

and M06, closely followed by B1LYP. One significant observation was the effect of enforcing

symmetry on the orbitals. When a degenerate orbital (π or δ) is partially occupied in the 4Φ
excited state of FeO+, reducing the enforced symmetry (from C6v to C4v to C2v) results in a

lower energy since these degenerate orbitals are split in the lower symmetries. The results

obtained were compared to higher level ab initio results from the literature and to recent PBE+U

plane wave results by Kulik et al. (Phys. Rev. Lett. 2006, 97, 103001). It was found that some

of the improvements that were afforded by the semiempirical +U correction can also be

accomplished by improving the form of the DFT functional and, in one case, by not enforcing

high symmetry on the orbitals.

1. Introduction
Transition-metal centers have great versatility in their bond-
ing. Consequently, accurate theoretical treatment of transi-
tion-metal chemistry demands a flexible theoretical frame-
work that treats all energetically accessible spin states, spin
couplings, and valence states in an even-handed fashion,
which in wave function theory requires a multiconfigurational
treatment. This poses a difficult problem for the Kohn-Sham
density functional theory (DFT) because all information on
the multiconfigurational character of the wave function is
contained in the exchange-correlation energyEXC, which is
computed from an electron density that is in turn obtained

from a single Hartree product of orbitals.1,2 Even when a
single antisymmetrized product (Slater determinant) of
orbitals does not describe the true electronic wave function
well, the Kohn-Sham ground-state energy is correct if one
solves the Kohn-Sham equations for the orbitals that give
the lowest-energy solution,1 even though the Kohn-Sham
orbitals and eigenvalues, except for the highest orbital
eigenvalue,3 do not have any strict physical significance,4-6

and the Kohn-Sham Slater determinant that generates the
accurate electron density may have different spin properties
than the true wave function.7-9 Nevertheless, great progress
has been made in understanding transition-metal chemistry
in terms of the Kohn-Sham theory.10-13* Corresponding author e-mail: truhlar@umn.edu.
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One especially difficult issue for the Kohn-Sham theory
(as well as multiconfigurational wave function theory) is the
calculation of relative spin-state energetics.9,11,12,14-17 Har-
tree-Fock exchange18 and Hubbard-like corrections19 have
been found9,14,15,17to have large effects on the ordering of
the various spin-coupled states predicted by the Kohn-Sham
theory.

In an effort to obtain practical and accurate predictions of
relative spin-state energies of polynuclear transition-metal
complexes or to determine which spin state is the ground
state, it has become common to use an analysis based on
the approximate (and not uniquely defined) Heisenberg-
Dirac spin Hamiltonian.12,20-22 In this analysis, a broken-
spatial-symmetry spin-unrestricted Kohn-Sham determinant
is treated as a weighted average of spin multiplets. The
method is often considered an improvement over treating
the variationally fully optimized broken-symmetry-solution
to the Kohn-Sham equations as the best approximation to
the ground state.12 A key feature of the broken-spatial
symmetry solution used in this method is that electrons with
opposite spins may localize on different metal centers so that
the Slater determinant corresponds to an antiferromagneti-
cally coupled state.23 A large literature has developed on this
and related broken-symmetry approaches.24-33 Broken-sym-
metry solutions have also been studied in other contexts, and
it has often been found that it is important to allow the
orbitals to break symmetry in order to get a qualitatively
correct description of the system.33-42 The energies of the
broken-symmetry states are often used without correcting
for their spin character.34-42 In fact, it has been argued on
theoretical grounds that the fully self-consistent broken-
symmetry single Slater determinant of lowest total energy
is the correct solution to the problem.7 Other aspects of
broken-symmetry solutions have also been discussed re-
cently, usually in the context that broken symmetry is
considered to be an artifact best avoided.43-47 Thus, there is
not a unified consensus on the use and interpretation of
broken-symmetry solutions.

There have been several recent studies of the accuracy of
various density functionals for transition-metal-ligand bond
energies, relative spin-state energetics, and geometries,48-70

and the interpretation of these studies depends in part on
how one considers symmetry. The present paper uses the
Kohn-Sham theory to calculate spin-state energies and
geometries for Fe2, Fe2

-, and FeO+ (which were chosen to
allow comparison to the results of ref 15), and in each case
we studied the stability of the solution to breaking symmetry.
When symmetry is broken, we compare results for broken-
symmetry and restricted solutions.

2. Methods
All calculations in this paper were carried out using the
NWChemversion 5.0 quantum chemistry package,71,72 to
which the M06 patch73 was applied.

We carried out calculations with several density func-
tionals,18,61,70,74-78 which are explained in Table 1. In this
Table,X denotes the percentage of Hartree-Fock exchange.
We will also include Hartree-Fock (HF) calculations79 for
comparison. The typing of density functionals in Table 1

follows the usual notation. Thus, generalized gradient ap-
proximation (GGA) functionals depend only on the local spin
densities for up-spin and down-spin electrons and the
magnitudes of the gradients of these spin densities. Meta-
GGAs also depend on spin kinetic energy densities, and
hybrid GGAs and hybrid meta-GGAs also include Hartree-
Fock exchange.

The BLYP, B3LYP, B1LYP, BHandHLYP, and HFLYP
functionals18,74-76,78form a sequence differing mainly in the
value ofX (in addition, B3LYP incorporates empirical scaling
in the correlation energy). PBE is similar in spirit to BLYP
but with theoretically more justifiable exchange and cor-
relation functionals.77 M05 and M06, in contrast, are more
complicated functionals in which kinetic energy density and
improved functional forms are employed in the exchange
functional to make it more compatible with a wide range of
X, and this in turn allows the correlation functional, which
also depends on kinetic energy density and which is
optimized simultaneously with exchange, to become more
physical by not being required to be consistent with less
physical exchange.61,70 In contrast, the GGA correlation is
more compatible with GGA exchange than with exact
exchange.80

Three different basis sets were used for Fe: the basis called
TZQ by Schultz et al.36,59 which is taken from Wachters,
Hay, Raghavachari, and Trucks82 and is denoted 6-311+G*
in Gaussian;82 a basis we call TZQ(3fg), which is called
6-311+G(3df) inGaussian; and the QZVP basis of Weigend
et al.83 The sizes of these basis sets are compared in Table
2. For O, the 6-311+G(3df) basis set84 was used in all
calculations.

All calculations are spin unrestricted; thus HF could be
called UHF, B3LYP could be called UB3LYP, etc. We
assign spin in the usual way,5 whereS is taken asMS rather
than attempting to assign spin states by interpreting the
Kohn-Sham determinant as if it were a wave function.

Table 1. Density Functionals Used for the Present
Calculations

type functional X ref

GGA BLYP 0 74,75
PBE 0 77

meta-GGAa M06-L 0 67
hybrid GGA B3LYP 20 74-76

B1LYP 25 74,75,78
BHandHLYP 50 18b

HFLYP 100 75,79c

hybrid meta-GGAa M06 27 70
M05 28 61

a Meta-GGA and hybrid meta-GGA functionals depend on spin
kinetic energy density, but the other functionals do not. b As modified
in the Gaussian computer package. c HF exchange with LYP cor-
relation.

Table 2. Sizes of Basis Sets Employed for Fe

basis primitive contracted

TZQ 15s11p6d1f 10s7p4d1f
TZQ(3df) 15s11p6d3f1g 10s7p4d3f1g
QZVP 25s19p11d3f1g 12s7p6d3f1g
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(SettingS) MS would be correct for spin-restricted orbital
products with the highest possibleMS of a given configu-
ration.85)

The calculations were carried out for the spin states of
Fe2, Fe2

-, and FeO+ listed in Table 3. The diatomic
molecules studied in this paper haveD∞h (Fe2, Fe2

-) and
C∞V (FeO+) symmetries, but most electronic structure codes
do not allow the use of these high symmetries. For Fe2, we
performed checks on some of the states (namely9Σg

-, 9∆g,
and7∆u), and for Fe2- we performed checks for the8∆g state;
we found that one gets the same results inC2V and D4h

symmetries, so only theD4h results are presented for Fe2

and Fe2-. For FeO+ we present results for three different
symmetries:C2V, C4V, andC6V.

All calculations are nonrelativistic. One would expect that
relativistic effects would be small but not completely
negligible.69,86 Relativistic effects should be included for
quantitative comparison with experiment, but one of our main
goals here was to compare to previous theoretical calcula-
tions, which all neglected relativistic effects.15,87-92

It should also be noted that inNWChem, while analytical
gradients are available for open-shell DFT, analytical Hes-
sians are not. Therefore, the DFT harmonic vibrational
frequenciesωe were calculated by numerical central differ-
ences.

We checked that the results are independent of the starting
guesses for the orbitals.

3. Results and Discussion
Our results for relative state energies∆E, equilibrium
internuclear distancere, and harmonic vibrational frequencies
ωe are given in Tables 4-9, where they are also compared
to previous theoretical15,87-92 and experimental93-95 results.
A point of special interest is the comparison to DFT+U19,96

calculations,15,92 in particular PBE+U, where+U denotes a
Hubbard-like96 correction, carried out with a plane wave
(PW) basis. The DFT+U model has become very popular
in solid-state physics where it is intended to correct for
excessively delocalized states sometimes predicted by Kohn-
Sham calculations with the local spin density approximation
or with GGA functionals.19,96,98-108

All energies in tables are electronic energy plus nuclear
repulsion and do not include vibrational energy.

In the tables, “/3fg” denotes use of the TZQ(3df) basis
for Fe and “/f” denotes use of the TZQ basis for Fe; both
are combined with 6-311+G(3df) for O in FeO+.

3.1. Fe2. Experimental spectra94 show that the ground state
of Fe2 is the 4s33d13 9Σg

- state, there are only two states
below 1 eV (namely the ground state and a state with an
excitation energy of 0.53 eV),94 the ground-state harmonic
vibrational frequencyωe is 300 cm-1,93 and re and ωe are
almost the same for the two lowest electronic states.94 These
results were reasonably well confirmed by Hu¨bner and
Sauer89 employing wave function theory (WFT) calculations,
in particular multireference configuration interaction with
single and double excitations109 and a Pople cluster correc-
tion110 (MRCISD+QP) with an atomic natural orbital111

(ANO) basis set. Shortly afterward though, Bauschlicher and
Ricca90 presented an internally contracted multireference
configuration interaction112 with Davidson correction113 (IC-
MRCI+Q) calculations with a different ANO basis set.114

They also presented some corrections for additional correla-
tion effects and for basis set extension; we will call these
corrected MRCI or “cor. MRCI”. These calculations90 agree
with previous work89,94 that the 9Σg

- state is the ground
state, but the authors cautioned that the calculations are not
definitive and raised the possibility of a7∆u ground state.
Based on the experimental94 and high-level theoretical89,90

results, we will consider, for the purposes of evaluating our
DFT result, the9Σg

- state to be the ground state.
The PBE calculations with the TZQ/3fg and TZQ/f

Gaussian-basis-set choices in Table 4 agree well with each
other and reasonably well with the PBE plane wave calcula-
tions of Rollman et al.92 but less well with the plane wave
calculations of Kulik et al.15 (The requirements for agreement
between such calculations on molecules have been studied
recently.115)

The relative state energies are particularly interesting
because they include three states with three electrons in 4s
orbitals and 13 electrons in 3d orbitals (9Σg

-, 7Σg
-, and9∆g,

see Table 3) and one state with two electrons in 4s orbitals
and 14 in 3d orbitals states (7∆u). The 7Σg

- state has the
same dominant configuration as the9Σg

- state but differs in
the spin coupling between the 3d and 4s subshells.89 Table
4 shows that certain DFT methods predict negative values
for ∆E(7Σg

-), ∆E(7∆u), or ∆E(9∆g) and thus predict the
wrong ground state. The PBE functional predicts the wrong
ground state, whereas PBE+U corrects this. Furthermore,
the BLYP and M06-L density functionals, which are the
other two functionals studied (besides PBE) that have neither
Hartree-Fock exchange nor a Hubbard correction, also
predict the incorrect ground state. In contrast, the hybrid
GGA (B3LYP and BHandHLYP) and the hybrid meta-GGA
(M06 and M05) functionals, like PBE+U, predict the correct
ground state. Of the methods that predict the correct ground
state, M05 and PBU+U predict the most accurate bond
distances, but only PBE+U gets the correct order of all four
states studied.

It is well-known that, all other factors being equal,
Hartree-Fock exchange favors high-spin states relative to
low-spin ones. One reason for this is that Hartree-Fock
exchange introduces the Fermi hole116 (by which same-spin
electrons avoid one another), and high-spin states have more
same-spin interactions. For the sequence BLYP, B1LYP,
BHandHLYP, and HFLYP, all factors other than X are

Table 3. Electronic Configurations of the Various Spin
States of Fe2, Fe2

-, and FeO+

molecule symmetry electronic configuration

Fe2 9Σg
- 3d13: σg

2πu
4δg

2πg
2δu

2σu; 4s3: σg
2σu

7Σg
- 3d13: σg

2πu
4δg

2πg
2δu

2σu; 4s3: σg
2σu

7∆u 3d14: σg
2πu

4δg
3πg

2δu
2σu; 4s2: σg

2

9∆g 3d13: σg
2πu

4δg
2πg

2δu
2σu; 4s3: σg

2σu

Fe- 8Σu
- 3d13: σg

2πu
4δg

2πg
2δu

2σu; 4s4: σg
2σu

8∆g 3d14: σg
2πu

4δg
3πg

2δu
2; 4s3: σg

2σu

FeO+ 6Σ+ 1σ22σ21π41δ23σ12π2

4Φ 1σ22σ21π41δ33σ12π1

DFT Calculations on Various States of Fe2, Fe2
-, and FeO+ J. Chem. Theory Comput., Vol. 4, No. 2, 2008309



invariant, and for B3LYP there is only a relatively small
change in the correlation functional. However, Table 4 shows
that the septet-nonet energy differences do not vary
monotonically withX. Thus other features in the orbital
interactions and in the density functional cannot be ignored
in analyzing the predicted spin states.

The frequencies in Table 5 show no great surprise for the
9Σg

- and7∆u states, at least based on experience with main-
group molecules, because for main-group molecules density
functionals with no Hartree-Fock exchange have smaller
systematic errors for frequencies,117 and they do better here
as well. It is not clear why the MRCISD+QP and IC-
MRCI+Q calculations give a much lower frequency for the
7∆u state than all other methods; this low-frequency results
from a very flat potential curve for this state in the
MRCISD+QP calculationssperhaps the static correlation is
unbalanced in these calculations. In fact, Bauschlicher and
Ricca,90 because of their concern about this aspect, reported
averaged coupled pair functional118 (ACPF) calculations that
yield 2.038 Å and 335 cm-1 for the 7∆u state and complete
active space second-order perturbation theory119 (CASPT2)
calculations that yield 1.979 Å and 429 cm-1, both in much
better agreement with the Kohn-Sham calculations.

An interesting conclusion that emerges from Table 4 is
that functionals with a large percentage of Hartree-Fock
exchange are the most sensitive to changes in the basis set.

Table 4. Relative State Energies (Relative to the 9Σg
- Ground State) and Bond Distances of Fe2

∆E (eV)a re (Å)

method ref 7Σg
- 7∆u

9∆g
9Σg

- 7Σg
- 7∆u

9∆u

HF/3fg present -1.09 3.43 1.08 2.187 2.426 2.109 2.286
/f present -1.10 3.40 1.13 2.186 2.422 2.114 2.299

BLYP/3fg present -0.61 0.05 2.166 2.019 2.277
/f present 0.31 -0.62 0.04 2.168 2.163 2.023 2.282

PBE/3fg present -0.48 0.06 2.147 2.004 2.250
/f present -0.50 0.05 2.148 2.145 2.010 2.256
/PW Rollmann et al.92 -0.32 2.144 2.005
/PW Kulik et al. 15 0.65 -0.12 0.28 2.11 2.10 1.99 2.26

M06-L/3fg present 0.09 -0.11 2.150 2.006 2.273
/f present 0.55 0.07 -0.12 2.151 2.143 2.009 2.280

B3LYP/3fg present 0.36 0.20 0.36 2.111 2.118 1.979 2.232
/f present 0.35 0.18 0.36 2.113 2.119 1.984 2.237
/6-311++G(3df) Kulik et al.15 0.34 0.18 0.36

B1LYP/3fg Present 0.37 0.43 0.42 2.106 2.114 1.977 2.227
/f present 0.36 0.41 0.42 2.108 2.116 1.983 2.233

BHandHLYP/3fg present 0.43 1.32 0.70 2.073 2.087 1.959 2.182
/f present 0.42 1.30 0.71 2.074 2.089 1.965 2.188

HFLYP/3fg present -1.45 2.73 1.13 2.076 2.323 1.999 2.164
/f present -1.42 2.72 1.17 2.076 2.319 2.006 2.171

M06/3fg present 0.09 0.47 0.59 2.119 2.122 1.980 2.232
/f present 0.10 0.47 0.58 2.118 2.121 1.982 2.234

M05/3fg present 0.10 0.32 0.74 2.135 2.145 2.005 2.238
/f present 0.11 0.33 0.73 2.137 2.144 2.008 2.244

PBE+U/PW Rollmann et al.92 2.143 2.005
/PW Kulik et al.15 0.60 0.72 0.41 2.13 2.12 2.00 2.26

CCSD(T)/GTOb Kulik et al.15 0.55 0.86 0.38 2.17 2.16 2.00 2.18
MRCISD+QP/ANO Hübner and Sauer89 0.48c 0.70d ∼0.4 2.187 2.180 2.140 >2.3
IC-MRCI+Q/ANO Bauschlicher and Ricca90 0.53 0.58 <1.05 2.178 2.093 2.081 >2.3
cor. MRCI Bauschlicher and Ricca90 0.30
experiment Leopold et al. 94 0.53
a Relative to the 9Σg

- ground state. b GTO denotes the 6-311++G(3df,3pd) Gaussian-type-orbital basis set. c 0.34 eV if corrected for the
MRCISD+QP error in the separated atoms. d 0.56 eV if corrected for MRCSID+QP error in the separated atoms.

Table 5. Harmonic Vibrational Frequencies for Fe2

method ref 9Σg
- 7Σg

- 7∆u
9∆g

HF/f present 369 289 394 308
BLYP/f present 320 332 393 268
PBE/f present 331 340 417 279

/PW Rollman et al.92 329 414
/PW Kulik et al.15 339 335 413 285

M06-L/f present 337 341 402 281
B3LYP/f present 361 359 427 301
B1LYP/f present 367 364 432 304
BHandHLYP/f present 402 393 459 338
HFLYP/f present 433 331 451 370
M06/f present 357 364 429 306
M05/f present 352 355 417 309
PBE+U/PW Rollmann et al. 92 346 414
PBE+U/PW Kulik et al.15 335 331 419 280
CCSD(T)/GTO Kulik et al.15 296 304 404 220
MRCISD+QP/ANO Hübner and Sauer89 303 310 224
IC-MRCI+Q/ANO Bauschlicher and

Ricca90
327 296 291

experiment Moskovits and
DiLello93

300

310 J. Chem. Theory Comput., Vol. 4, No. 2, 2008 Sorkin et al.



3.2. Fe2-. The anion presents a slightly different kind of
test because the two states studied have the same multiplicity.
The ground state is the8Σu

- state with a dominant 3d13:
σg

2πu
4δg

2πg
2δu

2σu; 4s4: σg
2σu

2 configuration, whereas the8∆g

state is 3d144s3.89,94 The high-level calculations (CCSD(T)
and MRCI+QP) in Table 6 indicate an energy spacing of
0.4-0.8 eV. The PBE plane wave and TZQ calculations in
Table 6 agree reasonably well (better than in Table 4), but
again the GGA and meta-GGA functionals predict the wrong
ground state, while the hybrid GGAs, hybrid meta-GGAs,
and PBE+U methods predict the correct ground state.
B1LYP, M06, M05, and PBE+U appear to be the most
accurate methods for the relative energies. Despite the poor
performance for relative energies, M06-L is the most accurate
functional for internuclear distances and vibrational frequen-
cies (as already mentioned, functionals with no Hartree-
Fock exchange often have small systematic errors for
frequencies117). Of the three functionals with the best
performance for relative state energies, PBE+U is best for
bond distances and frequencies closely followed by M05.

The case of Fe2- is very illuminating. The prediction of
relative state energies in transition-metal chemistry is often
discussed entirely in terms of the competition between high
spin and low spin, but here both states are octets and the
key role of the relative energies of the 3d and 4s orbitals is
clearly exposed. Hartree-Fock theory and functionals with

a high percentage of Hartree-Fock exchange yield a higher
energy for the 4s(σu) orbital relative to the energies of orbitals
with 3d parentage.

3.3. FeO+. The FeO+ molecule has been carefully studied
in the past, primarily to explain the low efficiency of its gas-
phase reaction with H2 to make Fe+ + H2O91,120 and the
related reverse reaction.88 CCSD(T) calculations with an
augmented TZQ(3df) basis on Fe and a 6-311++G(2df)
basis on O (this basis will be abbreviated “3df+”) were
carried out by Irigoras et al.88 and yielded a state splitting
E(4Φ) - E(6Σ+ ) of 0.54 eV. Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)
calculations with a fixed-mode approximation by Matxain
et al.91 lowered the calculated splitting to 0.36 eV. These
results are compared to our HF and Kohn-Sham calculations
and to calculations by Kulik et al.15 in Table 7. The
immediately obvious conclusion is that the lower-symmetry
Kohn-Sham solutions (“broken-symmetry” solutions) are
in much better agreement with the high-level results than
the results where spatial symmetry of the orbitals is enforced.

A complicating issue in Table 7 is the spatial symmetry
in the plane wave calculations. For example, the PBE+U/
PW calculations have a state splitting 0.30 eV lower than
PBE/PW and are in good agreement with the CCSD(T)
results, but the PBE/PW calculations do not agree well with
the fully optimized (C2V) PBE calculations with Gaussian-

Table 6. Excitation Energy (Relative to the 8Σu
- Ground

State), Equilibrium Intermolecular Distances, and Harmonic
Vibrational Frequencies for Fe2

-

re (Å) ωe (cm-1)

methoda
∆Eb (eV)

8∆g
8Σu

- 8∆g
8Σu

- 8∆g

HF/f 4.79 2.640 2.330 206 297
BLYP/3fg 2.076

/f -0.02 2.231 2.081 281 349
PBE/3fg 2.063

/f -0.68 2.209 2.068 295 357
/PW15 -0.52 2.20 2.07 305 360

M06-L/3fg 2.097
/f -0.12 2.212 2.099 299 337

B3LYP/3fg 0.15 2.176 2.041
/f 0.14 2.178 2.046 316 375
/6-311++G(3df)15 0.14

B1LYP/3fg 0.36 2.172 2.044
/f 0.35 2.174 2.048 316 375

BHandHLYP/3fg 1.08 2.171 2.052
/f 1.07 2.176 2.056 321 374

HFLYP/3fg 1.43 2.227 2.141
/f 4.50 2.508 2.146 247 388

M06/3fg 0.60 2.188 2.045
/f 0.72 2.188 2.048 315 375

M05/3fg 0.74 2.196 2.059
/f 0.73 2.198 2.064 316 371

PBE+U/PW15 0.38 2.20 2.08 301 355
CCSD(T)/GTO15 0.40 2.24 2.12 276 321
MRCI+QP/ANO89 0.8 2.266 255
IC-MRCI+Q/ANO90 0.70 2.350 2.233 261 165
experiment94 250

a References are the same as in Tables 3 and 4. b Relative to the
8Σu

- ground state.

Table 7. Excitation Energy (E(4Φ) - E(6Σ+), in eV) of
FeO+ Calculated in C6v, C4v, and C2v Symmetries

symmetry

method C6v C4v C2v not stated

HF/3fg 11.21 1.80 -1.80
/f 11.12 1.82 -1.76

BLYP/3fg 0.85 0.53 0.44
/f 0.86 0.54 0.45

PBE/QZVP 0.94
/3fg 0.94 0.63 0.56
/f 0.94 0.52 0.55
/PWa 0.84

M06-L/3fg 1.48 0.96 0.59
/f 1.49 0.97 0.60

B3LYP/3fg 2.57 1.24 0.32
/f 2.58 1.27 0.33
/TZ2Pb 0.34c

B1LYP/3fg 2.91 1.33 0.19
/f 2.92 1.35 0.21

BHandHLYP/3fg 4.44 1.63 -0.43
/f 4.45 1.65 -0.41

HFLYP/3fg 7.16 1.98 -1.70
/f 7.17 2.01 -1.67

M06/3fg 2.85 1.67 0.55
/f 2.86 1.69 0.56

M05/3fg 2.82 1.78 0.64
/f 2.83 1.79 0.63

PBE+U/PWa 0.54
CCSD(T)/GTOa 0.57
CCSD(T)/3df+//B3LYPd,e 0.54
QMC//B3LYPf 0.36

a Kulik et al.15 b Filatov and Shaik.87 c Cs symmetry. d Irigoras et
al.88 e CCSD(T)/3df+//B3LYP denotes CCSD(T)/TZVP+G(3df,2p)
single-point energy calculations at B3LYP/TZVP+G(3df,2p) geom-
etries. f Matxain et al.91
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type orbital (GTO) basis sets. If the+U correction were to
reduce the PBE/GTO state splitting by 0.30 eV, the resulting
splitting would be 0.14 eV, which would be too low. Thus,
unless careful attention is paid to symmetry breaking, one
can draw spurious conclusions about the validity of various
functionals.

Table 8 compares the calculatedre values of the6Σ+

ground state of FeO+ to the experimentalr0 value95 of 1.643
Å. In general, there is reasonable agreement between the
calculated and experimental bond distances. One striking
exception is the class of methods that involve large fractions
of HF exchange (i.e., HF, HFLYP and BHandHLYP). The
high fraction of HF exchange results in bond lengths that
are significantly lengthened. A second exception is the hybrid
meta-GGA functionals (M05 and M06) that give significant
bond contraction. However, the more traditional hybrid GGA
functions (B1LYP and B3LYP), and to a lesser extent the
sole meta-GGA functional (M06-L), yield bond lengths
consistent with experiment. It should also be noted that
CCSD(T) predicts a bond length that is somewhat larger than
experiment, and it is to this number that Kulik et al. favorably
compare their PBE+U/PW value.15

Table 9 shows equilibrium internuclear distances for the
4Φ state. When the symmetry is lowered, the equilibrium
internuclear distance increases for the GGAs, the meta-GGA,
and the hybrid meta-GGAs with 20-50% Hartree-Fock
exchange but decreases for HF and HFLYP. It is nonmono-
tonic for M06 and M05. Nevertheless, except for B1LYP,
amazingly it is always closer to CCSD(T) for theC2V solution
than forC6V. An experimental value for the bond length in
the excited4Φ state could not be found in the literature.

If we assume that the correct state splitting for FeO+ is in
the range 0.36-0.56 eV, we would single out any method
predicting state splittings in the range 0.26-0.66 eV as
performing acceptably. Seven of the ten methods meet this
criterion.

For all functionals, the energy of the4Φ state decreases
strongly when we lower the symmetry fromC6V to C4V to
C2V. Examples are given in Table 10. Notice that the effect
of symmetry is larger than the effect of the basis set. The
nature of the symmetry breaking in FeO+ is very unusual
and very interesting. The energies of the4Φ state strongly
depend on the symmetry, while those of the6Σ+ ground state,
like those for Fe2 and Fe2-, do not. AΦ state corresponds
to B1, E, and B2, in C6V, C4V, andC2V, respectively.121 The
energy decreases because orbitals that are degenerate inC∞V

andC6V symmetries can be split in lower symmetries. The
electronic configuration of the4Φ state is 1σ22σ21π41δ33σ12π1.
The π andδ orbitals are degenerate inC∞V andC6V. In C6V

theπ andδ orbitals have e1 and e2 symmetry, respectively,
whereas inC4V, theδ orbitals are split into b1 and b2, while
π remains degenerate in e symmetry. InC2V symmetry, the
δ orbitals transform as a1 and a2, and theπ orbitals are
also split, transforming as b1 and b2.121 An example of
the splitting in orbital energies is shown in Table 11. In
general, GGA exchange includes static correlation,122 and
functionals with smallX (that is, with a high percentage of
GGA exchange) show less dependence on symmetry. The
greater tendency to symmetry breaking in the calculations
with a higher percentage of Hartree-Fock exchange may
be attributable to the tendency of higher Hartree-Fock

Table 8. Internuclear Distance for the 6Σ+ Ground State
of FeO+

method r (Å)

HF/3fg 1.822
BLYP/3fg 1.648
PBE/3fg 1.631

/PWb 1.620
M06-L/3fg 1.634
B3LYP/3fg 1.635

/TZ2Pc 1.643
/DZVPd 1.655
/3fg+d 1.637

B1LYP/3fg 1.640
BHandHLYP/3fg 1.655
HFLYP/3fg 1.705
M06/3fg 1.617
M05/3fg 1.623
PBE+U/PWb 1.660
CCSD(T)/GTOb 1.660
experimente 1.643

a Results for the /f basis (not shown) are all very similar to those
for the /3fg basis. b Kulik et al.15 c Filatov and Shaik.87 d Irigoras et
al.88 e Aguirre et al.95

Table 9. Equilibrium Internuclear Distances for the 4Φ
Excited State of FeO+ Calculated in C6v, C4v, and C2v

Symmetriesa

C6v C4v C2v not stated

HF/3fg 2.273 1.803 1.814
BLYP/3fg 1.596 1.601 1.614
PBE/3fg 1.582 1.588 1.600

/PWb 1.560
M06-L/3fg 1.624 1.625 1.676
B3LYP/3fg 1.663 1.671 1.694

/TZ2Pc 1.703c

/DZVPd 1.698
/3fg+d 1.696

B1LYP/3fg 1.687 1.690 1.713
BHandHLYP/3fg 1.742 1.744 1.746
HFLYP/3fg 1.798 1.788 1.773
M06/3fg 1.675 1.668 1.699
M05/3fg 1.689 1.678 1.708
PBE+U/PWb 1.750
CCSD(T)/PWb 1.700

a Results for the /f basis (not shown) are all very similar to those
for the /3fg basis. b Kulik et al.15 c Filatov and Shaik, Cs.87 d Irigoras
et al.88

Table 10. Absolute Energies (in Hartrees) of the 4Φ
Excited State of FeO+ as Calculated in C6v, C4v, and C2v

Symmetries

method C6v C4v C2v

BLYP/3fg -1338.6092 -1338.6212 -1338.6245
/f -1338.6063 -1338.6181 -1338.6214

B3LYP/3fg -1338.4902 -1338.5390 -1338.5729
/f -1338.4874 -1338.5356 -1338.5698

M06/3fg -1338.3478 -1338.3910 -1338.4324
/f -1338.3456 -1338.3886 -1338.4301
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exchange to relatively favor greater electronic localization
on the atomic sites.

3.4. Overall Assessment.Considering Tables 4-9 as a
whole, the PBE+U calculations perform quite well. A
particular difficulty with the DFT+U, though, is the necessity
to choose a value for the parameterU, which is system
dependent and often highly uncertain, as emphasized, for
example, in a recent study of Fe3O4.123 (Progress in making
U less arbitary has been reported recently, but it is still system
dependent.103) The density functionals without+U contain
parameters, but these parameters do not depend on the
system. Among the functionals without system-dependent
parameters, B3LYP, M06, and M05 do best, followed closely
by B1LYP. In fact, given the uncertainty in the accurate data,
one could argue that M05 does as well as PBE+U. For
example, it agrees very well with the cor. MRCI value of
∆E for the 7∆u state in Table 4 and with the IC-MRCI+Q/
ANO value of∆E for the 8∆g state in Table 6.

4. Conclusions
We carried out DFT calculations on various states of Fe2,
Fe2

-, and FeO+, using GGA, hybrid GGA, meta-GGA, and
hybrid meta-GGA DFT functionals. No single functional was
found to yield a satisfactory description of all characteristics
for all states of these species. The DFT+U calculations
performed previously by Kulik et al.15 are more accurate than
DFT in comparison with CCSD(T) and MRCI calculations,
although DFT calculations with the M05 functionals are also
reasonably accurate; a definitive comparison of these func-
tionals is precluded by uncertainties in the most accurate
available data. Functionals with larger percentages of Har-
tree-Fock exchange are found to be more sensitive to the
choice of the basis set.

The FeO+ calculations were carried out in three different
symmetries (C6V, C4V, and C2V). The quartet spin state4Φ
shows spatial-symmetry-breaking, which is especially promi-
nent in functionals with large percentages of Hartree-Fock
exchange. Of particular interest is that accurate results can
be obtained for the4Φ state of FeO+ only when symmetry-
breaking solutions are allowed, a situation that has also been
observed in some other problems.7,33-37,40
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Abstract: The different reactivity of two first row cations selenium and germanium, in activating

the reduction of nitrous oxide by carbon monoxide, was theoretically investigated at the density

functional level using large basis sets and pseudopotential for metal atoms. In the two examined

cases, the reaction mechanisms appeared to be quite different. Germanium shows a very good

performance as far as thermodynamic and kinetic aspects are concerned. Selenium, experi-

mentally recognized as an inactive catalyst, was instead found potentially able to catalyze the

process through a mechanism of spin orbit coupling involving species with doublet multiplicity.

Introduction
Among the main agents of global warming, the long-lived
greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous
oxide, and halogenated chlorofluorocarbons contribute to an
increase in solar radiation estimated as more than 1%. In
particular, the N2O impact toward the environment is even
more negative than CO2 and methane effects because of
several factors. The considerable absorption of infrared
radiation from the earth by nitrous oxide is due to its
persistence in the atmosphere for about 130 years. Moreover,
N2O is so stable to reach the troposphere, where it gives
rise to nitric oxide which is responsible for the depletion of
the ozone layer. The tropospheric concentration of nitrous
oxide has recently increased by about 0.2-0.3% per year.
For the next decades more than 80% of primary energy will
still be of a fossil nature, so in the near future it will not be
easy to reduce N2O emissions. Many interesting strategies
to limit, at least partly, the damages connected to the
greenhouse problem were proposed, like a rational use of
energy and the improvements in the automobile technology.
Nevertheless, the most promising way to reduce the N2O
environmental impact is its catalytic reduction. Recently,
experimental measurements carried out by using an induc-
tively coupled plasma/selected-ion flow tube (ICP/SIFT)
tandem mass spectrometer, tested the efficiency of many

atomic cations to catalyze the activation of nitrous oxide by
carbon monoxide.1-3 While the experimental procedure and
the rate coefficients for this kind of O-atom transport
reactions are well-known, few theoretical investigations were
performed to compute the potential-energy landscapes for
the catalytic cycle, illustrated in Scheme 1.

So far, 26 atomic cations were experimentally checked
for their catalytic performance.1

The elucidation of the processes activation barriers is very
attractive because all of them are characterized by an O-atom
affinity which should make the catalytic cycle happen, but
only ten activate nitrous oxide at room temperature.1

Therefore, the theoretical study of the PES is the only tool
to understand the reason of the cations different catalytic
efficiency. In our work, we considered the performance of
selenium and germanium monocations. The case of selenium
and germanium is very remarkable because, although they
belong to the same period, selenium gives rise to a very slow
reaction while germanium is the most efficient main group
catalyst.

Furthermore, the analysis of the species involved in the
mechanism, apart from the elucidation of the catalytic
activity, is worthwhile for catalytic bond activation of ions
with small molecules.

Computational Strategy
All calculations presented here were carried out using the
Gaussian03 suite of programs.4

* Correspondingauthorfax:+39-0984-492044;e-mail: m.toscano@
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The hybrid nonlocal B3LYP functional,5,6 the Stuttgart
RLC ECP7 for selenium and germanium, and the 6-311+G-
(d) basis set for all other atoms were used to perform
complete optimizations of geometries without any con-
straints. Minima and transition states on the potential energy
profiles were determined examining a large number of initial
structures and then characterized through vibrational analysis.
Minima were connected to the transition state by means of
an intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)8 procedure imple-
mented in the Gaussian03 code.

Zero point energy corrections were included in all B3LYP
energetic data.

NBO analysis as implemented in the Gaussian03 code9

was performed to give better insight in the metal ion-ligand
bond nature.

For germanium reaction profile, single point energy
refinement on the B3LYP 6-311+G(d)/SDD optimized
geometries was performed using the QCISD(T)10 method,
an iterative treatment of single and double excitations
followed by a noniterative perturbative treatment of triple
excitations to fifth order. The QCISD(T) scheme includes
the same fifth order terms as the CCSD(T)11,12 method and
shows a very similar performance with it, giving reliable
results as far as molecular structure, vibrational frequencies,
and energetics are concerned.13-16

Since in the case of the selenium catalyzed reaction we
were interested also in the spin-orbit coupling (SOC)
interaction which lends probabilities to crossovers between
doublet and quartet states, a method developed recently by
our research group to calculate these SOC contributions17

using the full Breit-Pauli (BP) operator18 was applied.
As inherent to the Kohn-Sham approach, this scheme of

calculation was originally employed to handle pure and
hybrid density functional (DF) monodeterminantal wave
functions. The SOC matrix elements are calculated by the
formula

using restricted wave functions. However, due to the mono-
determinantal nature of the method, it was possible to
produce only one value of the SOC matrix elements.
Furthermore, since at the present time, the mentioned
procedure requires the use of an all electrons basis set, single
point calculations on the involved structure at the crossing
point were performed at the B3LYP level employing the
DZVP and TZVP basis sets for Se, N, and O19 atoms,
respectively. The structure of the minimum energy crossing
point (MECP) was determined employing the methodology
developed by Harvey et al.20

A crude estimation of the transition probability at the
MECP can be done using the Landau-Zener formula21 which
is often used for this purpose.

HereHij
SO is the SOC matrix element between the electronic

states,∆gij is the difference in the slopes of the two
intersecting surfaces at the crossing point, andν is the
effective velocity with which the system is passing through
the crossing point that can be calculated from the kinetic
theory of gases at 298 K.

This formula can only be used for qualitative treatment,
thus we have used the obtained information only to gain
insight over the most probable reaction path. Following the
Gonzalez-Schlegel algorithm22 geometry optimization was
performed at each point along the reaction path, starting from
the saddle point up to the stationary point in the reverse
direction. A step sizeδs (wheresdenotes the distance along
the minimum energy path) of 0.01 Å was used. The gradients
of the two surfaces at the crossing point were computed by
polynomial interpolation.

Results and Discussion
Before evaluating the influence of the two cations on the
kinetic features of the process, we analyzed the reaction path
relating to the reduction of nitrous oxide by CO in the
absence of any catalyst. In this case, the reactive process to
evaluate is the following:

According to our calculations, the mechanism is character-
ized by the only activation barrier of 47.6 kcal/mol. The
potential energy curve, computed at the same level of theory
by Böhme et al., shows an energy barrier of 47.2 kcal/mol.3

Our investigation highlights that the process is very exo-
thermic. We found a∆H0 equal to 86.2 kcal/mol, in
agreement with the experimental indication of 87.0 kcal/
mol.23

Catalyzed reaction potential energy surfaces are illustrated
in Figure 1. In this figure, we also reported the spectroscopic
term symbols for each species and the relative energy values
computed with respect to reactants.

For both selenium and germanium catalysts, the reaction
mechanism is summarized as follows

where M corresponds to Se or Ge. Both cations were first
considered in their ground state,2P (4s2 4p1) for Ge+ and4S
(4s2 4p3) for Se+ owing to the fact that the first excited states
of these ions lie at very high energies. In particular, the Ge+

4P (4s1 4p2) and Se+ 2P (4s2 4p3) electronic configurations
were found 146.7 and 50.3 kcal/mol above the corresponding
ground states.

In mechanism 4, N2 (in italics) is released when monoxide
cation is formed, and, after that, CO (in boldface) is

Scheme 1. N2O Activation Cycle by CO in the Presence
of Cationic Catalysts

〈ĤBP
SO〉 ) 〈2Ψ1|ĤBP

SO|4Ψ2〉 (1)

P ) 1 - e-2δ

δ )
π|Hij

SO|2
pν|∆gij|

(2)

N2O + CO f N2 + CO2 (3)

M+ + N2O f M(ON2)
+ f M(ON2)

+ TS f MO+ (+N2) +

CO f OMCO+ (+N2) f OMCO+ TS +

(N2) f MOCO+ + (N2) f M+ + CO2 + (N2) (4)
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introduced in the reaction environment. Therefore, the whole
process is made up of two steps: MO+ formation and its
coordination to CO until CO2 is produced and the catalyst
is released. Two activation barriers have to be overcome to
complete the cycle illustrated in Scheme 1.

Optimized structures for minima and transition states,
together with their geometrical parameters, are collected in
Figure 2.

In the germanium catalyzed N2O activation, the first step
consists of the coordination of nitrous oxide to the cation.
The most favored coordination occurs by the oxygen side.
The species Ge(ON2)+ lies at 19.8 kcal/mol below the
reactants asymptote. As it was experimentally proved,1 GeO+

does not give rise to N2O adduct ions. Thus, we excluded
the presence of the Ge(N2O)+

n species that give rise to the
OGe(N2O)+

n-1 compounds. This kind of nitrous oxide
multiple coordination was instead observed for other mono-
cations, i.e., for iron.1,3

Through an activation barrier of 11.0 kcal/mol, the Ge-
(ON2)+ compound evolves in the cation monoxide GeO+,
releasing the inert molecule of N2.

The imaginary frequency of Ge(ON2)+ TS, equal to 865
cm-1, corresponds to the stretching of the O-N bond that
has to be broken to obtain the nitrogen molecule.

The introduction of carbon monoxide in the reaction
environment yields the OGeCO+ adduct lying 54.2 kcal/mol
below the reactants. In this species, the coordination of CO
to GeO+ occurs by the metal side. The next minimum
GeOCO+, having the CO coordinated from the oxygen side,
appears to be more stable to about 3 kcal/mol.

The barrier between the two adducts is very small, as the
activation energy corresponds to 1.9 kcal/mol. The imaginary
frequency characterizing the OGeCO+ TS, having the value
of 165 cm-1, corresponds to the stretching vibrational mode
indicating the formation of the new O-C bond and the
breaking of the Ge-C bond.

As we observed in our previous studies concerning
different metals performances,24 also for germanium the
release of the final products, catalyst and carbon dioxide, is
a barrierless step. This finding is not unexpected, as the
adduct GeOCO+ shows a linear structure with a quite long
metal-oxygen distance (2.272 Å). Besides, the two carbon-
oxygen distances are very similar than in the CO2 free
molecule (1.180 and 1.141 Å versus 1.161 Å). Looking at
the whole Ge+ reaction path, in Figure 1(a), the experimental
efficiency of the cation in activating nitrous oxide1 is
explained by the fact that the path lies below the reactants
asymptote. In fact, what we call the “activation barrier” is
not the real barrier of the process in the gas phase. In these
conditions there is no possibility for the molecules to lose
energy through collisions, so the energy gained in the
formation of intermediates is used entirely in the course of
reaction.

NBO analysis shows that the bond between the germanium
ion and the oxygen atom is ionic in both the GeON2

+ and
GeOCO+ species because of the lack of charge transfer from
ligand to metal center. This is confirmed by the net charge
value on cation (0.96|e|). On the contrary, this same bond
is characterized by a covalent contribution into the GeO+

and OGeCO+ minima. Into the oxide, a charge transfer of
0.74 |e| occurs from oxygen to germanium ion. The bond
originates from the overlap between the two hybrid s(12%)p-
(88%) and s(25%)p(75%) orbitals belonging to the germa-
nium ion and oxygen, respectively.

A charge transfer of 0.34|e| on germanium justifies the
presence of a covalent contribution in the Ge-O bond
involved in the OGeCO+ system. This bond is due to the
overlap of two pure p orbitals. Finally, the NBO analysis
suggests that the interaction between germanium ion and
carbon atom has an electrostatic nature.

Despite the high energetic difference between the ground
and first excited states of Ge+, we have however ascer-
tained the absence of the two state reactivity pheno-
menon performing calculations on the stationary points
belonging to the most meaningful part (oxide formation) of
the quartet pathway, namely the4A′ GeON2

+ and4Σ GeO+.
Results indicated that these species lie at 115.9 and 53.3 kcal/
mol above the corresponding doublets confirming the lack
of any crossing between the PESs having different multiplic-
ity.

Because of the excellent catalytic performance of germa-
nium, we found interesting to calculate the stationary points
energies by the QCISD(T) method.

Figure 1. Potential energy surfaces relating to N2O activation
by Ge+ (a) and Se+ (b). For Ge+, solid and dotted lines
correspond to the B3LYP and QCISD(T) profiles, while for
Se+ they represent the ground- and excited-state paths,
respectively. Blue and red arrows indicate N2 leaving and CO
incoming molecules, respectively.
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The energetic path obtained at the QCISD(T) level is very
similar to the B3LYP one, especially after the oxide
formation. In the first part of the profile, the main difference
concerns the barrier height to overcome for reaching the
GeO+ species. In fact, it decreases 8.4 kcal/mol with respect
to that obtained using the DF approach. However, this does
not change the general reaction mechanism. On the other
hand, it should be remembered that the QCISD(T) energetic
path is the result of a single point computation.

The features of the B3LYP selenium ground state PES,
illustrated in Figure 1(b), are completely different than those
of germanium. Looking at this reaction path, it seems that
Se+ can give rise only to small amounts of the cation
monoxide. Experimentally, because of too small signal
intensity SeO+ presence in the reaction environment was not
appreciated by any kind of ICP/SIFT measurement.1

In the selenium case, both the activation barriers of the
reaction path lie above the reactants asymptote. This indicates

Figure 2. Optimized geometries of species involved in Ge+ and Se+ PES. Values in parentheses are referred to selenium
adducts in the excited state. Bond lengths are given in Å and angles in deg.
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that the reaction is not kinetically favored. The first step
consists of the coordination of N2O to the selenium cation.
As for germanium, the most stable adduct resulting from
this interaction is characterized by the oxygen-selenium
bond, and there is no experimental evidence of other N2O
coordination compounds. The corresponding minimum,
SeON2

+, lies at 11.6 kcal/mol below the reactants asymptote.

The coordination to selenium does not substantially change
the structure of free N2O. The N-N distance is exactly the
same both in the free molecule and in the SeON2

+ compound
(see Figure 2). N2O is still linear. As a result of the interaction
with selenium, we can just note a slight change of the
N-N-O angle (179.8° in the free molecule versus 178.7°
in the coordination compound).

The detachment of the N2 molecule involves the overcom-
ing of a considerable activation barrier. In fact, the transition
state, indicated in Figure 1(b) as Se(ON2)+ TS, is located
on the PES at 20.4 kcal/mol above the reactants asymptote.
This high barrier (32.0 kcal/mol) implies the lack of an
appreciable quantity of monoxide cation, as it was experi-
mentally observed. The transition state structure shows, as
expected, the increase of the O-N distance that reaches the
value of 1.546 Å, while the O-N-N angle assumes the
width of 152.7°. The imaginary frequency of 861 cm-1

corresponds to the stretching vibrational mode of O-N bond.

The introduction of the carbon monoxide in the reaction
environment leads to OSeCO+ formation. Selenium-side CO
coordination to the SeO+ monoxide gives rise to a linear
molecule located at 2.3 kcal/mol below the reactants
asymptote.

In the next transition state, located at 9.2 kcal/mol above
the reactants asymptote, the O-Se-C angle is equal to 76.5°,
and the distance between C and O that will form a new bond
in the SeOCO+ adduct is 2.520 Å. The imaginary frequency,
describing the incoming C-O bond stretching, is 611 cm-1.

As for the other cations we previously studied, the
SeOCO+ adduct in which coordination of carbon monoxide
occurs by the oxygen side is energetically favored with the
respect to the OSeCO+ species. In this case, it lies 96.4 kcal/
mol below the reactants energy. SeOCO+ is a linear
molecular system in which, as for GeOCO+, the geometrical
parameters indicate that the next step does not imply the
presence of an activation barrier. In fact, the Se-O distance
is 2.671 Å, and the carbon-oxygen bond lengths are very
similar than in carbon dioxide molecule (1.146 and 1.175
versus 1.161 Å). Once again, the carbon dioxide detachment
is a barrierless step.

The NBO analysis for the species involving selenium ion
gives information similar to that obtained for germanium.
In particular, the Se-O bond is ionic in the SeON2+ and
SeOCO+ adducts and characterized by a small covalent
contribution in the other two minima. The charge transfer
from oxygen to selenium ion in the oxide is of about 0.2
|e|. Also in this case, the bond originates from the overlap
between two hybrid sp orbitals of the two involved atoms
that have a more pronounced p character than in the case of
germanium. The covalent bond in the OGeCO+ species is

still obtained by the overlap of two pure p orbitals. The net
charge on the selenium ion is 0.1|e|. The Ge-C bond is
ionic.

As in the case of the germanium and also for the selenium
cation, computations on species lying on the path of the
excited state were performed to exclude the existence of
crossing between the PESs.2A′′ SeON2

+ and 2A′′ SeO+

adducts were found at 12.6 above and 35.1 kcal/mol below
the corresponding quartets, respectively (see Figure 1(b)),
suggesting a greater stability of SeO+ in the excited rather
than in the ground state. The transition state connecting the
two examined minima was located at only 8.2 kcal/mol above
the 2A′′ SeON2

+ system. The next doublets OSeCO+

minimum and transition state were found still more stable
than the quartets (of 44.7 and 34.4 kcal/mol, respectively).
Finally, the last SeOCO+ species and the final products were
located at 18.2 and 50.3 kcal/mol above the corresponding
ground-state adducts.

These results indicate clearly the presence of two crossings
between the profiles at different multiplicities. Actually, on
the basis of the new set of data, the reduction of nitrous oxide
by carbon monoxide catalyzed by selenium ion becomes
possible.

The process should start from the formation of the first
SeON2

+ species in the electronic state of the quartet and
afterwards proceed on the doublet PES until the SeOCO+ is
formed. The second crossing is irrelevant for the reaction
kinetics, while the first one changes significantly the conclu-
sions about the performance of selenium as catalysts. In fact,
as a consequence of a PES lying almost entirely (see Figure
1(b)) below the reaction asymptote, the real energetic expense
for the oxide formation decreases considerably with respect
to that required in the quartet case (9.2 versus 20.4 kcal/
mol). This means that, although with minor efficiency than
germanium, the selenium ion could also be active in
catalyzing the reaction. All depends on the probability of
the SOC between the doublet and quartet surfaces at the
crossing point. For this reason we have retained an interest
to evaluate this possibility.

The SOC matrix element was found to be, irrespective of
its sign, 1034.35 cm-1. The coupling between2Α′′ and4A′′
is due to thez component of the SOC operator (HLzSz).
Coordinates of the SeON2+ species at the minimum energy
crossing point (MECP) geometry are defined in thex,yplane.
A large contribution to the orbitals involved in the coupling
mechanism arises frompx andpy orbitals of selenium which
are mainly responsible for the increase in the value of the
SOC matrix element. The difference in the slopes of the
quartet and doublet curves was found to be of 12.49 kcal/
(mol Å), irrespective of its sign. All computed data robustly
deliver a value of probability strictly close to one.

Thus one can assert that the selenium ion can work as a
catalyst thanks to the two state reactivity phenomenon.

This result appears to be in slight disagreement with
experimental determination1 despite the conclusions of the
ICP/SIFT study, as far as the inactivity of selenium cation
is concerned, are not so categorical. The authors of this study
underline that “for some atomic ions (such as Se+, Re+, etc.)
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that react slowly there is insufficient information to provide
an explanation for their low O-atom transfer reactivity”.

We think that some explanation can be derived from our
calculations that highlight a significant participation of the
excited state of the selenium.

Conclusions
The oxygen transport mechanism from nitrous oxide to
carbon monoxide in the presence of Ge+ and Se+ catalysts
was elucidated at the DFT level. The opposite performances
of selenium and germanium, claimed by experimental studies,
do not find here complete confirmation.

The whole germanium doublet PES lies below the
reactants asymptote, indicating that the reaction is thermo-
dynamically and kinetically favored. The rate determining
step, in which a fictitious barrier of 11.0 kcal/mol have to
be crossed, is the oxide formation. B3LYP computations
exclude any participation of the quartet excited state to the
catalytic process.

Very similar conclusions can be derived also from single
point QCISD(T) profiles, although some part of the paths
suffer from the lack of optimization.

On the basis of results concerning the ground state, the
selenium ion appears to be inefficient in catalyzing the
reduction of N2O. In fact, both transient key structures were
located above the reactants energy and the rate controlling
step, corresponding to the formation of SeO+ cation mon-
oxide, demands an activation energy of 20.4 kcal/mol.
Instead, new very interesting conclusions can be derived from
the computations concerning the excited doublet state
energetic profile. These show that, in agreement with the
presence of a spin orbit coupling at the crossing point of
two considered energetic paths, whose probability to occur
was computed to be equal to one, the reaction proceeds more
easily being now the energetic barrier for the oxide formation
of only 9.2 kcal/mol.

However, the general conclusions support the experimental
data that indicate in germanium ion a better catalyst than
selenium.
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Abstract: A theoretical study on the mechanism of the OH + aliphatic amines reactions is

presented. Geometry optimization and frequencies calculations have been performed at the

BHandHLYP/6-311++G(2d,2p) level of theory for all stationary points. Energy values have been

improved by single-point calculations at the above geometries using CCSD(T) and the same

basis set. All the possible hydrogen abstraction channels have been modeled, involving the

rupture of C-H and N-H bonds. It was found that as the temperature decreases the contributions

of the channels involving NH sites to the overall reaction also decrease, suggesting that for

upper layers in the troposphere these channels become less important. Their percentage

contributions to the overall reaction, at 298 K, were found to be about 20%, 2%, and 48% for

methylamine, ethlylamine, and dimethylamine, respectively.

Introduction
Aliphatic amines play an important role in the context of
atmospheric and environmental sciences due to their potential
role as precursors of HCN and particularly N2O, which is
both an important greenhouse gas1 and the main source of
stratospheric NOx.2,3 The products of the degradation of
(CH3)2NH can also lead to the production of carcinogenic
nitrosamines in the polluted environment.4 In contrast to
ammonia (NH3), alkylamines rapidly react with the major
initiator of trace gas oxidation in the troposphere: the OH
radical. However, there is scarce data available on the
reactions betweens OH and alkylamines.

There are only two experimental studies on each of the
amines studied in the present work. They are methylamine
(CH3NH2),5,6 ethylamine (CH3CH2NH2),6,7 and dimethyl-
amine [(CH3)2NH].6,7 It has been suggested that the lack of
data is caused, to some extent, by experimental problems
that arise from mixing amines and suitable OH precursors,
which are often acidic gases that form aerosols in the
presence of the basic amines.6 Accordingly, in ref 6 the

kinetics of some OH+ amine reactions has been investigated,
at room temperature, using a novel two-photon OH source
that overcomes these problems. On the other hand, no
theoretical studies have been reported on these systems.

The reactions of the OH radical with amines are thought
to proceed via hydrogen atom abstraction from either C-H
or N-H bonds. However, the available information on the
branching ratios of these reactions is even more limited.
Actually there is scarce information on branching ratios for
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) reactions in general.
However it has been established that branching ratios
between different products in multichannel reactions are as
important as the overall rate of reaction, in terms of practical
applications and in the understanding of the fundamental
mechanisms of chemical reactions.8,9 In the case of amines
there is only one previous study on this subject,4 dating from
1979. In that work the H abstraction from the NH group
was estimated to contribute by (37( 5)% to the overall rate
constant of dimethylamine. For the other studied amines there
are no previous reports on their branching ratios. Based on
the C-H and N-H bond strengths (Table 1), the reactions
are assumed to occur by H abstractions, mainly from the
C-H sites.10 This would explain the slight increase in the
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rate coefficient of OH+ C2H5NH2 reaction, compared to
that of CH3NH2. For (CH3)2NH the N-H bond is weaker
and closer in energy to the C-H bond. Accordingly, the
enhanced reactivity of this amine, compared to CH3NH2 and
C2H5NH2, is assumed to be caused by a larger contribution
of N-H path to the overall rate coefficient.

The principal aim of this work is to model the different
reactive pathways of the OH reactions with the above-
mentioned amines and to estimate the proportion of their
contribution to the overall reactions.

Computational Details
Full geometry optimizations were performed with the
Gaussian 0313 program using the 6-311++G(2d,2p) basis
set and the BHandHLYP hybrid HF-density functional, as
implemented in Gaussian 03.14 The energies of all the
stationary points were improved by single point calculations
using CCSD(T)15 method and the same basis set mentioned
above. Based on our previous experience,16 the use of the
CCSD(T)//BHandHLYP approach properly describes the
energetic and kinetics features of VOCs+ OH hydrogen
abstraction reactions. In addition, for this kind of reac-
tions it has been proved that the differences in geometries
between several DFT methods compared to CCSD and
QCISD are minimal for BHandHLYP.17 Unrestricted calcu-
lations were used for open shell systems. Frequency calcula-
tions were carried out for all the stationary points at the
DFT level of theory, and local minima and transition
states were identified by the number of imaginary fre-
quencies (NIMAG) 0 or 1, respectively). Intrinsic Reaction
Coordinate (IRC)18 calculations were carried out at the
BHandHLYP/6-311G++(2d,2p) level of theory to confirm
that the transition states structures connect the proper
reactants and products. The paths have been computed by
following the Gonzalez-Schlegel steepest descent path,19 in
mass-weighted internal coordinates. Fifty points were mod-
eled on each side of the saddle points, with a gradient step
size of 0.02 amu1/2bohr. Thermodynamic corrections to the
energy at 298.15 K were included in the determination of
the activation energies and of the heats of reaction, which
have been reported in terms of Gibbs free energies.

Rate coefficients were calculated using the Canonical
Variational Theory (CVT),20-26 as implemented in The
Rate program at Computational Science and Engineering
Online Web site (www.cseo.net).27 For H abstractions from
the methyl group in ethyl amine the Conventional Tran-
sition State Theory (TST)28,29 was used since the corre-
sponding reaction barrier is high enough to avoid significant
recrossing effects. The Minimum-Energy Paths (MEP)30

were obtained from IRC calculations at the BHandHLYP/

6-311G++(2d,2p) level of theory. Force constants, harmonic
vibrational frequencies, and normal-mode vectors for the
3N-7 degrees of freedom that are orthogonal to the reaction
path were computed at selected points along the IRC, for
which the energies were improved by CCSD(T) single point
calculations.

Results and Discussion
All the possible reactive channels of the OH hydrogen
abstraction reactions from the studied amines have been
modeled:

Energies and Geometries.The calculated classical po-
tential energies of reaction (∆E), the reaction free energies
at 298.15 K (∆G), the classical potential energy barriers
(∆E*), and the Gibbs free energy barriers at 298.15 K (∆G*)
for all the studied channels are reported in Table 2. All the
reactions were found to be exergonic (∆G < 0) with products
more than 16 kcal/mol more stable than the corresponding
reactants. A relationship is expected between the calculated
classical potential energies of reaction and the strength of
the broken bonds. Comparing values in Tables 1 and 2 it
can be observed that for the N-H bonds the weakest is that
of dimethylamine (DMA), which also correspond to the
largest∆E, while the N-H bond strengths in ethylamine
(EA) and methylamine (MA) are of similar magnitude and
so are the corresponding classical potential energies of
reaction. The same trend is also observed for C-H bonds.
In addition, comparing reaction channels that involves
different kind of bonds for the same amine it can be seen
that the difference in experimentally determined bond
strengths for channels (1a) and (1b), (2a) and (2b), and (3a)
and (3b) are 6.7( 4.5,11 8.6 (error not reported),12 and 4.5
( 4 kcal/mol,11 respectively, while the calculated differences

Table 1. C-H and N-H Bond Strengths in the Studied
Amines (kcal/mol)

C-H N-H

CH3NH2 93.3 ( 2a 100.0 ( 2.5a

CH3CH2NH2 CH2 90.1b 98.7b

CH3 99.0b

(CH3)2NH 87 ( 2a 91.5 ( 2a

a From ref 11. b From ref. 12.

Table 2. Classical Potential Energies of Reaction (∆E)
and Barriers (∆E*) and Gibbs Free Energies of Reaction
(∆G) and Barriers (∆G*) at 298.15 Ka

∆E* ∆E ∆G* ∆G L

(1a) 0.97 -17.00 7.00 -19.08 0.27
(1b) 0.36 -23.19 6.73 -24.48 0.14
(2a) 0.95 -16.99 6.93 -19.01 0.27
(2b) -0.79 -24.01 5.89 -25.51 0.10
(2c) 5.51 -14.29 10.79 -16.35 0.43
(3a) -2.23 -22.43 3.76 -25.16 0.12
(3b) -0.73 -23.86 5.98 -25.19 0.13

a All in kcal/mol.

CH3NH2 + OH f CH3NH + H2O (1a)

f CH2NH2 + H2O (1b)

CH3CH2NH2 + OH f CH3CH2NH + H2O (2a)

f CH3CHNH2 + H2O (2b)

f CH2CH2NH2 + H2O (2c)

(CH3)2NH + OH f CH3N(H)CH2 + H2O (3a)

f (CH3)2N + H2O (3b)
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in ∆E are about 6.7, 7.0, and 1.5 kcal mol, i.e., there is a
good agreement between both kind of results. The highest
calculated barrier corresponds to path (2c), which is a logical
finding since it corresponds to the only H abstraction from
a primary carbon that is not next to an amino group, i.e.,
this is an alkane-like methyl site. Comparing channels 1b
and 2c, which involve primary-CH3 groups,∆E*(2c) is
larger than∆E*(1b) by about 4.2 kcal/mol, which is in
agreement with the 5.7 kcal/mol difference between the
corresponding bond strengths. This is also in line with the
fact that the amino group activates H abstractions from
carbon sites directly bonded to it, i.e., alpha sites.

The L parameters for all the studied channels have also
been included in Table 2. TheL parameter denotes if a
transition state structure is reactant-like (L < 1) or product-
like (L > 1) and also quantifies the corresponding trend.
Therefore, according to the Hammond postulate,31there must
be a direct relationship between theL value and the heat of
reaction of a specific path. TheL parameters were calculated
for each reaction channel, following refs 32 and 33 as

and

whereδr(N-H) andδr(C-H) represent the variation in the
breaking bond distance between transition states and reac-
tants; whileδr(H-O) stands for the variation in the forming
bond distance between transition states and products.

According to theL parameters in Table 2, all the transition
states structures are reactant-like. The relationships between
L and∆E or ∆G are well accomplished. The lowest (highest)
value ofL actually corresponds to the most (less) negative
energy of reaction, whileL values of similar magnitudes
correspond to comparable energy values. It seems worthwhile
to point out that these are qualitative criteria and when there
are very small differences between twoL (or energy) values
the strict order might change. The transition states (TS)
structures and the main bond distances in their fully
optimized geometries are shown in Figure 1. From all the
TS involved in H abstractions from N-H sites the earliest
one (most reactant-like) is that corresponding to channel (3a)

with and the largest H-O distance: r(N-H))1.06 and
r(H-O))1.43 Å, respectively. This is an indication of the
higher reactivity of the N-H site in DMA compared to MA
and EA. On the other hand, the TS with the lowestL, from
all those involved in H abstractions from C-H sites, is that
corresponding to channel (2b) with r(C-H))1.15 Å, indicat-
ing that EA has the highest reactive C-H site among all the
modeled ones. At this point, and based on the previous
analysis, it is possible to hypothesize that DMA would have
the largest contribution of the H abstractions from N-H to
the overall reaction, while EA should have the lowest one,
within the studied set of amines. This is in line with chemical
intuition which indicates that the amine with secondary
nitrogen (carbon) would have the most reactive N-H
(C-H) site.

Minimum Energy Paths. Intrinsic reaction coordinate
calculations (IRC) were performed at the BHandHLYP/
6-311++G(2d,2p) level of theory in order to obtain the
minimum energy paths (MEP) for the studied channels of
reaction. The calculations were carried out starting from the
fully optimized saddle-point geometries and then moving
downhill along the reactant and product sides, in mass-
weighted internal coordinates. Neither reorientation nor
symmetry were used to construct the IRC. An even gradient
step size of 0.02 amu1/2 bohr was used, and fifty points were
calculated in each direction. The reaction coordinates is
defined as the signed distance from the saddle point (where
s < 0 refers to the reactants’ side ands > 0 refers to the
products’ side). As a reasonable compromise between speed
and accuracy, and based on the curvature of the surface, five
points on each side of the saddle point were chosen to
construct the MEP. Their energies were improved by single-
point calculations at the CCSD(T)/6-311++G(2d,2p) level
of theory, and they were used in conjunction with gradients
and frequencies computed at the BHandHLYP/6-311++G-
(2d,2p) level.

The adiabatic minimum energy potential surfaces were
obtained within the B//A approach,34 which has become
common in the study of polyatomic systems because it is
relatively inexpensive from a computational point of view
and it usually reproduces correctly the main features of the
reaction path. It consists of geometry optimizations at a given
level (A) followed by single point calculations, without
optimization, at a higher level (B). The MEP obtained using
this technique presents a maximum that is shifted toward
the reactants valley by about-0.2 bohr with respect to the
maximum at the A level of calculation. Espinosa-Garcia and
Corchado35 argue that, when the MEP is constructed using
the B//A technique, the energy maximum is artificially
located away from the saddle point corresponding to the level
of optimization (A). This shift, that is simply a numerical
effect, could be mistaken with a variational effect and mislead
the kinetic calculations. Consequently, we have corrected the
position of the maxima as suggested by these authors. The
calculated MEPs corresponding to abstractions from C-H
sites are almost barrierless processes, while those corre-
sponding to N-H abstractions show barriers that are still
low but noticeable. When reaction profiles involve low and
broad classical barriers, it causes large variational effects (see

Figure 1. Fully optimized geometries of the transition states.

L(N - H) )
δr(N - H)

δr(H - O)
(1)

L(C - H) )
δr(C - H)

δr(H - O)
(2)
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ref 36 for more details). In these cases, the recrossing
problem is essential, and variational transition state theory
is needed to obtain reliable values of the rate constants (k).
Accordingly the CVT approach has been used to compute
the rate constant corresponding to all channels but the (2c).
In this particular case the reaction barrier (∆E*) is high
enough (Table 2) to avoid substantial recrossing effects and
the conventional transition state theory, which can be
considered as an upper limit of CVT, is adequate to compute
k. In addition the (2c) is a minor path that hardly contributes
to the overall reaction of ethylamine.

Kinetics and Branching Ratios. The rate coefficients
have been calculated within the temperature range 290-310
K (Table 3), to obtain kinetic parameters corresponding to
the 298 K vicinity. We have assumed that neither mixing
nor crossover between different pathways occurs and that
the overall rate constant (k) corresponding to each amine+
OH can be calculated as the sum of the rate coefficients of
each path:

Tunneling corrections were significant only for channel
2c, with transmission coefficients (κ) ranging from 5.17 at
290 K to 4.16 at 310 K. For all the other channels tunneling
corrections were found to be negligible, even at the lowest
temperature. This is a logical finding since their adiabatic
barriers (∆E*) are negative or close to zero. The branching
ratios of the different reaction channels, which represent the
percent of their contribution to the overall reaction, have been
calculated for each amine as

The values of the rate constants and branching ratios for
the studied temperature range are reported in Tables 3
and 4.

The calculated rate coefficients agree well with the
previously reported experimental values, differing by less
than 1 order of magnitude and following the same tendency.
The largest discrepancy was found for methylamine with a
calculated value that is about one-third of the experimental
one. The good correlation between calculated and the average
experimental values of the overall rate constants is shown
in Figure 2. This good agreement supports the reliability of
the present calculations. However the calculated values are
more in line with bond dissociation energies than the
experimental ones, see Table 1. The ratio between the
experimental rate coefficients of ethylamine/methyl amine
is only 1.3. This has no precedent in other VOCs+ OH
reactions when H abstractions from-CH3 and-CH2- are
compared. This could be rationalized only if H abstractions
mainly occur from NH sites, which is not the case. On the
other hand, the ratio of the calculated rate coefficients is 2.3,
which is more in line with the equivalent ratio ethanol/
methanol which is 3.3 and for which the H abstraction from
the OH group is expected to contribute to a very low extent
to the overall reaction. Within the studied temperature range
the variations ofk with temperature are quite small suggest-
ing that activation energies around 298 K should be close to
zero. The largest variation was found for MA. The Arrhenius

Table 3. Calculated Overall Rate Coefficients (k, cm3

molecule-1 s-1) for Amines + OH Reactions, within the
Temperature Range 290-310 K, and Experimental Values
at 298 Ka

T (K) kMA kEA kDMA

290 4.86 × 10-12 1.18 × 10-11 5.21 × 10-11

292 4.95 × 10-12 1.19 × 10-11 5.23 × 10-11

294 5.03 × 10-12 1.19 × 10-11 5.25 × 10-11

296 5.11 × 10-12 1.19 × 10-11 5.20 × 10-11

298.15 5.20 × 10-12 1.19 × 10-11 5.17 × 10-11

300 5.28 × 10-12 1.19 × 10-11 5.15 × 10-11

302 5.37 × 10-12 1.19 × 10-11 5.12 × 10-11

304 5.45 × 10-12 1.19 × 10-11 5.10 × 10-11

306 5.54 × 10-12 1.19 × 10-11 5.07 × 10-11

308 5.63 × 10-12 1.20 × 10-11 5.05 × 10-11

310 5.72 × 10-12 1.20 × 10-11 5.03 × 10-11

exp5,7 2.20 × 10-11 2.77 × 10-11 6.54 × 10-11

exp6 1.73 × 10-11 2.37 × 10-11 6.49 × 10-11

a MA ) methylamine, EA ) ethylamine, DMA ) dimethylamine.

Table 4. Calculated Branching Ratios (Γ) within the
Temperature Range 290-310 K

MA EA DMA

T (K) Γ1a Γ1b Γ2a Γ2b Γ2c Γ3a Γ3b

290 20.3 79.7 1.5 98.2 0.3 51.2 48.8
292 20.3 79.7 1.5 98.2 0.3 51.0 49.0
294 20.3 79.7 1.5 98.1 0.4 50.8 49.2
296 20.3 79.7 1.5 98.1 0.4 48.7 51.3
298.15 20.3 79.7 1.9 97.7 0.4 48.4 51.6
300 20.3 79.7 1.9 97.7 0.4 48.0 52.0
302 20.3 79.7 1.9 97.7 0.4 47.7 52.3
304 20.4 79.6 1.9 97.7 0.4 47.3 52.7
306 20.4 79.6 2.0 97.6 0.4 47.0 53.0
308 20.4 79.6 2.0 97.6 0.4 46.6 53.4
310 20.4 79.6 2.0 97.6 0.4 46.3 53.7

a MA ) methylamine, EA ) ethylamine, DMA ) dimethylamine.

Figure 2. Correlation between calculated and average
experimental values of k298 (cm3 molecule-1 s-1).

kMA ) k(1a) + k(1b) (4)

kEA ) k(2a) + k(2b) + k(2c) (5)

kDMA ) k(3a) + k(3b) (6)

Γa,b or c )
ka,b or c

koVerall
× 100 (7)
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equation best fitting the calculated data for the studied amines
in the 290-310 K temperature range are

According to these equations the Arrhenius activation
energies are 1.43, 0.09, and-0.38 kcal/mol for the OH
reaction with methylamine, ethylamine, and dimethylamine,
respectively. The only experimental values available are
(-0.46 ( 0.3),5 (-0.38 ( 0.3),7 and (-0.49 ( 0.3).7 For
DMA the calculated value is within the error range of the
experimental determination. However for MA and EA the
calculated Arrhenius activation energies are higher than the
experimental ones, with the largest discrepancy for MA, for
which it seems to be overestimated. That the experimental
activation energy of MA is lower than that corresponding
to EA seems to be difficult to rationalize. The calculated
values are in agreement with the expected trend, based on
the structure reactivity relationship, i.e., the abstraction from
a secondary carbon should be energetically more favored
than from a primary one, in a similar way to what occurs
when comparing ethanol and methanol: 0.14 kcal/mol and
0.72 kcal/mol, respectively. The same applies for secondary
and primary amino group when DMA and MA are compared,
moreover the activation effect of CH3-NH- group should
be larger than that of NH2- group, in a similar way that the
activation energy, according to recommended values, for
dimethyl ether (0.43 kcal/mol) is lower than for methanol
(0.72 kcal/mol). Accordingly, both channels in DMA are
expected to be activated with respect to the equivalent
channels in MA, i.e., the activation energy of the overall
reaction is expected to be lower. Our results are also in
agreement with the bond dissociation energies experimentally
determined (Table 1) and with the assumption that activation
energies should correlate with bond dissociation energies,
except when different channels have different tunneling
corrections which is not the case. Since in the last decades
not only the calculation resources but also the experimental
techniques have evolved, new experiments dealing with
Arrhenius parameters for aliphatic amines+ OH reactions
would be desirable.

As it can be seen from the values in Table 4, abstractions
from the -CH sites make the largest contribution to the
overall rate constant, with the exception of dimethylamine
at temperatures below 294 K. In all the cases the increase in
temperature also increases the contribution of N-H sites
abstractions. Therefore moving upward in the troposphere,
which implies a lowering in temperatures, the abstraction
reactions from NH sites are expected to become less and
less important. For ethylamine, in particular, even at room
temperature the contribution of2achannel to the overall rate
constant is less than 2%. Accordingly, it could be expected
that the OH reactions with secondary amines mainly occur
by H abstraction from CH sites, especially from those
involving secondary carbons. On the other hand, being that
DMA is the only secondary amine from all the modeled ones

it seems logical that it shows the largest contribution of H
abstractions from N-H sites to the overall rate constant. At
298 K the calculations predict that about 48% of the reaction
would involve the NH site. The only experimental report4

on branching ratios propose that (37( 5)% of the DMA+
OH reaction takes place through this channel. Taking into
account that this determination dates from 1979 and the error
inherent to electronic calculations, there is good agreement
between these two values. Accordingly, it seems reasonable
to assume that the branching ratios proposed here for the
first time are reliable enough to describe the product
distribution expected for MA and EA.

Conclusion
Different channels have been modeled for the OH+ aliphatic
amines reactions, involving the rupture of C-H and N-H
bonds. According to our results, for ethylamine the only
channel that significantly contributes to the overall reaction
is that involving abstractions from the secondary carbon. For
methlylamine and dimethlyamine a mixture of products is
expected. For the first one the H abstraction take place mainly
from the -CH3 group, while for the second one products
involving abstractions from NH and CH sites are expected
to be formed in similar proportions. Even though the reaction
was studied in a relative short interval of temperatures,
around 298 K, and within this interval the rate constants
change smoothly with temperature, it seems that as the
temperature decreases the contributions of the channels
involving NH sites to the overall reaction also decrease. This
finding suggests that for upper layers in the troposphere these
channels become less important. Their percentage contribu-
tions to the overall reaction, at 298 K, were found to be about
20%, 2%, and 48% for methylamine, ethlylamine, and
dimethylamine, respectively.
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Abstract: The correlation consistent composite approach (ccCA) has been applied to the

G3/05 training set of 51 energetic properties for the atoms and molecules that contain the 4p
elements, Ga-Kr. When atomic and molecular first-order spin orbit coupling corrections are

added to open shell atoms and molecules, the ccCA has a mean absolute deviation from

experiment (MAD) of 0.95 kcal mol-1, an improvement of 0.10 kcal mol-1 over G3 and G3X

model chemistries. The performance of the ccCA on third-row-containing atoms and molecules

is, therefore, commensurate in accuracy with previous studies on lighter main group elements

H-Ar. While the typical methods used to compute theoretical molecular spin orbit corrections

may go against the spirit of “black box” model chemistries, such corrections may be necessary

for molecules containing heavy elements such as Ga-Kr. For example, when second-order

spin orbit corrections are added to the atomic and molecular energies, the ccCA MAD is reduced

to 0.88 kcal mol-1.

Introduction
Sophisticated ab initio techniques that include electron
correlation generally scale asN5 or higher, whereN is the
number of basis functions included in the basis set. Due to
this high scaling, correlated methods, such as coupled cluster
including single, double, and quasiperturbative triple excita-
tions [CCSD(T)], are not computationally tractable for
large molecules when combined with large basis sets. Model
chemistries, also called composite methods, attempt to
effectively reproduce a more sophisticated level of ab initio
theory by using combinations of more efficient levels of
theory and basis sets in an additive manner. These additive
corrections form the foundation of composite model chem-
istries and have repeatedly been shown to be a valid and
cost-effective approximation to the electronic Schro¨dinger
equation. Model chemistries allow for quantitative compu-
tational studies on significantly larger chemical systems that
would normally be inaccessible.

The correlation consistent Composite Approach (ccCA)
has been recently developed in our laboratories and is a

model chemistry based on second-order Møller-Plesset
perturbation theory computations extrapolated to the com-
plete basis set (CBS) limit.1,2 The ccCA utilizes the family
of correlation consistent basis sets pioneered by Dunning
and co-workers.3-10 The initial purpose for creating the ccCA
was to provide an efficient MP2-based model chemistry that
did not require parametrization. Benchmark studies utilizing
the ccCA have shown that it reliably achieves “chemical
accuracy”, defined as obtaining energetic properties within
1 kcal mol-1 of well-established experimental values for main
group species, without relying on optimized or semiempirical
parameters.

Since its initial implementation, the ccCA generally has
been shown to provide results that are comparable to G311-14

and G3X15 for organic species1,2,16 and more reliable than
these widely used model chemistries for inorganic s-block
species.17 Since the suite of correlation consistent basis sets
also exists for transition metals Sc-Zn,5 the ccCA has also
been applied to a test set of transition metal-containing
species, and an accuracy of(3 kcal mol-1 has been achieved
for enthalpies of formation.18 The ccCA can also be utilized
for high-accuracy studies on larger molecular species such
as magnesocene [Mg(C5H5)2] and beryllium bis(acetyl-
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acetonate) [Be(C5H7O2)2]19 that are currently computationally
intractable for studies employing large basis set coupled
cluster computations, such as those within the Wn,20,21

HEAT,22 and Dixon/Feller/Peterson23-30 model chemistries.
Thus far, the ccCA method has been benchmarked using

the Gn training sets.1,2 The most current iteration of the Gn
training sets, G3/05, contains 464 first-, second-,11 and third-
row14,31-34 atomic and molecular species and includes
experimental enthalpies of formation, ionization potentials,
electron affinities, and proton affinities. However, because
of a lack of core-valence correlation consistent basis sets,
atomic and molecular properties of species that contain third-
row (K-Kr) atoms have not yet been examined with the
ccCA model chemistry. Recently, we have developed the
necessary cc-pCVnZ basis sets for Ga-Kr.35 Thus, with the
addition of these basis sets to the suite of correlation
consistent basis sets, ccCA calculations are now possible for
all elements up to krypton (Z ) 36) with the exception of
potassium and calcium. We now extend the investigation of
the ccCA model chemistry to the properties of G3/05
molecules that contain the elements Ga through Kr.

Theoretical Methods
Ab initio and DFT computations were carried out with the
Gaussian03 software package.36 Structures were optimized
at the B3LYP level of theory with the cc-pVTZ basis sets.
Harmonic vibrational frequencies were then computed using
the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory at the geometric
stationary points. To obtain the required zero-point vibra-
tional energies (ZPE) and temperature-dependent enthalpy
corrections, the harmonic frequencies were scaled by a factor
of 0.9854 to account for known deficiencies in the harmonic
approximation. The use of B3LYP/cc-pVTZ for optimizing
geometries and obtaining harmonic frequencies provides
results that are quite similar to those obtained via 6-31G(2df,p)
optimizations that are computed with the G3X and G4 model
chemistries. The current formulation of the ccCA employs
MP2 extrapolations to the complete basis set limit (CBS)
and the previous ccCA benchmark study found that two types
of CBS extrapolations provided the most reliable results for
the main group G3/99 training set.2 The first is the Peterson
mixed exponential/Gaussian function extrapolation scheme37

defined by the formula

wherex ) 2, 3, and 4 come from aug-cc-pVDZ, aug-cc-
pVTZ, and aug-cc-pVQZ MP2 energies, respectively. The
other CBS extrapolation is the two-point Schwartz 1/(lmax

4)
scheme38-40 using aug-cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-pVQZ MP2
energies and is determined using the formula

wherelmax is the maximum angular momentum value within
the basis set. In this study,lmax ) 3 for aug-cc-pVTZ and
lmax ) 4 for aug-cc-pVQZ energies. We refer to the ccCA
which utilizes the extrapolation function in eq 1.1 as ccCA-

P, and the ccCA which utilizes the extrapolation function in
eq 1.2 as ccCA-S4.

After the MP2 CBS energy is determined, a series of
additive corrections is computed. In order to properly account
for high-order electron correlation effects, a single point
energy is computed at the triple-ú level with the CCSD(T)
wave function. The∆E(CC) correction for the ccCA methods
can be expressed as

Next, scalar relativistic corrections are obtained from frozen-
core MP2 wave functions using the cc-pVTZ-DK41 basis sets
and the spin-free, one-electron Douglas-Kroll-Hess (DKH)
Hamiltonian.42-44 The MP2 relativistic correction to the ccCA
energy,∆E(DK),45 is formulated as

The final computation is a correction for core-valence
correlation effects. This energy,∆E(CV), is computed as

Including the zero-point energy [∆E(ZPE)] determined by
the scaled B3LYP/cc-pVTZ harmonic vibrational frequen-
cies, the ccCA-CBS energy is defined as

For atomic species,46 and some linear molecules (discussed
below), a spin orbit correction, taken from previous theoreti-
cal studies,∆(SO),14,31 is also added to the ccCA energy.

Evaluation of ccCA Methods for Species with
Elements Ga -Kr
A. Application of ccCA to G3/05 Set of Atoms and
Molecules with Elements Ga-Kr. Tabulated experimental
uncertainties of(1.0 kcal mol-1 or less is a main criterion
for inclusion within the Gn test sets. Therefore, the G3/05
training set is a very stringent test of any new ab initio
methodology.11 The third-row molecules investigated are
obtained from the G3/05 set but do not include the K- and
Ca-containing molecules (and their respective ions) as full
sets of core-valence correlation consistent basis sets currently
do not exist for those elements. However, development of
the complete set of correlation consistent basis sets necessary
for ccCA computations of molecules containing potassium
and calcium is currently in progress in our laboratory, and
the ccCA model chemistry will soon be available and
benchmarked for the entire periodic table through krypton.

In all, the G3/05 test set for elements Ga-Kr contains 51
systems: 19 atomization energies (D0), 11 enthalpies of
formation (∆Hf), 15 ionization potentials (IP), 4 electron
affinities (EA), and 2 proton affinities (PA). Table 1 shows
ccCA energies for the atoms Ga-Kr as well as the spin-
orbit correction energies. Geometric parameters for the 51

E(x) ) ECBS + B exp[-(x - 1)] + C exp[-(x - 1)2] (1.1)

E(lmax) ) ECBS + B

(lmax+ 1
2)4

(1.2)

∆E(CC) ) E[CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ]- E[MP2/cc-pVTZ]
(1.3)

∆E(DK) ) E[MP2/cc-pVTZ-DK] - E[MP2/cc-pVTZ]
(1.4)

∆E(CV) ) E[MP2(full)/aug-cc-pCVTZ]-
E[MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ] (1.5)

E0(ccCA-CBS)) E[MP2/aug-cc-pV∞Z] + ∆E(CC) +
∆E(DK) + ∆E(CV) + ∆E(ZPE) (1.6)
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systems in the third-row set are given in Table S1 (Support-
ing Information).

When applying the ccCA model chemistry to atoms and
molecules with third-row elements, a caveat of the frozen
core approximation must be discussed. The valence correla-
tion consistent basis sets for elements Ga-Kr were developed
with frozen 1s, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, and 3d molecular orbitals
(MOs); therefore, “valence” correlated MOs of the atoms
and molecules in this training set include only 4s and 4p
MOs. The recently created core-valence basis sets have active
3s, 3p, 4s, 3d, and 4p MOs, which will be necessarily
correlated in order to compute the∆E(CV) additive correc-
tion, shown in eq 1.5.

For the third-row G3/05 training set (with third-row
elements Ga-Kr only), deviations from experimental values
are given in Table 2 for ccCA-P, ccCA-S4, G3, G3X, and
G4 theories. For the Ga-Kr containing species in the G3/
05 training set, the ccCA can reliably predict energetic
properties to within chemical accuracy. The mean signed
deviation (MSD) is-0.02 kcal mol-1 for ccCA-P and 0.07
kcal mol-1 for ccCA-S4, indicating almost no overall bias
in the reliability of the ccCA. The mean absolute deviation
(MAD) for ccCA-P is 0.95 kcal mol-1, and slightly larger
for ccCA-S4, 1.00 kcal mol-1. The maximum absolute
deviations for the ccCA model chemistries are for the∆Hf

of C5H8Br2 (2.9 and 3.4 kcal mol-1 for ccCA-P and ccCA-
S4, respectively) and the IP of NaBr (5.2 and 5.0 kcal mol-1

for ccCA-P and ccCA-S4, respectively). Absolute deviation
from experiment for the properties of these two molecules
is quite large for G3 methods as well (3.2 and 4.9 kcal mol-1,
respectively), but the G4∆Hf value of C5H8Br2 is only 1.9
kcal mol-1 away from experiment.47

For the 51 quantities computed in the training set, the
ccCA-P is an improvement of 0.10 kcal mol-1 over the G3X
model chemistry, which has a MAD of 1.07 kcal mol-1. The
ccCA methods also outperform all of the CBS-n methods48-50

that have been benchmarked for the 40 third-row-containing
atoms and molecules in the older G3/99 set.51 For these same
40 energetic properties (19D0, 15 IPs, 4 EAs, and 2 PAs),
the ccCA-P and ccCA-S4 MADs are 0.79 and 0.78 kcal
mol-1, respectively, while the best CBS-n method, CBS-
QB3, has a MAD of 1.12 kcal mol-1. Previous CBS
CCSD(T) studies in our laboratory have been carried out on
the G3 test set of molecules containing Ga-Kr.52,53 Interest-
ingly, the ccCA model chemistry has a lower MAD with
the third-row test set than most CBS CCSD(T) methods using
valence aug-cc-pVnZ and relativistic pseudopotential aug-
cc-pVnZ basis sets. Depending on the CBS extrapolation

scheme, the aug-cc-pVnZ MADs range from 0.89-1.21 kcal
mol-1 and the aug-cc-pVnZ-PP MADs range from 0.98-

Table 1. Atomic ccCA Energies for the Elements Ga-Kr

ccCA-P ccCA-S4 ∆E (SO)a ∆E(2) (SO)b

Ga 2P1/2 -1943.067544 -1943.069629 -0.00251 -0.00002

Ge 3P0 -2097.939639 -2097.941788 -0.00441 -0.00020

As 4S3/2 -2259.905472 -2259.907698 0.0 -0.00047

Se 3P2 -2428.979165 -2428.981410 -0.00430 -0.00081

Br 2P3/2 -2605.350744 -2605.352995 -0.00560 -0.00049

Kr 1S0 -2789.137674 -2789.139744 0.0 -0.00076
a Experimental first-order atomic SO corrections are obtained from

ref 46. b Theoretical second-order atomic SO corrections are obtained
from ref 31.

Table 2. Deviations of ccCA and Gn Methods from
Experiment (Expt-Theory) in kcal mol-1 for the Third-Row
G3/05 Training Set

property species expta ccCA-P ccCA-S4 G3b G3Xb G4c

D0 GeH4 270.5 -2.7 -2.8 -2.5 -2.8 -2.5

AsH 64.6 1.6 1.6 -0.1 -0.4 0.7

AsH2 131.1 -0.7 -0.7 -0.8 -1.2 -0.7

AsH3 206.0 0.3 0.3 1.4 0.8 1.3

SeH 74.3 -0.7 -0.7 -1.1 -1.1 -0.7

SeH2 153.2 -0.4 -0.4 0.9 0.6 1.1

HBr 86.5 -0.8 -0.8 -0.2 0.0 0.4

GaCl 109.9 0.4 0.4 -1.5 -1.3 -0.6

GeO 155.2 -2.1 -2.1 -1.6 -3.0 -1.0

As2 91.3 -1.1 -1.0 -0.4 -1.6 -0.4

BrCl 51.5 -0.2 -0.2 0.3 0.5 0.5

BrF 58.9 -0.2 -0.2 0.3 -0.2 -0.4

BrO 55.3 0.6 0.6 0.1 -0.1 0.3

Br2 45.4 -0.5 -0.6 -0.1 0.1 0.9

BBr 103.5 1.2 1.2 0.7 1.1 1.5

NaBr 86.2 -0.4 -0.3 -2.1 -1.9 -0.7

CH3Br 358.2 -0.7 -0.9 -0.3 -0.1 0.4

GeS2 191.7 1.5 1.6 -1.9 -2.5 -1.2

KrF2 21.9 -0.2 -0.2 -0.6 -1.3 -1.7

∆Hf(298.15 K) CF3Br -155.0 0.8 1.1 2.3 1.3 0.4

CCl3Br -10.0 1.2 1.2 2.9 2.2 1.4

C2H3Br 18.9 1.8 2.0 2.0 1.9 1.4

C2H5Br -14.8 1.6 1.9 1.2 0.9 0.3

C3H7Br -23.8 0.9 1.3 0.6 0.1 -0.5

C6H5Br 25.2 0.1 0.5 1.5 1.4 1.2

C6H13Br -35.4 1.9 2.6 1.2 0.7 0.3

C3H6Br2 -17.1 2.8 3.1 2.7 2.2 1.0

CHF2Br -101.6 0.6 0.7 1.2 0.4 -0.4

COBr2 -27.1 2.1 2.0 2.7 2.6 1.2

C5H8Br2 -13.1 2.9 3.4 3.2 3.1 1.9

IP Ga 138.3 -0.2 -0.1 -0.2 -0.2 -0.6

Ge 182.2 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.2

As 225.7 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.3 -0.3

Se 224.9 0.6 0.6 1.0 0.5 0.7

Br 272.4 -0.4 -0.2 0.5 0.9 0.4

Kr 322.8 0.3 0.5 1.3 0.9 1.2

AsH 222.3 0.1 0.0 -1.0 -1.0 -0.5

AsH2 217.8 0.3 0.3 -0.8 -0.8 -0.6

SeH 227.0 -1.3 -1.2 0.1 -0.1 -0.6

SeH2 228.0 -1.2 -1.1 -0.3 -0.4 -0.4

HBr 268.9 -0.3 -0.2 0.8 0.8 1.0

Br2 242.6 -0.1 0.1 -0.2 -0.2 0.4

HOBr 245.3 -1.6 -1.4 -0.4 -0.6 -0.2

BrF 271.7 -0.1 0.1 0.7 0.8 1.4

NaBr 191.6 -5.2 -5.0 -4.9 -5.1 -4.7

EA Ge 28.4 0.0 0.0 -0.5 -0.4 -0.7

Br 77.6 0.1 0.3 -0.5 -0.9 -0.7

BrO 54.5 -1.6 -1.5 -1.3 -1.2 -1.5

SeH 51.0 -0.5 -0.5 -0.4 -0.5 -0.5

PA Br 322.6 -1.0 -1.2 -0.3 0.3 0.2

CH3Br 157.3 0.1 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.2

MSD -0.02 0.07 0.11 -0.09 -0.01

MAD 0.95 1.00 1.07 1.05 0.86
a Experimental results are obtained from ref 14. b G3 and G3X

results are obtained from refs 14 and 11, respectively. c G4 results
are obtained from ref 47.
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1.42 kcal mol-1. While the MP2-based ccCA method might
be expected to be inferior to CCSD(T)-based CBS extrapola-
tions, the treatment of core-valence effects in ccCA is likely
the source of improved results over the previous large basis
set coupled cluster data applied to the valence correlation
space only. Last, a few popular density functional theories
have MADs for the third-row set ranging from 2.50-5.41
kcal mol-1 and are much less reliable than ccCA and current-
generation Gn model chemistries (cf. ref 11, Table 2).

Using first-order atomic and molecular spin orbit correc-
tions, the ccCA MAD of 0.95-1.00 kcal mol-1 is worse than
the new G4 method, which has a MAD of 0.86 kcal mol-1.47

However, it is perhaps unsurprising that G4 is a significant
improvement over ccCA as well as G3 and its variants. The
G4 is parametrized with third-row species included in the
HLC optimization, and the G4 HLC also containssix
optimized parameters, rather than four as in the G3 genera-
tion. Unlike the study of s-block containing first- and second-
row molecules, where ccCA model chemistries obtain a
greater number of energetic properties to within chemical
accuracy than Gn methods,17,19 the number of instances in
Gn and ccCA methods where the deviation has a magnitude
less than(1.0 kcal mol-1 is similar, with a range of 31-36
instances.

As shown in previous ccCA papers, Gn theories rely on
the HLC to provide a significant contribution to thermody-
namic properties (such as atomization energies and enthalpies
of formation).1,47 It is known that the magnitude of this
empirical contribution can be very large, especially with
larger molecules, and that it is unable to fully account for
basis set and electron correlation deficiencies. While the
ccCA is an MP2-based model chemistry and lacks empirical
parametrization, it is approximately an order of magnitude
more computationally expensive for small- to medium-sized
molecules than Gn methods. For example, on eight SGI
Origin MIPS R16000 processors, the ccCA energy of
1-bromohexane took 109 h to complete versus 9 h for the
G3 energy on the same system. Again, it is pertinent to note
that the most computationally expensive step of the ccCA
method is usually the CCSD(T) cc-pVTZ computations. Thus
ccCA is much less expensive than composite methods that
are based on CBS limits of CCSD(T) energies.

B. Discussion of First- and Second-Order Spin Orbit
Coupling. It was shown that first-order SOC corrections can
alter molecular energies by up to 4.1 kcal mol-1 and that
even second-order molecular SOC effects, computed in a
study by Blaudeau and Curtiss,31 can affect atomization
energies of molecules containing elements Ga-Kr by up to
0.8 kcal mol-1. Inclusion of theoretical SOC corrections
requires accurate computation of multireference wave func-
tions, which in turn is troublesome for the development and
benchmarking of single reference “black box” composite
methods such as ccCA and Gn. Examples are detailed in
Hess’s comprehensive review of spin-orbit coupling com-
putations54 as well as in work by Peterson which describes
severe active space difficulties for ground and excited
electronic states of a seemingly innocuous first-row diatomic
(BO+).55 The inclusion of SOC energies is, however,
necessary for a proper ab initio treatment of open-shell heavy

element-containing molecules, which unfortunately describes
the majority of the third-row G3/05 ionic species.

Table 3. Deviations of ccCA Methods from Experiment
(Expt-Theory) in kcal mol-1 for the Third-Row G3/05
Training Set When Atomic and Molecular Second-Order
Spin Orbit Corrections Are Included in the Energiesa

property species exptb ccCA-P ccCA-S4

D0 GeH4 270.5 -2.7 -2.7
AsH 64.6 1.5 1.5
AsH2 131.1 -0.5 -0.6
AsH3 206.0 0.6 0.6
SeH 74.3 -0.2 -0.2
SeH2 153.2 -0.2 -0.2
HBr 86.5 -0.9 -0.9
GaCl 109.9 0.4 0.4
GeO 155.2 -2.0 -2.0
As2 91.3 -0.5 -0.4
BrCl 51.5 0.1 0.1
BrF 58.9 0.1 0.1
BrO 55.3 0.9 0.9
Br2 45.4 -0.6 -0.6
BBr 103.5 1.5 1.5
NaBr 86.2 -0.1 0.0
CH3Br 358.2 -0.4 -0.6
GeS2 191.7 1.6 1.7
KrF2 21.9 0.3 0.2

∆Hf(298.15 K) CF3Br -155.0 0.5 0.7
CCl3Br -10.0 0.9 0.9
C2H3Br 18.9 1.5 1.7
C2H5Br -14.8 1.3 1.6
C3H7Br -23.8 0.6 1.0
C6H5Br 25.2 -0.2 0.2
C6H13Br -35.4 1.6 2.2
C3H6Br2 -17.1 2.2 2.5
CHF2Br -101.6 0.2 0.4
COBr2 -27.1 1.4 1.4
C5H8Br2 -13.1 2.3 2.8

IP Ga 138.3 -0.2 -0.2
Ge 182.2 -0.1 -0.1
As 225.7 -0.7 -0.7
Se 224.9 0.7 0.8
Br 272.4 0.2 0.3
Kr 322.8 -0.2 0.1
AsH 222.3 -0.3 -0.3
AsH2 217.8 0.4 0.4
SeH 227.0 -0.4 -0.4
SeH2 228.0 -1.1 -1.1
HBr 268.9 -0.7 -0.6
Br2 242.6 -0.8 -0.6
HOBr 245.3 -1.6 -1.4
BrF 271.7 -0.1 0.1
NaBr 191.6 -5.1 -5.0

EA Ge 28.4 0.1 0.1
Br 77.6 0.4 0.6
BrO 54.5 0.9 0.9
SeH 51.0 -0.5 -0.5

PA Br 322.6 -1.4 -1.6
CH3Br 157.3 0.1 0.0

MSD -0.03 0.05
MAD 0.88 0.92

a Molecular second-order SO corrections are from ref 31. b Ex-
perimental results are obtained from ref 14.
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In Table 3, ccCA-P and ccCA-S4 deviations are given
when second-order atomic and molecular SO corrections are
included in the energies. Clearly these effects are important
in determining ionization energies, atomization energies, and
∆Hf values for third-row species. Inclusion of these effects
improves the MAD of ccCA-P from 0.95 to 0.88 kcal mol-1

and ccCA-S4 from 1.00 to 0.92 kcal mol-1, putting them on
par with the G4 model chemistry. By including second-order
SOC corrections, 25 of the ccCA-P deviations are improved
by more than 0.1 kcal mol-1, while the errors are worse for
18 species. Overall, atomic second-order SOC corrections
seem to improve the reliability of enthalpies of formation
computed for larger molecules in the G3/05 training set.

C. Systems that Contain Gallium and Germanium
Atoms and Electronegative Ligands.For gallium and
germanium compounds, the 2s basis functions on electro-
negative ligand atoms can substantially mix with the 3d basis
functions on the electropositive elements Ga and Ge.
Yamaguchi, Schaefer, and co-workers56,57 originally sug-
gested that including the 3d MOs in the correlation space
when carrying out ab initio studies on Ga-containing
molecules is a necessity, and further examples were presented
by Duke and Radom58 and Bauschlicher and co-workers.59

Petersson and co-workers have devised an MO overlap
scheme to determine a priori if molecules containing Ga-
Kr atoms might be problematic.60 Martin and Sundermann
have created a set of relativistic effective core potentials that
include 3d core correlation for Ga and Ge.61 There is a history
of challenges in the study of these molecules including large
uncertainties in the experimental enthalpies of formation, and
we believe that relativistic coupled cluster calculations
employing core-valence correlation effects (with the newly
created core-valence basis sets) will be necessary to help
pinpoint the source of errors.

Difficulties in computing energetics of molecules contain-
ing elements Ga-Kr is thus far limited to systems with Ga-
O, Ga-F, and Ge-F bonds. If the 3d electrons are treated
in the frozen core approximation, errors in energetic proper-
ties of more than 90 kcal mol-1 can occur, as in the case of
the G2 atomization energy of GaF3.59 Unfortunately, pre-
liminary results indicate the ccCA model chemistry may also
be susceptible to unusually large errors when determining
the correlation energy of such species. Using ccCA-P, the
deviation from experiment for the atomization energy of
GaF3 is 12.4 kcal mol-1. Inclusion of the 3d MO space in
valence energy computations also improves some ccCA
atomization energies but is not a panacea. More research is
currently underway to provide a detailed analysis of the ccCA
performance upon these Ga- and Ge-containing species.

Conclusions
The correlation consistent composite approach (ccCA)
methodology has been applied to 51 atomic and molecular
properties for elements Ga-Kr in the G3/05 training set.
The ccCA energies have been compared to other widely used
model chemistries. Several conclusions have resulted from
this research, the most important of which are summarized
here.

(1) The ccCA methodology performs better than the G3
and G3X model chemistries, with a mean absolute deviation
of 0.95-1.00 kcal mol-1 when first-order spin-orbit cor-
rections are used.

(2) The core-valence additive correction to the ccCA
energy is essential for a proper description of the relevant
properties contained in the G3/05 training set. In fact, the
MP2-based ccCA method is competitive with valence basis
set CBS extrapolated CCSD(T) studies. We propose that this
is due to the better modeling of core-valence electron
correlation in the ccCA method as compared to the published
CBS coupled cluster approaches.

(3) While adding spin-orbit corrections to atoms and
molecules containing 4p and heavier elements detracts from
the “black box” nature of ccCA and Gn methods, spin-
orbit coupling is a physical phenomenon that cannot be
ignored when computing thermodynamic and energetic
properties of such species. The addition of second-order spin
orbit corrections results in a substantial improvement to the
accuracy of the ccCA, as the MAD drops from 0.95 and
1.00 kcal mol-1 to 0.88 and 0.92 kcal mol-1 for ccCA-P
and ccCA-S4, respectively.

For well-behaved third-row p-block molecules, the ccCA
is thus a viable alternative to other model chemistries that
rely on semiempirical corrections to the correlation energy.
Furthermore, the modeling of heavier p-block elements is
an important step on the way to developing a pan-periodic
table composite method that is capable of yielding accurate
thermodynamics.
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Abstract: We have performed atomistic molecular dynamics simulations of linear (1-

dimensional), planar (2-dimensional), and icosahedral (3-dimensional) clusters of C60 fullerenes

in aqueous solution in order to investigate the influence of cluster geometry on their free energy

of formation. As was found in our previous study of the potential of mean force (PMF) as a

function of separation for a single pair of fullerenes in aqueous solution, the interaction between

fullerenes for all cluster geometries was dominated by direct fullerene-fullerene interactions

and not by water-induced hydrophobic interactions. A coarse-grained implicit solvent (CGIS)

potential, given by the PMF for the fullerene pair in water obtained from atomistic simulations,

was found to describe well the free energy of formation of the linear cluster, indicating that

many-body effects, i.e., the influence of neighboring fullerenes on the water-induced interaction

between a fullerene pair, are negligible for the 1-dimensional geometry. For the 2-dimensional

and particularly the 3-dimensional geometry, however, many-body effects were found to strongly

influence hydration, leading to complete dehydration of the central fullerene at close fullerene-
fullerene separations for the icosahedral cluster. This strong influence of geometry on hydration

translates into water-induced interactions that, while remaining repulsive, as is found for the

fullerene pair, are not well described by the two-body CGIS potential obtained from the isolated

fullerene pair, particularly for the 3-dimensional geometry.

I. Introduction
Because of their nonpolar character and extremely low
solubility in water, C60 fullerenes are often considered to be
hydrophobic molecules. However, in recent simulation
studies1,2 we found that the attraction between two fullerenes,
given by the potential of mean force (PMF) as a function of
their separation, is actuallyweakerin water than in vacuum.
Hence, in contrast to hydrophobic particles of the same size
(e.g., one nanometer diameter oil droplets), water actually
promotes dispersion of the fullerene pair. The favorable
water-fullerene interaction is due to the strong van der Waals

interactions between the fullerenes and water resulting from
the high atomic surface density of fullerene. The strong van
der Waals interaction of fullerenes with various gas mol-
ecules has also been observed in ab initio and density
functional calculations.3 These favorable interactions over-
come loss of hydrogen bonding and entropic restrictions on
water at the fullerene surface. Nevertheless, despite the water-
induced repulsion, the strong direct van der Waals interac-
tions between two fullerenes dominate the PMF resulting in
a strong attractive interaction (-4.2 kcal/mol) for two
fullerenes in direct contact.1 These strong direct fullerene-
fullerene van der Waals interactions are the primary reason
for the insolubility of fullerenes in water.

From the PMF studies of two fullerenes in water we have
derived a coarse-grained implicit solvent (CGIS) potential1
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that describes both direct fullerene-fullerene interactions and
effective fullerene-fullerene interactions due to water. We
have utilized this potential to study the self-assembly of bare
and polymer modified C60 fullerenes in water.4 This two-
body potential assumes that the free energy of formation of
fullerene aggregates (clusters) can be described as the sum
of the CGIS potential over all fullerene pairs. However, it
can be anticipated that as the fullerene cluster size and
dimensionality increase the structure of water hydrating each
fullerene pair can depend on the relative position of
neighboring fullerenes and therefore the water-induced
interactions can be different from those obtained for an
isolated pair of fullerenes. In this work, we investigate the
free energy of formation of 1-dimensional, 2-dimensional,
and 3-dimensional fullerene aggregates in aqueous solution
and the applicability of the two-body CGIS potential to these
geometries. For this purpose we have performed fully
atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to determine
the free energy for formation of the fullerene aggregates.
MD simulations are suitable to study a small fullerene cluster
and previously have been utilized to investigate the phase
behavior of the small fullerene cluster, (C60)7, in vacuum.5,6

Discrepancies between the CGIS and atomistic predictions
indicate the existence of a many-body effect in fullerene
clusters whose nature is discussed in detail.

II. Methodology
A. Atomistic Simulations. All MD simulations have been
carried out using the simulation packageLucretius.7 For
atomistic simulations of the fullerene-water solution, interac-
tions were described by a Lennard-Jones potential8

wherer is a distance between atoms, whileσ andε are the
parameters related to the atomic size and the strength of
attraction, respectively. For carbon-carbon interactions the
parametersσc-c ) 3.47 Å andεc-c ) 0.275 kJ/mol1 were
utilized. For water, the transferable intermolecular four-point
potential (TIP4P)9 water model was employed, and C60-water
interactions were represented by a Lennard-Jones potential
(σc-o ) 3.19 Å and εc-o ) 0.392 kJ/mol) which was
empirically parametrized to recover the macroscopic contact
angle of a water droplet on graphite.10 All bond lengths were
constrained using the SHAKE algorithm,11 and the C60

fullerenes were made completely rigid through addition of
additional bonds. The particle mesh Ewald algorithm (PME)12

was used to handle the long-range water-water Coulomb
interactions. Production runs were carried out in the NVT
ensemble (constant volume and temperature) using a multiple-
time-step reversible reference system propagator algo-
rithm.13,14 A time step of 0.75 fs was used for nonbonded
(Lennard-Jones and real part of Coulomb) interactions within
a cut off radius of 7 Å, while a time step of 3 fs was used
for nonbonded interactions for separations between 7 and
10 Å and reciprocal part of the Coulomb interactions.

B. Systems Studied.In this study, the fullerene clusters
consisted of 3, 7, and 13 C60 fullerenes labeled (C60)3, (C60)7,
and (C60)13, as illustrated in Figure 1. The (C60)3 cluster is

linear, the (C60)7 cluster is close-packed planar, and the (C60)13

cluster has an icosahedral geometry. In the (C60)3 and (C60)7

clusters, dummy atoms that do not interact with any other
atoms were used to constrain the clusters to linear or planar
geometries, respectively. All fullerenes (center-of-mass) were
maintained at an equal distance from the center-of-mass of
the central fullerene of the cluster with a range of separations
of 9.25-17.0 Å at increments in spacing of 0.5 or 0.25 Å,
depending upon the separation. All fullerene-fullerene
distances in the clusters were constrained by the SHAKE
method to maintain both the distance of the fullerenes to
the central fullerene as well as the cluster geometry (linear,
close-packed planar, or icosahedral).

Equilibration of the systems, which consisted of a single
cluster and 6000 water molecules, to yield equilibrium
densities was carried out using a periodic cubic cell in the
NPT (constant pressure and temperature) ensemble at 298
K and 1 atm with a separation distance (of all shell fullerenes
to the center of the cluster) of 17.0 Å for 500 ps. Following
equilibration, NVT simulations were performed at the various
separation distances for a sampling time of 5-15 ns. In
addition to the clusters, a single fullerene pair, (C60)2, was
also examined in a cubic cell containing 2000 water
molecules using the same simulation protocol.

C. Determination of the Potential of Mean Force.The
potential of mean force (PMF) was obtained from integration
of the mean constraint force

where r is the separation distance between the center-of-
mass position of the shell fullerenes (those surrounding the
central fullerene of the cluster) and the center-of-mass of
the cluster,<Fcon(r)>, is the mean constraint force experi-
enced by each shell fullerene along the bond connecting it
to the central fullerene, andrmax is a distance sufficiently

ULJ(r) ) 4ε[(σr )12
- (σr )6] (1)

Figure 1. Geometries of the (a) (C60)3, (b) (C60)7, and (c)
(C60)13 fullerene clusters. r represents the fullerene-fullerene
separation distance for clusters (a) and (b) and an average
(over all 42 nearest neighbor pairs) of r′ and r′′ for cluster (c).
Here, r′ is the separation between shell fullerenes and the
central fullerene, and r′′ (r′′ ) 1.05r′) is the nearest neighbor
shell-shell separation.

PMF(r) ) - nshell∫r

rmax [<Fcon(r)> -
2kBT

r ]dr (2)
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large (17.0 Å) such that<Fcon(r)> - 2kBT/r ≈ 0. The
parameternshell is the number of fullerenes surrounding the
central fullerene, withnshell ) 2, 6, and 12 for the linear,
planar, and icosahedral geometries, respectively, andkB is
the Boltzmann constant. Note that by symmetry the only
constraint force experienced by a fullerene on average
lies along the bond connecting it to the central fullerene.
<Fcon(r)> represents an average over both time and allnshell

fullerenes. The quantityPMF(r) is the free energy change
associated with bringing the fullerenes of the cluster together
to a separationr from the central fullerene (with the correct
geometry) from a far separation and hence is referred to as
the free energy of formation for the cluster.

III. Results
A. Potential of Mean Force. In order to understand the
influence of cluster geometry on the free energy of cluster
formation, it is useful to normalize the PMF given by eq 2
by the number of nearest neighbor pairs in the cluster, which
is 1 for (C60)2, 2 for (C60)3, 12 for (C60)7, and 42 for (C60)13.
Furthermore, while all nearest neighbor pair separations are
equal to the separationr between the shell and central
fullerenes for the (C60)2, (C60)3, and (C60)7 clusters, this is
not the case for the (C60)13 cluster. Here, the nearest neighbor
distance between shell fullerenes is slightly greater (by 5%)
than the separation between shell and central fullerenes as
required by the icosahedral geometry. The separation distance
r for this cluster for all plots in this paper is an average over
all (42) nearest neighbor pairs.

The (normalized by the number of nearest neighbor pairs)
PMF as a function of separation is shown for all cluster
geometries in Figure 2. All PMFs exhibit one deep minimum
at a separation distance of around 10 Å, indicating the van
der Waals contact distance for the fullerenes, and oscillatory
features at larger separation that reflect the structure of the
hydrating water, as discussed previously for the fullerene
pair.2 The shallow minimum at about 13 Å corresponds to a
single layer of hydrating water between the fullerenes while
that at about 16 Å to two layers of hydrating water. The
slight shifting of the contact minimum to larger separation
for the (C60)13 cluster reflects the fact that the distance
between nearest neighbor fullerene pairs in the shell is

slightly greater than that between the central fullerene and
the shell fullerenes.

While all PMFs show qualitatively similar behavior, it is
clear from Figure 2 that the free energy of formation depends
upon cluster geometry. As the dimension of the cluster
increases the depth of the primary minimum increases.
Furthermore, the position of the first peak in the PMF for
the (C60)13 cluster is shifted to a larger separation distance
than for the 1- and 2-dimensional clusters. This shift is greater
than that observed for the contact minimum position,
indicating that the shifting reflects not only the difference
between shell-shell fullerene and shell-central fullerene
separations but also a significant fundamental difference in
the effective interactions between the fullerenes of the
3-dimensional cluster compared to the 1- and 2-dimensional
aggregates.

B. Comparison with the Coarse-Grained Implicit
Solvent Two-Body Potential. Insight into the effect of
cluster geometry, and hence into the influence of many-body
interactions, on the free energy of formation of fullerene
clusters in aqueous solution can be gleaned by comparing
the free energy of formation obtained from atomistic simula-
tions with that predicted using the two-body coarse-grained
implicit solvent (CGIS) potential. In the CGIS model we
assume that the free energy associated with forming nearest
neighbor fullerene pairs in each cluster is described (as a
function of separation) by the PMF for the (C60)2 cluster
obtained from atomistic simulations (see Figure 2). The
resulting (normalized by the number of nearest neighbor
pairs) CGIS PMF for the (C60)3, (C60)7, and (C60)13 clusters
is compared with that from fully atomistic simulations in
Figure 3.

For the (C60)3 cluster the PMF obtained from the two-
body CGIS model is nearly identical to that obtained from
atomistic simulations. In this linear 1-dimensional geometry,

Figure 2. The potential of mean force (PMF) for various
fullerene clusters as a function of separation. Each PMF has
been normalized by the number of nearest neighbor fullerene
pairs in the cluster.

Figure 3. Comparison of the potential of mean force (PMF)
obtained from atomistic molecular dynamics simulations and
as predicted by the two-body coarse-grained implicit solvent
potential.
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the presence of the third fullerene does not perturb the
interaction between the (two) nearest neighbor pairs. For the
planar (C60)7 cluster, the fully atomistic simulation predicts
a slightly stronger attractive interaction between fullerenes
at the close contact position but no discernible difference
from the two-body prediction for separations greater than
about 11 Å. In contrast, significant differences in the PMF
can be seen between the two-body prediction and the
atomistic simulations for the 3-dimensional (C60)13 cluster,
indicating that pair interactions are strongly perturbed by the
presence of other fullerenes (i.e., the existence of many-body
effects). The primary minimum is significantly deeper and
broader than predicted by the two-body potential, indicating
that many-body effects promote fullerene-fullerene attrac-
tion at short separation.

C. Water-Induced Interactions. The PMF for the fullerene
clusters in vacuum was determined using a Brownian
dynamics integrator and the same constraint protocol de-
scribed above for the clusters in aqueous solution. The
(normalized per nearest neighbor pair) PMF in vacuo is
shown in Figure 4a. The in vacuo PMF for all clusters is
described nearly perfectly by the two-body (pair) PMF,
implying that any dependence of the free energy of formation
of clusters in water on cluster geometry is due to differences
in water-induced interactions.

Figure 4b shows the water-induced contribution to the
PMF for each cluster, obtained by subtracting the in vacuo
PMF from the PMF obtained in aqueous solution. We first
note that the water-induced contribution is a minor compo-

nent of the total PMF for all clusters (compare to the total
PMF in Figure 2), indicating that fullerene-fullerene
interactions are dominated by direct van der Waals interac-
tions and not by solvent effects. For all cluster geometries
the influence of water on fullerene interaction is repulsive,
i.e., water leads to a positive contribution to the free energy
of pair formation for all separations, as discussed in our
previous work1,2 and in the Introduction to this paper for
(C60)2.

In Figure 5a the number of water-fullerene contacts for
all cluster geometries, normalized by the number of nearest
neighbor pairs, is shown as a function of separation relative
to that for large separation. In other words, Figure 5a shows
the change in the number of water-fullerene contacts as the
separation between fullerenes decreases from large separa-
tion. A water-fullerene contact is considered to exist when-
ever a water molecule is within the first hydration shell of
fullerene, i.e., within 8.38 Å of the center of the fullerene.1

Figure 5b shows the change in the number of hydrating water
molecules as a function of separation, again normalized by
the number of nearest neighbor pairs. For all cluster
geometries the number of contacts is almost constant down
to a separation of about 12-12.5 Å, at which point the single
layer of hydrating water between the fullerenes (which has
contact with two or more fullerenes) begins to be squeezed
out and the number of water contacts drops with decreasing
separation. In contrast, the number of hydrating water begins
to decrease at separations around 15 Å when the second layer
of hydrating water starts to be squeezed out and fullerenes
begin to share hydrating water molecules.

Figure 4b reveals that the water-induced contribution to
the PMF for the fullerene pair (C60)2 has maxima at

Figure 4. The (a) in vacuo and (b) water-induced contribution
to the potential of mean force (PMF) for each cluster
geometry. Each PMF has been normalized by the number of
nearest neighbor fullerene pairs in the cluster.

Figure 5. The change in the number of (a) water-fullerene
contacts (see text) and (b) hydrating water molecules for each
cluster as a function of fullerene separation, normalized by
the number of nearest neighbor fullerene pairs.
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separations of around 11 Å and 14.5 Å. At these separations,
neither a single hydration layer nor two hydration layers,
respectively, can be well accommodated between the
fullerenes, while the minima at 13 Å and 16 Å correspond
to distances that can accommodate the hydrating water
structure well. The water-induced contribution to the free
energy of formation for the (C60)3 cluster is nearly identical
to that for the fullerene pair, reflecting the fact that in the
linear geometry the shell fullerenes are too far removed
from each other to significantly influence hydration of the
shell-central fullerene pairs. The similarity in behavior for
the linear cluster and (C60)2 pair is further emphasized in
Figure 5, where a nearly identical smooth loss of water
contacts and hydrating water is observed with decreasing
separation.

For the close-packed planar geometry, (C60)7, Figure 4b
reveals some influence of geometry on the water-induced
contribution to the free energy of formation. The maximum
in the water-induced contribution to the free energy is shifted
slightly to larger separations compared to the fullerene pair
and linear cluster, and the unfavorable contribution of water
to the free energy of cluster formation drops rapidly with
decreasing separation for separations less than 11.5 Å. This
difference in behavior of the water-induced contribution to
the free energy of formation for the 1-dimensional and
2-dimensional clusters is reflected in a greater loss in the
number of water-fullerene contacts for the (C60)7 cluster (per
nearest neighbor pair) and a loss of fewer hydrating water
molecules (per nearest neighbor pair) than is observed for
the linear geometry for separations less than about 11.5 Å.
At this separation the water within the interior of the cluster
(as opposed to those water molecules hydrating the exterior
surface of the aggregate) becomes unstable, and these
relatively constrained, high free energy water molecules,
which interact simultaneously with multiple fullerenes and
hence form several water-fullerene contacts, are rapidly
expelled from the cluster with decreasing separation.

Continued release of constrained water molecules on the
surface of the (C60)7 cluster with decreasing separation
(similar to the effect observed for the pair and linear
aggregate) for separations less than about 11.5 Å accounts
for the decrease in the unfavorable water-induced contribu-
tion to the free energy of formation with decreasing separa-
tion. This can be thought of as an interfacial effect. Water
interacts favorably with isolated fullerenes. As the fullerenes
are brought together, relatively high free energy water is
created that must interact with multiple fullerenes. The cluster
reaches a maximum free energy at the point where the
constrained water in the interior to the cluster is the most
frustrated. Further decrease in separation results in release
of this water. However, constrained water (water interacting
with multiple fullerenes) also exists on the surface of the
cluster which is only released gradually as the surface area
of the cluster decreases, accounting for the decrease in the
unfavorable water induced interaction with decreasing sepa-
ration.

The effect of many-body interactions on the water-induced
contribution to the free energy of cluster formation is more
dramatic for the 3-dimensional geometry, as can be clearly

seen in Figure 4b. The maximum unfavorable contribution
of water is shifted to a significantly larger separation, and
the magnitude of the maximum decreases dramatically
compared to the 1- and 2-dimensional clusters. This differ-
ence is reflected in a dramatic drop in the number of water-
fullerene contacts and number of hydrating water at sepa-
rations of around 12 Å as shown in Figure 5. As revealed
by Figure 6, which shows the number of water molecules
involved with hydrating the central fullerene, this dramatic
drop in the number of water-fullerene contacts results from
the complete dehydration of the central fullerene. As with
the 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional clusters, decrease in
the water-induced contribution to the free energy of formation
for separations less than 12 Å reflects the continued release
of highly constrained water hydrating the exterior surface
of the cluster. We anticipate that the latter effect becomes
weaker as the size of the 3-dimensional cluster increases and
interfacial effects become less important compared to the
effects in the cluster interior.

IV. Conclusions
In summary, our investigation of the influence of geometry
on the free energy of formation of C60 clusters in aqueous
solution reveals that direct fullerene-fullerene interactions
dominate over water induced interactions for all dimension-
alities. The water-induced repulsion observed for a single
fullerene pair is found to weaken with increasing cluster
dimension, particularly for the 3-dimensional (icosahedral)
cluster. This weakening of the water-induced repulsion
reflects the importance of many-body interactions for the
more compact geometries, i.e., the important role of neigh-
boring fullerenes on the water-induced interaction between
any pair of fullerenes. We believe the reduction in the water-
induced repulsion for the 3-dimensional aggregate is due to
both the creation of fewer highly constrained, high free
energy water molecules, i.e., water solvating more than one
fullerene, compared to 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional
aggregates, and the overall loss of fewer hydrating water
(per contact pair) than is predicted based upon the behavior
of a single fullerene pair. Both effects result from the overlap
of hydration shells of multiple fullerenes in the compact
3-dimensional geometry.

Figure 6. The number of water molecules hydrating the
central fullerene in the (C60)13 cluster as a function of fullerene
separation.
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Abstract: Five low-index stoichiometric TiO2 rutile and anatase surfaces, i.e., rutile (110), (100),

and (001) as well as anatase (101) and (100), have been investigated using different Hamiltonians

with all-electron Gaussian basis sets, within a periodic approach. Full-relaxations of the

aforementioned surfaces have been essentially carried out at the Hartree-Fock (HF) level, but

selected surfaces were treated also using pure and hybrid Density Functional Theory (DFT)

models. Mulliken charges, band structures, and total and projected-densities of states have

been computed both at the HF and the hybrid DFT (B3LYP and PBE0) levels. As regards DFT,

the local density (LDA) and generalized gradient approximations (GGA) have been used. No

matter which Hamiltonian is considered, as long as sufficiently thick slabs are taken into account,

computed atomic relaxations show an overall excellent agreement with the most recent

experimental reports. This is especially true when using hybrid functionals which enable the

clarification of some conflicting results. Moreover, both at the LDA and HF levels, we were able

to classify the surface relative energies in the following sequence: anatase (101) < rutile (110)

< anatase (100) < rutile (100) , rutile (001). Instead, when using PBE, B3LYP, or PBE0, the

two most stable surfaces are reversed.

I. Introduction
Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is an excellent model system
displaying many of the properties of more complex oxides,
readily available and well-characterized experimentally, with
a wide range of applications.1 Its common industrial ap-
plications are numerous and varied, ranging from paintings,
gas-sensing2 to electronics3 or optics.4 Recently, great interest
has arisen for this material in newer fields such as homo-
geneous5 or heterogeneous catalysis (with the photocatalytic
splitting of water6 or, by far, degradation of organic
molecules in polluted air or waters7) and solar cells (with
the promising dye-sensitized solar cells8,9). Those latter
examples rely mainly on the surface properties of TiO2 and
more precisely on those of its two more stable polymorphs
(anatase and rutile). So far, many TiO2 surfaces investigations

have been reported both experimentally and theoretically (see
for instance ref 1 for a recent review of the subject).

The most stable rutile surfaces, namely (110), (100), and
(001), have attracted much attention in recent years. The
(110) surface, which is the most stable one, has been
extensively studied both experimentally10-17 and
theoretically.18-31 Most calculations were carried out at the
Density Functional Theory (DFT) level using pure function-
als (GGA and LDA),19-23,25-28 whereas a few calculations
were reported using the Hartree-Fock (HF)18,27,29,31approach
or hybrid functionals.30,31 Experimentally, the (100) surface
has been mainly concerned with its (1× 1) reconstruction,32-39

but recently the stoichiometric (1× 1) surface has been
observed and characterized.10,38,39Several theoretical calcula-
tions have also focused on this (1× 1) surface both at the
DFT (pure functionals)19,40,41and the HF18,41 levels. On the
other hand, the (001) surface has received much less
attention, probably because it tends to facet and reconstruct.1
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Experimentally, a LEED-IV study has been reported by
Mason et al.42 Theoretically, both HF18,43 and DFT (LDA
and GGA) results can be found in the literature.19,43Despite
this obvious lack of available data, the (001) surface is still
interesting since it is the crystal orientation of choice for
electrochemical studies, as the electrical conductivity is
higher along this direction.1

Works on anatase are few compared to those on rutile,
since the former polymorph is thermodynamically less stable
than the latter, thus experimental difficulties arise to grow
sufficiently large anatase single crystals. Nevertheless, TiO2

nanoparticles are commonly of the anatase form, and the
(101) and (100) surfaces of this polytype are found in dye-
sensitized solar cells44 due to their high photocatalytic
properties. In addition, the (100) surface enhances catalytic
activity in industrial supported catalysts.45 Experimentally,
it has been shown to form a (1× 2) reconstruction,46 while
the (101) surface presents a (1× 1) termination.47,48

Theoretically, the clean (101) and (100) surfaces have been
investigated at DFT level, using LDA and GGA49-51 as well
as hybrid approaches.52

General trends regarding the properties of the different
surfaces of this model system have been derived from a
theoretical point of view. In particular, it has been found
that relaxations occur in order to increase effective coordina-
tion of undercoordinated atoms, that is, surface energies
appear to be related to the presence of undercoordinated Ti
atoms (see ref 49 for instance). At the same time, the
computed atomic displacements are only weakly sensitive
to the adopted Hamiltonian27,43 but much more to the
thickness of the surface model26 chosen. Indeed, despite these
known trends, theory can still clarify some points that deserve
a deeper insight. In particular, a coherent analysis of atomic
displacements during surface relaxations and of the relative
stability of surfaces still requires theoretical investigation.
As a matter of fact, most previous calculations have focused
on structural and energetics aspects, and only a few
investigations of the electronic structures have been reported,
especially using hybrid functionals which appear now as
good candidates to overcome the shortcomings of both HF
and pure DFT approaches in solid-state systems.31,53-55

Furthermore, previously reported calculations have been
performed using different computational protocols (basis sets,
Hamiltonians), making a straightforward comparison of
available results difficult.

In this context, we reinvestigate five TiO2 low-indexclean
surfaces, namely rutile (110), (100), and (001) and anatase
(101) and (100) surfaces, using an all-electron LCAO
approach both at the DFT and the HF level of theory.
Valuable data for almost all surfaces being readily available,
we will be able to test the reliability of our calculations and
to clarify some conflicting results. It is noteworthy that, even
if TiO2 surfaces have been deeply investigated, this is the
first work considering several surfaces of the different
polymorphs of TiO2, using different Hamiltonians.

The paper is structured as follows: computational details
are described in section II; structural data, energetics, and
electronic properties are reported and discussed in section
III. Some conclusions are finally drawn in section IV.

II. Computational Details
All calculations have been performed with the ab initio
periodic Crystal03 code56 which allows for solving self-
consistently both the Hartree-Fock (HF) and the Kohn-
Sham (KS) equations as well as the use of hybrid schemes,
such as B3LYP and PBE0, using pseudopotentials or all-
electron Gaussian-type functions basis set through the
standard LCAO approach. The oxygen and titanium atoms
have been described by (8411/411/1) and (86411/411/3)
contractions, respectively, which have previously proven to
yield a reliable description of the TiO2 bulk system.53

At the DFT level, different exchange-correlation func-
tionals, based on the local density (LDA) and generalized
gradient approximations (GGA), have been used: LDA for
Dirac-Slater57 exchange plus Vosko-Wilk-Nusair correlation
potential58 and PBE for Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof59 (exchange
and correlation). Furthermore, two hybrid functionals, B3LYP
including Becke’s 3 parameter exchange60 and Lee-Yang-
Parr correlation,61 and PBE0, a parameter free hybrid
functional mixing 25% HF exchange with PBE exchange-
correlation functional,62 have also been considered.

From a theoretical point of view, different approaches have
been developed to simulate surfaces. Among them, the model
usually adopted is that of a slab: a thick slice of material
(consisting of several layers), delimited by two free surfaces.
In Crystal, two different schemes based on this two-
dimensional (2-D) model are available. By forcing a 3-D
periodicity, slabs are periodically repeated along the normal
to the surface. On the other hand, by imposing 2-D periodic
boundary conditions, the system is really two-dimensional
and thus isolated. All calculations reported in this paper have
been performed using the latter model. Indeed, to provide a
faithful description of an ideal surface, sufficiently thick slabs
have to be considered, so that the computed structures,
energies, and electronic properties can be considered at
convergence with respect to the number of atomic layers.63

To this end, slabs of different thickness have been fully
relaxed, using a computational protocol based on the
evaluation of analytical gradients.64,65Structural optimizations
were considered converged when four different convergence
criteria56,66are simultaneously satisfied, all computed residual
nuclear forces being smaller than 5× 10-4 au.

Since atomic relaxations are only weakly dependent on
the adopted Hamiltonian27,43but much more on the thickness
of the slab considered,26,31 we have chosen to carry out full
relaxations of all of the slabs at the HF level. Atomic
displacements obtained in such a way are then used to correct
atomic positions obtained from bulk DFT calculations, taken
from ref 53, and summarized in Table 1. DFT surface
energies were then computed by single-point energies
calculations (referred to as DFT//HF data) on such structures.
Nevertheless, in selected cases, full-relaxations were also
computed at the DFT level (referred to as DFT//DFT). We
should note however that, for all surfaces investigated,
computed HF displacements are always within 0.1 Å of DFT
data (both with pure and hybrid functionals).

Calculations have been performed with a Monkhorst-Pack
shrinking factor67 of 8, corresponding respectively to 25
points in the irreducible Brillouin zones of the rutile (110),
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(100), and anatase (100) surfaces, 15 points for the rutile
(001) surface, and 21 points for the anatase (101) surface.
For the evaluation of the Coulomb and exchange series, both
fine and extrafine integration schemes were considered.68

Crystal drawings have been performed with Schakal.69

III. Results
A. TiO 2 Bulk: Geometrical Parameters.Since all initial
surface structures have been derived by truncation of the bulk
systems, in Table 1 are reported the optimized crystal-
lographic parameters computed using different exchange-
correlation functionals for both rutile and anatase structures.53

A detailed analysis of bulk TiO2, under the same computa-
tional conditions can be found in ref 53.

Here, we only recall that rutile and anatase are tetragonal
with space groupsP42/mnmandI4/amd, respectively. They
are both built from distorted TiO6 octahedra resulting in
threefold coordinated oxygen atoms. In rutile, octahedra share
corners in the (001) plane, with their long axial axis
alternating by 90°. The structure can therefore be defined as
linear chains of edge-sharing octahedra where the chains
themselves are connected by the octahedra corners. In
anatase, on the other hand, TiO6 octahedra are sharing four
adjacent edges, resulting in zigzagging chains running along
the a andb lattice vectors.

B. Surface Energetics.First, we investigated the effect
of the thickness of the slab on the computed surface energy
(Es). To this end, we analyzed the dependence ofEs on the
number (n) of Ti-layers taken into account.Es have been
computed using the following expression

whereEn is the total energy of a slab containingn Ti-layers,
Eb is the bulk energy of the infinite system per unit cell (taken
from an independent bulk calculation), andA is the area of
the slab. The (1/2) factor takes into account the existence of
two free surfaces for each slab. For sufficiently large values
of n, Es(n) is expected to converge to the surface energy of
the semi-infinite system. We recall that, in rutile (110), a
Ti-layer is composed of three planes (O-Ti2O2-O motif)
as in rutile (100) and anatase (101) (O-Ti-O motif),
whereas only one plane forms the Ti-layer in rutile (001)
and anatase (100) (TiO2 and Ti2O4 motif, respectively). The
labeling scheme adopted is reported in Figures 1-5.

From the plots of computed HF surface energies vs slab
thickness reported in Figures 6 and 7 for rutile and anatase,
respectively, some general trends can be drawn.

First, and as expected, for all surfaces, the computed
surface energy strongly depends on the number of Ti layers
considered in the slab. Furthermore, an oscillation ofEs with
slab thickness can be noticed. This point, especially evident
for the rutile (110) surface, where calculations have been
performed for slabs from 1 up to 14 Ti-layers (corresponding
to 6 to 84 atoms per unit cell), is in agreement with the results
obtained in previous publications.19,23,28-30 This oscillating
behavior is related to the presence (absence) of a symmetry
plane normal to the surface for an odd- (even-) number of

Table 1. Equilibrium Geometry of Bulk TiO2 Rutile and
Anatase Calculated with Different Hamiltoniansb

rutile anatase

a c u a c u

HF 4.575 2.987 0.307 3.771 9.688 0.204
LDA 4.555 2.929 0.304 3.735 9.580 0.206
PBE 4.653 2.975 0.306 3.786 9.867 0.204
B3LYP 4.639 2.974 0.307 3.783 9.805 0.204
PBE0 4.591 2.955 0.306 3.758 9.704 0.204
expt.a 4.593 2.958 0.305 3.789 9.522 0.208

a See ref 70. b Lattice parameters (a and c) in Å; internal parameter
(u), referring to the position of the oxygen atom in the asymmetric
unit cell, in fractional units. All results are from ref 53.

Es(n) ) 1
2A

(En - nEb) (1)

Figure 1. 2-D 2 Ti-layers slab model of the rutile (110)
surface. Dashed lines display the position of the (110) surface
in the bulk unit cell. Titanium atoms in black.

Figure 2. 2-D 3 Ti-layers slab model of the rutile (100)
surface. Dashed lines display the position of the (100) surface
in the bulk unit cell. Titanium atoms in black.

Figure 3. 2-D 5 Ti-layers slab model of the rutile (001)
surface. Dashed lines display the position of the (001) surface
in the bulk unit cell. Titanium atoms in black.
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Ti-layers in the slabs, that is, to a greater flexibility of slabs
with an even number of Ti-layers. Thus, in all cases, the
surface energies of the odd Ti-layer slabs converge from
above and those of the even Ti-layer slabs from below to
the surface energy of infinite layers. The case of the anatase
(101) surface is peculiar however, since two sets of data
energies are obtained, clearly separated by 0.5 J/m2, corre-
sponding to two possible terminations of this surface. Indeed,

along the [010] direction, channels are formed (see Figure
4) which can either be closed (with even number of Ti-layers)
or open (with odd number of Ti-layers). In case of open
channels, additional undercoordinated Ti (fourfold) and O
(twofold) atoms can be observed (compared to the even case),
resulting in a significantly higher surface energy. Thus, in
the following, for the anatase (101) surface, only slabs with
an even number of Ti-layers will be considered since they
are the lowest in energy.

From a computational point of view, we note that, for all
surfaces, convergence ofEs is achieved only if anextrafine
integration grid is considered.68 More precisely, with the
standardfine integration grid,68 variations of slab total
energies are found to be larger than the precision involved
in total energies calculations (10-5 au). For example, for the
rutile (110) surface, variations as large as 10-3 au are
observed for sufficiently thick slabs. This result is in line
with previously reported LCAO surface studies.28,29

Table 2 collects the computed surface energies at the HF,
DFT//HF, and DFT//DFT levels on HF-converged thickness.

First, one can notice that the number of Ti-layers needed
to converge surface energies varies with the orientation. In
particular, the rutile (100) and (001) as well as the anatase
(101) surfaces contain only 3 atoms per Ti-layer (that is one
TiO2 unit). In such cases, 5, 13, and 10 Ti-layers were needed
to convergeEs to 1.128, 2.077, and 0.887 J/m2, respectively.
These values accord nicely with previous works carried out
at the HF level on slabs constituted by 3 Ti-layers (1.21 J/m2,
ref 41) and 11 Ti-layers (2.20 J/m2, ref 43), for rutile (100)
and (001), respectively. The rutile (110) and anatase (100)
surfaces, however, contain 6 atoms per Ti layer (2 TiO2

units), and 9 and 8 Ti-layers were found to be enough to
converge the surface energies to 0.921 and 1.029 J/m2,
respectively. The rutile (110) value is in line with a previous
work carried out at the HF level by Swamy et al. (1.00 J/m2,
ref 27), while no HF results could be found for the anatase
(100) surface.

In summary, we find the number of layers enough to
converge surface energies as well as values ofEs calculated
in HF or in DFT//HF with pure functionals to be in excellent
agreement with previous publications. However, computed
data with hybrid functionals significantly differ from previ-
ously reported calculations. To further clarify this point, we
also present in Table 2 surface energies corresponding to
full-relaxations carried out with all functionals on HF
converged thickness for the two most stable surfaces (rutile

Figure 4. 2-D 4 Ti-layers slab model of the anatase (101)
surface. Dashed lines display the position of the (101) surface
in the bulk unit cell. Titanium atoms in black. The two motif,
corresponding to the two possible termination of the unit cell,
are clearly evident.

Figure 5. 2-D 3 Ti-layers slab model of the anatase (100)
surface. Dashed lines display the position of the (100) surface
in the bulk unit cell. Titanium atoms in black.

Figure 6. Surface energies Es (in J/m2) of fully optimized rutile
surfaces as a function of the number n of Ti-layers. HF results.
Fine (solid lines) and extrafine (dotted lines) integration68

values reported.

Figure 7. Surface energies Es (in J/m2) of fully optimized
anatase surfaces as a function of the number n of Ti-layers.
HF results. Fine (solid lines) and extrafine (dotted lines)
integration68 values reported.
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(110) and anatase (101)). We find DFT//DFT values to be
closely related to the DFT//HF ones, with a maximumEs

difference of 0.06 J/m2, confirming that our hybrid values
are indeed correct. Due to the overall coherency of our
results, we cannot give a definitive explanation for discrep-
ancies with respect to data in the literature but only suppose
a difference in the expression used for the calculation of
surface energy.

Finally, it is interesting to note that the surface relative
energies are found to follow the sequence: anatase (101)<
rutile (110)< anatase (100)< rutile (100), rutile (001),
both at HF and LDA levels. Using PBE, B3LYP, and PBE0
however, the order of the first two surfaces is reversed, rutile
(110) being the most stable surface. The same conclusion
holds when DFT//DFT values are considered. In addition,
in all cases, the rutile (001) surface is found, by far, as the
least stable surface. This result can be easily related to the
presence of fourfold Ti atoms on this surface (see Figure 3
and discussion in Section C). Nevertheless, we mention that,
from our calculations, the rutile (110) surface is found as
the most stable rutile surface, while the corresponding anatase
one is the (101) surface. This conclusion is in agreement
with experimental findings.1

C. Surface Geometries.In order to better discuss surface
geometries, we will first give a detailed description of each
of the unrelaxed surfaces and, next, analyze and discuss the
computed atomic relaxations. Since the starting points of the
slab geometries are “bulk-truncated” systems, we expect
rather large atomic displacements, at least for the atoms in
the outermost planes. Unless explicitly stated otherwise,
reported geometry optimizations have been performed at the
HF level. Subsequent relaxations carried out with hybrid
functionals (B3LYP and PBE0) showed that computed HF
displacements are within 0.1 Å of hybrid data. In the
following subsections, we thus report essentially HF values,
but the general conclusions hold for all the considered
Hamiltonians.

1. Rutile (110).The rutile (110) surface (see Figure 1)
exposes two kinds of titanium and oxygen atoms. Along the
[11h0] direction, fivefold (Ti2) and sixfold (Ti3) titanium
alternate. Twofold bridging oxygens (O1) as well as threefold

oxygens (O4 and O5) are present. Its unit cell is composed
ofsixatomswith the followingsequenceofplanes: O-Ti2O2-
O.

The main relaxations, given in Table 3, occur perpendicu-
lar to the surface with only oxygen O4 and O5 atoms moving
laterally (by-0.05 and+0.05 Å, respectively). Sixfold (Ti3)
and fivefold titanium atoms (Ti2) relax upward and down-
ward, respectively. Relaxations of the bridging oxygen atoms
(O1) are found to be negligible (0.01 Å), while threefold
oxygen atoms (O4 and O5) relax significantly upward (0.14
Å). It should be noted that displacements decay rapidly with
depth into the slab, becoming negligible for the bulklike
atoms. Furthermore, values are in excellent agreement with
recently reported experimental results,17 except for the
bridging oxygen which is out of the error bar of the
experimental data. Harrison et al. attributed this point to
anisotropic vibrations in the model,26 not taken into account
in our approach. It should be noted, here, that displacements
computed at the B3LYP and PBE0 levels are generally close
to those obtained at the HF level. In just one case (Ti3), these
latter calculations are in better agreement with the experi-
mental data, but the large experimental deviation prevents

Table 2. Surface Energies (in J/m2), Computed as Single-Point Energies on HF-Corrected DFT Bulk Atomic Geometries
(DFT//HF), with Different Hamiltonians and an Extrafine Integration68 a

rutile anatase

(110)-9L (001)-13L (100)-5L (101)-10L (100)-8L

HF 0.921 2.077 1.128 0.887 1.024
LDA 0.906/(0.890) 1.876 1.197 0.850/(0.828) 0.971
PBE 0.479/(0.417) 1.393 0.694 0.526/(0.495) 0.625
B3LYP 0.461/(0.397) 1.452 0.699 0.575/(0.553) 0.666
PBE0 0.595/(0.552) 1.587 0.833 0.621/(0.601) 0.732

Other LCAO Works
HF 1.0027 2.20 (11L)43 1.21 (3L)41

LDA 0.9027 1.87 (11L)43 1.30 (3L)41

B3LYP ≈1.00 (8L)30 ≈1.45 (4L)52 ≈1.80 (6L)52

a In parentheses, values corresponding to full-relaxations in DFT (DFT//DFT data). Selected previous LCAO works are also obtained. L refers
to the number of Ti-layers in the slab.

Table 3. Displacements (in Å, from Bulk-Terminated
Positions) for the TiO2 (110) Rutile Surface (with 6 Atoms
per Ti-Layer) Obtained with Different Slab Thicknessc

total number of Ti-layers

label 8 9 9-B3LYP 9-PBE0 LEED-IVb

O1 0.01 0.00 0.09 0.09 0.10 ( 0.05
Ti2 -0.17 -0.18 -0.14 -0.13 -0.19 ( 0.03
Ti3 0.24 0.22 0.31 0.31 0.25 ( 0.03
O4,5 0.14 0.13 0.22 0.22 0.27 ( 0.08
O4,5[11h0] (0.05 (0.05 (0.04 (0.04 0.17 ( 0.15
O6 0.02 0.00 0.07 0.08 0.06 ( 0.10
O7 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.06 0.00 ( 0.08
Ti8 0.16 0.14 0.25 0.24 0.14 ( 0.05
Ti9 -0.10 -0.11 -0.08 -0.08 -0.09 ( 0.07
O10,11 0.02 0.01 0.07 0.07 0.06 ( 0.12
O10,11[11h0] (0.02 (0.02 (0.03 (0.02 0.07 ( 0.18
O12 -0.01 -0.02 0.04 0.03 0.00 ( 0.17

a See ref 30: B3LYP with 86-51G* and 8-411G basis sets for Ti
and O, respectively. b See ref 17. c Labels refer to Figure 1. All
displacements are given along the [110] direction, unless explicitly
stated.
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deep comparisons. Moreover, hybrid functionals do give a
correct picture of some critical parameters such as the
relaxation of the O1 bridging oxygen atom. Finally, our
hybrid values very well compare to those computed by
Scaranto et al.30 at the B3LYP level, in the case of an 8
Ti-layers slab.

2. Rutile (100).The rutile (100) surface, displayed in
Figure 2, presents fivefold (Ti2) and sixfold (Ti5) titanium
atoms as well as twofold (O1) and threefold (O4) oxygen
atoms in a six atoms unit cell with the following sequence
of planes: O-Ti-O-O-Ti-O.

The largest relaxations occur along [01h0] in the outermost
plane with Ti2, O1, and O3 atoms moving in opposite
directions, as reported in Table 3. Furthermore, an inward
relaxation along [100] can be observed for Ti2, while O1 and
O3 relax outward. These relaxations result in an increase of
the Ti2 (fivefold) coordination.18,19,40,41Moreover, one should
note that even- or odd-Ti-layers slab lead to different type
of relaxations. With odd-Ti-layers slabs, computed atomic
displacements mainly concern topmost atomic planes and
show a quick decay in amplitude with depth into the surface.
With even-Ti-layers slabs however, displacements are much
more diffuse and decay much slower. This may be explained
by the fact that odd-Ti-layers slabs contain a symmetry plane
normal to the [100] direction (see Figure 2). Therefore,
relaxations are much more localized than with even-Ti-layers
slabs where displacements are delocalized over the whole
system. Our results are in good agreement with those
obtained with a 3-Ti layer slab,41 with largest relaxations
occurring in the top five atomic planes. Significant differ-
ences are, however, found with respect to previous LDA
calculations, which may be attributed to the different
Hamiltonian (LDA vs HF) and basis set (LCAO vs PW)
used. Unfortunately, no experimental data on the TiO2 (100)-
(1 × 1) relaxation could be found to better clarify this point.

3. Rutile (001).On the flat rutile (001) surface (see Figure
3), all titanium atoms (Ti1) are coordinated to four oxygen
atoms: twofold coordinated oxygen atoms (O2 and O3) at
the surface level and threefold coordinated oxygens (O5 and
O6) at the second layer. Its unit cell, with six atoms, consists
of two atomic planes, each one composed of one TiO2 unit.

The main relaxations, given in Table 5, indicate that atomic
displacements occur in order to increase effective coordina-
tion of Ti cations. Indeed, the outermost Ti1 cations (Ti-
layer 1) relax downward by 0.28 Å with O2 and O3 anions
moving laterally by 0.10 Å toward it. Ti4 cations (Ti-layer
2), which effective coordination has therefore been lowered,
relax upward by 0.24 Å. Ti7 cations (Ti-layer 3) are displaced
downward to lower Coulomb repulsion induced by the
downward displacement of Ti1. Therefore, as already men-
tioned in ref 43, an alternation of the computed displacements
is observed in odd and even Ti-layers of the slab. Finally,
we should note that major displacements occur in the first
two layers, values reported becoming negligible beneath this
depth.

4. Anatase (101).The anatase (101) surface (see Figure
4) exposes twofolded oxygen atoms (O1) bonded to five-
folded titanium atoms (Ti2) in the second layer. These cations
are bonded to threefolded oxygens (O3) in the [010] direction,

where channels are formed. Six atoms belong to the unit
cell with the following sequence of planes: O-Ti-O-O-
Ti-O. Computed relaxations are reported in Table 6. As
previously pointed out in refs 49 and 52, the main relaxations
occur laterally along the [101h] direction. Normal to the
surface, fully coordinated atoms (O3 and Ti5) relax outward
(by 0.16 and 0.13 Å, respectively), while undercoordinated
titanium atoms (Ti2) relax inward by 0.17 Å, leading to a
tightening of Ti-O bonds. From our calculations, HF
relaxations are in line with previously published data in most
cases. However, they significantly disagree with B3LYP
results reported by Beltra´n et al.52 on a 2 Ti-layers slab. In
order to verify this point, we fully relaxed the 10 and 12
Ti-layers slabs in B3LYP and PBE0. The results obtained,
reported in Table 5, are in excellent agreement with the
previously discussed HF data but still are notably different
from the data reported in ref 52 for which the very thin slab
considered and the small basis sets (6-31G both on Ti and
O atoms) may explain the difference.

5. Anatase (100).The anatase (100) surface is flat and
exposes fivefolded titanium atoms (Ti1, Ti2) bonded to
twofolded (O5, O6) and threefolded oxygen atoms (O3, O4)
in the outermost plane, while sixfold coordinated titanium
atoms (Ti7, Ti8) are located in the second layer (see Figure
5). Channels are formed along the [01h0] direction. The unit
cell has six atoms belonging to the same plane (one Ti2O4

unit). The computed atomic relaxations are reported in Table
4.

Fully coordinated oxygen atoms (O3, O4) show an impor-
tant outward relaxation (0.17 Å), while fivefold and sixfold
coordinated titanium atoms relax inward (-0.15 Å) and
outward (0.17 Å), respectively, resulting in a surface that is
no longer flat. Twofolded oxygen atoms move in opposite
directions along [001] to make channels observed in the [01h0]
direction wider. The relaxation results in an increase of the
coordination of the undercoordinated oxygen atoms (O5 and
O6). All computed values are in excellent agreement with
previously published data;49 if we except those of Calatayud
et al.,50 for which the agreement is only qualitative, the
thinner slab adopted in such calculations being probably
responsible for the difference.

Table 4. Displacements (in Å, from Bulk-Terminated
Positions) for the TiO2 (100) Rutile Surface (with 3 Atoms
per Ti-Layer) Obtained with Different Slab Thicknessb

total number of Ti-layers

5 6 3a 6b

label [01h0] [100] [01h0] [100] [01h0] [100] [01h0] [100]

O1 0.31 0.03 0.26 0.03 0.32 0.04 0.18 0.01

Ti2 -0.09 -0.03 -0.14 -0.03 -0.09 -0.03 -0.17 -0.07

O3 0.16 0.04 0.11 0.03 0.15 0.04 0.12 0.02

O4 0.06 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.05 -0.01 0.03 0.02

Ti5 -0.03 0.00 -0.09 0.00 -0.11 0.00

O6 0.00 0.00 -0.03 0.00 0.00 0.03

O7 0.00 0.00 -0.03 0.00 0.00 0.01

Ti8 0.00 0.00 -0.07 0.00 -0.07 0.02

O9 0.00 0.00 -0.03 0.00 0.02 0.02

O10 0.00 0.00 -0.03 0.00 0.02 0.02
a See ref 41: HF/TVAE**. b Labels refer to Figure 2.
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D. Surface Electronic Structures. In this section, the
convergence of electronic properties with slab thickness is
investigated, only for the two most stable surfaces (i.e., rutile
(110) and anatase (101)). A Mulliken charge distribution
analysis for the undercoordinated titanium (fivefolded) and
oxygen (twofolded) ions is presented as well as a minimal
band gaps analysis. Since surface energies convergence has
been investigated at the HF level, we report results computed
both at the HF and the PBE0 levels, this latter approach
appearing as a promising candidate to obtain an accurate
description of both electronic and structural properties in the
solid state.53 Moreover, we note that the effect of the
computational scheme chosen, that is, DFT//HF or DFT//
DFT, has been investigated and that no significant differences
could be evidenced. Therefore, in the following, only PBE0//
PBE0 data, simply referred to as PBE0, will be presented.

1. Mulliken Charges Analysis.Mulliken atomic charges
are collected in Tables 5 and 6 for rutile (110) and anatase
(101), respectively. From these data it is clear that both slabs
have a strong covalent character, lower in anatase (101) than
in rutile (110). Furthermore, and in agreement with what has
already been pointed out for bulk structures,53 HF provides

Table 5. Displacements (in Å, from Bulk-Terminated Positions) for the TiO2 (001) Rutile Surface (with 3 Atoms per
Ti-Layer) Obtained with Different Slab Thicknessc

total number of Ti-layers

11 13 11a

label [100] [010] [001] [100] [010] [001] [100] [010] [001]

Ti1 0.00 0.00 -0.28 0.00 0.00 -0.28 0.00 0.00 -0.21
O2 -0.10 -0.10 0.01 -0.10 -0.10 0.01 -0.10 -0.10 -0.02
O3 0.10 0.10 0.01 0.10 0.10 0.01 0.10 0.10 -0.02
Ti4 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.21
O5 -0.02 0.02 -0.03 -0.02 0.02 -0.04 0.00 0.00 0.01
O6 0.02 -0.02 -0.03 0.02 -0.02 -0.04 0.00 0.00 0.01
Ti7 0.00 0.00 -0.13 0.00 0.00 -0.13 0.00 0.00 -0.08
O8 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.03
O9 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03
Ti10 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.07
O11 0.00 0.00 -0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00
O12 0.00 0.00 -0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00
Ti13 0.00 0.00 -0.04 0.00 0.00 -0.05 0.00 0.00 -0.03
O14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01
O15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01

a See ref 43: HF/DVSC. b See ref 42. c Labels refer to Figure 3.

Table 6. Displacements (in Å, from Bulk-Terminated
Positions) for the TiO2 (101) Anatase Surface (with 3
Atoms per Ti-Layer) Obtained with Different Slab
Thicknessa

total number of Ti-layers

10-HF 10-B3LYP 10-PBE0

label [101h] [101] [101h] [101] [101h] [101]

O1 0.32 -0.07 0.37 -0.01 0.41 -0.03
Ti2 0.06 -0.17 0.11 -0.17 0.15 -0.19
O3 0.18 0.16 0.25 0.21 0.28 0.18
O4 0.17 0.04 0.25 0.06 0.28 0.06
Ti5 0.20 0.13 0.26 0.20 0.30 0.18
O6 0.18 -0.08 0.24 -0.06 0.26 -0.08
O7 0.10 0.02 0.15 0.03 0.17 0.03
Ti8 0.04 -0.09 0.04 -0.11 0.07 -0.12
O9 0.05 -0.04 0.08 -0.04 0.09 -0.05
O10 0.07 0.00 0.11 0.03 0.13 0.03
Ti11 0.07 0.04 0.11 0.09 0.13 0.09
O12 0.04 -0.03 0.06 -0.03 0.07 -0.03

a Displacements along [01h0] are null. Labels refer to Figure 4.

Table 7. Displacements (in Å, from Bulk-Terminated
Positions) for the TiO2 (100) Anatase Surface (with 6
Atoms per Ti-Layer) Obtained with Different Slab
Thicknessc

total number of Ti-layers

6 6a 8 4b

label [001] [100] [001] [100] [001] [100] [001] [100]

Ti1,Ti2 (0.03 -0.15 (0.02 -0.16 (0.04 -0.14 (0.08 -0.01

O3,O4 (0.04 0.17 (0.04 0.18 (0.04 0.18 (0.06 0.34

O5,O6 (0.16 -0.01 (0.16 0.02 (0.16 -0.01 (0.06 0.11

Ti7,Ti8 (0.00 0.13 (0.01 0.17 (0.00 0.11 (0.00 0.18

O9,O10 (0.00 0.08 (0.01 0.10 (0.00 0.07 (0.03 0.08

O11,O12 (0.13 -0.04 (0.13 -0.03 (0.11 -0.03 (0.08 -0.01
a See ref 49: PW-PBE. b See ref 50: PW-PW91, only the top two

Ti-layers have been relaxed. c Labels refer to Figure 5.

Table 8. Mulliken Atomic Charges (q) and Charge
Variation (δq) (in |e-|) for the Undercoordinated and Fully
Coordinated Ti and O Atoms of the Rutile (110) Surfacec

this work HFa HFb

q δq q δq q δq

O1 (2f) HF -1.246 +0.117 -1.141 +0.236 -1.11 +0.21

PBE0 -1.004 +0.178

O4 (3f) HF -1.378 -0.015 -1.34 -0.02

PBE0 -1.204 -0.022

Ti2 (5f) HF +2.695 -0.031 +2.635 -0.119 +2.61 -0.03

PBE0 +2.307 -0.056

Ti3 (6f) HF +2.691 -0.035 +2.624 -0.127 +2.52 -0.12

PBE0 +2.317 -0.046
a 5 Ti-layers, see ref 18. b 11 Ti-layers, see ref 29. c Charge

variation δq defined as qsurf - qbulk. Values computed with an extrafine
integration grid on a 9 Ti-layers slab.
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a more ionic picture than PBE0. More than absolute atomic
charge values, an easily accessible and more informative
feature is the atomic charge variation from bulk to surface
(δq), defined asqsurf - qbulk. From the computedδq values,
and independently of the computational protocol applied, it
is clear that the atomic charge relaxation is very small for
all atoms, except for the twofolded oxygens. Furthermore,
these atoms are the only ones exhibiting a decrease of their
net charges when going from their bulk to slab coordination
(threefold to twofold coordination). Actually, a charge
reorganization occurs between twofolded oxygen atoms
(losing net charge) and neighboring atoms (increasing their
net charges). Finally, allq andδq values reported are in line
with previously published data,18,29except for the hybrid data

on the anatase (101) slab where ourδq behavior is unexpectly
opposite to the one computed by Beltra´n et al.52

2. Band Gaps. Band gaps calculations in solids and
surfaces still represent a computational challenge for DFT
approaches. As it is well-known, LDA and GGA approaches
significantly underestimate band gap in solids, as recently
shown for instance for TiO2 bulk.53,71 This problem can be
corrected at these levels of theory by introducing an atomic
parameter, which eventually can be tuned on experimental
energies.72 More interesting, significant improvements over
the GGA results can be directly obtained using hybrids
functionals developed (or tuned) for molecular properties.
This is the case for instance of the B3LYP or PBE0
approaches.53,73 In such cases, the gaps are overestimated
(between 0.6 and 1.0 eV for TiO2 bulk), due to the significant
amount of HF exchange.53 The reduction of this latter
parameter leads to a better agreement with the experimental
data, but, beyond the semiempirical flavor of the parametri-
zation procedure, structural parameters are predicted with
larger errors.53 More recently, two new classes of hybrid
functionals, namely local and range-dependent hybrids, have
been developed and tested on molecular properties and
solids.74-76 In particular, local hybrid functionals correct the
overshooting obtained with the traditional hybrids, but they
can also lead in some cases to significant underestimation
of the gap, as in ZnO.77 To the best of our knowledge, only
one study, dealing with TiO2 bulk properties, has been carried
out at such level of theory.78 Here, the overshoot has been
significantly improved. However, such methods are not yet
deeply tested or commonly available.

Figure 8 presents the variation of minimal band gaps and
valence band widths as a function of the number of Ti-layers
in the slabs. With regards to the band gaps, for the two

Table 9. Mulliken Atomic Charges (q) and Charge
Variation (δq) (in |e-|) for the Undercoordinated and Fully
Coordinated Ti and O Atoms of the Anatase (101) Surfaceb

this work B3LYPa

q δq q δq

O1 (2f) HF -1.219 +0.127
PBE0 -0.998 +0.162 -0.64 -0.21

O3 (3f) HF -1.408 -0.062
PBE0 -1.226 -0.066 -0.85 0.00

O4 (3f) HF -1.373 -0.027
PBE0 -1.196 -0.036 -0.85 0.00

Ti2 (5f) HF +2.654 -0.039
PBE0 +2.265 -0.055 +1.56 +0.15

Ti5 (6f) HF +2.678 -0.015
PBE0 +2.295 -0.025 +1.64 +0.07

a 4 Ti-layers, see ref 52. b Charge variation δq defined as qsurf -
qbulk. Values computed with an extrafine integration grid on a 10 Ti-
layers slab.

Figure 8. Minimal band gaps (top graphs) and valence band widths (bottom graphs) as a function of the number n of Ti-layers
for the rutile (110) and anatase (101) surfaces. Values computed in HF with an extrafine integration grid. Dotted lines correspond
to bulk values calculated with the same computing conditions.53
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surfaces investigated in this section, an oscillating trend is
only observed for the rutile (110) surface, as already
discussed in section IIIB. Nevertheless, in both cases,
convergence of the surface band gaps toward the HF bulk
gap values (12.14 and 12.71 for rutile and anatase, respec-
tively53) is achieved. Interestingly, in the case of the rutile
(110) surface, the oscillating trend reported is exactly
opposite to the one obtained for surface energies: the band
gaps of the odd Ti-layers slabs converge from below, while
those of the even Ti-layers slabs converge from above to
the band gap of infinite layers (bulk system). The analysis
of the valence bandwidth dependence on the number of Ti-
layers reveals that for unconstrained systems (absence of a
symmetry plane for an even number of Ti-layers in the slab),
the width is lower than for constrained system (presence of

a symmetry plane for odd Ti-layer). This point is in
agreement with a previous work by Reinhardt et al.18 who
observed a narrowing of the valence bandwidth in course of
the surface relaxation that is to say when going from a
constrained to an unconstrained system. We can easily relate
this band narrowing to an increase of orbitals hybridization
and, more precisely, to a hybridization between O2p and Ti3d

orbitals, as pointed out by Bredow et al.28 who found that a
rutile (110) slab can “behave” differently as a function of
the number of Ti-layers. Indeed, with even Ti-layers, this
system can be viewed as weakly interacting bi-Ti-layers,
whereas slabs with odd Ti-layers can be considered as truly
interacting Ti-layers.

Figures 9 and 10 present band structures as well as
densities of states (DOS) and projected-DOS (PDOS) of the

Figure 9. Band structures and DOS of a rutile (110) 9 Ti-layers slab computed in HF (b) and PBE0 (c). The PBE0 band structure
of the rutile bulk structure is given in (a) for reference. The DOS and PDOS calculated in PBE0 are shown in (d). The Fermi
level is set at 0 eV (dotted lines). All PDOS intensities are multiplied by a factor of 2. Notations correspond to Figure 1.

Figure 10. Band structures and DOS of an anatase (101) 10 Ti-layers slab computed in HF (b) and PBE0 (c). The PBE0 band
structure of the anatase bulk structure is given in (a) for reference. The DOS and PDOS calculated in PBE0 are shown in (d).
The Fermi level is set at 0 eV (dotted lines). Ti and O PDOS intensities are multiplied by a factor of 2 and 4, respectively.
Notations correspond to Figure 4.
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rutile (110) and anatase (101) surfaces calculated both at the
HF and PBE0 levels for HF-converged thickness. Since no
differences were found between slabs computed at the PBE0
level, using HF or PBE0 structures, the PBE0//HF data are
omited from the figures. Conclusions drawn for the corre-
sponding bulk cases still hold:53 tops of the valence bands
(VB) are essentially composed of O2p states with a non-
negligible contribution from Ti3d states, whereas the lowest
parts of the conduction bands (CB) correspond mainly to
Ti3d states, double-peak features for both VB and CB bands
(less pronounced for anatase than for rutile), a direct gap at
Γ and an indirect one between∼ X and Γ for rutile and
anatase, respectively, with overall band structures being flat.
From a more quantitative point of view, it is important to
note that the gaps computed at the PBE0 level (3.96 and
4.63 eV for rutile (110) and anatase (101), respectively) are
in line with corresponding bulk values (4.05 and 4.50 eV
for rutile and anatase, respectively). Owing to the presence
of undercoordinated atoms on both surfaces, we report
herein on the DOS and PDOS computed in PBE0//PBE0.
Clearly, for the rutile (110) surface, a shift of both under-
coordinated O2p (twofolded) and Ti3d (fivefolded) states
toward the band gap is obtained (see Figure 9(d)). Interest-
ingly, in case of the anatase (101) surface, this behavior is
not found (see Figure 10(d)), with PDOS of undercoordinated
and fully coordinated Ti and O atoms being essentially the
same.

IV. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a detailed ab initio study
of five low-index stoichiometric TiO2 surfaces. Calculations
have been carried out using a periodic approach, at HF, pure,
and hybrid DFT levels. Results included surface energies,
full-relaxation effects, and electronic properties investiga-
tions.

We find our results to be in excellent agreement with most
recent publications, both from experimental and theoretical
points of view. The relaxation method chosen in this work,
that is, fully relaxing slabs in HF and computing single-point
energies in DFT from HF-corrected DFT atomic positions,
leads to DFT surface energies in agreement with DFT fully
relaxed data. Therefore, we were able to confirm the weak
sensitivity of atomic displacements to the adopted Hamil-
tonian. However, displacements as well as surface properties
(Mulliken charges and band gaps, in this work) depend
strongly on slab thickness. It is therefore important to
carefully check convergence of the surface energies before
investigating further slab properties.

From a computational point of view, we stress the
importance of the accuracy of the calculation of the bielec-
tronic Couloumb and exchange series: convergence of
surface energies could only be achieved with anextrafine
integration grid.68 Moreover, we were able to identify the
surface relative energies to follow the sequence: anatase
(101)< rutile (110)< anatase (100)< rutile (100), rutile
(001), both at LDA and HF levels, whereas using PBE,
B3LYP, and PBE0, the two most stable surfaces are
reversed.

Finally, the oscillating trends of surface energies, band
gaps, or atomic displacements with slab thickness are found
to be closely related to the presence (absence) of a symmetry
plane normal to the surface for odd- (even-) Ti-layers slab
for all surfaces. The presence of a symmetry plane results
in localized displacements in the top layers and thus higher
energies for those constrained systems. From an electronic
point of view, a narrowing of the valence band related to an
increase of orbital hybridization is observed for unconstrained
systems (i.e., without symmetry plane), leading to an
oscillation of surface band gaps with slab thickness. Finally,
a clear atomic charges reorganization between a slab’s
topmost atoms is obtained when going from bulk to slab
coordination. More precisely, part of the twofolded bridging
oxygen atomic charge is redistributed to neighboring atoms
for both rutile (110) and anatase (101) surfaces during
relaxation.
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Abstract: We propose a new rigid, nonpolarizable high-rank multipolar potential for the

simulation of liquid water. The electrostatic interaction is represented by spherical tensor multipole

moments on oxygen and hydrogen, up to hexadecupole. The Quantum Chemical Topology

(QCT) method yields the atomic multipole moments from a MP2/aug-cc-p-VTZ electron density

of a single water molecule in the gas phase. These moments reproduce the experimental

molecular dipole and quadrupole moment within less than 1%. Given its high-rank multipole

moments, used in conjunction with a consistent high-rank multipolar Ewald summation, the QCT

potential is ideal to assess the performance of exhaustive “gas phase” electrostatics in molecular

dynamics simulations of liquids. The current article explores the performance of this potential at

17 temperatures between -35 °C (238 K) and 90 °C (363 K) and at 7 pressures between 1 and

10 000 atm. The well-known maximum in the liquid’s density at 4 °C is reproduced at 6 °C. Six

bulk properties are calculated and found to deviate from experiment in a homogeneous manner,

that is, without serious outliers, compared to several other potentials. Spatial distribution functions

(i.e., gOO(r,Ω)) and the (more common) radial distribution functions are used to analyze the

local water structure. At the lone pair side of a central water, neighboring waters form a continuous

horseshoe-like distribution, with substantial narrowing in the central part. The latter feature is

unique to the QCT potential. Under high pressure, the local structure undergoes dramatic

rearrangement and results in the collapse of second shell neighbors into the interstitial region

of the first shell, which is in close agreement with experiment. Our results also corroborate the

suggestion that the local hydrogen-bonded network remains largely intact even under such

conditions.

1. Introduction
Although the properties of liquid water have been the subject
of numerous experimental and theoretical studies, this
“simple” liquid is still being actively examined. For example,
in 2004, Nilsson and co-workers1 probed the local structure
of liquid water by X-ray absorption spectroscopy and X-ray
Raman scattering. Perhaps surprisingly their results suggested
that most water molecules have only one strong donor and

one strong acceptor hydrogen bond. This picture is in stark
contrast with the conventional one of locally tetrahedral
liquid structure. Shortly after, Nilsson’s view was challenged
by Saykally and co-workers,2 who calculated the average
number of hydrogen bonds to be 3.3, which is closer to the
traditional idea. Nilsson and co-workers then countered this
criticism3 but received an immediate reply4 from the Saykally
group. However, prior to this dispute, both groups could
agree5 on the presence of such single donor and single
acceptor species at the surface of liquid water. This was later* Corresponding author e-mail: pla@manchester.ac.uk.
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confirmed by a Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics study6

on the aqueous liquid-vapor interface.
Experimental investigations into the properties of liquid

water at nonambient conditions still constitute an area of
active research and so does the design of new potentials.7

Okhulkov et al.8 carried out X-ray scattering studies to
examine the structure of liquid at pressures of up to 7.7×
103 bar. They observed unusual pressure dependence at the
shortest intermolecular separation and suggested that under
high pressure the second-neighbor shell collapses into the
first shell. This explanation was adopted by Eggert et al.9 in
their recent X-ray diffraction study of liquid water under high
pressure. In addition, Eggert et al. also observed a rapid
increase in coordination number with pressure. This finding
is consistent with the results obtained by Schwegler et al.,10

who used first principles molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions to study liquid water under pressure.

Experimental studies are rather limited in their ability to
depict a detailed picture of the local structure of liquid water.
However, molecular simulation techniques are able to
produce comprehensive configurational information. Using
the SPC/E water potential, Svishchev and Kusalik11 carried
out MD simulations to characterize the structure of liquid
water by spatial distribution functions (SDF), denoted bygAB-
(r,Ω) (whereA is alwaysO in our analyses whileB can be
either O or H. The symbolsr and Ω refer to radial and
angular coordinates, respectively). Spatial distribution func-
tions contain more information than the more familiar radial
distribution functions (RDF), which are obtained from the
former by orientational averaging. In their study, SDFs
established the precise location of the nearest neighbors, lost
in the more familiar RDFs. In a subsequent study, Svishchev
and Zassetsky12 used the polarizable point-charge potential
(PPC) function to model liquid water. They performed MD
simulations of liquid water and calculated the van Hove
function in order to examine the dynamic evolution of the
structure of water. The 3D molecular density produced by
the polarizable point-charge potential model was consistent
with their earlier work11 using the SPC/E model. In addition,
they observed that the two H-bond accepting neighbors are
less mobile than the H-bond donating neighbors.

Starr et al.13 examined the structure of supercooled and
glassy water under pressure via MD simulations using the
SPC/E potential. They found remarkable agreement with
neutron-scattering studies for a wide range of temperatures
and pressures. Another study at nonambient conditions was
carried out by Kalinichev et al.,14 who used Monte Carlo-
(MC) simulations in conjunction with the TIP4P potential
and to examine liquid water at pressures up to 104 bar. Using
density weighted RDFs, they obtained good qualitative and
quantitative agreement between simulation and experiment
and demonstrated the persistence of a hydrogen-bonded
molecular network in water under high pressures.

Our interest in the structure of liquid water was triggered
by a concerted effort to design interaction potentials, initially
focusing on the electrostatic component, from a theory called
Quantum Chemical Topology (QCT).15-20 This theory en-
ables an ambiguous partitioning of molecules in atoms, and
because of simple atomic additivity, also a partitioning of

van der Waals complexes into their constituent molecules.
Work in our group focused on expressing the electrostatic
interaction between molecules by atomic QCT multipole
moments. Considerable attention21-26 was paid to the con-
vergence of the multipole expansion. Geometries of simple
van der Waals complexes23 and natural DNA base pairs27

were successfully predicted with a QCT multipolar potential,
including hexadecupole moments. The effects of hydrogen-
bonding environment on the polarization and electronic
properties of water molecules were also studied28 as well as
the asymptotic behavior of the dipole moment of water with
increasing water cluster size in liquid water.29 The first
dynamical study, using such a high-rank electrostatic QCT
potential, appeared30 in 2003, examining liquid HF, soon
followed by the first such study on pure liquid water31 at
ambient conditions. Throughout this article we refer to the
latter paper as Paper I.

So far, the repulsive part of the potential has been covered
by the Lennard-Jones potential. Our sustained research effort
aiming at extraction ofall contributions to the interaction
potential from reduced density matrices demands to abandon
those simple potentials ultimately. This will be subject of a
future project outside the scope of this paper. Second,
polarization isnot included in the current potential but we
presently work on covering it using machine learning. So
far, only one simulation32 (on the HF dimer) has been carried
out with a polarizable QCT potential, in which neural
networks predict atomic multipole moments as a function
of the positions of the neighboring atoms.

Here the Coulomb part of the atom-atom interaction is
represented by electrostatics only, be it accurate at short
range, and in conjunction with a fully multipolar Ewald
summation. We stress that the current simulation occurred
with rigid water molecules and that no attempt was made to
introduce “effective” Coulomb interaction. Indeed, we
calculated the wave function of a single water molecule,
geometry-optimized it in the gas phase, without artificially
enhancing the molecular dipole moment or adding polariz-
ability. The purpose of this study is to assess the overall
performance of a potential in which the electrostatic part is
parameter-free and “taken to the limit”. In Paper I the
assessment of such a potential took place by comparing a
number of bulk properties with experiment and by inspecting
RDFs. Here, we add a number of bulk properties, but the
emphasis is on the inspection of the orientationally nonav-
eraged structure of liquid water, now explored over a larger
portion of the phase diagram. For this purpose the number
of temperatures was more than tripled, and the pressure was
investigated up to 104 atm (approximately 104 bar), beyond
the previously reported 1 atm.

2. Background and Method
2.1. The QCT Potential. A single water molecule was
geometry optimized at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level33 using
GAUSSIAN98,34 yielding an OH distance of 0.9614 Å and
an HOH angle of 104.067°. The corresponding electron
density yields a molecular dipole moment of 1.852 D (debye)
(0.7286 a.u.), which deviates by 0.1% from the oft cited and
still quoted experimental value of 1.8546( 0.0006 D (0.7297
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( 0.0002 a.u.) determined by Stark measurements.35 Al-
though possibly fortuitous, this agreement is excellent in view
of the wide range generated by respectable levels of theory.36

For example, a recent CCSD(T) calculation37 with a 9s6p6d3f/
6s4p2d1f basis set yielded a dipole moment of 0.7231 a.u.
(or 1.838 D), which curiously deviates more from experi-
ment, now by 0.9%. The molecular quadrupole moment at
MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level is 3.604 DÅ (2.679 a.u.), only
different by 0.7% from the experimental value of 3.63(
0.04 DÅ (2.70( 0.03 a.u.), published38 by Verhoeven and
Dymanus. The CCSD(T) calculation produces 3.532 DÅ
(2.626 a.u.), which is still only 2% different to our level of
calculation but almost four times more deviating from
experiment than the MP2 calculation.

At this stage of our longer term strategy we can justify
the rigid body approach because of the success of other rigid
body water potentials.39-41 Furthermore, in a dedicated
study42 on the relative merits of flexible versus rigid models,
Tironi et al. highlighted the seriously enhanced computational
effort in the presence of high-frequency internal vibrations.
They showed that including molecular flexibility and treating
it classically does not improve the quality of the models and
can even introduce artifacts. This is corroborated by Jor-
gensen and Tirado-Rives who claim43 that although flexible
models have been explored,44 classical treatment of the high-
frequency vibrations for water is not physically sound.
Moreover, Mahoney and Jorgensen stated44 that the introduc-
tion of quantum mechanical effects alleviates some of the
problems created by adding classical flexibility to simple
water models, reinforcing the idea that real water is more
like rigid water models than classical flexible water models.

Using default parameter values, the program MOR-
PHY9845 computes the multipole moments (up to hexade-
capole, rankl ) 4) on each atom from the wave function.
This is accomplished via a volume integration46 over each
atomic basinΩ. An atomic basin is a portion of 3D space
spanned by the collection of gradient paths (trajectories of
steepest ascent in the electron density) that are attracted to
the nucleus.15,16,47The integrand of this volume integration
consists of the appropriate spherical tensor (C(θ,æ)), weighted
by the total charge densityFtot(r )

whereFtot(r ) ) ∑AZAδ(r - RA) - F(r ), ZA is the charge of
nucleusA located at positionRA, and the functionsClmc-
(θ,æ) andClms(θ,æ) are real normalized spherical harmonics
of rank l. Other than the atomic charge Q00, there are three
dipole moments (l)1), denoted by Q10, Q11c, and Q11s, which
correspond to the Cartesian componentsµz, µx, and µy,
respectively. Instead of the redundant six Cartesian quad-
rupole moments there are only five spherical-tensor quad-
rupole moments (l)2), denoted Q20, Q21c, Q21s, Q22c, and Q22s.
There are seven octopole moments (l)3) and nine hexade-
capole moments (l)4). The values for all moments are listed

in Table S1 as Supporting Information. We note that our
potential shares its multipolar character with Stone’s ASP-
W2 potential.48

The total potential energy (Epot) between any two water
molecules has two contributions

whereEeleccorresponds to the electrostatic interaction energy
between two water molecules, andrOO is the distance
between the two oxygen nuclei. The other contribution is
the Lennard-Jones term, containingε andσ, which are the
familiar well depth and collision diameter. These are the only
two parameters inEpot, and they were fitted to both the
density of liquid water and the shape of experimental RDFs
at 298 K and 1 atm. The collision diameter turned out to be
3.140 Å and the well depth 0.753 kJ/mol. The two geometric
parameters describing the (symmetric) rigid water molecule
were fixed at the values mentioned above. The values of
the two geometric and two Lennard-Jones parameters are
the same as in paper I.

The Eelec term can be evaluated from eq 3

where A and B are oxygen or hydrogen atoms, each
belonging to different water molecules. In a previous
publication23 we explicitly showed that eq 3 can be re-
expressed in terms of a multipole expansion as follows

whereTlAmAlBmB is a purely geometric interaction tensor, only
depending on the relative orientation of the local frames
centered on each nucleus and their internuclear distance, and
Qlm are the 2l+1 multipole moments of rankλ with respect
to the local frames. The (expansion) rank L) lA + lB + 1
is typically used to monitor the convergence of an atom-
atom electrostatic interaction energy. In Paper I it was shown
that L needs to be at least equal to 5 to observe liquidlike
behavior, based on oxygen-oxygen pair distribution func-
tionsgOO(r). If DLMULTI were (substantially) modified to
handleL values larger than 6, which is a major project, then
bulk properties could be more completely monitored for
convergence. However, we have implemented an open-ended
electrostatic interaction code that enables the evaluation of
eq 4 for arbitrary rankL. We showed before49 that the atom-
atom interaction energy profile versusL of a typical O and
H in the hydrogen bond between two water molecules in
the water dimer had definitely converged atL ) 5.

2.2. Simulation Details. As with our previous water
simulation, the MD simulation was carried out by the
DLMULTI program, which is a modified version of the
DLPOLY code.50,51 A major feature of DLMULTI is the
derivation and implementation (by Dr. M. Leslie formerly
at Daresbury Labs) of an Ewald summation, generalized
beyond point charges, to high rank multipole moments. This
Ewald summation is completely consistent with the spherical

Ql0 ) ∫Ω
drFtot(r )r lCl0(θ,æ)

Qlmc ) ∫Ω
drFtot(r )rlClmc(θ,æ)

Qlms ) ∫Ω
drFtot(r )rlClms(θ,æ) (1)

Epot ) Eelec+ 4ε[( σ
rOO

)12
- ( σ

rOO
)6] (2)

Eelec)
1

2
∑
A

∑
B*A

Eelec(A,B) (3)

Eelec(A,B) ) ∑
lAlBmAmB

TlAlBmAmB
QlAmA

(ΩA)QlBmB
(ΩB) (4)
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tensor formalism, which is the basis of the interaction within
the simulation box. DLMULTI calculates the long-range
contribution of all multipole-multipole interactions using
this Ewald summation. A cubic primary cell with full
periodic boundary conditions, containing 216) 63 water
molecules, was used for all simulations. Paper I showed that
this size is large enough to achieve insignificant system size
dependence. We imposed a cutoff distance of 2.5σ for the
Lennard-Jones interaction between oxygen atoms. The time-
step size used to integrate the equations of motion was 0.5
fs. The results presented in this article are averaged from
run lengths of at least 300 ps after an equilibration period
of 20-50 ps.

2.3. Analysis of Bulk Properties.In Paper I we already
defined and discussed the isobaric heat capacity (Cp), the
thermal expansion coefficient (R), the self-diffusion coef-
ficient (D), and the temperature of maximum density. In this
study, we evaluated three additional properties of liquid
water, namely the constant temperature heat capacity (CV),
the isothermal compressibility (κT), and the shear viscosity
(η). The constant temperature heat capacity can be calculated
from eq 5

whereE, p, and Tare the total energy, temperature, and
pressure of the system, respectively. The isothermal com-
pressibilityκT can be evaluated from eq 6

whereV is the volume of the system. The shear viscosity
was evaluated from a NVT simulation using the Einstein
relation, eq 7,

whereRâ ) xy,xz,yz and∆PRâ(t) is the “displacement” of
PRâ(t), which is given by eq 8

where PRâ(t) is the off-diagonal elements of the pressure
tensor.52

2.4. Analysis of Local Structure.The short-range struc-
ture in liquid water has been examined by various analysis
techniques. These include the RDFg(r), the coordination
numbern(r), intermolecular structural properties (e.g., angles,
distances), and three-dimensional SDFs. The latter tool was
employed by Svishchev and Kusalik11 to examine the
structure of water using the SPC/E potential. It is a measure
of the distribution of neighboring molecules (or a specific
type of atoms) around a central molecule. SDFs give a
detailed description of the immediate environment adjacent
to a molecule by utilizing distribution functions that span
both the radial and angular coordinates of the separation
vector between species of interest.

Here we describe the procedure of evaluating the SDF of
oxygen-oxygen,gOO(r,Ω). The termsystemrefers to the
simulation box (which contains 216 molecules). Each
molecule in the system is designated as the “central
molecule”, one at a time. Since we are interested in the
immediate environment of the central molecule, we impose
a distance-based selection criterion in order to identify the
neighbors. The cutoff distance for the O...O separation was
chosen to be 3.5 Å, which is the location of the first
minimum in gOO(r). For an arbitrary configuration (“snap-
shot”) of the system, the neighbors of the central molecule
are examined. This examination warrants a common refer-
ence orientation for each central molecule and its environ-
ment. This is achieved by translating and rotating the system

Figure 1. Density of simulated water at 1 atm compared to
experimental value.

Cν ) (∂E
∂T)P
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κT ) - 1
V (∂V
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tf∞

d
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2(t)〉 (7)

∆PRâ(t) ) ∫0

t
PRâ(t′)dt′ (8)

Figure 2. Comparison of the distribution of O-H...O angles
at 300 K using different cutoff values for the O...H distances
(in Å).

Table 1. Calculated and Experimental Properties of Liquid
Water at 300 K (27 °C) and 1 atm

property QCT expt %∆e

temperature of maximum density (0C) 6. 4.a -
D/×109 m2 s-1 1.44 2.30b -37
R/×105 K-1 28 27.6a 1
κT/×106 atm-1 38 45.6a -17
Cp/J K-1 mol-1 82 75.3c 9
Cv/J K-1 mol-1 106 74.4c 42
density/kg m-3 996.0 996.5a -
η/cp 1.2 0.85c 41
enthalpy/kJ mol-1 -42.7 -41.5d -3

a Reference 58. b Reference 72. c Reference 73. d Reference 74.
e Percentage deviation from experiment defined as 100(xcomp-xexp)/
xexp where x is an experimental or computed property.
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such that the oxygen atom of the selected central molecule
lies at the origin of the system, one O-H bond coincides
with the X-axis, and the other O-H bond lies in the XY
plane. As a result, all neighboring molecules are viewed from
the same perspective. Subsequently, the spherical volume
(with radius 5.5 Å) is partitioned into small “grid elements”,
by installing a 3D grid centered at the central oxygen.
Typically there are 110× 110 × 110 such grid elements.
Then a frequency counter determines the number of oxygens
(belonging to neighboring molecules) that are located within
each grid element. When all molecules in the system are
examined, each being a central molecule in turn, the
frequency of oxygen atoms appearing in each grid element,
nO, is known. In order to obtain a distribution of oxygens
around asinglecentral molecule, this frequency needs to be
normalized by the number of oxygen atoms in the system,
NO. The valuenO/NO then gives the desired mean frequency
of neighboring oxygens located around the oxygen of asingle

central molecule. This process can be repeated for all
configurations generated from a MD run. However, it is more
sensible to use a portion of these configurations (e.g., every
500th configuration). The valuenO is then incremented over
all selected configurations. In order to correct for this
accumulation, nO must be divided by the number of
configurations included in the evaluation,Nc, resulting in
nO/[NONc].

Finally, the average number of oxygen atoms appearing
in each grid element is given by [NOVelem]/Vsyst whereVelem

is the volume of the grid element (assuming a homogeneous
distribution of oxygen atoms in the system), andVsyst is the
volume of the system. We used this factor to normalize the

Figure 3. Comparison of the distribution of O-H...O angles
at different temperatures. The cutoff distances are (a) 2.0 Å,
(b) 2.5 Å, and (c) 3.0 Å.

Figure 4. Location of neighboring molecules adjacent to each
molecule in the system. Three different views are presented:
front, side, and back view.
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mean value,nO/[NONc], to give a value that is relative to the
mean oxygen density of the system. The final quantity,gOO-
(r,Ω), is then defined in eq 9. If the grid element size is
sufficiently small, then the density functiongOO(r,Ω) appears
continuous and meaningful constant-density envelopes can
be plotted, as shown in Figures 5, 6, and 9.

The corresponding formula forgOH(r,Ω) can be easily
obtained by replacingnO by nH in eq 9, wherenH is the
frequency of hydrogen atoms appearing in each grid element.
Second,NO must be replaced byNH, the number of hydrogen
atoms in the system.

3. Results and Discussions
Compared to the NPT simulations of liquid water at ambient
pressure in Paper I we extended the temperature range from

Figure 5. Six different isovalues of the SDF illustrating the variation in the immediate environment of a central water molecule
(plotting scales adjusted visually).

Figure 6. (a) SDF isosurfaces with a value of 2.0 illustrating the variation of the immediate environment of a central water
molecule at different temperatures (plotting scales adjusted visually). (b) Comparison of spatial distribution functions of oxygen
atoms (showing the first shell neighbors only) gOO(r,Ω))2, at two different temperatures, 238 K (-35 °C) (cyan) and 363 K
(90 °C) (red) (at 1 atm).

gOO(r,Ω) )
nO

NONC
[NOVelem

Vsyst
]- 1

(9)
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238 K to 363 K (-35 °C to 90°C) with runs at 17 different
temperatures. We also conducted several NVT simulations
in order to calculate the constant volume heat capacity.
Finally, we performed NPT simulations at nonambient
pressures (between 1 and 10 000 atm at 300 K, 7 pressures
in total) in an attempt to understand the effect of pressure
on the structure of liquid water.

3.1. Simulations at Ambient Pressure.3.1.1. Bulk
Properties. The various properties evaluated from the ambi-
ent pressure simulations (1 atm, 300 K) are summarized in
Table 1. The variation of the density of the system as a
function of temperature is shown in Figure 1 (numerical
values in Table S1). The graph clearly shows the existence
of a temperature of maximum density at around 280 K. By
numerically differentiating a fitted fourth order polynomial,
the maximum is determined to be 279 K (6°C). This
maximum is not affected by the presence of the error bars.
This value deviates by only 2°C from the well-known
experimental value of 277 K (4°C). The availability of
simulation runs at 12 extra temperatures, compared to the 5
runs of Paper I, improved the quality of the prediction.
Indeed, in Paper I the rather slowly converging property of
maximum density temperature was overestimated by about
10°C. When comparing the overall shape of the experimental
and simulated density-versus-T curves in this work, the
density of the simulated water decreases at a faster rate at
both ends of the temperature range (i.e., the curvature of
the simulated curve is larger). However, Monte Carlo
simulations (at 1 atm) carried out53 for the SPC and TIP3P
models showed no maximum at all within the [-50 °C,
100 °C] interval. The TIP4P model put the maximum at
-15 °C (258 K), SPC/E at-38 °C (235 K).54 In contrast,
the TIP5P model, which was specifically designed to
correctly predict the temperature of maximum density, does
indeed reproduce the correct value of 4°C at 1 atm.

The self-diffusion coefficientD deviates slightly more
from the experimental value compared to Paper I, whereD
) 1.5× 10-9 m2 s-1 was reported. Nevertheless, the current
37% deviation from experiment is still respectable compared
to other potentials, which yield values varying from 1.9
(TIP4P-FQ) to 5.2 (TIP3P). Popular point charge models
such as TIP3P, TIP4P (D ) 3.3× 10-9 m2 s-1) and SPC (D
) 3.9 × 10-9 m2 s-1) all substantially overestimateD. The
TIP5P model predicts D to be 2.6× 10-9 m2 s-1, which is
only 12% off, and SPC/E scores well withD ) 2.5× 10-9

m2 s-1. Chaplin provides a continuously updated Web site55

comparing a large number of potentials in terms of their
performance in predicting bulk properties. In 2002, Guillot44

compared the self-diffusion coefficient of 32 water potentials
and found that about 40% overestimated its value, about 40%
underestimated it, whereas about 20% predicted it correctly.
The addition of quantum effects43,56,57is known to increase
the value ofD substantially. Thus it is promising that the
QCT model underestimatesD, in the absence of quantum
effects.

The thermal expansion coefficient,R, has considerably
improved compared to Paper I, where it was reported as 35
× 10-5 K-1. Now referring to an experimental58 value,
evaluated exactly at 300 K (27°C), the current re-evaluation
of R coincides with the experimental value. Other well-
known potentials and their recent modifications always
overestimateR, sometimes by more than 200%. For example,
at 25°C, TIP3P, TIP4P, and TIP5P predict59 it to be 92, 44,
and 63, respectively. In the SPC series, SPC, SPC/E, SPC/
A, SPC/L,41 COS/B2, COS/G2, and COS/G360 predictR to
be 73, 56, 80, 75, 97, 57, and 70, respectively, at 300 K
(27 °C).

The isothermal compressibility,κT, predicted by QCT to
be 38× 10-6 atm-1, turns out to underestimate experiment
by 17%. From the TIPnP series of potentials, only the TIP5P
value of 41× 10-6 atm-1 comes closer to experiment than
the QCT potential, the other TIP potentials overestimating
experiment by at least 40%. The SPC series mentioned above
predicts values from 39.5 to 51.7× 10-6 atm-1 and hence
scores better than QCT. It is conceivable that aκT value
computed from QCT simulations at more than 7 different
pressures may lead to better agreement with experiment.

The heat capacity at constant pressure,Cp, is a property
that clearly benefited from the extra simulation runs at 12
new temperatures. Once predicted to be 105 J mol-1 K-1 in
Paper I, it is now 82 J mol-1 K-1, overestimating experiment
by only 9%. Whereas TIP5P predicted the bestκT value (out
of the TIPnP series), it now predicts the worseCp value,
that is, 122 J mol-1 K-1, which deviates from experiment
by 62%. The SPC model is able to match experiment
virtually perfectly, but its recent modifications (mentioned
above) overestimate experiment with a value as high as 94.1
J mol-1 K-1.

The heat capacity at constant volume,CV, again suffers
from the more modest number of pressures at which
simulations were conducted. As a result, the QCT prediction

Table 2. Averaged System Density and Calculated
Diffusion Coefficient at 300 K at Various Applied Pressures

pressure/atm density/kgm-3 D/×109 m2 s-1

1 996 1.44
1000 1045 1.53
2000 1086 1.42
4000 1149 1.11
6000 1200 0.88
8000 1242 0.70

10000 1274 0.58

Figure 7. Density of simulated water at different pressures
compared to experimental value.
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of 106 J mol-1 K-1, is expected to deviate substantially from
experiment. Indeed, it does so by 42%. The papers we
consulted for the results of familiar potentials, as discussed
above, do not reportCV.

The QCT potential predicts shear viscosity (η) only
moderately well, overshooting experiment by 41%. However,
the SPC model performs equally poor, undershooting experi-
ment by 42%. Only SPC/E does substantially better, predict-
ing a value of 0.91 cp, which is only 7% off the experimental
value of 0.85 cp. The TIP5P model predicts 1.49 cp, which
is 75% off.

3.1.2. Structure.The local structure of the liquid water
was examined by monitoring the distribution of O-H...O
angles and the SDFs. The distribution of the O-H...O angle
was computed by calculating the angle formed by an H atom
from a neighboring molecule with the O-H bond from a
given central molecule. We selected neighboring molecules
by setting the cutoff values for the O...H distance to 2.0,
2.5, and 3.0 Å. Figure 2 illustrates the variation in the
distribution of the O-H...O angle for these three cutoff
distances. For 2.0 Å, the distribution is a single well-defined
peak centered at approximately 169°. The peak is slightly
skewed to the left and tails off rapidly for values smaller
than 150°. At the cutoff of 2.0 Å, most water pairs can be

regarded as hydrogen bonded to each other. The distribution
at the 2.5 Å cutoff is similar, but the tailing off (at the left
of the maximum) is slower. This follows from the fact that
the maxima of the two peaks, 2.5 Å and 2.0 Å, practically
coincide but the angle at which the distribution vanishes is
86° and 127°, respectively. The distribution for the largest
cutoff of 3.0 Å is qualitatively different from the two others.
Now there are smaller peaks left of the main one, at angles
well below 150°, one centered at 113° and the other at 74°.

The effect of temperature (238, 300, and 363 K) on the
O-H...O angle distribution is shown in Figure 3. As
expected, the height of the peak near 170° decreases with
increasing temperature for all three O...H distance cutoff
values. Also, the peaks broaden, while the tail ends located
between 50 and 150° become less well defined. The impact
of temperature rise is significantly smaller for shorter cutoffs.

A direct way to analyze the local structure of liquid water
is visualizing a snapshot of the simulated system. Figure 4
shows the location of neighboring molecules adjacent to each
molecule in the system. This picture is generated by selecting
all neighboring molecules with a O...O distance of less than
3.5 Å from the central molecule. Note that each selected
“central molecule” was rotated and translated (together with
the neighbors) to coincide with the position of the large

Figure 8. Comparison of RDFs at three different pressures. (a) OH, (b) HH, (c) OO, and (d) density-weighted (“normalized”)
OO.
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molecule in the center of Figure 4a-c. Neighbors are
concentrated in three regions of space around the central
water molecule. Two regions are adjacent to hydrogen atoms
of the central water. These regions consist of molecules
acting as hydrogen bond acceptors to the central water
molecule. The third region encircles the lone pair zone of
the central oxygen in the shape of a horseshoe. The “side
view” of Figure 4 gives the clearest image of this region,
which consists of donor molecules forming hydrogen bonds
with the central oxygen atom. This continuous distribution
is in agreement with Finney’s observation61 that the negative
charge around the oxygen atom should be regarded as a
single (contiguous) zone rather than as two distinguished
lobes.

In contrast with many familiar water potentials, the width
of the “horseshoe” narrows gradually but significantly toward
the middle part, in the plane of the central water molecule
(see “back view”). To the best of our knowledge, this feature
has not been observed in other water (traditional) potentials.
Alternative potentials, such as PPC,12,62SPC/E,11 and TIP4P,63

typically show awideningin the middle region. We believe
that this is a direct consequence of the multipole nature of
our potential, whose improved directionality results in
accurate geometry prediction of small water clusters.64

Consequently, we believe this is a genuine structural property
for liquid water. It should be noted that in the space between
these three regions, the existence of water molecules is
significantly less likely but not negligible.

An alternative way of examining the local structure is to
use the SDFs where the distribution and number of adjacent
molecules (in our case oxygen atoms actually) are repre-
sented by isosurfaces of specific values. A higher isovalue
means a higher oxygen and hence water concentration. Figure

5 shows the distribution at six different isovalues, i.e., 1.4,
1.5, 1.7, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.5. For isovalues above 2.0, the
information deduced from the isosurfaces is essentially
identical to that in Figure 4, apart from the fact that the three
regions are more readily identifiable. For lower values,
molecules further away from the central molecule start to
appear, corresponding to the second shell of oxygen atoms.
This secondary structure becomes more notable at the 1.4
and 1.5 isovalues. Two separate circular rings appear, each
centered on a “flattened sphere” (consisting of acceptor
oxygens) next to each of the hydrogen atoms of the central
water. The secondary structure adjacent to the “horseshoe”
shaped region appears as a pair of “wings”.

Let us focus on the relationship between oxygens in a
circular ring and oxygens in the flattened sphere beneath it.
In particular, we ask if such pairs of oxygen atoms are
hydrogen-bonded. A natural criterion to decide on this
question is knowledge of the average O...O distance. We
know from thegOO(r) curves (Figure S2 in the Supporting
Information and also Figure 8c) that hydrogen-bonded
oxygens are separated by approximately 2.7 Å and definitely
less than 3 Å. Figure 4 enables the measurement of O...O
distances, and via the straightforward correspondence be-
tween Figures 4 and 5 we can infer distances in Figure 5.
Distances between the appropriate oxygen pairs were sampled
directly in the snapshots appearing in Figure 4. The spread
in a typical sample of distances turned out to be very small.
We concluded that the average O...O distance is about 2.9
Å. Hence, this supports the existence of a network of
hydrogen bonds between the first and second shell.

The effects of temperature on the local structure of liquid
water are illustrated in Figure 6 by means of SDF)2.0
isosurfaces. The distribution of oxygen atoms is slightly more

Figure 9. (a) SDF isosurfaces with a value of 2.0 (gOO(r,Ω))2) illustrating the variation of the local environment of a central
water molecule at three different pressures (plotting scales adjusted visually). (b) Comparison of spatial distribution functions of
oxygen atoms (showing the 1st shell neighbors only) at two different pressures, 10 000 atm (cyan) and 1 atm (red) (at 300 K).
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dispersed (i.e., the volume enclosed by the isosurface is
bigger) at 363 K when compared with 300 K. Perhaps more
surprisingly is the appearance of the secondary structure at
238 K at the high isovalue of 2.0. This shows that the local
tetrahedral network is enhanced by the reduction in temper-
ature.

3.2. Simulations at High Pressure.The results of the
nonambient pressure simulations are summarized in Table
2, and the variation of liquid density as a function of pressure
is compared with experimental results in Figure 7. The
comparison shows that the simulated water mimics its real
counterpart reasonably well with larger deviations at higher
pressures. Furthermore there is tentative evidence in Table
2 for the reported65-68 maximum in diffusion coefficient at
elevated pressures, which is one of the well-known anomalies
of liquid water.

RDFs are a useful tool to monitor the local structure of a
liquid and can be readily obtained by experiment or computer
simulations. Figure 8 shows the results of various RDFs
derived from the simulations. The effect of pressure on the
HH and OH RDFs (in Figure 8a,b) is gradual and small.
There is no significant change in the overall form but with
only limited decrease in the peak heights and decrease in
well depth of the first broad minimum. In contrast, Figure
8c shows that the OO RDF changes substantially with
pressure. The second peak at around 4.5 Å gradually
disappears (i.e., flattens), while a shoulder starts to develop
on the right-hand side of the first peak (at around 3.2 Å) as
the pressure is increased. However, a simple comparison of
the current RDFs may not be appropriate because the
pressure increase causes a considerable change in density.
This is why we corrected the OO RDF for this change in
density, as shown in Figure 8d. The density-weighted or
normalized RDF curves show a different picture. The height
of the first peak increases with pressure rather than decreases.
More importantly, the disappearance of the second peak (for
1000 atm) is not due to reduction in its peak height. Rather,
it can be attributed to the notable increase in the RDF in
regions between 3 and 4 Å and between 5 and 7 Å. This
bears remarkable resemblance to the molecular distribution
functions obtained from X-ray diffraction of liquid water at
pressures up to 7700 bar by Okhulkov et al.8

Our results also indicate that the coordination number rises
from 5 to about 7.5 when the pressure is increased from 1
to 10 000 atm. This is consistent with the findings of Eggert
et al.9 and a recent first principles MD simulation of liquid
water10 where the coordination number also increases with
pressure. Even at 1 atm, previous studies have indicated that
the coordination number is greater than four.11,69

A more direct way of examining the effect of pressure on
local structure is provided by SDFs, as shown in Figure 9).
It can be seen that high pressure has a dramatic effect on
the short-range structure. A considerable number of oxygens
start to appear in regions where they were rare at ambient
pressure. At 10 000 atm, the “horseshoe” region has notably
morphed into a complete ring occupying space in between
the two hydrogens of the central water. In addition, the
isosurface with lower values (e.g., 1.5) shows similar
features. However, the secondary ring structure that appeared

at ambient pressure is now much less significant indicating
a decrease in the amount of water associated with it.
Moreover, the secondary “wing”-like structure (seeT ) 238
K in Figure 6) is completely absent at this elevated pressure
(10 000 atm). This is a unique piece of evidence that confirms
the collapse of second-neighbor shell molecules into the first
shell, which is inferred from X-ray diffraction9 and X-ray
scattering experiments.8 These additional molecules also
contribute to the OO RDF, and they are responsible for the
increase ing(r) between 3 and 4 Å.

The O-H...O angle distributions (see Figure 10) can also
shed some light onto the change induced by the applied
pressure. As in the ambient pressure case, the change in

Figure 10. Comparison of the distribution of O-H...O angles
at three different pressures. The cutoff distances are (a) 2.0
Å, (b) 2.5 Å, and (c) 3.0 Å.
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distribution for close neighbors (cutoff) 2.0 Å) is minimal
even at the highest pressure. However, the impact of
increased pressure on the distribution for neighboring
molecules of up to 3.0 Å is quite remarkable. There is a
substantial reduction in height of the peak at 170° in
conjunction with an extensive change in the tail of the
distribution (50-140°). Upon pressure increase, the two
smaller peaks merge to form one peak centered at 110° and
the number of molecules belonging to this range increases
dramatically. Again, this is consistent with what one observes
in the RDFs and SDFs. This increased angular distortion in
the O-H...O angle distribution has also been suggested by
Khan et al.70

It has been suggested71 that the hydrogen-bonded molec-
ular network remains almost intact even at extreme high
pressures. This is supported by the finding of Kalinichev et
al.14 who used MC simulations in conjunction with the TIP4P
water potential to show that the number of hydrogen-bonded
neighbors does not change significantly even in such severe
conditions. Our SDF results corroborate this result because
the regions occupied by the first shell neighbors at 1 atm
and 10 000 atm remain invariant (see Figure 9). However,
it should be noted that there is a significant difference in
the distribution of the nearest neighbors between our QCT
potential and the TIP4P one.63

The stability of the hydrogen-bonded molecular network
can also be seen in the O-H...O angle distributions because
they remain essentially the same for a cutoff up to 2.5 Å,
even at the highest pressure. In addition, we believe that the
appearance of molecules in the interstitial regions (see Figure
9) is the cause for suggested change in the O...O...O and
O-H...O angle distributions as proposed by Urquidi et al.71

and Khan et al.70

4. Conclusions
We carried out extensive simulations of liquid water using
a QCT potential. In view of its high-rank multipolar character
the description of the electrostatic interaction at short range
is expected to be accurate, except for the lack of polarization.
We have explored a part of the phase diagram of liquid water
by means of NVT and NPT MD simulations. The results
confirm the existence of a density maximum at around 6°C
(279 K). Compared to popular potentials, the discrepancy
between experiment and simulation for six calculated bulk
properties appeared homogeneous, that is, without serious
outliers. Much of the remaining work focused on the local
3D structure of liquid water, making full use of 3D snapshots
and Spatial Distribution Functions (SDFs), over and above
the familiar 1D radial distribution functions. The analysis
of O-H...O angle distribution shows that most immediate
neighbors (<2.5 Å) are hydrogen-bonded to the central
molecule. Perhaps surprisingly, the impact of temperature
is only minimal for molecules within 2.0 Å of the central
molecule since the distribution changes only slightly at the
highest temperature of 90°C (363 K). We recover the
traditional picture of a tetrahedral environment but, distinct
for the QCT potential compared to others, a different shape
of the SDF contour surfaces at the lone pair side of a central

water. Neighboring molecules at that side form a “horseshoe”-
like shapewith substantial narrowing in the central part. In
addition, “interstitial” molecules do exist but are rare. At
lower temperature, well-defined secondary structures (second-
shell neighbors) are observed around the central molecule.
At nonambient pressures, the local environment undergoes
substantial changes. A pressure increase ultimately causes
the “collapse” of the second-shell molecules into the
“interstitial” region, which has dramatic repercussions for
the O-H...O angle distribution. The impact on the RDF is
surprisingly small however. Only the OO RDF shows
substantial changes, which is in good agreement with
previous experimental studies. We confirm that the local
hydrogen-bonding network remains largely intact even in
such extreme conditions.
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Abstract: A computational approach is taken to clarify the reaction mechanism of biotin

carboxylase (BC) by using the B3LYP density functional method. The overall reaction of BC is

supposed to consist of two steps: in the first step, carboxyphosphate (CP) is generated from

bicarbonate and ATP, and it is subject to nucleophilic attack on its carboxyl group by biotin to

form carboxybiotin in the second step. The activation energies for the transition states of the

first and second steps are computed to be 46.6 and 7.9 kcal/mol, respectively, demonstrating

that the first step limits the overall reaction of BC. In the second step, the ureido moiety of biotin

undergoes enolization with the aid of general acid-base catalysis by CP, followed by collapse

of CP into CO2 and phosphate. The resulting bent CO2 is highly labile and condenses quickly

with enolic biotin to give carboxybiotin. Implicit in this scheme as they are, ingenious proton

movements between the two substrates, CP and biotin, dictate all of the succeeding chemical

events.

Introduction

Biotin-dependent carboxylases play an important role in
cellular metabolism by converting such key metabolites as
pyruvate and acetyl-CoA to oxalacetate and malonyl-CoA,
respectively.1 The reactions mediated by the respective
enzymes, i.e., pyruvate carboxylase (PC, EC 6.4.1.1) and
acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACC, EC 6.4.1.2), comprise
two partial reactions: In the first partial reaction protein-
bound biotin is carboxylated by biotin carboxylase (BC) with
ATP and bicarbonate as cosubstrates (eq 1). In the second
partial reaction mediated by carboxyl transferase (CT), the
carboxyl group bound temporarily on biotin is then trans-
ferred to an acceptor substrate (eq 2). The first partial reaction
is common to all the biotin-dependent carboxylases and key
to accomplishing the overall carboxylation of acceptor
substrates.

Since two of the substrates in the reaction of BC, biotin
and bicarbonate, are not labile enough to undergo spontane-
ous condensation, ATP is needed to activate either or both
of the substrates. There are several hypotheses to account
for the chemical role of ATP in the reaction of BC, as shown
in Scheme 1;2,3 in mechanism 1 bicarbonate is phosphory-
lated by ATP to form carboxyphosphate (CP), which is then
attacked by the N-1 nitrogen of enzyme-bound biotin.4 In
mechanism 2 the carbonyl group of biotin is phosphorylated
first to yield O-phosphobiotin, which then undergoes nu-
cleophilic attack on bicarbonate to give carboxybiotin.5 In
light of numerous mechanistic studies,2,6-14 it would be safe
to rule out mechanism 2, and our attention is focused on
mechanism 1 as the plausible one for the BC-catalyzed
reaction. Nevertheless, since the putative intermediate CP

* Corresponding author e-mail: kondo@bio.kyutech.ac.jp (H.K.);
kazunari@ms.ifoc.kyushu-u.ac.jp (K.Y.).

† Kyushu Institute of Technology.
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is either short-lived or accumulated only in quantities
insufficient for experimental validation, the definitive evi-
dence for this hypothesis is still lacking.

Another aspect of BC is the fact that it belongs to the
ADP-forming ligase family in which most typically a
carboxylic acid and an amine undergo condensation in the
presence of ATP to form an amide. A relative closest to BC
in this group would be carbamoyl-phosphate synthetase
(CPS), and in fact they share primary and tertiary struc-
tures.15,16 Nonetheless, they do differ in the substrate to be
carboxylated; ammonia in CPS and the urea of biotin in BC.
Because of this subtle difference it is not certain whether
the two reactions proceed by the same mechanism, despite
the fact that the CPS reaction is most likely to proceed via
a CP intermediate.17-21

These are the rationale behind our theoretical studies of
the BC reaction and given the difficulty of proving or
disproving the intervention of the intermediate CP in this
process experimentally, theoretical treatment would be useful
to assess the validity of the proposed mechanisms. In this
article, we propose a possible mechanism for the formation
of CP and its reaction with biotin using density functional
theory (DFT) calculations.

Methods
Computational Methods. The geometries of all stationary
points were fully optimized using the B3LYP functional22,23

with the 6-31G** basis set24 on the Gaussian 03 software
package.25 The structures and energies of the reactants,
intermediates, and products are optimized in the first place,
and then the transition state search is carried out on the basis
of those structures. All optimized structures were character-
ized as minima or cols by harmonic vibration analyses. In
general, the transition state is defined as the first-order
stationary point on a potential energy surface that has a single
negative Hessian eigenvalue with an imaginary frequency.26,27

Therefore, whether a given structure is a transition state or
not can be assessed from a calculation of vibrational
frequencies. Furthermore, as the reaction goes toward the
transition state, the bond involved directly in the

reaction is elongated with an increase in the amplitude of
vibration to give rise to a band at a lower wavenumber.26,27

Accordingly, the frequency ought to be lower than that in
the steady state. Reaction paths were characterized by
intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations,28-30 where
the initial force constants are provided from the frequency
calculations for optimized transition states. IRC was con-
structed from discrete points at intervals of 0.03 or 0.10
amu1/2‚bohr. We confirmed changes in geometrical param-
eters and energies along reaction paths.

Calculation Models. Calculations were performed for
mechanism 1 of the BC reaction illustrated in Scheme 1.
The crystal structure of a mutant ofEscherichia coliBC with
ATP bound suggests that the side chain of Lys-116 forms a
hydrogen bond with theR-phosphate of ATP and that Mg2+

ion is coordinated to the side chain of Glu-288.31 Accord-
ingly, a proton was placed on theR-phosphate of ATP, and
Mg2+ ion bridging theâ- andγ-phosphates is coordinated
by formate as a ligand, a mimic of the side chain of Glu-
288, as shown in Figure 1. At first, the Mg2+-ATP complex
was optimized without formate, but the structure was
distorted completely during the optimization, presumably
because Mg2+ forms a hexacoordinate complex. In addition
to these alterations from the BC crystal structure, ATP was
modeled by methyl tripolyphosphate to simplify the system
and to ease calculations. Biotin has a pentanoic acid side
chain, and it was also replaced with a methyl group, as the
side chain is not involved directly in the reaction. Further-
more, although the negative charges of ATP are neutralized
by Mg2+ ion, it was essential to consider protonation of ATP
and bicarbonate to overcome the charge repulsion, as both

Scheme 1. Mechanistic Possibilities for the
ATP-Dependent Carboxylation of Biotin by Bicarbonate,
Catalyzed by Biotin Carboxylase (BC)

Figure 1. Conformational snapshot of the catalytic site of
Escherichia coli BC adapted from the structure of mutant
E288K (1DV2) by Insight (a) and the ATP model used for the
first step of the BC reaction (b).
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of them are negatively charged. Thus, protons were placed
on either or both of theâ- andγ-phosphates of ATP and a
proton was placed or removed from bicarbonate, but calcula-
tions were successful only in the model depicted in Figure
1, where Mg2+ is coordinated by theγ-(bidentate) and
â-(monodentate) phosphates and formate (bidentate). In
addition to this pentacoordinate model, a hexacoordinate
complex with another formate or water as ligand was
examined, but the energy obtained was not much different.

Results
Carboxylation of biotin is assumed to comprise the following
elementary steps: nucleophilic attack of bicarbonate on the
γ-phosphate of ATP to form CP and ADP and subsequent
reaction of biotin with CP. These two steps were analyzed
separately.

Formation of Carboxyphosphate. In light of many
experimental results and theoretical considerations of the
reactions involving ATP, the nucleophilic attack of bicarbon-
ate on theγ-phosphate of ATP is presumed to proceed by
the “inline” mechanism.4,8-12 An energy diagram calculated
for this step and the optimized structures are illustrated in
Figure 2. The entire process contains two transition states
(TS1 andTS2) and one intermediate (Int 1 ). Initially, one
of the oxygen atoms of bicarbonate is located 3.858 Å away
from theγ-phosphorus atom of ATP. The distance between
these two atoms is shortened to 2.389 Å atTS1, and the
energy barrier for this state amounts to 42.6 kcal/mol relative
to the initial state. The distance is further shortened to 1.920
Å at Int 1 and eventually to 1.720 Å atTS2 whose energy
level is located 46.6 kcal/mol higher than that of the initial
state and 6.5 kcal/mol relative toInt 1 . By contrast, the

P(γ)-O(âγ) bond distance is elongated to 1.680 and 2.108
Å at Int 1 andTS2, respectively, and it is eventually cleaved
to produce CP and ADP. As a result of this the P(γ)-
O(bicarbonate) bond formed is shortened slightly from 1.720
Å at TS2 to 1.700 Å in the CP complex. The CP complex
lies 0.2 kcal/mol above the ATP complex. The imaginary
frequency forTS1 is 89i cm-1, and this vibrational motion
is related to the stretching of a bond between the bicarbonate
oxygen with theγ-phosphorus atom. The imaginary fre-
quency for TS2 representing an asymmetric stretching
vibration of the P(γ)-O(âγ) bond being cleaved and the
P(γ)-O(bicarbonate) bond forming was evaluated as 122i
cm-1. Compared with the C-O stretching vibration of
anhydrides and the asymmetric stretching vibration of the
O-P-O groups in inorganic phosphate and nucleotides of
a band at 1100 and 1800-850 cm-1, respectively,32-36 the
results obtained above support the notion thatTS1 andTS2
are true transition states.

Our calculations indicate that Mg2+ ion plays an important
role in the reaction of bicarbonate with ATP. As both
bicarbonate and ATP are negatively charged, the positive
charges of Mg2+ ion facilitate the formation of CP by
alleviating the electrostatic repulsion between the negative
charges.

Mg2+-mediated hydrolysis of a phosphodiester of a ham-
merhead ribozyme was studied theoretically at the B3LYP/
6-31G** level of theory.37 The hydrolysis reaction is
reminiscent of the first step of the BC reaction; the
intramolecular nucleophilic attack by an oxygen atom on the
phosphorus with charge compensation by Mg2+ ion occurs
exothermically by only 2.3 kcal/mol with two transition
states. The first activation barrier is 18.6 kcal/mol, and the
second is 2.2 kcal/mol above the intermediate. The oxygen
atom attacks the phosphate from 3.5 Å away in the initial
state in this reaction.

Comparison of the first step of the BC reaction with the
hydrolysis of the phosphodiester in terms of the type of
reaction and the molecular structure involved suggests that
the scheme drawn for the first step of BC reaction having
two transition states is plausible. Although the energy
obtained (46.6 kcal/mol) is fairly high, compared with the
18.6 kcal/mol energy barrier in the hydrolysis of the
phosphodiester, the initial state lying nearly at the same
energy level as that of the CP complex seems to be
reasonable. Since only one bond is reorganized from the
phosphoric anhydride O-P-O bond in the ATP complex
to a mixed anhydride C-O-P bond in the CP complex, the
latter anhydride bond is 2-4 kcal/mol more stable than the
former,38,39 as shown in Figure 2.

Reaction of Carboxyphosphate with Biotin.Four pos-
sible pathways were envisaged as plausible mechanisms for
the second partial reaction, as shown in Scheme 2. Path A
is a concerted mechanism, in which proton abstraction from
biotin by CP, nucleophilic attack by one of the ring nitrogen
atoms on CP, and the cleavage of the C-O bond in CP occur
in a concerted manner. Paths B and C are stepwise reactions,
in which abstraction of a proton from biotin by CP occurs
first, and then they separate from each other.14,40,41In path
B, nucleophilic attack of enolic biotin on CP precedes

Figure 2. Relative energies and optimized structure com-
puted for the reactant complex, transition states, intermediate,
and carboxyphosphate complex for the first partial reaction
(step 1) of BC by the B3LYP/6-31G** level of theory. Units
are in kcal/mol.
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expulsion of phosphate from CP, while in path C, CP
collapses to CO2 first, which then reacts with biotin. In the
stepwise mechanisms CP will be more susceptible to
nucleophilic attack and the nitride of biotin will serve as a
more powerful nucleophile. In path D, spontaneous collapse
of CP occurs first to yield the protonated form of carbon
dioxide, which must be highly labile toward nucleophiles.
Subsequently, proton abstraction and the nucleophilic attack
occur in the second step.

Energy diagrams representing each of these paths are
depicted in Figure 3. DFT calculations for the concerted
pathway (path A) reveal that an energy as much as 35.6 kcal/
mol is required to form the product complex viaTS3A, and
it is hence unlikely for the reaction to follow this pathway.
Since the spontaneous C-O bond cleavage in path D requires
77.7 kcal/mol, this mechanism should also be ruled out. Thus,
it is concluded that nucleophilic attack of biotin on CP should
take place viaTS3, resulting in the formation ofInt 2 .
In addition to these four paths the intermediate with a
quaternary ureido nitrogen was also examined, but the energy
obtained was too high to be optimized by the current level
of theory.

In the first stage of the stepwise pathway, which is
common to paths B and C, biotin is rendered active as a
nucleophile by enolization of its ureido moiety. This is
achieved by proton abstraction from the ring nitrogen by CP,
and it is manifested in a change in the length of the bonds
involved in this process. Thus, the bond length of the C-N
and CdO in the urea moiety of biotin is shortened or
elongated atTS3, respectively, upon the biotin enolization.
At the same time, the N-H bond is elongated to 2.438 Å
from 1.018 Å atTS3 because of the proton migration from

biotin to CP. The length of the newly formed O-H bond of
CP is 0.967 Å, and that of enolic biotin is 1.032 Å atInt 2 .
The optimized structures are shown in Figure 4. AtTS3,
the imaginary frequency representing either the N-H cleaved
or the enolic O-H formed is 142i cm-1, a value fairly low
compared with 3300 cm-1 and 3100 cm-1 for the stretching
motion of O-H groups with an intermolecular hydrogen
bond and of N-H groups in hydrogen-bonded secondary
amides, respectively.33,35 Nonetheless, the value may be
reasonable, as the IRC with a step size of 0.03 amu1/2‚bohr
connected the biotin complex withInt 2 via TS3 smoothly.
The activation barrier forTS3 amounts to 7.9 kcal/mol
relative to the biotin complex andInt 2 lies 3.2 kcal/mol
above the biotin complex, as shown in Figure 3. The stepwise
mechanism is then separated to paths B and C, which give
rise toTS4B andTS4C, respectively, first.

In path B, the second step begins with an intramolecular
proton abstraction from the phosphate of CP by the carboxyl
group atTS4B. This proton transfer occurs in accord with a
difference in the pKa of phosphates and carboxylic acids, as
the pKa of inorganic and organic phosphates is around 2.0,
while that of carboxylic acids is about 3-442,43 and it
enhances the electrophilicity of the carbonyl carbon of CP,
thereby facilitating nucleophilic attack of the enolic biotin
to give Int 3B . Judging from the frequency for the O-H
asymmetric stretching vibration in the steady state, the
imaginary frequency of 472i cm-1 seems to be reasonable
for the proton abstraction atTS4B. The activation energies
are 1.3 kcal/mol forInt 2 and 4.5 kcal/mol for the biotin
complex.Int 3B lies 0.9 kcal/mol and 4.1 kcal/mol above
Int 2 and the biotin complex respectively, as shown in
Figure 3.

Scheme 2. Four Viable Reaction Pathways for the BC Reaction
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In the third stage, the nitrogen of enolic biotin undergoes
nucleophilic attack on the carbonyl of CP, concomitant with
a proton transfer from the enol to CP to form a tetrahedral
intermediate (TS5BandInt 4B). At the same time, the enolic
form of biotin returns to the original keto form. Formation
of a tetrahedral intermediate is common in the reaction of
carbonyl groups and usually yields the largest activation
energy.44 Hence, the proton transfer is needed to stabilize
the nascent oxyanion of a tetrahedral intermediate. The
imaginary frequency associated with the asymmetric stretch-
ing vibration of the enolic O-H and the C-N bond forming
at TS5B is 240i cm-1, a value regarded as reasonable, as
the O-H and C-N stretching vibrations give rise to a band
at about 3300 cm-1 and about 1000 cm-1 in the steady state,
respectively.33,36,45 The activation barrier is 18.4 kcal/mol
relative toInt 3B , and Int 4B lies 7.5 kcal/mol aboveInt
3B.

In the last stage, the C-O bond in CP is gradually
elongated and finally cleaved completely upon an intramo-
lecular proton transfer from the carboxyl group of CP to the
phosphate. With the expulsion of the phosphate group from
the complex, the carbon atom of CP reverts to sp2 from sp3.
At the end of this stage throughTS6B, the C-O bond is
cleaved completely along with the proton transfer from the
carboxyl group to the phosphate. The imaginary frequency
representing the asymmetric O-H stretching for the intramo-
lecular proton transfer and the C-O bond cleavage is 395.1i
cm-1 at TS6B. The activation barrier amounts to 2.6 kcal/
mol relative toInt 4B .

In path C, which gives rise to the product complex via
the formation of CO2 and phosphate, CP is split into CO2

and phosphate spontaneously prior to reaction with biotin
(Figure 4). The C-O bond to be cleaved is elongated from
1.426 Å to 1.965 Å atTS4C and finally to 2.520 Å atInt
3C, where the detached and bent CO2 is anchored by two
hydrogen bonds with the enol of biotin and the detached
phosphate. The imaginary frequency associated with the

stretching vibration of the C-O to be cleaved is 126i cm-1

at TS4C, a value regarded as reasonable, as the C-O
stretching vibrations in anhydrides C-O-C gives rise to a
band at about 1100 cm-1 in the steady state.32,33,36 TS4C
was confirmed by IRC calculations with a step size of 0.10
amu1/2‚bohr. The activation barrier ofTS4C is only 3.2 kcal/
mol relative toInt 2 . In other words, the C-O cleavage
occurs more easily viaTS4C than viaTS6B of path B.

The nitrogen of enolic biotin then undergoes nuclophilic
attack on bent CO2 together with a proton transfer from the
enol to CO2 with a six-membered transition state (TS5C).
The activation barrier is 0.1 kcal/mol relative toInt 3C , and
the relative energy is 6.3 kcal/mol from the biotin complex.
The much lower activation energy for this pathway stems
from the higher electrophilicity of the carbon in question,
bent CO2, than that of CP. In addition, this pathway can avoid
formation of a tetrahedral intermediate likeInt 4B . The
imaginary frequency associated with the stretching vibration
of the C-N bond forming is 25i cm-1. The low frequency
may be associated with the low activation energy, and this
notion was proven by IRC calculations with a step size
smaller than 1.

Discussion
Biotin-dependent carboxylation is intriguing from chemical
as well as biological standpoints, as it enables incorporation
of bicarbonate into organic substrates under mild conditions
to give carboxylic acids. The first partial reaction of BC plays
a key role in this context, and its mechanism has been the
target of intensive studies.1-12 The CP hypothesis is the only
surviving mechanism for BC, but this intermediate is so
elusive that it is difficult to prove its intervention by
experiments. As described above, the feasibility of this
pathway was scrutinized theoretically for the first time.
Carboxylation of biotin was supposed to be accomplished
in the two partial reactions: formation of CP from bicarbon-
ate and ATP and its subsequent reaction with biotin. Both
of these two steps were simulated successfully with energies
of activation of 46.6 and at most 7.9 kcal/mol for the first
and second transition states, respectively. The former value
may look too large for any reaction to take place smoothly,
and there will probably be a path or means to lower this
energy of activation. For example, solvent effects and the
dielectric constant may be taken into account.37 Nonetheless,
it seems certain that intermediate CP can form by the reaction
of bicarbonate with ATP and that the formation of CP is
more laborious than its collapse. In other words, the first
step limits the overall reaction of BC, and CP will not
accumulate in quantities sufficient for detection experimen-
tally at any stage of the reaction.

One of the most prominent features of the second step is
that enolization of the ureido portion of biotin is possible.
In light of its chemical structure, enolization of biotin is easy
to conceive intuitively, and in fact an enol form of biotin
has often been postulated in the carboxylation of biotin and
subsequent carboxyl transfer from it.40,46,47Previous theoreti-
cal studies were, however, dismissive of the occurrence of
an enolic form, as it is too unstable thermodynamically to
form.48-50 The present study reveals that biotin can undergo

Figure 3. Relative energies computed for the biotin complex,
transition states, intermediates, and product complex for the
second partial reaction (step 2) of BC by the B3LYP/6-31G**
level of theory. Units are in kcal/mol.
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enolization in the presence of CP with relatively low energy
(8 kcal/mol); CP assists this process by serving as a general
acid-base catalyst. Thus, the phosphate of CP abstracts a
proton from the ureido nitrogen, and the carboxyl group
donates a proton to the ureido carbonyl at the transition state
(TS3). The resultingInt 2 will follow either one of the two
pathways: CP reacts directly with biotin, thereby forming
tetrahedral intermediates, or CP generates bent CO2 which
then reacts with enolic biotin. It turned out that the latter
pathway is 15 kcal/mol lower in energy, presumably because
it can avoid the formation of a tetrahedral intermediate and
because bent CO2 is more electrophilic than CP.

Although the net reaction of the second step is nucleophilic
attack of the ureido nitrogen of biotin on the carboxyl group
of CP, mobile protons residing initially on the carboxyl and
phosphate of CP and on the ureido group play important
roles. Thus, proton transfers from CP to biotin and from
biotin to CP trigger the entire second step of BC reaction.
This kind of behavior is indeed common in many enzymatic
reactions.40,51-58 It is noted that though there are only two
components, CP and biotin, in the present system, there are
protein and water molecules as well in actual enzymatic
systems. In addition, Lewis acids such as Mg2+ and Mn2+

participate in the carboxylation to polarize the scissile
bonds.59 Some of these components in close contact with
substrates at the enzyme active site may reduce the activation

energy by handling proton elaborately or acting as the true
proton donor or acceptor.60-64

Finally, carbamoyl-phosphate synthetase, the closest rela-
tive of BC in terms of the type of the chemical reactions
they mediate, uses ammonia as the nucleophile in the second
step in place of biotin. As ammonia (pKa 9.3 for ammonium)
is a much more powerful base than biotin (pKa 0.18), it would
be advantageous for the carboxylases to use ammonia as a
nucleophile. Moreover, enzymes contain a number of
potential nucleophiles such as imidazole (pKa 6.8) which may
react with CP equally well or even better than biotin. The
advantage of using chemically inert biotin as the nucleophile
for CP would then be that it becomes labile through
enolization only when it is needed, so that it can avoid
unnecessary side reactions. In addition, the product, CB
(carboxybiotin), is not the ultimate product; rather the
carboxyl group placed temporarily on biotin is transferred
eventually to acceptor substrates by the reaction of CT.
Although the direction is opposite, this reaction is essentially
the same as the BC reaction in that it will involve enolization
during the carboxyl transfer.2,40,41,47,65-68 Hence, it will take
place nearly with the same ease as the BC reaction.

Conclusions
We have discussed a possible mechanism of biotin carboxy-
lase (BC) using the B3LYP density functional method. The
overall reaction of BC consists of two steps: in the first step,

Figure 4. Optimized geometries for the second partial reaction of BC. The tetrahydrothiophene part of biotin is omitted for
clarity. Units are in Å.
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carboxyphosphate (CP) is generated from bicarbonate and
ATP, and it is subject to nucleophilic attack on its carboxyl
group by biotin to form carboxybiotin in the second step.
Detailed analysis of the potential energy surfaces shows that
the first step involves two transition states (TS1 andTS2)
and one intermediate. The activation energies forTS1 and
TS2 were computed to be 42.6 and 46.6 kcal/mol, respec-
tively. In the second step, we considered four possible paths.
DFT calculations show that the ureido moiety of biotin
undergoes enolization with the aid of general acid-base
catalysis by CP, followed by collapse of CP into CO2 and
phosphate. The resulting bent CO2 is highly labile and
condenses quickly with enolic biotin to give carboxybiotin.
In the second step the activation energy of the rate-
determining step is 10.1 kcal/mol if the reaction traces the
stepwise pathway along the most low-lying potential energy
surface. Therefore the first transition state in the first step
controls the reaction rate in the overall reaction of BC. Our
calculations indicate that the structure of biotin is suitable
for capturing carbonate from CP.
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